
plus: punk planet braces for war in iraq with coverage in all sections. 

PCI VHIID UfAD DM Alive on the streets of Baghdad 
Jli WAli Ull Sw Ex-arms inspector Scott Ritter 

0 74470 93297 0 and Investigative reporter Jeremy Scahill in Static 
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DOCUMENT 07 

One part screamy hardcore with a healthy 
dosage of artistic experimentation. 
Repressed and back in stock. 

HAPPY COUPLES NEVER LAST 

MOCK ORANGE 

JESUSEATER 
STEP INSIDE MY DEATH RAY 

Step right up folks and you will be vaporized by 
"Step Inside My Death Ray". Produced by Brian 

Mcternan, this album smokes with infectious, 
unforgettable, and truly intense songwriting. 
Fronted by Shawn Brown, the legendary 
vocalist of Swiz and Dag Nasty. 
DEATHWISH RECORDS 

5 new songs from one of indie rock's best 

bands today. Produced by J. Robbins. 
DEAD DROID 

first ep 

NAKATOMIPLAZA 
PRIVATE PROPERTY 

I There are an infinite number of ways to think 

and act. And that's what this is about. 

Thought and Action. Remixed. Remastered. 
New artwork. Three new songs added 
IMMIGRANT SUN 

V/A 
PUNK ROCK JUKEBOX 

Reissue of the first Punk Rock Jukebox 

comp. Great bands doing their favorite 

classic punk tunes. Features The 
Bouncing Souls, H20, Sublime, members 

of Rancid with Sheer Terror (under the 

name NoBrain), Swingin Utters and more. 

Includes bonus video for Swingin Utters "I 

Got Your Number" 

BLACKOUT 

THE ALL-AMERICAN REJECTS 
S/T 

"...influences from The Beatles, to The I 
Beach Boys, to Cheap Trick...refreshing * 

and new... epic, inspiring, just plain § 

outstanding...poised to become | 

champions of the indie-rock universe." 
SNOWBOARD CANADA | 

DOGHOUSE I 

TOTIMOSHI 
MYSTERIOSO 

Bay Area trance-rockers TOTIMOSHI return 
with more heady,heavy riffage,angular 

rhythms,and hypnotic hooks.with a sound 

existing somewhere between MELVINS crush 
and fuzzed-out post-punk dynamics. 
CRUCIAL BLAST 

THE BLINDINC LICHT 
CLASS BULLET 

Glass Bullet" by The Blinding Light is r““““ 

complete with thunderous riffing, I 
whirlwind percussion, and passionate I 

vocal cries. A stunning debut which I 
places the band among the new breed of I 

hardcore visionaries. Fronted by Brian I 

Lovro, former Threadbare vocalist. I 

DEATHWISH RECORDS I 

LUMBERJACK DISTRIBUTION PO Box 434 Toledo, OH 43697 www.lumberjack-online.com phone 419-726-3930 fax 419-726-39 
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Our brand-new po box is plagued with terrible 
postal employees! We have decided to just 
move the entire mailing operation to our front 
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4229 N. Honore 
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Telephone 
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questions, ad reservations, 
submission queries, whatever 
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letters & submissions via e-mail 
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"They hate the songs. We hate them too. ” 

t’s funny the way things work out some¬ 

times. Jawbreaker first appeared in the 

pages of Punk Planet precisely 50 issues 

ago. When PP3 came out in the early 

fall of 1994, Jawbreaker had just released 24 

Hour Revenge Therapy, an album that many 

consider the highpoint of mid-’90s Bay 

Area pop-punk. Jawbreaker was at the top of 

their form and on top of the small, insular 

world known as punk rock. Punk Planet was 

just a struggling, unknown fanzine with a 

glimmer of promise hidden in a sea of typos 

and bad design. 

Years later, we’re still here (and hope¬ 

fully a little better) but Jawbreaker isn’t, 

having broken up during the tumultuous 

time that followed their major label debut 

album, 1995 s Dear You. But instead of fad¬ 

ing into oblivion, as so many bands from 

that era did, Jawbreaker band has only got¬ 

ten more popular in the years since. 

Even with their continued popularity, 

fans of the band both new and old have had 

lingering questions about the band’s sud¬ 

den breakup. For the first (and very possibly 

last) time since they parted ways, the three 

members of Jawbreaker agreed to speak with 

Punk Planet contributor Treyor Kelley about 

the demise and lasting legacy of the band. 

It’s an amazing interview, and it’s an honor 

to have the band back in the magazine for 

one last time after all these years. 

"The truth bums bright. There’s too much there sometimes. ” 

A continuing debate around the office 

has been over what gets the cover: 

Jawbreaker or Iraq. The arguments for 

both are pretty obvious. Getting the three 

members of Jawbreaker to talk about the 

band is pretty monumental. But so is the 

possible war in Iraq. The grim decision was 

finally made that war with Iraq will proba¬ 

bly be around for a while and that the 

Jawbreaker interview should take priority. 

Those are the kinds of behind-the-scenes 

decisions that I agonize over. Especially 

when the Iraq material in this issue—it 

spans three different sections—is as good as 

it is. The centerpiece of our Iraq coverage 

is Nathan Mauger’s "Iraq Journal” (and his 

last-minute, hilarious addition 

"Halloween in Iraq”). Mauger traveled to 

Iraq this past fall and the stories he tells in 

his journal are harrowing. Equally unnerv¬ 

ing is ex-UN arms inspector Scott Ritter, 

who painstakingly documents the US’ sub¬ 

version of the arms inspection process in 

Iraq. Just because this material isn’t the 

cover story shouldn’t stop you from learn¬ 

ing volumes from it. I know I have. 

"I count disasters on my free hands now. ” 

Finally, this issue has been a series of 

disasters strung together by late nights, 

panicked phone calls, and much too little 

sleep. The quick explanation is a simple 

one: moving an office at the same time you 

are supposed to be putting together an issue 

is an exercise in frustration. You’re build¬ 

ing walls instead of editing stories; unpack¬ 

ing boxes instead of working with illustra¬ 

tors. As a result, this issue has seen more 

changes in its content lineup than the last 

three issues combined. Part of the problem 

was that the few constants in the issue—the 

Jawbreaker interview and the Iraq material— 

were so good that it raised the bar for the 

rest of the material in the issue. The result 

is, in my opinion, an amazing issue that has 

literally drawn blood from those involved in 

it. I hope the work was worth it and you 

enjoy it as much as I do. 

See you for the start of spring, 

PS. I’ m happy to welcome a new 

columnist into the fold: This issue marks 

the debut column of Janelle Benet Ramsey. 

Better known simply as Janelle, she’s been 

someone I’ve wanted to write for Punk Planet 

for years. I couldn’t be more pleased to 

finally see her name (whichever one she 

chooses) in these pages. 

PPS. All quotes from Jawbreaker 

lyrics. But you probably knew that already. 
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' HELL BENT RECORDS 
PO BOX 1529 
POINT PLEASANT BEACH | 
NJ 08742 USA 

IT NEVER FELT THIS 
UMSEIfll GOOD TO SCREAM! 

HIGHLY ANTICIPATED SELF TITLED 
SIX SONG CD 

OUT 01.14*03 
$8 PPD TO HELL BENT RECORDS 
FIRST 101PRE-0RDfR|RECEIVE 
FREE CURSE feSTER 2 
AS SEEN ON TOUR TtflS FALL WITH: 
AVAIL, HOTlVATER MUSIC, TRIAL BY FIRE, 
AND THE EXPLOSION 

HEAR THE CURSE AT: 

WWW.HELLBENTRECORDS.COM 

THEORY OF RUIN 
COUNTER-CULTURE NOSEBLEED CD/LP 

Featuring Alex Newport (x-Fudge Tunnel). 

"A well practiced execution in tension and release* the subtle touch of someone who knows how to 

squeeze gold from lead. Newport has lost none of his masterful touch." - earpollution 

"Rumbling, staggering, throbbing, burning songs with a stylish panach." - Aiding & Abetting 

"Balls out rock-n-roll. There’s really no way of escaping this band. 

Once you hear them, you’re enthralled by them. * - Cafamityproject 

Coming soon: 

IN PIECES 
LEARNING TO ACCEPT SILENCE 

CD/limited edition picture disc 

"A well constructed mixture of guitar-heavy hardcore and melodic rock... 

a very impressive debut." - The New Scheme 

"An act that’s mastered the almost forgotten art of arranging innovative 

songs executed with impeccable timing." - Hartford Advocate 

"(In Pieces) manage to bring an interesting twist to the (emo rock) style." -Skyscraper 

"Inventive hardcore..." - Alternative Press 

ISIS 
Oceanic 2xLP 

LICKGOLDENSKY 
The Beautiful Sounds of... CD/LP 

ESCAPE ARTIST RECORDS PO Box 472, Downingtown, PA 19335 

e: info@escapeartistrecords.com w: escapeartistrecords.com 
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Nerf Herder 
American Cheese 
Twelve tracks that look deep into the human experience 

Libido Grande Digger 
Keystone The Stars Have Fallen 

Georgia's most popular punk band! Think Strung Out 
with a splash of Thrice. 
New School INSRUO-CD 

NEW 
SCHOOL 

Time to Fly 
Birth Work Death 

The Lyndsay Diaries 
The Tops of Trees are On Fire 

OUT NOW! 

KILL PILL 
‘Outside these City Walls" C 

featuring members of 

$I|X* By Man.-..RaceTraltw. 
and Killihuslavemastor 

g^pirii-isi^m of MC5: Television or The Hives* 

OUT NOW! 

Pressure 
g^Anthom^^fi 

ion of Rancid, but charged with a Hardcore musical and political its 

early days of MDC Dead Kennedys and Reagan Youth 

ALSO AVAILABLE ON UPRISING: 
featurtngMTmnTtvers^ot Anna Angelos 

featuri 
7Angf: 

LULLABY FOR THE 
APOCALYPSE 
compilation CO 

BLUESKYGOODBYE 
Fhe Identity EP" COep 

GO! FOR THE THROAT 
“Here and Now:: CD 

McRAD 
“Absence of Sanity" CD 

FALL OUT BOY 
“Fall Out Boy’s Evening Out 

witn your Girt ' CD 

Fall Out Boy/Project Rocket 
split CD 

m Exclusively distributed 
£,s through Lumberjack 

0 419.726.3930 Uprising Records / A Division of Uprising Communications Group. P.0. Box 42259, Philadelphia. PA 19104, 
wvmuprismgrecords.com 



www.lovitt.com mm lovibb records 
\V^^/y Post Office Box 248 
^   Arlington, VA 22210-9998 usa 

SUPPORT INDEPENDENT RECORD 
STORES AND DISTRIBUTORS. 
THE BLACK SEA 
“S/T” CDEP/10”EP 

MAXIMILLIAN COLBY 
“DISCOGRAPHY” CD 

THE CASSETTES 
“S/T” CD/LP 

CDs/LPs: $10 ppd. CDeps/10”eps: $8 
STORES CONTACT: www.dischord.com/direct/ - direct@dischord.com 
LATER: DIVISION OF LAURA LEE (EARLY MATERIAL), LOVITT DVD, THE BLACK SEA (ALBUM) 

FROM EAST BAY, CA 

m tat 

FROM EAST BAY, CA 

T H E COST 

THE ENEMIES 

Lookout! 278 SEIZE THE DAY 

Compact Disc/Limited-edition vinyl LP 

CATCHY. MELODIC HARDCORE TO CLENCH YOUR FISTS 

FEATURING DAVE EDWARDSON FROM NEUROSIS ON E- 

ALSO AVAILABLE: 
Lookout! 26 1 S/T 
Split Compact Disc with PITCH BLACK 

Lookout! 284 CHIMERA 

Compact Disc/Limited-edition vinyl LP 

DARK AND LAYERED POST EMO TAKES YOU FOR 

AN INTENSE RIDE THEiR SECOND ALBUM 

PRODUCED BY RYAN MASSEY .FROM AMERICAN STEEL 

(Wait/ 3264 Adeline Street, Berkeley CA 94703 USA Mailorder Hotline: 510-450-8320 www.lookoutrecords.com 

OUR MOTTO: We care enough to try not to suck COMING SOON: The Pattern LP/CD, The Washdown CDEP 
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Turned On By Tummy 
Rolls 

► Punk Planet— 

Thank you so fuckin’ much for your 

article on punk porn ["Pay to Gum” PP52]. 

in a month where two major magazines had 

that topic as their cover story, Punk Planet (the 

"less political” of the two) was the only one 

to bring up the most glaring inconsistency— 

that every one of these girls fits mainstream 

beauty standards. Myriam Gurba rocks and 

you aren’t all bad yourselves for including 

her perspective. 

Here’s to hairy armpits and tummy rolls, 

Quinn 

Three about “Wave a 
White Flag 

► Dear Punk Planet, 

I liked the "Wave a White Flag” article 

in I have been there and know there is a 

lot going on there that people really should 

be aware of. But, it seemed like a very 

important point was left out. I can’t justify 

the Israeli military’s actions, but I think we 

need to quit worrying about who "wins” or 

painting the sides as "good” and "evil”, and 

just focus on ending the violence. 

The Israelis would have absolutely zero 

justification for any of these actions, and 

absolutely no reason or desire to continue 

mistreating Palestinians, if there was an end 

to the suicide bombings. It is sick and wrong 

for The Israeli government to hold all 

Palestinians accountable for the actions of a 

few, but the Palestinians have to realize that 

every bombing carried out on their behalf is 

hurting them way more than the Israelis, and 

hurts their cause in every way. The 

Palestinian’s bombings are killing innocent 

Israeli civilians who want an end to the vio¬ 

lence as much as they do, but are only mak¬ 

ing Israelis even less receptive to peace. 

The Israeli’s actions seem to be desper¬ 

ate (and often misplaced) attempts to protect 

their people. If the Palestinians would look 

down on these murders rather than celebrat¬ 

ing the bombers as heroes, Israel would have 

nothing to retaliate against, and no excuse to 

continue mistreating Palestinians. The 

Israeli’s have bowed to international pressure 

by not retaliating to many of the recent 

bombings, but this has not done a thing to 

deter additional bombings by Palestinians. I 

don’t think the Israelis are at all right, nor do 

I think that the Palestinians are all wrong, but 

I think this is a simple idea that can actually 

bring a peaceful end to this conflict. Killing 

people does nothing to help either side, or the 

goal of a lasting peace. 

Avi 

► Punks, 

Listen up dudes: I just read this past 

issues’ story ’Wave a White Flag” [PP51] 

with interest. Instead of asking Israeli sol¬ 

diers all the questions, Jeff Gunzel should 

have been directing them to the Palestinians 

who are making an artform out of terror¬ 

ism. If the Palestinians would police them¬ 

selves as they promised at Oslo in 1992, 

and keep explosives and illegal weapons out 

of their territories, these poor Israeli kids 

wouldn’t have to be there serving as soldiers. 

George Reiss 

Paradise Valley, Arizona 

08 PUNK PLANET 



► Hi Dan and Jeff 

Your cover story ["Wave a White Flag", 

PP51] inspires and amazes me. It caught me 

by surprise tonight as I rode the train 

home. I couldn’t stop thinking about it. 

Jeff, your courage should be a model for 

everyone to follow. 

It strikes me that in the New Left today, 

various criticisms highlight the disparity 

between government action and the will of 

citizens—Latin American representatives sell 

out their own workers at trade meetings; 

Voices in the Wilderness grows stronger 

despite US restrictions; and just today thou¬ 

sands of Americans demonstrated against 

the Bush Administration’s war-hawking. 

There is a wide space between many of 

these policies and those who actually act. 

Groups like the Iraq Peace Team and the 

internationals in the occupied territories 

step into this space and highlight exactly 

how separate the government decisions are 

from actual people and their interests. I 

am amazed by this powerful form of non¬ 

violent resistance and its potential for dif¬ 

fusing conflicts of all kind. By actually act¬ 

ing for people and outside of politics (sort 

of), these actions help to portray politi- 

cans as the self-serving and disconnected 

lot they truly are. 

Thanks for publicizing a powerful 

example, 

Jeff Seelbach 

Guatemala 

Making Train Rides 
Easier since 1994 

► Hello, 

Just a quick e-mail to say thanks for 

PP5I- I had a lenghty train journey today 

and it was a most entertaining companion. 

Especially enjoyed the piece on Blood & 

Fire, as I’ve been collecting their stuff for 

years (I’m listening to Tappa Zukie as I type 

this). I also liked the Sarah Dougher inter¬ 

view. I was always the only punk I knew of 

with a Classics degree, but I guess I’ll have to 

revise that opinion, and listen to The Bluff 

while I’m at it. 

Oh, and the guy who complained about 

the Chicago issue? He’s a fool. I thought 

that was probably the best single issue of PP 

I’ve read, and I live in an entirely different 

country. Well done. 

Thanks, 

Dan 

England 

Fan of the DIY Files 

► Hi there! 

I wanted to write you to let you know 

how excellent I think the DIY Files is every 

issue. It’s amazing to me that you can come up 

with such a wide range of topics every time. It’s 

always the first part of the magazine I turn to, 

because I just want to know what’s there. I’ve 

made so many of the different projects—just 

finished my lamp [DIY Files PP51] last week! 

Can’t wait to start making a quilt [DIY Files 

PP52] it’s perfect for the winter! 

Keep up the good work, 

Annabelle 

Write us! E-mail at: punkplanet@punkplanet.com 

Pen & ink at: Punk Planet 4229 N. Honore Chicago, 

IL 60613 
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NEW CD JANUARY 21st 

THICK WWW.THiCKRECDRDS.COM 
, « CHICAGO. ILLINOIS. USA 

NORTH SIDE KINGS are ba I more sonic shakedown of 

Blood Far Blood, Hudson Falcons, and Death Threat 
■ :':;Y 

HUH 

OUT COLD/VOORHEES split MCD 
Two of hardcore’s underground heroes go at it with a vengeance to showcase their merits of fast, socio-political 

hardcore punk. OUT COLO bring the Boston perspective, while VOORHEES hail from England. 

FOR FANS OF: American Nightmare, Striking Distance, and Poison Idea 

FINAL PLAN/MY LUCK "Closed Casket Secrets" split CD 
Texas hardcore kings MY LUCK deliver a last dose of pissed off. introspective hardcore, while Cleveland’s THE FINAL PLAN amaze 

with their eclectic hardcore array of interesting rifts and passionate lyrical charges. 

FOR FANS OF: American Nightmare, Hope Conspiracy, and The Dedication ^ 

^ HFAR IT AIM RIIY IT AT HEAR IT AND BUY IT AT 
WWWJHORPRECORDS.COM 

roline 
DISTRIBUTION 1 xip y 



some mm studios 
24-Track Digital and Analog Recording Facility 

Past clients include: the Queers, 
Screeching Weasel, Common Rider, 

Anti-Flag, Rise Against, Huntingtons, 

Squirtgun, the Groovie Ghoulies, 

Eyeliners, Teen Idols, Dillinger 4, 

Lillingtons, Big In Japan, Slapstick, 

the Riverdales, and many more... 

Specialized in recording Punk Rock 
For Rates and Information VlsR Our Website at www.sonlclguana.com, 

call (7651447-3351, e-mail us at into@soniciguana.com, or mite to Sonic Iguana 
Studios, P0 BOX4035, Lafayette. IN 47903. 

New 6-song EP 
Available on Compact Disc & 10" Vinyl 

Featuring all unreleased or out-of-print 
material from the band's early days! 

OUT NOW! 

ALSO AVAILABLE: 

^urnmnaiu! 

Tiger Army seit-Titied 
HeUcat 80421 1 LP/80421 2 CO 

I Tiger Army II: Power of Moonlite 
Hellcat 80439 1 LP/80439-2 CO 

Look out for Tiger Army III in 2003 on Hellcat Records! I 
www.tigerarmy.com 

News Tourdates MP3’s + More 

muormms 
2798 Sunset Blvd. Los Angeles. CA 90026 

www.hell-cat.com •v> 2002 Helical frauds 



MB 
TOXIC NARCOTIC 

We Are All Doomed 
On CD and LP 

INDK 
Kill Whitey! 
on CD only 

THE CONTROL 
The Forgotten EP 
on CDEP and 7 
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SCANNING THE DIAL FOR LIFE ON THE MARGINS 

Hussein, Rumsfeld, and 
the Golden Spurs 
INVESTIGATIVE JOURNALIST JEREMY SCAHILL 

DIGS THROUGH THE SECRETS OF THE RECENT 

PAST TO EXPOSE THE LIES OF THE PRESENT. 

Jeremy Scahill is an investigative 

journalist who has recently writ¬ 

ten an article called “The 

Saddam in Rumsfeld’s Closet.’’ 

He is a co-producer of 

Democracy Now, a nationally 

syndicated radio show. He has 

also provided on-the-ground 

reports from East Timor, 

Yugoslavia and Iraq for Free 

Speech Radio News and 

Democracy Now. He is currently 

working out of Iraq as the co¬ 

coordinator of iraqjournal.org. 

You recently wrote the widely-dis¬ 

seminated article “The Saddam 

in Rumsfeld’s Closet.” What did 

you find in your research? 

"The Saddam in Rumseld’s 

Closet” detailed the relation¬ 

ship between Saddam Hussein 

and Donald Rumsfeld, the 

current US Defense Secretary. 

You have to go back some 20- 

plus years, to a time when 

Ronald Reagan was president 

and the Iran-Iraq war was esca¬ 

lating very dramatically— 

becoming more and more 

bloody—to understand the 

context. 5 In 1983, the Reagan 

Administration was very intent 

on renewing relations with Iraq 

so that it could begin openly 

supporting Iraq in the war 

against Iran. Ronald Reagan 

dispatched his special envoy to 

Iraq with a hand written-letter 

from Reagan himself to be 

given to Saddam Hussein with 

a very clear message that what 

Washington wanted was to 

restore normal relations with 

Iraq. They had been severed in 

1967 during the Arab-Israeli 

War. Iraq broke them off in 

protest of US policy. When this 

envoy arrived in Baghdad, not 

only did he have a hand-writ¬ 

ten letter, but he also gave 

Saddam Hussein a pair of 

golden cowboy spurs as a pre¬ 

sent from Ronald Reagan to 

Saddam Hussein. He shook 

Saddam’s hand, called him 

"Mr. President,” and had a 

meeting that the Iraqi foreign 

ministry described at the time 

as being about "topics of 

mutual interest.” That envoy 

who began the process of 

restoring relations between 

Washington and Iraq, the most 

senior US official to visit that 

country in six years, a man who 

stood with Saddam Hussein in 

1983> was none other than 

Donald Rumsfeld, the current 

US Defense Secretary. Just a 

short time after that visit, some 

very, very concerning allega¬ 

tions started to emerge about 

Iraq’s use and possession of 

chemical weapons. \ On 

March 5, 1984, the US State 

Department issued a very pub¬ 

lic alert saying that it had avail¬ 

able evidence that Iraq was 

using chemical weapons against 

Iranian solders. Well, just a 

couple weeks after that report 

came out, Donald Rumsfeld 

was back in Baghdad, meeting 

with Tariq Aziz, who was then 

Iraqi Foreign Minister—he’s 

now the Deputy Prime 

Minister. The day that 

Rumsfeld arrived in Baghdad, 

the United Nations issued a 

report saying that a team of 

UN scientists on the ground in 

the front lines of the Iran-Iraq 

war had determined that with¬ 

out a doubt chemical weapons 

had been used multiple times 

against Iranian solders. \ So 

here you have Donald 

Rumsfeld, armed with a US 

State Department report that 

had been issued just three 

weeks prior to his visit. You 

have Donald Rumsfeld in 

Baghdad at a time when the 

United Nations had said they 

had proof that chemical 

weapons had been used against 

Iran. And Donald Rumsfeld 

said nothing. Donald 

Rumsfeld, the man that we see 

on TV almost every night, talk¬ 

ing about Saddam Hussein, 

"the man who gassed his own 

people,” talking about Saddam 

Hussein and the threat he 

poses to Israel, the region, and 

the world, talking about 

Saddam Hussein whose alleged 

weapons of mass destruction 

"pose a threat to America,” 

said nothing. Instead, he was 

the man who was key in bring¬ 

ing Saddam Hussein back into 

the fold, renewing relations— 

very warm financial and mili¬ 

tary ties—between the United 

States and the government of 

Saddam Hussein. \ Nowadays, 

every day in the press, on the 

TV, on the radio, they report 

that Saddam Hussein is a man 

who gassed his own people. 

What they’re referring to is the 

gassing of the Kurds in 1988 at 

Halabjah in Northern Iraq. In 

1991 the Los Angeles Times 

did an expose on the US sup¬ 

port for Saddam Hussein in 

which they quote senior US 

intelligence officials, saying 

that they believe that United 
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“I’m Tender, I’m Sweet — 
What the Fuck?” 
REMEMBERING MATTY LUV, 1968-2002. 

It’s a sentence you never wanted to write: on Saturday, 

October 5* 2002 Matty Luv—cornerstone of the SF Mission 

punk scene, firebrand guitarist extraordinaire in Hickey and 

the Fuckboyz (among others), heart-and-soul behind the SF 

Needle Exchange—died of a heroin overdose. And as per one of 

Matty’s oft-quoted songs, there were reportedly few if any 

squares at his funeral. 

"Matty was revolution personified and realised,” wrote 

Hickey/Fuckboyz drummer Aesop Dekker (the "Bobby Seale to 

Matty’s Huey Newton”), laying out much of Matty’s story with 

heartbreaking deadpan humor in a 44-page memorial zine and 

explaining how a "mediocre punk band from suburban South 

Florida” turned into something you could objectively describe 

as a legend. Everyone who ever saw Hickey got a story out of it; 

read through the zine Dekker and friends 

States-manufactured heli¬ 

copters that were sold to 

Saddam Hussein under the 

Reagan Administration were 

used in the gassing of the 

Kurds. And yet that’s never 

mentioned in the press. It’s 

never mentioned that US 

hardware, according to intelli¬ 

gence agents, may have been 

used against the Kurds. It’s 

only brought up as Saddam 

gassing his own people. Well, if 

it’s true, if one believes US 

intelligence officials who 

worked on the operation at the 

time, If you believe that US 

helicopters were involved, what 

does that say about America’s 

foreign policy? 

According to an article in Covert 

Action Quarterly that came out 

a number of years ago, the US 

government provided the ele¬ 

ments for Saddam's chemical 

weapons through the US 

Agricultural Department. 

Yeah, that’s absolutely true. 

Not only that, it was at a time 

when the Reagan 

Administration was faced with 

the prospect that the American 

economy was in trouble, and 

so he viewed the very, very 

wealthy economy of Iraq—this 

is a huge oiligarchy in Iraq—as 

an open market for US corpo¬ 

rations of every stripe. It was¬ 

n’t a covert thing. There were 

companies in Maryland that 

were selling components that 

were used then to make chem¬ 

ical weapons. And it wasn’t just 

the United States—it was 

German companies, it was 

French Companies, it was 

British companies. All of the 

major western powers in 

Europe and the Western 

hemisphere were bolstering 

Saddam Hussein’s military 

capacity. \ Why doesn’t anyone 

say, ’Wait a minute, where did 

Saddam Hussein get these 

weapons?” One would think 

that they got them from the 

Chinese or the Russians, and 

certainly they did, but the 

major supporters of Saddam 

Hussein’s chemical weapons 

program were Western so- 

called democracies. If one does 

a very cursory search on the 

Internet you can find receipts 

from US companies that sold 

these chemical components to 

Iraq! It’s an extraordinary 

Sometimes inspiration comes 

when you least expect it. For 

filmmakers Suki Hawley and 

Michael Galinsky, it hit on an 

exhausted flight from Bangkok. 

"We were travelling back 

from showing our second film 

story, but it is not a new one. 

It’s been done by major news¬ 

papers before. The curious 

thing is, why isn’t it being 

raised right now? Why, when 

Dick Cheney, Colin Powell, 

Donald Rumsfeld, and Bush’s 

father—all of these people were 

key players in the bolstering of 

Saddam Hussein, and the bol¬ 

stering of Iraq—why is it none 

of them are asked about this? 

—Dave Ross 

at the Bangkok Film Festival,” 

Hawley recalls, "reading the 

International Herald Tribune on the 

plane. Back on page A23 

there was this tiny article that 

said ’book alleging Bush 

cocaine bust pulled from 

Unfortunate Sons 
THE INDEPENDENT DOCUMENTARY HORNS AND 

HALOS DELVES INTO THE LIVES OF THE PEOPLE 

BEHIND A CONTROVERSIAL BUSH BIOGRAPHY. 
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stayed up all night doing just before the wake and you’d realize 

the same could be said about Matty himself. 

"I never told anyone what an effect [Hickey and Matty] had 

on my life because I thought everyone would think I was being 

hokey,” wrote someone from Tulsa (America’s Hickey-est city) 

in an online memorial, part of a nationwide chorus of people 

(including the person writing this now) whose lives Matty 

somehow nudged slightly off course. Both of Matty’s most 

famous bands—Hickey and the Fuckboyz—earned tribute 

albums soon after they’d broken up, even if the Hickey one 

never quite materialized; his wake, held the following weekend 

in the Mission’s Dolores Park, pulled hundreds of devotees and 

friends from anywhere between a few blocks away to 

Philadelphia and Portland. 

Hickey was probably best known to the masses as the band that 

stole the Voodoo Glow Skulls’ trumpet (for entirely just reasons, 

of course) and then released a 7” of subsequent Glow-Skull-per¬ 

petrated death threats; it’s hilarious and lucky for you, it’s still 

probably in print. 

But there was life after Hickey, as Matty went on to help kick- 

start a generator-powered SF Mission punk scene, put out a pile of 

maybe-to-be-released music and writing (like the Yogurt and Unit 

Breed material, available from Nothing Records), guest DJ on the 

Dr. Dre Del tape, and take the SF Needle Exchange from extra- 

legal mercy mission to model program. 

At the wake, everyone sat on the grass with their 40s or 

their Mission burritos, listening to Ramones songs rattling 

through a boom box, zines open across their laps. It was all 

there, from the mundane to the magnificent: described in 

varied personal recollections is a man with sadly too-rare 

charisma, talent, intelligence and humor. Described in 

Matty’s own letters are the suicide attempts and the depres¬ 

sion, buttressed by Matty’s I’m-tender-I’m-sweet-what-the- 

fuck? philosophizing and personality. It’s hard to read; it 

must have been harder to write. And it all ends, simply, with, 

"Love, Matty.” —Chris 2jegler 

Visit Matty's memorial at www.mattyluv.com, which also has lots of Matty's music 

and writing. The Yogurt recordings will he available from Nothing Enterprises, 

2538 La Mirada Dr., San Jose, CA $512$; visit www.nothingenterprises.com. 

Other Hickey recordings are available from SPAM Records (www.spamrecords.org) 

and Probe Records (www.proberecords.com). 

shelves.’ We both just raised 

our eyebrows.” 

Suki Hawley and Michael 

Galinsky’s film Homs and Halos 

is a documentary, but like 

illustrious predecessors from 

Salesmen to Hoop Dreams, it 

expands our sense of the 

genre’s possibilities. Media 

coverage of the film has large¬ 

ly reduced it to a history of 

Fortunate Son, JH Hatfield’s 

controversial 1999 biography 

of George W Bush. And while 

it does provide that history, 

Homs and Halos is more than an 

expose of the publishing 

industry. Hawley and Galinsky 

realized from the beginning 

that their story went beyond 

the book itself. 

"We’re filmmakers and 

not journalists,” Hawley * 

explains. "We definitely 

needed a character to get us 

into the story. We felt it was a 

really compelling, fact-based 

news story, but the way we do 

things, it’s storytelling.” 

From the beginning, they 

knew they would have a story 

to tell. But, like all good doc¬ 

umentaries, they ended up 

with more than one. The hard 

part was determining which 

story to foreground: the tale 

of the book itself, removed 

from the shelves and literally 

burned by its first publisher; 

the tragic story of author 

Hatfield, who killed himself in 

2001; or the story of making 

the film itself. Galinsky makes 

this clear in his description of 

the editing process. 

"It’s interesting. We final¬ 

ly came back to the earliest ways 

we’d cut it, because that really 

was the purest way of telling the 

story,” explains Galinsky. 'We 

wanted to make a film that was 

verite as much as possible, just 

following the action. With each 

successive cut, we cut out more 

interviews, because we found 

that we were able to show the 

information that we were try- 

ing to get across.” 

The best strategy proved 

to be putting the audience in 

the filmmakers’ shoes. 

"The main thrust became 

how did we discover all that we 

discovered,” says Hawley. 

"Because we were neophytes in 

this whole political, journalis¬ 

tic game when we started, we 

wanted to bring the audience 

through our own process of 

discovery. The end of the 

story [Hatfield’s suicide] was 

just as much of a shock to us 

as it appears in the film.” 

Hawley and Galinsky’s 

approach pays off. Homs and Halos 

does a terrific job of showing us 

the impossible odds Hatfield 

and Hicks faced in trying to 

release Fortunate Son—you can’t 

help but feel the weight of the 

ruling class pressing down on 

your chest. But by the end of 

the film, Fortunate Son has meta¬ 

morphosed from its focus on 

the book to the stories behind 

it. Homs and Halos doesn’t roman¬ 

ticize its protagonists: Hatfield 

always seems to be hiding some¬ 

thing and Hicks frequendy 

seems more concerned with 

promoting himself than the 

book. But the film still manages 

to make us feel for them. 

"After the first screen¬ 

ing, we got all these nitpick¬ 

ing questions along journal¬ 

ism lines, like 'What hap¬ 

pened here?’ and 'Who said 

that?’ remembers Galinsky. 

"The next day when we intro¬ 

duced film, we said, 'This is 

not a film about journalism 

and if you think you’re going 

to walk away from this know¬ 

ing the answers, you’re going 

to get really frustrated and 

you’re not going to like the 

film. Just know that it’s a film 
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Dirty Minds, Pretty Faces 
FINGERBANGIN’ polkadot chokealot 

Polkadot Chokealot (from Portland, Oregon) is a self-proclaimed 

“dynamic duo of transvestite robots from outer space, transforming 

gender, sex, identity, and time travel.” Maxi, The Maximum Booty 

Queen (Virgo/Leo cusp.) and Lululucious (Taurus) bust out wet, electro¬ 

love, hip-hop rhymes that make you think, blush, smirk and wish they 

lived in the same area code. Their music is a glorious, lo-fi, super sex 

beating from two girls and their microphones—dirty minds with pretty 

faces. Join 'em for some fingerbangin' baby, and while you're at it, send 

the booty their way! 

What was the catalyst for starting Polkadot Chokealot? 

Lulu: For me it was a combination of many things. I was a "post¬ 

riot girl” looking for a hot queer/feminist community after 

moving from the ultraconservative "dirty south.” Maxi and I met 

in juvie and had similar feelings and opinions on gender/femi- 

nism. I was also starting to get into crip issues because I’m dis¬ 

abled. As a disabled woman your sexuality is constantly being 

rejected and denied because people never question their own 

ableism, assumptions, and misconceptions on (dis)ability. You 

rarely— if ever—see a disabled performer on stage. So I thought I 

would be the dirtiest, sexiest crip on the West Coast and make 

people pay attention. 

Citizen Agnew 
LONG-TIME DIY PROMOTER SEAN AGNEW MULLS 

A RUN FOR PUBLIC OFFICE. 

about people. Be interested 

in the people and you’re 

going to like the film.’” 

In showing us the strug¬ 

gle Hatfield and Hicks 

underwent—even when, ulti¬ 

mately, they lost—Homs and 

Halos has tremendous appeal 

for those of us committed to 

preserving a place for dissent. 

The filmmakers themselves 

are intimately connected with 

the independent music and 

film scenes in their New York 

city home. And, although 

their commitment to story¬ 

telling might frustrate peo¬ 

ple—like Sander Hicks—who 

wanted to make a political 

point in black and white, it 

makes for a far more reward¬ 

ing film in the end. 

"There’s good and bad to 

everything,” remarks Galinsky, 

"And on either side of an 

issue, it’s easy to become 

pedantic. But if you do, you’ve 

already lost the battle.” 

It’s a testament to the film- 

makers’ achievement that they 

avoided this trap. Homs and Halos 

forces you to think for yourself. 

"People get to the end of 

the movie and they don’t under¬ 

stand exacdy what we think, 

because we haven’t spelled it 

out,” Galinsky says. "My 

response is, What doyou think 

we thought?”’ — Charlie Bertsch 

Check out www.hornsandhalos.com 

for more info on the film. 

For the last few years Sean 

Agnew, under the umbrella of 

R5 Productions, has been possi¬ 

bly the most vocal and active 

supporter of all-ages music 

Philadelphia has ever known. 

And given Pennsylvania’s screwy 

liquor laws as well as the natur¬ 

al inclination of the city's 

Licenses & Inspections depart¬ 

ment to shut down any and all 

fun (especially if there’s no 

patronage base to piss off when 

doing so), it should also come 

as no surprise that Agnew is 

now rather intimate with how 

Philadelphia, in all of its man¬ 

gled bureaucratic glory, func¬ 

tions. Perversely, such a 

labyrinthine set of laws and 

City Councils has not thrown 

Agnew off of his whole youth- 

advocacy bent; rather, as R5 

has been cracked down on 

more and more of late, the 25- 

year-old has been starting to 

talk about entering the fray of 

City Council himself. 

So what’s this I hear about you 

running for City Council? 

At this point and time I am 

not—actually, no one is. In 
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Maxi: I was involved with riot girl in my early-to-mid teens, 

and afterwards I was really bummed out no one was political 

anymore. Or so it seemed. I felt like there was a real commu¬ 

nity of girls and queers communicating and trying to change 

shit. Bands stopped being political, or those who were political 

were—are—turning their backs on their community, audience, 

and friends by making fucked up statements. I felt like it was¬ 

n’t cohesive. I just wanted to communicate again. I wanted to 

reach more people and expand dialogue, ’cause it’s nice talk¬ 

ing to your friends and all, but I wanted to see what other peo¬ 

ple who were interested in electro/politics/gender were 

thinkin’ about too. ^ Also, I wanted to create music that I like 

to listen to: sexy jams that are actually trying to say something. 

I wanted to unite genres that get me hot—electro, queercore, 

and hip-hop—but the best parts of those genres. I wanted—like 

in "Fingerbangin’ Baby”—to write a sexy slow jam about dykes 

’cause why the fuck not? I feel like it’s the same song that’s 

played a fuckin’ million times on radio stations or MTV or 

whatever, but the subject’s gender is the only difference. Also 

people love to be offended! They love to be caught off guard 

’cause it’s so entertaining. Especially when two hot chicks start 

rappin’ about lesboluv, gender-fucking and dancin’ in futur¬ 

istic sex suits, so then when we slip in our socio-political com¬ 

mentary people barely realize it. They can’t help but love it 

because they’re having such a good time watching the perfor¬ 

mance, so then they have to agree with it, right? How could you 

argue with such style? 

What rhyme of your own are you most proud of? 

Lulu: My favorite Polkadot Ghokealot line is probably in 

’’Fingerbangin’ Baby.” I remember telling Maxi we needed to talk 

about spankings and female ejaculation. This evolved into ’’I gave 

her a kiss, leaned forward and spanked her / I came seven times, 

ejaculated and thanked her.” 

Maxi: "Starin’ at my sequins sayin’ 'Damn, bling bling!’ / Got a 

solid gold heater and a beamer (Cha-ching!) / Fucked Donna 

Karen with my Chanel strap-on / Helmut Lang wanted a piece, I 

said 'Put yo panties back on!”’ 

Have your families heard your music? What do they think? 

Lulu: My sister’s heard us and she gets embarrassed. My parents 

keep trying to get me to send them a copy, but that just ain’t 

gonna happen. 

Maxi: My sister and my dad have heard some songs. I don’t think 

my dad was really paying attention though. My mom keeps asking 

to come to shows, as if they were my ballet recitals or something. I 

won’t let her though because I know she’ll just be like, "Whatever 

happened to my little angel?” My cousin really wants to see a show 

too. She told me one of her friends saw us play up in Seattle and 

has a crush on me! —KatJetson 

Check out Polkadot Chokealot: http://polkadotchokealot.tripod.com. And don't tell 

jour mom. 

order to run for City 

Council, you have to get on 

the primary ballot by collect¬ 

ing signatures from regis¬ 

tered voters in Philadelphia. 

After generally being frus¬ 

trated by departmental poli¬ 

tics—such as Licenses & 

Inspections—and seeing the 

city spend hundreds of mil¬ 

lions of dollars on two new 

stadiums, while the school 

system is being privatized, I 

am strongly considering run¬ 

ning. But you can’t actually 

legally start collecting signa¬ 

tures till February. ; 

Fair enough. Anyone who knows 

anything about you knows about 

your troubles with Licenses & 

Inspections over the past few 

years regarding all ages shows. 

Is that the draw for you? To get 

on the inside and make it easier 

for music, art, and film to hap¬ 

pen in non-traditional ways? 

Actually, that’s what a lot of 

people have been assuming, 

but that specific reason is 

actually only a very tiny, 

small percentage of why I 

want to run. It seems there 

are not many youth culture 

or art initiatives being taken 

on by the city. There is 

nothing being done to retain 

recent college grads; there 

are no programs developed 

in actually getting young 

people to stay. 

It’s true enough that the Street 

administration isn’t exactly youth- 

friendly, and it’s easy to see why: 

there’s no patronage in it. But 

what kinds of things would keep 

young people in the city? 

I would try and propose a 

"recent graduation” city tax 

cut. Essentially offering 

recent Philadelphia college 

grads the option to not have 

to pay the city wage tax dur¬ 

ing their first year or two of 

employment. I’d try and get 

local banks involved to give 

excellent mortgage rates to 

recent college grads and 

appropriate a small amount 

of city funds to that if neces¬ 

sary. Philadelphia, for a huge 

East Coast city, is ridiculous¬ 

ly cheap and I think we 

should take advantage of that. 

I would also try and get more 

programming that kids are 

actually interested in, instead 

of what some out of touch 

politician thinks they will 

enjoy. Start having free shows 

and concerts not just once a 

month in September, but all 

of the time. And actually 

build that skate park they’ve 

been talking about. 5 Most 

importantly, I’d start getting 

younger people interested in 

not only nation-wide poli¬ 

tics, but city politics. Get 

them to go to council meet¬ 

ings to get them familiar with 

how the city council works; 

introduce them to their dis¬ 

trict council person; get 

them registered to vote. 
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So what happens now? Which 

district would you try to repre¬ 

sent? Are you lining up ways 

to start collecting signatures? 

I believe that based on my 

platform, it would be served 

best if I ran for an at-large 

seat as a Democrat. That may 

scare a lot of people, but I 

am a super progressive 

Democrat like Wellstone. In 

the next few days I am going 

to be using shows, parties, 

and social events to get peo¬ 

ple to register. I’ll be the 

annoying guy at an event try¬ 

ing to get you to register to^ 

vote in the city of 

Philadelphia. I’ll make 

announcement at shows to 

pick up the ballots in the 

Gallery: Handmade by Queen 
Bee Creations MADE BY REBECCA PEARCY 

“Music Scenes are Like 
Junior High.” 
THE STANDARD TAKE THE TASTEMAKERS BACK TO 

SCHOOL WITH THEIR SOFT, AGGRESSIVE SOUND. 

back , and make sure to reg¬ 

ister to vote. I need to get 

the young people—the col¬ 

lege kids, the skaters, the 

punks, the hiphop kids— 

involved. No one seems to 

do that. They just pass us 

off. It looks like I’ll need 

around 50,000 to 60,000 

votes to make that happen. 

Which is a huge amount, but 

I figure, hey, there are close 

to 6,000 people on my 

mailing list now. What if 

they each got IO people to 

register and vote? Suddenly, 

50,000 votes isn’t that hard. 

—Joey Sweeney . 

A version of this interview also appeared 

in the Philadelphia Weekley 

Blowing the roof off a pizza 

place is pretty easy for any 

band with a couple of guitars 

to do, but the real trick is 

blowing the sucker off and 

then somehow putting it all 

back together again. It was late 

summer of 2000 when I 

stumbled onto The Standard 

playing at a tiny pizza joint for 

that year’s North by Northwest 

music festival in Portland. I 

had actually come to see the 

shambling and slightly fey pop 

of Tullycraft, but I was early, 

and as a result had to sit 

through the set of an unfa¬ 

miliar band. I was glad I had. 

Playing as a foursome at 

the time (guitar, bass, drums, 

and keyboard—second guitarist 

Gail Buchanan joined later), 

The Standard immediately set 

a strong tone, with ultra-sharp 

musicianship and songs that 

went from quiet to rocking to 

something struggling for defi¬ 

nition. Singer/guitarist Tim 
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Rebecca Pearcy’s hand-made collection of unique bags, belts, wallets, and more are one-of-a kind works of usable art. "A lot of thought and 

energy has been put into making each and every item different and special,” says Pearcy. Her work is available from www.buyolympia.com. 

Putnam seemed to be wracked 

and shivering with emotions 

and his lyrics were delivered in 

a slightly falsetto bark. I won¬ 

dered if this was part of the 

"show” or if Putnam really 

does feel weird up there. 

"It is an emotional process. I 

enjoy songwriting, but I don’t 

enjoy playing live yet,” Putnam 

told me recently. "I wouldn’t 

say it’s necessarily painful, but 

at times it can be uncomfort¬ 

able. I don’t understand how 

anyone can get in front of IOO 

or IOOO people, sing and play 

an instrument and be com¬ 

fortable. The pre-show time is 

what I really don’t like. But 

when it comes down to it, the 

problems I have with playing 

live are really about my insecu¬ 

rities as a person.” 

That he’s up there anyway, 

working it all out may sound 

like self-help or music therapy 

but it makes for a compelling 

live show, something that The 

Standard never fail to deliver- 

even if it’s hard to describe 

exactly what they do. 

Words like "orchestral” 

and "melodic” and band 

names like Radiohead, 

Mission of Burma, and 

Stereolab have all been on the 

tip of my tongue when I futi- 

ley try to describe their 

intriguing sound and morph¬ 

ing song structures to friends. 

Now that Touch & Go has 

signed the band and released 

their second CD (entitled 

August), hopefully more people 

will know for themselves. 

In a town with a fairly big 

music scene like Portland 

though, it seems like the band 

has had a hard time translat¬ 

ing its music for some local 

music journalists, who seem 

puzzled by the music, or by 

Tim’s vocals. 

"The less wormwood in 

our ears the better,” says 

Putnam, defiantly. "I think it’s 

probably best never to be 

involved in scenes or to listen 

to the press. There aren’t real¬ 

ly many people who write 

about music that have any idea 

what they are saying. Either 

that, or I have no idea what I 

am saying, which very well 

might be the case. But I still 

think that scenes are bad for 

people. Music scenes are like 

junior high. I never did very 

well socially in junior high, 

why should it be any different 

now that I am older and larg¬ 

er? I was small back then and I 

carried around a really big bag. 

My mom dressed me. I used to 

wear a Jetsons shirt that I 

thought was really cool. I 

found out that other people 

didn’t think it was cool. I real¬ 

ly wanted to sit at the cafeteria 

tables with those totally unat¬ 

tainable girls. Those girls made 

me feel the same way I feel 

before we play live.” 

—Kevin Sampsell 
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“Every Place I’d Make a 
Statement Against the 
War, Everybody Cheered.” 
AN UPSTART ANTI-WAR NETWORK HOPES TO BRING 

THE PEACE MOVEMENT INTO THE MODERN AGE. 

Protesters streamed into San Francisco’s downtown shopping 

district’s Union Square and the Macy’s overlooking it, flying anti¬ 

war banners from the open-air deck of the Cheesecake Factory, 

occupying ottomans and couches on floors below to press antiwar 

posters against the windows. As cries of "Not in Our Name” rock¬ 

eted back and forth across the street, it was impossible for shoppers 

to avoid the war. For once, something greater than business as 

usual was occurring, and that is good news, both for efforts to 

establish an antiwar movement and for San Francisco’s ritualized, 

fossilized protest scene. 

The protest was just one of more than 2,8 simultaneous events 

organized in October by the flegling Not in Our Name network. 

The huge protests in the usual hotspots—San Francisco, New York, 

DC—were joined by rallies, marches, and speakers in smaller towns 

spread around the country. 

The network, which most likely draws its name from Phyllis 

and Orlando Rodriguez’s—who lost their son in the World Trade 

Center attacks—letter to President Bush, "Not in Our Son’s 

“Es Mi Papa” 
WHILE THE WORLD’S ATTENTION IS ELSEWHERE, 

THE STRUGGLE CONTINUES IN CHIAPAS. 

A IO-year-old-girl in a 

pink and green plaid dress 

with puffed sleeves carries her 

eight-month-old brother in a 

checkered sling on her back 

down a slippery mud path in 

the tiny K’an Akil community 

in the highlands of Chiapas, 

Mexico. She stops by a faded 

poster nailed to the outer wall 

of the smoky kitchen. She 

points to a color photo on the 

poster. In close-up, gory 

detail, the photo shows a 

man’s head and torso in a 

pool of blood. Both his ears 

have been sliced off and his 

left cheek is cut away. His 

white pinstriped shirt is 

soaked with blood. 

"Es mi papa,” she says. 

He’s my Father. 

The man is Antonio 

Mejia Vazquez. He was killed 

August 26, just 150 meters 

from the kitchen where the 

poster hangs, with bullets 

from high-powered AR-15 

and M-16 weapons bran¬ 

dished by three members of 

the Aguilar family, a group of 

well-known thugs who live in 

an encampment just 3°° 

meters from the cement, 

wood and tin-roofed huts of 

K’an Akil. 

Several steps away from 

the wall bearing Antonio’s 

photo, a woman in a brightly 

embroidered blouse washes 

clothes. A few hundred paces 

further down the muddy hill, 

men chop wood with axes on 

the edge of the lush forest. 

Skinny dogs, chickens, 

turkeys, hogs, and children 

wander among the buildings. 

Across a small chasm of for¬ 

est, a milpa (cornfield) hugs 

the steep slope rising above 

the community. 

But the 50 or so people 

who call K’an Akil home don’t 
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Name,” which circulated widely on the Internet after the attacks, 

began with a founding meeting in New York City in late March 

2002. The group approaches protests with the same sort of 

unique creative flavor as groups like Refuse & Resist and its 

Artists’ Network, which flexed behind the popular Mumia 911 

campaign in 1999. 

In San Francisco, this meant coupling speakers from the 

American Arab Anti-Discrimination Committee and the 

National Laywers Guild, with luminaries from the Bay Area’s 

hip-hop and spoken word scenes, and having Left elders Yuri 

Kochiyama and Cecil Williams presiding over the event to lend 

it a spirit of deep, morally inspired resistance. 

Boots Reilly, vocalist for The Coup, spoke to the 

moment best, capturing the sense that sentiment against the 

war is far broader than even the opposition realizes, by not¬ 

ing "[The Coup’s] toured the country two times [since 9/11]. 

Every place I’d make a statement against the war, everybody 

cheered. Everyone said, T didn’t know there were so many 

people in my town against the war.’ If there are 2000 people 

against the war in Tuscaloosa, Alabama, there are billions of 

people across the world.” 

Not in Our Name hopes to mobilize them all by encour¬ 

aging individuals to sign on to its Statement of Conscience and 

take its Pledge of Resistance in public rallies. Urging protest¬ 

ers to join the globe,” Not in Our Name’s emphasis on indi¬ 

vidual initiative acknowledges that the reality of an attack on 

American soil makes response to this war (if not the war itself) 

different, and that the need to determine the meaning of our 

own names suggests our powerlessness to do so. Global identi¬ 

ties are threatened by this war, in ways that the Persian Gulf 

War never touched, and that makes the challenge of respond¬ 

ing to this war personal, existential. Not in Our Name—unlike 

more polemical formations—creates the space for people to 

examine this publicly. 

In San Francisco, this more complicated and multifaceted 

approach meant that in addition to signs predictably denounc¬ 

ing Ashcroft, Bush, and Cheney as the "Real Axis of Evil”; 

decrying "the Holy Trinity” of God, flag, and oil; declaring "No 

More Bushit” and "Regime Change Starts Here” and "Stop the 

U.S. Oil Wars”; there were human moments such as an altar to 

mourn the dead, and one woman’s effort to create a peace wall, 

with an international roster of names "of those who have died in 

political and religious violence around the world beginning on 

9/n/Ol” listing victims in the US, Afghanistan, Israel, Palestine, 

and many other countries together. There’s a significant differ¬ 

ence between declaring "Down with Warlords Everywhere” on a 

piece of cardboard, and "Stop War Junkies” on a laminated sign 

with American flags forming the arms of a swastika, which 

becomes a puppetmaster’s handle over the world. And the Not in 

Our Name rally was the first protest I’ve attended where both 

responses were on display. — Aaron Shuman 

venture into the cornfield or 

leave the immediate village. 

They are afraid of encounter¬ 

ing a fate like Mejia’s. They 

claim to continue to receive 

threats from the Aguilares, 

who are also known to have 

killed two other people and 

committed various crimes in 

the past few years. Sebastian 

Aguilar, the patriarch of the 

family, is ex-military—the 

family likely got its guns 

through his connections. 

During a solemn meeting 

with human rights observers 

from the Mexico Solidarity 

Network in the fall, leaders of 

the K’an Akil community and 

Mejia’s widow, speaking in 

Tzeltzal, described the mur¬ 

der and its ripple effects on 

the community. 

Mejia founded K’an Akil 

about three decades ago when 

he acquired the small parcel 

of land. He, his brothers, 

and their families began to 

farm the steep milpa and 

raise animals in the sub¬ 

tropical land. In 1999, the 

K’an Akil community decid- 5 

ed to officially declare them¬ 

selves autonomous, joining 

the Zapatista movement 

which was publicly launched 

in 1994 when the guerrilla 

army took over the town of 

San Cristobal de las Casas 

and demanded indigenous 

rights to autonomous devel¬ 

opment, land and govern¬ 

ment. The K’an Akil com¬ 

munity’s problems with the 

Aguilares started in 

December, 2001 when the 

Aguilares cut a water line that 

had connected the commu¬ 

nity to a spring. The 

Aguilares demanded 8,000 

pesos (roughly $800) to 

reinstate the water supply— 

money the K’an Akil did not 

have. Tensions escalated, and 

soon the Aguilares were mak¬ 

ing death threats against the 

community and Mejia, the 

town deacon. K’an Akil lead¬ 

ers think the Aguilares want 

to take over their land. 

This continues the age- 

old tradition of struggles 

over land in Mexico. More 

immediately, it is representa¬ 

tive of the threats to land 

held by the 40-some 

autonomous Zapatista- 

aligned communities in 

Chiapas, threats which have 

intensified in the past few 

years. The threats come from 

multinational companies 

eyeing the land for logging, 

oil, or pharmaceutical 

research; from government 

bodies looking to establish 

military bases or ecological 

reserves; and from armed 

paramilitary groups like the 

Aguilares looking to acquire 

real estate and intimidate 

autonomous communities 

for their own personal and 

political aims. 
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“Being a Teenager will 
Always Fundamentally be 
the Same.” 
A YOUNG AUTHOR DRAWS BLOOD WITH HIS STAB AT 

THE COMING-OF-AGE NOVEL. 

Greg Everett’s Screaming at a Wall is an uncensored and realistic glance 

into young life, the antithesis of current teenage pop culture. It’s the story 

of a kid growing up, trouble, drug addiction, dysfunctional relationships, 

traps, and inspiration. Screaming was released by Grundle Ink, Greg’s 

own publishing house, at the cost of $26,000 of which approximately 

$150 has been recouped thus far. With virtually no major distribution, 

retail shelf presence, or mainstream press and promotion, most of the 

copies are sold through the Grundle Ink website, which he designed 

through his other company, Option-3 Publishing Services. When he has 

time to breathe, he also is diligently finishing his BA at Cal State in Chico. 

Did I mention Everett is only 22? 

What was your original vision for the book? 

Whatever vision I initially had for Screaming was neither well 

defined or completely conscious, and was really just a product of 

years of insomnia, reckless drug abuse, and the possibly naive belief 

that I actually had a worthwhile story with worthwhile messages that 

could affect and inspire a relatively wide segment of the population. 

I wanted to do something that hadn’t been done before. I wanted to 

break the rules and do it my own way. The books I wrote prior are 

so abstract and depressing that they’ll never be well or widely 

received. Screaming came about through a shift of attitude and 

approach. I had finally gained some distance from the most difficult 

events in my life, like overcoming my dependences on cocaine and 

The K’an Akil residents 

and those in other communi¬ 

ties feel that the government 

is allowing paramilitaries and 

thugs like the Aguilares to do 

their dirty work in intimidat¬ 

ing and attacking autonomous 

communities. 

"The paramilitaries do 

during the night what the 

army can’t do during the 

day," says a staff member of 

the Red de Defensores 

Humanitarios de Derechos 

Humanos (Human Rights 

Network) in San Cristobal. 

The state government of 

Gov. Pablo Salazar and the 

federal government of presi¬ 

dent Vicente Fox have publicly 

maintained that there are n6 

paramilitary groups in 

Chiapas. But non-govern¬ 

mental organizations and 

media in the area tell a far 

different story. 

"The paramilitaries have 

lost some support since the 

(long-time ruling party) PRI 

is no longer in power,” said 

Ruben Moreno of the Red de 

Defensores. "But even 

though the links aren’t as 

direct, it is evident they are 

supported by the government 

through total impunity." 

The government’s indi¬ 

rect strategy of disengage¬ 

ment and looking the other 

way appears to be working. 

The Zapatistas have been 

officially silent since April 

2001, after their massive 

march to Mexico City and 

the government’s refusal to 

meet their demands for 

autonomy. In August, 

Mexico’s Supreme Court 

dismissed legal challenges to 

the unpopular Indigenous 

Rights Law, which actually 

grants relatively few rights 

and undermines stronger 

state laws. And while the 

Zapatistas oppose the priva¬ 

tization of collective lands, 

many communities which 

were formerly strong 

Zapatista supporters have 

accepted government incen¬ 

tives to privatize and have 

broken with the Zapatistas. 

Often divisions have 

occurred among families and 

close communities, causing 

painful splits and divisions. 

While civil society and 

human rights organizations 

wrestle with the meaning of 

land privatization and the 

indigenous rights law, the 

autonomous communities 

themselves are more con¬ 

cerned with the immediate 

violence that threatens their 

lives and livelihoods. At least 

three other members of 

Zapatista communities were 

killed in August along with 

Mejia. On August 25* 2002 

two Zapatista supporters in 

the town of Amaytik in the 

Ricardo Flores Magon munic¬ 

ipality were killed during a 

raid on the town. La Jornada 

reported that the raid was 

organized by the paramilitary 

group OPDIC, and that resi¬ 

dents were fearful of a much 

larger attack by OPDIC in 

days to come. 

Fear grips much of the 

region, as their struggle slips 

from international headlines, 

replaced by the latest news 

from the frontlines of the war 

on terrorism. But for the 

people living in Chiapas, 

every day is lived in terror. 

—Kari Lydersen 
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other drugs, and I realized I could use this new perspective to trans¬ 

form the story into something entertaining and even humorous, and 

still present the points I needed to make. J I think what’s changed 

most significantly since I first wrote the book is my understanding of 

what it is and what my intentions for it were. Now that it’s out there 

and I’ve seen the responses it’s elicited, I’ve been able to better grasp 

what had previously been just some semi-conscious drive to have a 

genuine and positive effect on people. 

Most of your sentiments were formed in pre-September 11 America. 

There are various arguments about the depth and breadth of the so- 

called “social paradigm-shift” after the attacks, but do you think being 

a youth remained the same? 

Despite all the political rhetoric to the contrary, I think September II 

changed very litde. It didn’t unite anyone; it fortified the internal unity 

of pre-existing social factions. Any "social paradigm shifts” are related 

to the civil rights we’re being robbed of in the name of national secu¬ 

rity, and the bullshit persecution of "unpatriotic” Americans. \ Take a 

typical high school or college student. Before 9/11, he went to classes, 

spent his weekends getting shitfaced with his friends, had reckless casu¬ 

al sex, whatever. What’s he doing now? The same things. His life is 

identical, except for a few minor additions to some remote location in 

his brain, whatever opinions he’s formed about terrorism, how the US 

is dealing with it, things like that. But the events made no real alter¬ 

ation to his life. }[ Being a teenager will always fundamentally be the 

same. Different generations will be surrounded by different issues, but 

distilled to its essence, youth will always be about experiencing, learn¬ 

ing, making decisions, and structuring perspectives and beliefs. The 

youth of today live with the various social and political effects of ter¬ 

rorism. Decades ago, youth lived with the various social and political 

effects of possible global nuclear war. The specifics are constandy 

changing, but the fundamentals will always remain the same. 

Do you ever feel you have taken on too much too soon? 

At times I’m overwhelmed, but I’ll get over it. I have to. If I weren’t 

killing myself with work, I’d be killing myself with blow. My brain 

is completely out of control. I’ve been an insomniac since I was a 

teenager. I don’t sleep at night because my brain refuses to rest. 

And while I’m awake, I’m just trying to keep up with it. I only know 

two ways to survive my own mind: working like a fucking maniac, 

or doing dangerously excessive amounts of drugs. I can’t let myself 

fall back to the drug method, because I’ve proven to myself repeat¬ 

edly that I can’t control it, and I end up completely destroying 

myself and everything I have. I can’t balance the two lifestyles. It’s 

one extreme or the other for me. —Charles Shaw 

Screaming at a Wall is available from www.grundleink.com 

Get Your War On by David Rees 

r This War Against Saddam 'N 
Hussein is gonna rock twenty 
times harder than that lame 

War Against Terror! J 

( What, did the 
War Against Terror 
not sufficiently rock 

you? Remember 
when we allowed 

al-Qaeda to escape 
^ into Pakistan? 

^ Yeah! And remember when... A 
oh, fuck- who am I kidding? 

I can’t remember a goddamn thing 
about the last twelve months! Did 

we fucking win yet? J 

www.mnftiu.ee 

Remember those leftover N 
civilians in that country where 
we waged our last war a few 
months ago? Do they realize 

they’re one war away from being 
completely forgotten? 

Maybe the plan ^ 
is to feed ad the 
hungry Afghans 

usingthe bodies of 
dead Iraqis? j 

If that’s the case, let me just say 'N 
one thing: I hope leftover Iraqis 

enjoy thelaste of North Koreans! 

www.mnftiu.ee 
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REVOLUTIONARY 
ROCK 

This is great sing-along 
anthemic punk rock that would 
rather burn a flag than wave it” 

—Maximumrocknroll 
is the sort of band 

that I love to see” 
—Slug & Lettuce 

Excellent, raw, hard, 
political, snotty, backlashing, 
sarcastic punk rock” 

-Wonka Vision 
“To be honest, I wasn’t 
expecting much given the 
band name...it turns out to 
be better than I thought” 

—Heartattack 

Even hardcore scenesters can’t deny... 

Hopeless Dregs of Humanity rock! 
REVOLUTIONARY ROCK APOCALYPSE 

The CD from HOPELESS DREGS OF HUMANITY 
Send $8 postage paid with check, money order, or well-concealed cash to: 

EVER REVILED RECORDS, PO Box 1904, New Brunswick, NJ 08903-1904 
Don’t forget to tell us where to send it to Sherlock! 

Still available...Give Us Barabbas debut CD, “Luke 23:18" for $8 postage paid 
Visit www.everreviledrecords.com 

For more info on past and future releases, e-mailjordan@everreviledrecords.com 

Support worker-owned and run 

CALL US UP FOR A PRICE QUOTE. 

IRONWORKS DIGITAL! CD MANUFACTURING. 

631-563-7800 / lwdigltEl.com / lnfo01wdlgltEl.com / 1650 SycEmore Ave #8, BohemlE, 11716 

FROM THE MAKERS OF TRAFFIC VIOLATION 

RECORDS AND A COUPLE OF GUYS WHO LOVE 

HOCKEY, COMES A TOTALLY FUN, HONEST 

INEXPENSIVE, AND GENERALLY GNARLY PLACE 

TO MAKS YOUR CDs & DVDs! 
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OUR EMO CAN BEAT UP YOUR EMO 
MINERAL 

"The Power Of Failing" 

CURSIVE 

"Such Blinding Stars 

For Starving Eyes" 

ONELINEDRAWING 

"Sketchy ep#l" 
CDep 

JIMMY EAT WORLD 

MINERAL/ SENSE FIELD 
split 7 inch 

"(don't forget to) breathe” 

Promise Ring, Hot Water Music, 

Knapsack, Christie Front Drive, 

Mineral,... comp CD / 2x IP 

CHRISTIE FRONT DRIVE/ 

BOYS LIFE 
split CDep 

mm. 
I__A 

THE GLORIA RECORD 

"A Lull In Traffic" 

CDep 

MINERAL 

"EndSerenading" 
CD 

THE GLORIA RECORD 

self-titled 
CDep 

OUT NOW: NEVA DINOVA self-titled cd, THE ICARUS LINE "Mono1 cd, crank! 17 track sampler cd 

crank! a record company 1223 wilshire blvd #823 santa monica ca 90403 I www.crankthis.com I fan@crankthis.com 
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Avail 
Front Porch Stories 
The South’s most prized punk bund is back with: 
coHeclion of twelve amazing song*. 
FAT 1FAT6*7 Out Now! 

800 Octane 
The Return 
Soper Rock at full speed, 
must have disci New Sch 
Ont Now! 

Why We Fight 
A remarkable band with driving and catchy songs 
are both emotional and skillful. Rocket Star 
Recordings (via REVHQ) / RSR100J Ont Now! 

irepare to be frightened! A 
Records! ,'NSRIOO 

NEW 
SCHOOL 
ffiCOflOS! SECTORSEVEN Stereotyperider 

Same Chords, Same Songs, Seme Six Strings 
"One of the best records Pve ever got * 
- Tom Petta (Big Wig) 
Suburban Horae / SH023 Out Now! 

Today is the Day 
Sadness Wiii Prevail 
Not just a collection of songs, Sad new Will Prevail fc 
the sound of ten years of spBled blood, torrid sweat, 
and stinging tears Relapse (via Ryko) / #W32 
Out Noart 

S/T 
SECTORSEVEN live and breathe Punk but fulfill 
their vision with metal influence. 
Sonic Unyon t Suncd077-2 Out Now! 

Self Titled 
Fresh from Tooth and Nad, Staveeacte’a Nino Debut, 
Unique Wend of power and beauty! 
Nltro /15850 Out Now! 

800 QfTAKC 

STITCHES 
IMAWWW INCHES' 

.p $d CD, $10 

'bOMXR AMONG THIEVES' 

IP, $d CD $10 

UOER GROUND KICKS' 

ir$d CD. $10 

All PRICES POSTAGE PAID. INTERNATIONAL ORDERS PLEASE ADD $1 PER fTEM 

TKO RECORDS 3216 W. CARY ST. #303 

RICHMOND, VA. 23221 WWW.TKORECORDS.COM 

DISTRIBUTED WORLDWIDE BY: DISTRIBUTED WORLDWIDE BY: 
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$10 ppd. $12 ppd. CD only 

Send cash, checks or money orders to: 

written in the sand 
47 ursae majoris 

Sci-fi space pop dance party. 

johann’s Face Records 
P.O. Box 479164 

Chicago, IL 60647 

Purchase online: www.johannsface.com 

Featuring ex-members of 

Sig Transit Gloria 

and Boylion 

Coming soon: 
The Atari Star 

“Dispelling the Myth of Accurate Maps” 
CD/EP 

P.O. Box 479164 
Chicago, IL 60647 

Everyone's invited! 

Distributed by Mordam Records 



One day they woke up, all three of 

them, on their respective sides of 

Valencia Street in San Francisco’s 

Mission District, to nothing at all. There 

was no van to get into, no club to play, no 

adoring fans to sing their songs back at 

them—there was nothing at all. So they 

went back to bed. 

“After the band broke up I slept for a 

month,” says former Jawbreaker drummer 

Adam Pfahler, “There was never a day where 

I woke up and thought, ‘OK, I’m warm with this, 

now.’ I felt horrible. There were a lot of questions. 

I think we all wondered ‘What happens next?’” 



interview by Trevor Kelley photographs by Don Lewis 
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And they spent years wondering—as did 

Jawbreaker’s fans, who seemed to love the 

band a little more once it was gone. This was¬ 

n’t a forgone conclusion, mind you, consider¬ 

ing the way Jawbreaker left all of those who 

adored in the summer of 1996. By that point, 

the San Francisco trio (Los Angeles may have 

been where the band began, but the legendary 

Bay Area punk scene of the early ’90s 

crowned them) had released three highly 

regarded indie LPs—1990's Unfun, 1992’s 

Bivouac and 1994’s 24 Hour Revenge 

Therapy—as well as Dear You, an album that, 

for all intents and purposes, Jawbreaker swore 

they would never make. 

They vowed to never sign to a major label 

many times before, but they did (for a million 

dollars, actually, with Geffen Records), and they 

went onto make Dear You: the most monstrous, 

radio-ready album of the band's 10-year career. 

Dear You was a ways away from the stamped- 

out cigarette melodies and three-chord master¬ 

pieces that Jawbreaker had become known for. 

But this was a new experience—they would tell 

themselves at the time—and being such they 

would do things differently. They’d record for 

weeks instead of days. They'd spend thousands 

of dollars instead of hundreds. Dear You was 

very much a major label album—and boy did 

people hate it. 

There were times, like when they did a 

West Coast tour with the Foo Fighters, when 

many would show up just to tell them how 

much they hated it. But the men of 

Jawbreaker—Pfahler, bassist Chris Bauermeister 

and guitarist/singer Blake Schwarzenbach— 

expected that. Who they would become and 

what people would say about the band because 

of Dear You was a given. They were sell-outs. 

They were rock stars. They were failures. 

But, then, they were gone—and somehow 

all of those painful and petty memories seemed 

to vanish. All that their fans wanted to know 

was when they would hear from Jawbreaker 

again. It would happen, too. But, first, lives 

would have to be rebuilt. 

For his part, Schwarzenbach all but gave 

up on music following Jawbreaker's disband¬ 

ing. He took up a brief residency as the drum¬ 

mer in a San Francisco-based band called the 

Moons—but a few months in, he abruptly 

moved to New York. He chose to hone his skills 

as a writer, turning in work for Spin's 

Underground America and an online electron¬ 

ics magazine called Game Spot. Soon, though, 

music lured him back in. Over the winter of 

1997, he began playing around with ex- 

Handsome singer Jeremy Chatelain in his 

Brooklyn apartment. Together they started Jets 

To Brazil, a band that’s been together nearly as 

long as Jawbreaker has, and who just released 

their third album, Perfecting Loneliness. 

Bauermeister relocated to the Midwest to 

further his education. An avid historian, he 

attended Purdue, where he received his mas¬ 

ters. Growing antsy to play music again, he 

joined Chicago pop-punk troop Horace Pinker 

in 1999. It was a decision he would regret 

making. Horace Pinker, a band that had been 

around for close to 10 years at that point, 

seemed to glow with the phrase “featuring for¬ 

mer Jawbreaker bassist Chris Bauermeister” 

and after a joyless tour across Canada in the 

summer of 2000, Bauermeister quit. He’s since 

moved to Germany, where he’s working toward 

a PhD and living with Lucy, his newly wed wife. 

Pfahler stuck around San Francisco, 

where, in 1996, he became a dad. He started 

a video store, Lost Weekend, right there on 

Valencia Street. He too moved on musically- 

playing in more bands than most people have 

probably noticed. Immediately after 

Jawbreaker, he sat in with a group called 

Songs For Emma, then the Moons, and then in 

an incarnation of J Church. He’s now playing 

in Whysall Lane with former Versus frontman 

Richard Baluyut. He had another child last 

fall, and has bought a house up on a sun¬ 

bathed hill in San Francisco, where he runs 

his own label, Blackball Records. He’s 

released two records so far: Live 4/30/96, a 

document of Jawbreaker’s final show in San 

Francisco and ETC, a compilation of 

Jawbreaker outtakes and rarities released this 

past August. A third record is due this sum¬ 

mer. It's the same record that pretty much 

sank the band all those years ago—Dear You, 

which has been out of print since it’s original 

1995 pressing. As a way of promoting the 

albums, the three original members of 

Jawbreaker agreed to talk to Punk Planet 

about the band. 

For some people, this is monumental. 

After all, Jawbreaker is far more popular now 

than they ever were when they were together. 

Those adoring fans of yore have begun tattoo¬ 

ing the band’s various logos on their bodies; 

naming their children after Schwarzenbach; 

and even literally stalking the man. Over the 

past few years, these things have become kind 

of normal—almost expected. It’s hard to say 

why people have gone to such great lengths to 

show their devotion, especially this far after the 

fact. There’s no real distinct explanation, either. 

Except for the music, of course. It really is that 

good. It’s why the fans—both new and old—are 

still here, eagerly waiting to hear from 

Jawbreaker one last time. 

“I totally understand and am totally 

aware of how incredibly important these years 

of my life were—for me and for other people” 

says Pfahler. "I’m sure there are a lot of bands 

out there who don't care that much about 

that. But it’s important to us." 

So, for a moment, anyway, they’re ours 

again. Which is just fine, since it doesn't really 

feel like they ever went anywhere. If you were 

there for it all—for all the fighting and all the 

fans and all those songs about all those ciga¬ 

rettes and all those girls—then welcome. 

Hopefully this brings back good memories. For 

those of you new to Jawbreaker—and God 

knows there’s plenty of you—there's really not 

that much that I can tell you. Jawbreaker was 

a very special and, at times, very sad phenom¬ 

enon. And this isn’t the story of that phenome¬ 

non. It’s not even close. That’s a story I don’t 

think anyone could tell any better than the 

music already does. As for the music, well, as 

they say, it isn’t getting older—it's getting bet¬ 

ter. Which may explain why they're on the 

cover of Punk Planet, nearly seven years after 

that fateful and final day. 

What follows is the story of what has hap¬ 

pened since. It's a story where they get to 

answer all the questions we've been wonder¬ 

ing—and some of the questions they've been 

wondering as well. In a way, it's a story of mak¬ 

ing peace with something that will never really 

fade. And after spending hours talking to 

them—each, separately, from their respective 

corners of the world-it seems to be a story that 

none of us will soon forget. 

Introduction by Trevor Kelley 
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Blake tuning up at Cal State Fullerton after release of the Dear You album, 1995 

part one: Blake Schwartzenbach 

I don’t deny my history with that group for a moment. 

I am very proud of that band. It’s just that ... I just 

don’t feel like that Blake anymore. 

There’s been the idea talked about between us 

that this interview be used as a “proper burial” 

or as some sort of closure. Why do you find 

that necessary—and why now? 

It seems like there’s still a lot of interest in 

the band—and we’re not prepared to 

indulge that interest with any sort of 

reunion or with any sort of performance. 

That said, I would love to see some of 

these questions have answers, and see the 

band stop with the re-release of Dear You. I 

think that should be the last document. I 

am worried, though. I would just like this 

to be relevant. 

Here’s my problem with that idea: I feel like 

the fans have a right to not have a final word. 

I don’t want people to feel like this is over 

with—because it isn’t. 

That’s cool. I’m all for that. I love that 

Jawbreaker is this band that gets unearthed 

periodically. I love that people every so 

often freak out and get it—and that they do 

so on their own terms. 

But this is a fairly new attitude for you to have. 

Saying that you think there should be “ques¬ 

tions asked of that time”—that’s something 

you would have never said four years ago. 

Yeah, but it’s been kind of a big year for 

Jawbreaker. I like that. I think it’s sort of cool. 

When do you think you were happiest in 

the band? 

Playing. Very specifically, playing live. I 

have these six memories affixed in my mind 

of this band, and one of them is when we 

played at this coffee shop in the Mission by 

our house called Muddy Waters. We were 

playing there one night and we ended up 

playing the song ’’Bivouac” for the first 

time. That song was very random—it either 

worked or it didn’t. It happened to work 

the first time out, and there was just this 

feeling that the band was changing. That, 

to me, was a very happy memory. 

But that was in the midst of this very sad and 

confusing time for the band, wasn’t it? 

It was. But that was also the real lifecycle 

of the band. When we first got to San 

Francisco and we began writing and 
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recording Bivouac and 24 Hour Revenge 

Therapy, that seemed to be when all our 

living was done. Maybe because of that, 

24 Hour was really about living there. 

Those songs were really written in the 

midst of it for me—and they tended to 

address that area. J I felt like Jawbreaker 

was always in some kind of hot water. 

There were these people in the Bay Area 

that looked like they had a deadly agenda 

and they were really focused . . . there 

were all these sort of Gilman Street rules 

and stuff. I think we were seen as not 

"down.” People just saw us as a band that 

wanted to write their dumb pop songs. J 

I think that time presented problems that 

plague me to this day. There’s a certain 

social fear of being in front of people for 

me that came from being in public and 

getting ground down by it. I felt like I 

needed a lot of preparation to merely 

play and to be a "person in a band.” I 

didn’t know how to be a public figure. 

It’s sounds like the struggle you once 

described as being yourself versus being 

“Blake from Jawbreaker.” 

Exactly. I denied it all the time, in one way 

or another, but it was catching up to me. I 

was becoming a third person character. I 

don’t remember the first instance when I 

realized that, but it was definitely happen¬ 

ing. We began knowing less people at our 

shows and, when we played, it was like an 

event. We weren’t just another band with a 

whole bunch of bands on a bill. When we 

moved to the Bay Area we would play a lot 

of eight band bills, or we would go up to 

Sacramento and play these shows with a 

bunch of hardcore bands or whatever. But 

then, rather suddenly, we weren’t playing 

those shows. We were playing our own 

shows. All the attention was directed at us. 

A year after 24 Hour you signed to Geffen. By 

doing that you put yourself in that place, I 

think. These fears you’re talking about—sure¬ 

ly you didn’t think they were going to disap¬ 

pear? They could only intensify. 

It’s so hard to get back to that frame of 

mind. I don’t want to belittle or make light 

of it, but our decision to sign seemed 

almost whimsical. I think that was because 

we were in such a dire place. It was either we 

were going to break up or sign to a major. 

Would you admit that signing was an act of 

desperation? 

Yeah, I would. I would also qualify that with 

saying it was an act of adventure. There was 

a genuine curiosity; a willingness to try 

something totally different. I don’t know if 

that argument cuts any ice, but I felt like 

that at the time. We really saw it as, "Well, 

here’s this thing that we have no idea about, 

let’s try it.” I think we felt really tired with 

what we had been doing, and we wanted to 

do something different. There may have 

been another way of doing it, but we could¬ 

n’t find it at the time. 

Does that argument seem kind of weak to you 

now? That was the party line of anyone sign¬ 

ing to a major at the time. 

I don’t think we were very clear about the 

expansion part of it. We definitely liked 

the idea of having a luxurious studio bud¬ 

get, but we weren’t prepared for the appa¬ 

ratus that came with it. I don’t think that 

part was thought through. I can honestly 

say that I didn’t think it through that far. I 

think on one level, I thought we were as 

good as some of these bands that were 

being celebrated. There was tons of stuff 

happening on the radio that was borrow¬ 

ing from punk rock, glossing it up, and 

becoming really big. I think that when you 

sign, you do entertain the idea that you’re 

going to be big. 

But that was also your biggest fear, wasn’t it? 

Yeah it was. 

I don’t understand. It was your biggest fear 

and your main motivation? That doesn’t work. 

Yeah, but it can be. You have to understand 

that we saw change as a way of survival. 

Because of that, I became intensely guard¬ 

ed. I just thought, "They’re going to come 

after us. It’s going to be a witch hunt!” 

Well, that’s sort of what happened. 

Yeah, but I engaged it. I brought it on. I 

wanted to realize this paranoia. I was in a 

really destructive mode. Even if people 

were there to support us, I wondered what 

they were thinking. That was a really 

intense time. The song "Friendly Fire,” 

which has finally come out on the new 

record, was completely about that. 

Do you think that Dear You ever had a chance? 

There was definitely a six-month wait-and- 

see period. We were doing a lot of big press 

with newspaper columnists and, almost 

always, they had no familiarity with the 

band and none of them would say if they 

even halfway liked our record. It was always 

like, "We’ll see what happens.” No one was 

prepared to listen to the record. It was just 

impossible to be objective about it. J I felt 

like Jawbreaker had to end—we broke up for 

very clear reasons—but toward the end, I 

would see moments of recognition. People 

were excited when we played certain songs 

off of the record. I don’t know . . . 

Sometimes I think it could have hap¬ 

pened—it could have caught on. 

Did it hurt, during that period after its 

release, when people quite clearly didn’t care 

for the record? 

Ugh ... yeah. [laughs] 

I guess that goes without saying. 

I was so defensive at that point. I felt like I 

read the situation really quickly and 

thought people were really ambivalent 

about it, so I wasn’t going to invest much 

more in it. I couldn’t be extra sad about it. 

Had people been like, "Wow, what a great 

record. What a weird little album,” things 

probably would have been different. 

At what point did the fanbase that struggled 

with this record step over the line? When did 

they get too close for your comfort? 

I don’t know if I can answer that question. 

One of the best letters that we ever got was 

from a friend of ours after Bivouac came 

out. He had been there since the very 

beginning of the band and had really loved 

Unfun. He sent us a letter that said, "You 

can’t dance to pain.” We had that written 

in our house. Adam was completely 

obsessed with it—he wanted that to be the 

title of the record. Anyhow, that kind of 

characterized the relationship we had with 

people who were really, personally, involved 

with the band. There was this feeling like, 

"Dude, you’re my life right now. You can’t 

do this to me.” 

But what people didn’t understand was that 

you had to do this. And that it was your 
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doing—every part of Dear You was your idea. 

We really were left alone to make that 

record. It felt really isolated. We made 

those choices all the way through. We added 

all those guitars. God, there were so many 

guitar tracks, it was hard to stop adding 

them. We were like, "Wow, it sounds even 

bigger now!" [/aug/15] 

Adam has called the year or so after Dear 

You's release “the beginning of the end of 

something I could never fully enjoy.” 

Man, that’s well put. 

Did you feel that way? 

During that time I worried so much—the 

joy was often only in hindsight. Like the 

tour we did with the Foo Fighters: it was 

fun to be with them, because we had 

friends in the band, but generally it felt 

like we were being pulled along. We were 

riding something that was really disorien¬ 

tating. That’s when I felt like I worried 

over everything. I was constantly looking for¬ 

wards and backwards. I was incapable of 

actually being there. In a way, I don’t think 

we could enjoy it because we didn’t know 

where we were. 

As a fan, I don’t think I can really remember 

much of that year. I remember all this atten¬ 

tion being drawn to this band I really loved, 

but as far as what happened? I can’t recall. 

It’s a blur. 

My memory of that year is very blurry, too. 

It was hard. 

One of the memories that does stand out is 

when, shortly after Dear You came out, you 

played a venue in LA called the Palace, which 

is this huge, swanky, 1000 capacity dance 

club. Then the next day—which was 

Thanksgiving—you played the rundown 

Jabberjaw on Crenshaw to maybe 150 people. 

That was an incredible lesson in disparity. 

That’s one of my six memories, actually. 

Well it was such a bizarre parallel. You played 

at three in the afternoon on Thanksgiving to 

your people. It seemed like the gods were try¬ 

ing to show you that this is where you fit in- 

like it or not. These people would ditch their 

families on Thanksgiving to be with you. 

That night we were staying at the Roosevelt 

Hotel in Hollywood, and Adam went home 

We began knowing less people at our shows and, when we played, it was like 

an event. We weren’t just another band with a whole bunch of bands on a bill. 

Live at Jabberjaw, LA, 1994 
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to see his family. I didn’t want to go be part 

of another family, so I just ended up walk¬ 

ing down Hollywood Boulevard. I think I 

went to a bar [laughs] I walked for 50 long, 

just thinking, ’’Your life is ridiculous. You 

were at the Palace last night and now you’re 

walking down Hollywood Boulevard along¬ 

side a hustler, staying at this sad hotel, on 

Thanksgiving, by yourself.” It was really, 

really bleak. 

But it was this thing that you loved that had 

brought you to that state. 

Yeah, and I loved that about it. It was an 

incredible life, even if it was a ridiculous 

one. There’s a lesson there. I was very 

much alive, if only in a painful way, at that 

moment. I think we all grappled with that. 

The other two didn’t elect to go walk 

Hollywood Boulevard, but that’s how the 

band felt at the time. 

A few months later you played a show in 

Olympia, and Jawbreaker, for all intents and 

purposes, came to an end. That night, did you 

know you it was over? 

I think I knew. I remember there being lots 

of jokes and laughing. It seemed like a good 

way to end. It seemed like it was ending the 

way we began—which was really good. 

Did you say anything to Adam or Chris before 

you went on? 

No I didn’t. 

Do you regret that? 

I don’t think I could. We talked about it as 

a group later—about if it seemed possible to 

continue—but the state of the band was so 

bad. It was in some serious disrepair. Our 

house was not in order, so to speak, and to 

get it in order would have meant taking the 

band apart completely. I don’t think any¬ 

one was prepared to do that. 

How do you remember ending it? 

I called Adam and went over to his house 

and just told him that I couldn’t do it any¬ 

more. When I said it, I think he knew—or 

had known—this day was coming. \ Chris 

and I had a conversations a month before 

after having an actual fistfight on the Foo 

Fighters tour—that was just so ridiculous 

and so painful. It was really fucking sad. We 

just looked at each other and thought, 

"What the hell are we doing?” To come to 

blows seemed so far from where we began. 

The day after that happened we talked 

about stopping right there. 

Do you think you were afraid to carry on? 

I was. I felt like I really had to change my 

life and I didn’t see being in the band as a 

way to do that. Being in Jawbreaker, there 

was no way to figure my way out of it. I was 

consumed by the projected identity of who I 

was as a member of Jawbreaker. I just 

couldn’t be that person—that person is a lot 

more romantic than who I am in my real 

life. My life was so empty at that time that I 

just felt like I had to completely restart it. 

Looking at the things you did immediately after 

the break up—playing drums for your friends’ 

band the Moons, moving to New York, writing 

for magazines—all of them seemed to be seek¬ 

ing anonymity. It really seemed like you want¬ 

ed to be faceless. You’d write because that’s 

about someone else. You’d play drums because 

you can hide behind someone else onstage. 

You’d live in New York to get lost in the crowd. 

Was there a desire to just disappear? 

Absolutely. That’s very insightful of you. I 

actually had forgotten about my stint with 

the Moons. That was a very deliberate 

attempt to get as far to the back of the stage 

What’s the last memory you have of being in 

Jawbreaker? 

God, that’s tough. Iran remember the last 

show and I can remember the day that we 

broke up, but as far as actually being in 

Jawbreaker? I don’t know. That’s a really 

interesting question. When did it end? 

Maybe it hasn’t. I actually have dreams 

about it still. For a couple of years there I 

had dreams of still being on tour. 

Dreams? Are you sure you don’t mean 

nightmares? 

as possible. I was very much trying to disap¬ 

pear—and I was pretty successful at it for a 

while. Eventually I drifted back in to mak¬ 

ing music, though. 

It’s quite ironic, actually: You went to New 

York to re-discover yourself, but when you got 

there, it became clear you couldn’t escape 

who you are. You’re Blake from Jawbreaker or 

Blake from Jets To Brazil—you are a musician. 

That’s not what you’re limited to, but it is who 

you are. It’s ironic that you had to leave 

Jawbreaker to realize that. 

That’s true—but that was also a very slow, 

very cautious process. It took time. 

In the years since, have you come to realize 

that, to some people, you will always be Blake 

from Jawbreaker? 

Yeah, I guess I have to let it go at that. I have 

no control in that area. I really felt like I 

was running against that when I started a 

new band. I had to focus on the now. That 

was really difficult: doing new work while 

having all these people coming at me about 

Jawbreaker. Here was this thing that we all 

painfully removed ourselves from and I just 

couldn’t address it. But I don’t deny my 

history with that group for a moment. I am 

very proud of that band. It’s just that ... I 

just don’t feel like that Blake anymore. 

They were a little bit of both, actually 

[/aug/15]. Sometimes they were good and 

sometimes they were bad. It depended on 

what I was dealing with at the time. It was 

something that I did for so long that it was 

hard to adjust to not doing it. 

Did you have any idea what you would do with 

yourself after Jawbreaker ended? 

One of the many reasons I wanted to leave 

the band was that I didn’t feel intellectual¬ 

ly challenged anymore. For me, it seemed 

like a permanently arrested adolescence. I 

part two: Chris Bauermeister 

When did it end? Maybe it hasn’t. I actually have 

dreams about it still. For a couple of years there I 
had dreams of still being on tour. 
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Live at The Palace, LA, after release of the Dear You album, 1995 

felt trapped and I felt like I needed to do 

something else. More than anything, I 

wanted to go back to school and follow my 

interest in history. 5 Of course in hind¬ 

sight, I’m sitting here in Germany having a 

really horrible time working on my disser¬ 

tation, wishing that I never left the band. 

[/aug/15] It’s one of those "the grass is always 

greener" things. I don’t entirely regret 

going back to school. I learned some cool 

stuff. But I also miss a lot of the stuff that I 

gave up with Jawbreaker. 

Tell me what a typical day in your life is like 

right now. 

God, this is a horrible question! [laughs] A 

typical day in my life right now begins by 

going down to the bakery. I get some bread 

and then I linger over breakfast with my 

wife until 9:00 am, which is when I got to 

the archives. Then, aside from a lunch 

break, I spend the better part of nine 

hours reading through really bad, scribbly 

handwriting from the 18th century, trying 

to figure out if I can say anything useful 

about this stuff. I’ve enjoyed it, but right 

now, I’m not really enjoying sitting 

around without any friends reading old, 

dusty documents. 

But that probably would have sounded like 

heaven, sitting in the van during that last 

Jawbreaker tour. 

Oh, yeah. It’s just one of those weird choic¬ 

es we all make in life. I wanted to do some¬ 

thing different—and you don’t know what 

that means, because it is different. You go 

into it sort of blind and try and figure out 

what happens. It’s been a living experience. 

Someone told me that you haven’t played bass 

since your last tour with Horace Pinker in 

2000. Is that true? 

That is true. It’s been years. That’s kind 

of a scary thought, you know? When I was 

younger, I would play out of habit. In the 

past, I’ve blamed the band’s break up on 

Blake taking over, but a lot of it had to do 

with me. I sort of lost my drive. I don’t 

feel compelled to write music anymore. 

There are times that I really want to play 

again, but I don’t know ... I haven’t 

played in so long that I don’t even 

remember what it’s like. 

Can you pinpoint when you grew dissatisfied 

with Jawbreaker? 

I would say sometime between 24 Hour and 

Dear You. It had to do with a combination of 

things. I don’t know if it was paranoia or dis¬ 

illusionment, but at that point, I felt like my 

songs weren’t getting played, so I stopped. I 

don’t know why I stopped—at the time I 

blamed that on not having an outlet for my 

stuff, but I also think I was becoming jaded 

by it. I was tired of doing the same thing. 



You’ve admittedly struggled with depression 

and unhappiness for most of your life. Toward 

the end there, did Jawbreaker seem like a 

source of your unhappiness? 

Yeah, in some ways. The way I saw it, 

there must be something better. It was an 

escape thing, where I believed I would be 

better off somewhere else. In hindsight, 

it seems like such a stupid thing to want 

to escape from. I don’t think it was 

Jawbreaker itself that made me unhappy— 

it had more to do with what was going on 

inside my own head. I always sort of 

degenerated on tour. I would be fine for 

a while, but somewhere along the way I 

would get miserable and unhappy. That 

happened consistently. I don’t know if 

it’s psychosomatic or what, but I would 

always be miserable. That dates back to 

our very first tour. Even then, I’d find a 

person to get pissed off at. It would be 

one roadie after another that became the 

target of my hostility or anxiety or 

depression or whatever you want to call 

it. I was very hard to live with. Now I’m 

on anti-depressants. That probably could 

have helped in the past. 

Did you feel a sense of happiness once it 

was over? 

Initially, I was happy. But that changed. I 

realized a lot of my life was tied up with that 

band. That’s how I identified myself. 

That’s who I was for so long. Once it was 

over, I had to reinvent or rediscover who I 

was. I’m still in the process of doing that. 

One of the reasons I wanted to get into a 

band was because I was relatively socially 

inept. The band created a reason for me to 

be in the room, as it were. It gave me an 

excuse to talk to people. I think that short¬ 

ly after the band broke up, I realized that I 

took that for granted. 

I don’t know if you want to talk about this— 

and certainly we can skip it if you feel uncom¬ 

fortable—but I have to ask about the fistfight 

you and Blake had at the end. 

No, no, no—the fight was brilliant! [laughs] 

Oh, good. I wasn’t sure if it was something 

that you could laugh at, yet. 

No, that was one of the best moments we 

had. I was hiding and resentful and hostile 

for so long, and the fight got everything 

out. We had just finished a show in Eugene, 

Oregon on the Foo Fighters tour. We had 

agreed ahead of time to drive all night so 

that we could get home. I just really wanted 

to be away from the band and retreat to the 

safety of my home. Adam wanted to do that 

too, since he had me drive him to the air¬ 

port to catch a flight home that night. 

Anyway, when I got back from the airport, 

there was Blake hanging out with the Foo 

Fighters, and while I was gone, everyone 

made the unilateral decision that we were 

staying there. We leave the show, we’re dri¬ 

ving along and I start explaining my case, 

which was that I thought we had agreed 

upon going home. The next thing I know 

Blake spits his gum into the back of my 

head. I freaked and thought, ’’Wait a sec¬ 

ond. What just happened?” I hated Blake so 

much at that moment. I had had it. I threw 

the van in park, took off over the backseat 

and somehow we ended up on the sidewalk, 

rolling around. I was trying to squash him 

into the sidewalk, just swearing at him, 

calling him a prima donna—all of it. The 

next thing I know, we’re surrounded by 

guys screaming in drill sargent voices 

because we had rolled out of the van into 

the front of some keg party and these guys 

didn’t want the cops coming out to arrest 

us. So they chased us back inside the van. It 

was very bizarre. [laughs] 

You had to wonder how you two had gotten to 

the point that you were actually, physically, 

coming to blows. 

There was this building tension and I just 

thought, ”You know? Fuck it! I can’t pre¬ 

tend anymore.” I couldn’t take it. I 

remember the day before I had grabbed 

Blake by the lapels and threatened him. He 

threw coffee at me, so I grabbed him by the 

lapels. There was another point where 

Blake said I wasn’t supposed to do inter¬ 

views anymore because I was projecting the 

wrong image or something. I was feeling 

like I was being shut out by him—that it was 

his project. And then I felt like I couldn’t 

even go home, which was stupid. 

Do you think Jawbreaker, especially at the 

end, turned you into different people? I don’t 

know how to better state that, but I’ve met 

all of you—and you guys don’t seem like the 

type of people who do things like this. You 

weren’t these huge rock stars getting in fist- 

fights, your egos constantly clashing. That 

just wasn't Jawbreaker. 

I think that goes without saying. For the 

better part of IO years we were doing noth¬ 

ing but Jawbreaker and, yes, that’s going to 

change you. Maybe Jawbreaker had made us 

into something that was breaking the band 

up. There was something sort of sick and 

surreal about what happened on tour. It 

made us do strange things. But was that 

Jawbreaker’s fault? I don’t know. That was 

the nature of Jawbreaker. We were always 

sort of shifting and changing. Sometimes it 

was good, sometimes it was bad, and toward 

the end it got shitty. As a band you have to 

change or else it will fizzle. So the band 

changed. Maybe it changed for the worse. 

Did it have to end? 

I wonder that myself sometimes. 

Friendships, relationships—these things 

change. Sometimes they work out, some¬ 

times they don’t. The band broke up not 

because of any one person’s desire. 

Jawbreaker broke up because different peo¬ 

ple were being pulled in different direc¬ 

tions to do different things. It would have 

taken changes in all of us to make it survive. 

Who we were then and with what was going 

on then, I don’t know if it could have been 

saved. I don’t think so. 

After the band broke up, it seemed like you 

guys were trying to divorce yourselves from 

Jawbreaker. Is that a fair way of looking at it? 

Yeah, it is. For a while I wanted to get 

away from it. I really wanted to distance 

myself from music completely. I stopped 

listening to music after Jawbreaker broke 

up. I just completely broke from it. At my 

30th birthday party, which was three 

months afterwards, I remember giving 

away all the extra copies of the Jawbreaker 

records that I had. 

Did that feel like what you were supposed to 

do? That you have to distance yourself from a 

band after it breaks up? 

I didn’t think it was something you had to 

do when a band breaks up, but because of 

the inter-personal reasons that lead to the 

band breaking up, I felt like I had to disas- 
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sociate from the other two. 

Has that changed at all? 

I still keep in touch with Adam all the time, 

but I haven’t spoken to Blake in a long, 

long time. When I see him in person, I 

have no problems with him. I saw him two 

summers ago, invited him to my wedding, 

and, really, that was the last time I talked to 

him. I can be a bit of a bridge-burner. 

Do you regret that you don’t talk more often? 

I don’t know. It’s a weird issue. He was part 

of some of the best experiences in my life. 

I should probably let bygones be bygones. 

It’s silly, it really is. I should call Blake and 

talk to him, but I feel awkward about it. I’ve 

said some regrettable things about him, 

and I do realize that some of my problems 

with him have more to do with me than him. 

The Blake Schwarzenbach that I have prob¬ 

lems with has more to do with my mental 

anxieties than they do with him as a person. 

I asked Blake this, so I’ll ask you too: Tell me 

when you were happiest in the band? 

Probably the first few years when we were in 

San Francisco—it felt like things were really 

happening for us then. That’s when I felt 

the most like I was part of what was going 

on. I really liked living in that community. 

We really felt like a band; like we were in 

this together. We would spend all day prac¬ 

ticing, have some beers, end up back at 

Blake and Adam’s hanging out, doing 

something stupid. We would just hang out. 

But that was something that fell by the way- 

side, eventually. The things that were excit¬ 

ing and simple and fun then, we eventually 

had to work on. And sometimes, when you 

do that, it doesn’t work out. 

That time between Bivouac and 24 Hour 

Revenge Therapy is really interesting to me. It 

was sort of a first and last taste of innocence 

for the band. Lance Hahn from J Church, who 

was your roommate at the time, once told me 

that it was just incredible how far all of you 

were living from the edge of reality. Shortly 

thereafter, though, Jawbreaker became a part 

of your reality. It became your living. 

But that was never the goal. I remember the 

first tour I came back from with money in 

my pocket. I had come back with $8,000. I 

We would spend all day practicing, have some beers, end up back at Blake 
and Adam’s hanging out, doing something stupid. We would just hang out. But 

that was something that fell by the wayside, eventually. 

Live at Jabberjaw, LA, 1993 
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suddenly realized this would work—and that 

it was work. In some ways, that can spoil 

things. When the band got all business¬ 

like, it stopped being as much fun. 

Do you ever regret that it became a business? 

In some ways. But I don’t think that we were 

all the way in it. We were clearly unprofes¬ 

sional. Even when we signed to the major— 

when we made this ’’pact with the devil”—we 

never talked about changing our image. We 

never asked, ”Is long hair in now?” I hope 

that’s remembered. I hope people remem¬ 

ber the honesty. I hope that they remember 

that we gave a shit about what we were 

doing, no matter what label we were on. 

Hopefully that shines through. 

It’s true: I think the shorthand history of 

Jawbreaker, unfortunately, ends with you guys 

as “sell-outs” or whatever. But one of the rea¬ 

sons you broke up was because this remained 

an independent project—even as it was thrust 

into the mainstream. You were still doing 

everything. I remember watching you play 

these huge clubs, and there you were selling 

T-shirts in the parking lot. 

One of the things I loved about being in 

the band was meeting people—and I wasn’t 

going to give that up. I loved sitting in the 

T-shirt booth talking to everyone. When 

we were on tour with Nirvana, one of my 

favorite things to do was walk outside with 

Is Jawbreaker something you feel uncomfort¬ 

able talking about? 

No, not at all. 

Has it ever been? 

It can be. It’s almost like an admission of fail¬ 

ure to celebrate in Jawbreaker. It sort of pre¬ 

supposes that this is all I’ve done and it’s all 

I’ll ever do. But obviously that’s not the case. 

my backstage pass and grab people waiting 

outside who didn’t have tickets. I would just 

be like, ’’Come on, let’s have fun! Come 

see our band!” 

These days, how often do you listen to 

Jawbreaker? 

I never listen to Jawbreaker. I still consid¬ 

er it quite close to me, which may be why. 

It’s like looking at home movies or some¬ 

thing: You can do it every once and while 

but you don’t need to. I know what I did. 

I was there. I don’t need to look at myself 

in the mirror all the time. In some ways, 

it might depress me. It would be one of 

those things where you look back and say, 

”1 gave up what?” 

Do you still miss it? 

Sometimes I do. I think Jawbreaker was 

probably the best time of my life and I 

wouldn’t trade it for the world. It was some 

of the lowest, most freaked out times, and it 

was some of the most exciting, best moments 

I’ve ever had. Those moments were a part of 

what I was then and they’re still very much a 

part of who I am now. And I really don’t 

want to put that behind me. I’m really con¬ 

cerned that I’m going to look like some high 

school football star remembering that one 

touchdown! (laughs) I would hope to have 

equally as exciting periods in my life—but, 

honestly, I don’t know if I will. 

I’m still doing stuff I’m excited about. There 

are still people that will come into [Lost 

Weekend] or remember me from back then. 

Often people will come and . . . not remi¬ 

nisce, but they’ll mention seeing us back 

when. It’s something that comes up. It never 

totally went away. It’s still sort of around. 

How often do people come into the store 

specifically to see you? 

Not very often. I mean, a band came in the 

other day and they were like, ”Oh, 

Jawbreaker was one of our favorite bands, 

it’s so good to meet you.” But that doesn’t 

happen too often. 

Do these people ever show signs of trepidation 

when they talk to you? 

No, but when we broke up they did. Even 

people close to me did. No one knew how 

touchy it was; no one knew how deep it went. 

People were a little bit wary about bringing it 

up. I think they saw it as a sore spot. 

People seem to think that talking about 

Jawbreaker after the fact isn’t something you 

should do. People really see your breaking up 

as this tragic thing. 

I guess that’s true. But it’s been long 

enough, I think, and now we can all be a lit¬ 

tle more objective about the whole thing 

and see what went right about it and what 

went wrong. I talk to Blake often, and for a 

while there he was telling me that while he 

was in Japan or in Europe with Jets To 

Brazil that a lot of people were coming up to 

him and sort of validating Dear You. There 

were people basically saying, "Hey, it took 

us a couple of years, but we really like that 

record now.” I think he liked to hear that, 

But it’s important to remember: we were all 

affected by this band. I was totally affected. I 

didn’t just dance off into the sunset and 

start my new thing. I was really at a loss for 

what I was going to do with the rest of my 

life. That was lOjears of my life. We had been 

playing together since 1986, became 

Jawbreaker in 1989* and then broke up in 

1996* That was our thing, our relationship, 

our lives. When it happened, we told people 

the band had run its course and that was 

that. But it wasn’t. That was just kid gloves 

on a totally complicated issue. I don’t think 

any of us knows exactly why we broke up. We 

weren’t getting along? Sure. But was that it? 

K When it was over, I didn’t sit and stew on 

it every day; I didn’t mourn the band every¬ 

day. But it was sort of this nagging thing. 

Breaking up the band meant that my rela¬ 

tionship with Blake, who was my best friend 

since I was 15 years old, would now change. 

There are two relationships there: You have 

your friendship and you have your musical 

partner. It was a bummer. 

part three: Adam Pfahler 

It’s important to remember: we were all affected by 
this band. I was totally affected. I didn’t just dance 

off into the sunset and start my new thing. I was 

really at a loss for what I was going to do with the 
rest of my life. 
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Do you think there was anything that could 

have saved Jawbreaker? 

The only thing I can say to that is that 

breaking up a band is a very final thing, and 

the only thing I could see to make it last 

longer would be if we maybe just stopped 

for a year, and then, maybe, decided to 

come back to it. That I could see. But I’m 

not sure we needed saving. I don’t know, 

what do you think? 

What do / think could have saved Jawbreaker? 

Yeah. Or what did you think I was going 

to say? 

I thought you’d say “Yes, that it could have 

been saved.” 

I’m not sure. We had been together for a 

long time and we were pretty much at the 

end of our line. There was some stuff we 

still could have done. There were half a 

dozen songs that we never recorded in a 

studio that I think were really good. We 

never got a chance to live with those songs. 

People have asked recently if I wish we had 

done things differently, but it’s just so 

impossible to talk about things like that. I 

don’t regret the way it ended. That’s just 

how it went. 

When was the last time you listened to 

Jawbreaker? 

Just the other day, actually. I got a call 

from my friend Jon who’s in Pansy 

Division and who works over at a record 

store in San Francisco. I guess someone 

had brought in an Australian CD single of 

"Fireman” from Dear You. Now, I only have 

one of those CDs and he asked me if I 

wanted him to just pick it up with his store 

discount or whatever, and I was like, 

"Yeah, bring it over!” He came over with it 

and I listened to it on my car stereo and it 

had been a really long time since I had 

heard "Fireman.” And you know what? It 

sounded pretty good. I didn’t feel lonely 

and over with when I heard it. It didn’t 

sound that dated, which I was surprised by. 

I kind of idealize, I guess, which is what a 

lot of people do. But who wants to look 

back and be bummed? 

One of the things you have told me was that 

you still have all the mail, all the mementos 

and all the letters that people gave to you 

over the years. I just thought that was kind 

of incredible. 

I would feel strange throwing that stuff 

away. Someone bothered to put a stamp 

on something and get it out there. I’ve 

even saved the letters that just said, "Can 

you send me a sticker?” I would feel 

strange getting rid of that. I think it 

would be disrespectful. That stuff is 

tucked away, it’s in my basement in a big 

box and I know it’s there. I’m not down- 
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People have asked 

recently if I wish we had 

done things differently, 
but it’s just so impossi¬ 

ble to talk about things 
like that. I don’t regret 

the way it ended. That’s 
just how it went. 

stairs crying over old letters to my old 

band. I just don’t feel comfortable get¬ 

ting rid of it. People took the time and 

made the effort—and I’m not going to get 

rid of it. I’m just not. J I have some real¬ 

ly nice letters that I want to look back at 

and show to my kids someday. There was 

one kid that wrote us that was so 

depressed and so bummed out that he 

didn’t think he was going to make it to his 

l8th birthday. The letter was just really 

fucking heavy and horrible. Blake and I 

had written him back and told him to 

come out and see us and that we hoped he 

was going to be all right and everything, 

and then, a couple years later, he sent us 

his selective service card.. That was awe¬ 

some. That meant he had made it to his 

l8th birthday and he wasn’t going to 

enlist. How are you going to throw that 

away? You can’t. 

Fans—both old and new—probably ask about 

a reunion quite a bit. Is it true that a few years 

back there was talk, or an actual offer, of a 

one-off group of shows at the House of Blues 

for a million dollars? 

Oh, right, that. Well, that’s not exactly how 

it went. What happened was a friend of 

mine who has a record label had suggested 

that if we did a reunion tour—now that all 

these punk bands are getting really huge— 

we could go out and do a four week tour 

and make a million dollars before we even 

left. And I guess what he was talking about 

was a corporate-sponsored tour, where you 

let these corporations put up these signs at 

your shows. So that’s where the million 

dollars would have come from. Did Blake 

tell you about that? 

Yeah, he did. But he also told me that money 

wasn’t the thing that would get Jawbreaker 

back together. 

No, it’s not. It would have to be something 

else. I don’t think it would be a monetary 

thing. We’ve already learned that lesson. 

They told us they’d give us a million dollars 

if we signed to Geffen Records, too. But 

how much of that’s around now? Zilch. 

Well, it’s funny that someone would think that 

would be it—yet another promise of a million 

dollars. Plus, you were about to do it for free. 

People may not know this, but the three of you 

were going to play one last time at Chris’ wed¬ 

ding reception. 

Absolutely. I would have done it. Blake 

didn’t make the wedding—he was on tour 

in Japan. I don’t think he was very com¬ 

fortable with the idea. But, hey, who 

knows? I could joke and say that we made 

every other mistake in the book—why not a 

reunion tour, too? That would make for a 

good pull quote, wouldn’t it? But if I 

really considered that, it would be because 

I miss those guys and I miss those songs. It 

would have to be about that. I don’t think 

it would be about a one-off tour where we 

played a bunch of old songs. To go back, 

you’d want to write more, do more, and 

tie up loose ends—and I just don’t think 

that’s really likely. 

What does it mean to you to finally get Dear 

You back? 

People keep asking if this is closure for me, 

and there’s something about that word that 

I just don’t like. But I will feel good about 

the fact that people will have the opportu¬ 

nity to buy it and they’ll be able to hear it. 

It’s the bookend. Now I get to put it at the 

very end of my collection and I know there 

won’t just be an empty space where the 

record should have been. 

The thing about Dear You that has become real¬ 

ly satisfying for me as a fan is that it marks the 

end of Jawbreaker twice—once on poor terms 

and once on really great terms. One of the 

things Blake feared back then was that Dear 

You would get lost—that it would become this 

major label blackhole that just disappeared. 

And it did. But now it has the chance to be 

something different. It actually has the chance 

to be celebrated. You really have turned what 

was, for a long time, an unhappy ending into 

what now should be a happy ending. 

Yeah, you’re right. In a way, anything that I 

could have ever hoped for this band posthu¬ 

mously has been exceeded. It is sort of a dra¬ 

matic ending. But it’s nice. We’ve got it back, 

we’re putting it out, it’s got our fucking logo 

on it—and we did it. It’s ours. It is that last 

loose end. It is that last thing that’s out there 

that we’re not happy with. So that will feel 

pretty good when it gets fixed. 

You bring up the fact that people see this as 

the end of Jawbreaker—that Dear You's re- 

release will sort of serve as the band’s final 

chapter. But could that ever be? Could you 

ever really be done with Jawbreaker? 

You have to remember that we were just this 

little band. We were never a band people 

should throw a million dollars at to get 

back together—that’s insane. It sounds cheesy 

for me to talk about this so many years later, 

but, obviously, Jawbreaker is still around. 

People didn’t let it go away. I really didn’t 

think we were going to be one of those 

bands with their own little cards at the 

record store all the time—but we are and 

that’s amazing. There are people that are 

grown up now, that were never old enough 

to see us. Those people are hearing our 

records now for the first time. The fact that 

we’re continuing to gain popularity this far 

down the line is unbelievable to me. I can 

not believe it’s happened like this. It’s as if 

it never went away. ® 
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On August 2, 1990, Saddam 

Hussein’s armies invaded Kuwait, 

drastically threatening American 

access to oil. On August 3, 1990, the United 

Nations issued resolution 660, condemning 

Iraq for the invasion of Kuwait. On August 6, 

1990 the UN passed resolution 661, institut¬ 

ing economic sanctions against Iraq in order to 

compel them into withdrawing from Kuwait. 

This resolution had a devastating impact on 

the people of Iraq. Before the war, Iraq import¬ 

ed 70 percent of its food. By September, Iraq 

was forced to start food rationing. By 

December, the infant mortality rate had dou¬ 

bled. Still, Hussein adamantly refused to with¬ 

draw his forces from Kuwait. 

By November of 1990, some 400,000 

troops from an international coalition formed by 

President George Bush (the first) massed in the 

region. On January 9, 1991 the United States 

threatened Iraq with destruction if it did not with¬ 

draw from Kuwait. Three days later, Congress 

authorized the use of coalition forces against 

Iraq. Five days later, the international coalition 

started its deadly aerial assault on Iraqi forces. 

For 42 days, coalition forces bombed Iraq, send¬ 

ing upwards of 2,000 sorties a day against Iraqi 

targets and forces. This punishing air campaign 

lasted another month at the same pace. 

On February 23rd, 1991, the ground 

offensive was launched to root out Iraqi troops 

in Kuwait—within three days, Iraq announced 

immediate withdrawal from Kuwait. On 

February 28, Iraq and the United States agreed 

to a cease-fire. The Gulf War was over. 

In the aftermath of the war, the already 

existing economic sanctions against Iraq were 

kept in place indefinitely. The United Nations 

Security Council passed resolution 687 in April 

of 1991, creating weapons inspeqtion teams 

that went under the name UNSCOM, for the 

purpose of finding and destroying Iraq’s 

weapons of mass destruction. 

After President Bush was defeated in the 

’92 election by Bill Clinton, President Clinton 

continued the Bush policy of Iraqi containment. 

From the end of the Gulf War until today, 

attacks by American combat aircraft have con¬ 

tinued against Iraqi air defense installations and 

military targets under the guise of “no-fly 

zones’’ that were put in place by the United 

States to protect Kurds in the north and Shiites 

in the south. 

Inspection teams painstakingly located 

and destroyed all aspects (including all manu¬ 

facturing and technological equipment needed 

to continue these types of weapon programs) of 

Iraq’s chemical, biological, and nuclear 

weapons programs until 1998, when the US- 

still smarting because Saddam was still in 

power—removed the weapon inspection teams 

(under the guise of a manufactured crisis) 

under UNSCOM head Richard Butler. At the 

time, the American public was repeatedly told 

that Iraq, and Hussein in particular, had 

expelled the inspection teams, but it was a fab¬ 

rication. The Inspection Teams were pulled out 

so the US could remove Hussein from power in 

any way they saw fit. 

The details are explained in the following 

interview with Scott Ritter, who was a lead 

weapons inspector (as well as openly admits to 

being a CIA operative) in Iraq. Ritter has relent¬ 

lessly contributed arguments against invading 

Iraq and has been dubbed “an outspoken crit¬ 

ic’’ of the current administration and its rush to 

war. He served as the chief weapons inspector 

in Iraq until he was removed by the United 

States government. You won’t find this 41-year- 

old ex-marine and son of a career Army officer 

following an autocratic administration as it 

knowingly deceives the public. Instead, he has 

ceaselessly presented the public an objective 

and persuasive argument opposing a new war 

undertaking in Iraq. 

Interview by Jake Asbin 

Illustration by Jebb Riley 





How effective were your inspection teams in 

discovering and eliminating Saddam Hussein’s 

weapons of mass destruction? 

UNSCOM inspectors were the best investi¬ 

gators in the world. We were very successful 

in uncovering and destroying 90-95 per¬ 

cent of Iraq’s weaponry by 1996, funda¬ 

mentally disarming Iraq as well as neutral¬ 

izing their technical capabilities to manu¬ 

facture and produce such weapons. 

In the past, the media has steadfastly report¬ 

ed that UN inspectors were kicked out of Iraq 

by Iraq itself. For instance, an August 2002 

USA Today article says that “Iraq expelled UN 

weapons inspectors four years ago and 

accused them of being spies.” For the record, 

what really caused you and your inspectors’ 

removal from Iraq in December of 1998? 

We were not kicked out, but rather ordered 

out by the US government. In 1997 when 

Richard Butler took control of inspection 

teams, we had basically already disarmed 

Iraq. Richard Butler withdrew us in antici¬ 

pation of a military attack that was aimed at 

regime change. I firmly believe that the 

information we had gathered at presiden¬ 

tial palaces and the like were used so that 

the military could bomb these residences 

with the sole intention of killing Saddam 

Hussein, not destroying weapon sites or 

installations as was offered up by the then 

Clinton administration. 

Could those facilities that were destroyed have 

been rebuilt? 

No weapons inspectors have set foot in Iraq 

since 1998. I think Iraq was technically 

capable of restarting its weapons manufac¬ 

turing capabilities within six months of our 

departure, so by early 1999 they could have 

had operational weapons and programs 

again. That gives them three and a half 

years to have made their covertly-manufac¬ 

tured weapons that the Bush administra¬ 

tion claims as motivations for an attack. 

The important issue here, however, is 

"technically capable". If we weren’t watch¬ 

ing, Iraq could do this. Just their nuclear 

program would have to have been started 

from scratch, having already been disas¬ 

sembled and bulldozed. Primary equip¬ 

ment was also inventoried, and destroyed. 

The Iraqi’s would have to procure the com¬ 

plicated tools and technology required in 

restarting these programs. This would have 

been already detected, if it were true. The 

manufacturing of chemical weapons releas¬ 

es a lot of gasses that would have been 

detected by now, if they existed. We have 

been watching, with our satellites and other 

means, and have seen none of these signs. 

If Iraq was producing weapons right now, 

we [the US government] would have defin¬ 

itive proof, but we don’t. 

Could Saddam Hussein’s military have 

weapons of mass destruction today? 

It’s not as cut and dry as this administra¬ 

tion has made it appear. It’s very apparent 

that Iraq hasn’t fully complied with its dis¬ 

armament obligations as set forth by the 

Security Council in its resolution. But, 

since 1998, Iraq has been fundamentally 

disarmed—we verifiably eliminated 90-95 

percent of Iraq’s weapon-producing capa¬ 

bility This includes all of the factories used 

to produce chemical, biological and 

nuclear weapons and their long-range bal¬ 

listic missile programs, as well as the asso¬ 

ciated equipment needed to implement 

any weapons programs. Iraq was supposed 

to turn everything over to the United 

Nations, which in turn would supervise its 

destruction and removal. Instead, Iraq 

chose to destroy large weapon stockpiles 

itself without UN supervision. We [the 

inspectors] were later on able to verily that 

this destruction did indeed take place. But 

the problem here is that Iraq destroyed 

these weapons without any documentation, 

which means the question of verification 

becomes very cloudy. 

Why did Iraq destroy these weapons instead of 

turning them over to the United Nations or the 

weapon inspectors? 

The Iraqis, in many cases, were trying very 

hard to conceal the weapons existence and 

the unilateral destruction could have been 

a ploy to maintain weapons of mass 

destruction by claiming they had been 

destroyed. It’s important to not give Iraq 

the benefit of the doubt. They have lied in 

the past to the United Nations, to us 

[inspectors] and the international com¬ 

munity. There are many who believe Iraq 

still seeks to retain the capability to pro¬ 

duce these weapons, but there is no evi¬ 

dence that they have the means to produce 

these weapons. In fact, most of our evi¬ 

dence suggested Iraq didn’t retain the nec¬ 

essary materials. J I believe the problem at 

this point in time is one of their account¬ 

ing. Let’s say they destroyed 90-95 per¬ 

cent of their weapons of mass destruction, 

OK that leaves five to IO percent that are 

unaccounted for. This doesn’t necessarily 

constitute a threat. It doesn’t even mean 

they have a functional weapons program. 

It constitutes bits and pieces of a weapons 

program which in its totality doesn’t 

amount to much, but any program is still 

prohibited. And just because we can’t 

account for it doesn’t mean Iraq retained 

it. Right now there is no evidence that Iraq 

retains this material. But because of this 

missing five to IO percent we can’t give 

Iraq a clean bill of health; we can’t close 

BELIEVE PRESIDENT BUSH WOULD DELIVER A 
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the book on their weapons of mass 

destruction program. 

How do we confront this problem regarding 

the missing five to 10 percent? 

There are many who say that because there 

are no inspectors in Iraq today, because 

Iraq has shown a proclivity to acquire these 

weapons in the past, and because Iraq has 

used these weapons against their neighbors 

[Iran] and their own people [Kurds in 

northern Iraq], and because Iraq has lied 

to weapons inspectors in the past, we 

should assume the worst. Therefore, a pre¬ 

emptive attack is justified. But if this were 

argued in a court of law, the weight of evi¬ 

dence would go the other way. Iraq has 

demonstrated over and over a willingness 

to cooperate with the inspectors. Those 

seeking to implement these resolutions, for 

example the United States, are actually vio¬ 

lating the terms of the resolutions by using 

their unique access to operate inside Iraq 

in a manner incompatible with the Security 

Council resolutions—for example, by spy¬ 

ing on Iraq. 

Could Iraq be hiding any SCUD missiles tipped 

with chemical weapons? 

That’s a very real possibility. Iraq manufac¬ 

tured three kinds of nerve agents: Sarin, 

Tabun and VX. Some people who want war 

with Iraq describe tens of thousands of 

munitions filled with Sarin and Tabun 

nerve agents that could be used against 

American forces. The truth, however, 

doesn’t support this. These nerve agents 

have a shelf life of no more than five years. 

Even if they had somehow hidden this vast 

amount of weapons from us, what they have 

now would have degraded to nothing more 

than useless, harmless sludge. Iraq pro¬ 

duced its chemical weapons at the 

Muthanna State establishment, a massive 

chemical weapons factory. This facility was 

heavily bombed during the Gulf War and 

then we went in after the war and complet¬ 

ed the task of eliminating the factory. 

Whatever they diverted would have had to 

have been produced in the Muthanna State 

establishment, which means that once we 

blew it up, the Iraqi’s would no longer have 

had the ability to produce any new agents. 

All the talk about Iraq having chemical 

weapons is no longer valid. Most of it is 

based on speculation that Iraq could have 

hidden some of these weapons from 

inspectors, but I believe we did a good and 

thorough job of inspecting Iraq. Had they 

tried to hide it, we would have found it. 

But let’s just say, for arguments sake, that 

Iraq did hide some of these weapons—by 

now these weapons would be harmless. It’s 

not even worth talking about. 

What do you think of this administration’s 

comments regarding the Al Qaeda connection 

and Iraqi support of terrorism? 

This is absurd, really. Iraq is run by a 

secular dictator. Saddam has spent his 

entire reign waging war on Islamic fun¬ 

damentalism and has crushed any upris¬ 

ing. Osama Bin Laden has shown a histo¬ 

ry of hating Saddam Hussein. He’s called 

him an "apostate”, somebody who needs 

to be killed. 

Even as Bin Laden claims sanctions against 

Iraq as a war cry? 

Because sanctions don’t target Saddam, 

they target Iraqi civilians. 

What would be the civilian cost if another 

Bush wage’s another war in Iraq? 

Iraq will not roll over if we invade. This 

could turn into an urban-warfare nightmare 

for our troops. The United States will have 

to heavily bomb Baghdad, a city of five mil¬ 

lion people. Just use the example of Grozny, 

when the Russians went after the Chechens, 

but Baghdad will be even worse. We are talk¬ 

ing about a tremendous number of civilian 

casualties, not to mention the tens of thou¬ 

sands of Iraqi soldiers and security person¬ 

nel who will perish. When you start talking 

about urban warfare—and some of our 

Generals are already stating that this will 

happen—and taking people out of built-up 

areas with civilians, your options are very 

limited as to what you can do. Understand 

that we [the US armed forces] will also take 

considerable casualties. Our death toll will 

be in the high hundreds, if not thousands. 

This is a war that has everything bad about 

it—there’s no good end for this war no mat¬ 

ter how we look at it. 

Bush has gone on record—the first sitting 

president to do so—as stating that he “would 

not hesitate to use pre-emptive, first-strike 

tactical nuclear weapons, bunker-busters, to 

remove threats to US interests.” Do you 

believe Bush would resort to using nuclear 

weapons as a means to removing Saddam 

Hussein from power? 

Here’s the scenario: if Bush ignores the 

United Nations and unilaterally invades, 

he has at his disposal no more than 

80,000-100,000 troops he can deploy 

immediately. If it were to take urban war¬ 

fare—fighting street to street, house to 

house, hand to hand combat—to liberate 

Baghdad, and we have our armed forces 

bogged down, then yes Bush would have the 

indisputable means of ending the quagmire 

at his disposal. And yes I do believe 

President Bush would deliver a nuclear 

warhead to change the regime in Iraq. 

Some of his closest advisors are advocating 

exactly this scenario. ® 

NUCLEAR WARHEAD TO CHANGE THE REGIME IN IRAQ 



starshaped press 
Walking into the Starshaped 

Press studio feels like step¬ 

ping into a time machine. 

Hulking iron letterpress printing presses fill the 

tiny space; the brick walls are lined with cabi¬ 

nets holding hundreds of pieces of metal and 

wood type; paper is neatly stacked to the ceil¬ 

ing; and the whole place has a slightly oily 

smell, thanks to the huge greased gears driving 

the 1,200 pound Chandler & Price clamshell 

press that dominates the room. You expect to 

be met by a withered old man, bent into a pret¬ 

zel from years spent leaning over a table setting 

newspapers letter by painstaking letter, ink 

stains so deep in his cracked and calloused fin¬ 

gertips that years of scrubbing wouldn't come 

close to getting them clean. Instead, glancing 

up from behind the press is Jen Farrell, young, 

fiery, smart as a whip, and clean as a whistle. 

Farrell is one of the handful of folks keep¬ 

ing the ancient (by today’s standards) art of let¬ 

terpress printing alive in the underground. 

Having gotten her start at the prolific, leg¬ 

endary, and sadly defunct Fireproof Press in 

Chicago (they're the folks that printed those 

cardboard-looking CD cases in your collection 

that you’ve always loved but could never figure 

out how they were made), Farrell continues to 

work in the arcane world of hand-set type and 

foot-powered presses (although she’s since got¬ 

ten a motorized press). 

The work she produces is a unique blend 

of modern graphic design sensibilities and old- 

fashioned techniques. They are a kind of visual 

poetry that marries the modern with the 

antique ... or some other kind of design-speak 

hooey. Suffice it to say that they look fucking 

beautiful in a way that no computer could even 

come close to emulating. 

I wanted to learn more about this dying 

art form, so I went straight to the source. 

Interview by Daniel Sinker 

I thought to start out, it would make some 

sense to explain what letterpress printing is. In 

doing design work for bands, I’ve heard count¬ 

less variations on the request “Can we get 

something cool like the way they did that June 

of 44 record? However they did that in the 

computer, can we do that too?” And hard to 

explain to them that there’s a reason that 

record looks so distinct and it’s got nothing to 

do with a computer. It’s' because it was done 

by hand on a letterpress. So what is it? 

Well, there’s what it is and then there’s a 

couple approaches to it. What it is is a 

process of relief printing that’s about 500 

years old. Most of the presses people are 

doing the work on now are anywhere from 

50 to 150 years old. It’s as simple as some 

type of artwork hitting a sheet of paper. 

That’s about it. What I do is use hand-set 

type, which is as old as the process. Or you 

can use digital art—in order to survive doing 

this now, you have to be able to at least do 

the digital art, but it really helps to be able 

to work with all the hand-set type. You can 

also use wood type, which isn’t as easy to 

find, but is really sweet especially if you’re 

doing poster work because it’s bigger and 

you can experiment a lot more with it. J As 

far as the approaches, there are a few differ¬ 

ent ways. I work with a lot of older guys who 

were printers when they were younger or are 

printing teachers now and are coming at it 

from a very technical perspective. They’re 

trying to achieve the cleanest, most perfect 

print you can get, which is akin to what you 

can get with offset printing now. You can 

look at some other methods being done 

now that I think are slightly bastardized ver¬ 

sions of that, where people are printing with 

the same equipment that was used 75 years 

ago and there has been 75 years of deterio¬ 

ration on the machines. I think Hatch Show 

Print is a really good example of that. They 

are still using the same type and cuts they 

were using IOO years ago and you can see the 

natural deterioration in the print. I think a 

lot of people are drawn to that—I know I’m 

drawn to it. There’s also the more fine-art 

approach to letterpress printing, which I 

jokingly refer to as the "Martha Stewart 

approach.” You see it used on wedding 

invitations and other things where your type 
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and your images are very heavily smashed 

into the paper. 

What got you interested in this? 

I wish I knew. I was going to school for 

graphic design and was working in different 

record stores and saw a lot of the work that 

Fireproof Press was doing. And so I started 

working for Fireproof. I got in there at the 

right time and was able to start learning like 

crag>. It was such a great experience. I met so 

many great people. It wasn’t like work, it was 

like fun. I learned so much about how to 

run a business—and more importantly, how 

not to run a business. I mean that in the best 

way. [/aug/is] That started the whole thing. 

Right before the demise of Fireproof, which 

was at the end of ’98, I got my small press. 

When I found out that Fireproof was dis¬ 

banding, I didn’t know what I was going to. 

I ended up printing in a friend’s basement 

while working at Columbia College. I was 

able to get enough money from that job to 

get a studio and a lot more equipment. And 

when the printing I was doing started to pay 

for all the studio expenses, that’s when I 

thought I could make it pay for everything. 

Which it has for the last year! 

Part of what’s interesting to me about letter- 

press is that there’s so much involved in the 

process. There’s so much before it goes to 

press. Doing computer design, you can design 

all you want, but the actual physical act of get¬ 

ting type onto the screen isn’t very difficult. And 

getting that to a printer isn’t very difficult either. 

But the process of taking each individual letter 

and setting it out, to me, is insane! [laughs] 

It’s a painful process. It’s extremely anal- 

rententive, and can be very dull, and really 

difficult. You need a lot of equipment, and 

I’m not talking about big stuff even, but 

small stuff that when you’re working on the 

computer you’re taking for granted. 

Spacing and leading are all physical objects, 

as opposed to just spaces on a screen. And if 

12 point type isn’t fitting in a certain loca¬ 

tion, you can’t just decrease it to II, because 

there is no II point type. So yeah, it’s extreme¬ 

ly difficult to lay it out. With posters, you 

can spend eight to IO hours just laying out 

one color. A band name, a show date, a loca¬ 

tion, and how to get tickets will take all day 

to set up. And then depending on the run, 

it will take anywhere from an hour to two 

hours to print. You have to be able to get 

through that worst part, all of that setup, to 

be able to finally pull something that you 

really like. But even then sometimes you can 

pull it and it looks like crap and you have to 

start over again. But that’s definitely part of 

the draw for me. J When I teach letterpress 

workshops, which I do occasionally, I’ll 

usually have a couple kids in them that are 

totally psyched and they love being anal- 

retentive and love the work, and then a cou¬ 

ple kids that don’t show up the second day 

of the workshop and are back in the com¬ 

puter lab printing something out because 

they like that instant gratification. 

Another thing that’s really interesting to me 

about working this way is the fact that the 

equipment you’re using is so old and the type 

you’re using is old, yet you’re doing new things. 

It’s one thing to be doing what you branded the 

“Martha Stewart” stuff, like wedding invitations 

and other chintzy, fancy, little things like that. A 

wedding invitation from now and a wedding 

invitation from 50 years ago is the same fuck¬ 

ing thing. It’s fairly timeless. It’s interesting to 

see this process used instead for a band like 

Shellac or Denali—something that’s current. It 

has this really interesting effect for me of con¬ 

necting past with present. Are you conscious of 

that connection and working with a history and 

a present when you’re doing this stuff? 

Yeab, you have to be to be able to pull it off 

well. You have to be able to develop the style 

of work that you want to do, and be able to 

please clients—or in my case, bands—with 

what that is. I find that with a lot of the bands 

I work with, they have an idea of what they 

want and then I hold their hands to get their 

artwork to where it needs to be to look good 

when it gets letterpressed. But there are always 

people that are web designers and don’t want 

to learn the process and don’t want to adjust 

their art in such a way that it’s going to look 

good when I’m printing it. And it inevitably 

turns out poorly. But most of the bands I’m 

working with are really smart and they know 

that they want something different. They 

tend to have an idea, and we’ll just sit and 

chat and figure out what they can afford and 

what they can do within that. There have only 

been a few covers where me and the band are 

sort of not sure that it was a great idea to work 

together, [laughs] 

How conscious are you of doing work that still 

looks modern? It seems like it would be very easy 

to slip into making everything look like it was done 

in the 1890s, instead of something that looks like 

it was done now. Are you conscious of that? 

Yeah. I’m more conscious of that in doing 
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poster work because I have a lot of the same 

stuff that’s used at poster shops all over the 

country. Its very easy to set stuff up in that 

style and be able to mimic that, but then it’s 

not new and it’s not modern and it’s not 

really something that stands out from my 

perspective. I think you have to take those 

materials and force them to work in a way 

that they were never intended to work. That 

is a little more challenging, but not impos¬ 

sible because I have IOO years of layout styles 

to learn from. You can use type from 1850, 

apply it to a I93°s style and then you’ve got 

something that’s fresh and new, even 

though the type definitely is from 1850 and 

the layout is definitely from 1930. 

So where do you get type from 1850? 

Type is not that hard to find if you go 

through the right channels. And it’s not that 

hard to find those channels, thanks to the 

Internet. There is a letterpress e-mail 

group, websites; there are resources every¬ 

where specific to letterpress. And the com¬ 

munity is really friendly and really nice and 

really willing to help people—especially young 

people—find and use equipment. I’ve had 

the really fortunate experience of apprentic¬ 

ing under Paul Aken at the Platen Press 

Museum. He’s been such a great influence 

because I’ve finally learned how to use all my 

equipment the right way. J Type that I have 

has come from letterpress flea markets. You 

can get it off the Internet, but it tends to be 

more expensive. It’s pretty easy to find. It 

often comes from guys who used to print 

and they have a lot of stuff in their basement 

that they want you to come haul away. I’ve 

paid as little as five dollars for a lead typeface 

going up to $200 for a set of woodtype. It 

just depends on where and when you hit it. 

What about machines? Is anyone making a 

new letterpress press? 

No. 

So there’s a finite number of machines out 

there. How do you go about finding one? 

Well, depending on the model you’re look¬ 

ing for, they are generally easy to find. I 

paid a couple hundred dollars for my main 

press. I probably could have waited and 

found it for free somewhere, except I 

would have to go and move it. It weights 

1,200 pounds, and so I’d rather just pay 

and have it delivered. 

It’s really fascinating to me that this stuff isn’t 

made anymore. It basically means that it’s 

dead in some ways. 

It’s not that it’s dead, it’s evolved. The com¬ 

panies that made these presses—the ones 

that are still around—are now making offset 

presses geared towards modern use. It’s the 

same with type foundries. Monotype is a 

really old English type foundry—they’ve 

gone from hot metal handset type, to 

photo typesetting, up through digital type. 

You can still buy digital versions of type¬ 

faces that were designed in the early part of 

last century. They’ve had to adapt. 

Why, in the face of all that adaptation—the move 

to digital—continue to work this way at all? 

Because it’s fun! [laughs] It’s challenging. 

And as a graphic designer, I can’t imagine 

working in an offset environment because 

there’s such an amazing amount of excite¬ 

ment and joy when you have designed 

something from the ground up and get to 

print it. You’re not done at the computer 

screen. It follows through to the end. ® 

You have to be able to get through that worst part, all of that 
setup, to be able to finally pull something that you really like. 





During my high school band trip to 

Vancouver, I met a stranger I would 

wind up hearing about again and 

again. Sitting in a terminal at Seattle's SeaTac 

Airport with a stomach full of razor-tipped but¬ 

terflies from pre-flight jitters, I struggled to talk 

to my friend about the latest zines in Factsheet 

Five. Sitting next to us was a Thurston Moore 

look-alike with a frazzled mop, thick sideburns, 

and Goodwill-issued flannel shirt and jeans. 

Somehow, I struck-up a conversation with the 

guy. After debating about whether or not the 

Make-Up was a parody act, he introduced him¬ 

self as Nic Offer and told me about his bands, 

Out Hud and the oddly named !!! (pronounced 

as “chik, chik, chik,” “bang, bang, bang,” or 

“pow, pow, pow”). We then flew back to 

Sacramento, exchanged numbers and went our 

separate ways. 

In the years that have passed since then, 

I've heard a lot about how those two bands 

have shaken the pent-up self-consciousness 

and “irony” out of jaded hipsters and turned 

them into dancing fools. In 2000, Out Hud and 

!!! (who share many members) moved from the 

tree-shaded, Main Street USA-like midtown 

Sacramento to an abandoned warehouse in 

Brooklyn. For a while, I was worried that my 

town's most creative bands would get lost in 

the din of a million garage bands that get a lit¬ 

tle help from their rich fathers (cough—The 

Strokes—cough). But the bands seemed to 

have carved a niche for themselves in the sea 

of garage-alikes. 

While Out Hud’s moody, dub-infected 

sound has turned many heads, much of the 

attention has been over !!!. Built on the slash- 

funk work of classic British post-punk 

basslines, Nic’s cool, nearly detached vocals, 

and some Afrobeat percussion over a James 

Brownian disco beat, it is difficult not to jerk 

your torso. 

So far, underground circles and influential 

critics have lauded !!! as being part of New 

York's burgeoning “dance-rock” renaissance, 

where bands like the Interpol, the Liars, and 

the Yeah, Yeah, Yeahs are partying like it’s 

1980. Whether or not this hype is just another 

act of regression for more “old-fashioned” 

music in such a lackluster period in rock 'n' roll, 

is up to you. But when was the last time you 

shook your ass to a rock band? 

While many of their peers are making a 

grab for the major label cash, !!! just signed 

with Touch & Go and expect to release their 

second record sometime next year. To learn 

where !!! now see themselves, I spoke with gui¬ 

tarist Mario Andreoni over the phone. Mario 

and saxophonist Allan Wilson were the only 

members who stayed in Sacramento and now 

fly to New York every couple of weeks to 

regroup with their comrades. 

Interview by Cameron MacDonald 

Portrait by Carlette 

Live photos from evilrose.net 

When I first met Nic, he described your band 

as a circle of friends who were hardcore 

punks, until you all eventually got into dance 

music. How did that happen? 

Hardcore bored us. We all met within the 

small Sacto "punk” community. This place 

called The Loft was sort of the center of it 

all. We shared a love of dancing and seeking 

out music with a strong rhythm. I think 

most of us grew up with doses (of dance 

music), some more than others. 

What kinds of dance music? 

When I was a kid, I was all about the Jackson 

5, or Kiss. KG and the Sunshine Band was 

also a record I remember buying . . . and 

flauntingl I think Nic was probably weaned 

on this great old radio station in 

Sacramento called Magic 1380. It played 

soul—not so much of the kinds you hear in 

every town now, on Oldies IOI or some 

shit—they’d play the less obvious stuff. For 

us, the newest punk seven-inch was never 

really the topic of conversation. It was more 

about the great LP we just found at the dol¬ 

lar bin. 

Yet in listening to your band’s sound, it does¬ 

n’t stray too far from punk. I can hear shades 

of Gang of Four and early Public Image 

Limited in the guitar work. 

Sure. Both those bands are very strong 

rhythmically and brought in all kinds of 

weird influences to shake things up. Sonic 

Youth always excited us too. I always 

thought they were one of the punkest bands 

out there, in terms of taking chances and 

making a lot of noise. Subsequently, the 

bands we were in before !!! made a lot of 

noise. It was just a matter of trying to 

pound the noise into something that had a 

beat to it. Dance music can encompass so 

many different things, it could be just any¬ 

thing with a strong rhythm. 

Dance music can encompass so many different things, it could be just anything with a strong rhythm. 
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It’s interesting how you guys revere dance 

music, because I’m sure that a lot of folks 

probably associate “dance music” with disco 

or house music. 

Whenever I tell people I play in a dance 

band, the word "disco” always follows. But 

Disco means so much. The fluffy stuff like 

the Village People and Saturday Night Fever is 

just one aspect of the genre—there is so 

much more. It’s mainly about letting loose. 

We seriously identify with that. 

There’s a long tradition of punk bands incor¬ 

porating the funk element. Bands like the 

Gang of Four, the Big Boys, the Bad Brains, 

and Fugazi have all done it. Even Crass toyed 

with disco in their song “Walls.” 

It’s not even so much funk as it is more of 

a primal rhythm. You are right though. 

Dance rhythms and punk are not new. 

And both genres tend to use less than 

three chords. 

Well, there are bands like [early ’80s avant- 

funk band] ESG, who are quite popular 

now with the punk and indie kids. Their 

bass lines are very simple. They’re almost 

idiotic in their simplicity! But they’re 

absolutely amazing and hypnotic. That’s 

one thing that gets us charged up about 

music—how hypnotic it is. 

So when !!! was formed, was there a restless¬ 

ness with the often conservative punk music 

canon? Was it a reaction against other kinds of 

music at the time? 

Not against punk in particular—we were 

bored with new music in general. Gang of 

Four and the Contortions laid the ground¬ 

work for us. They were bands that were 

aggressive, felt like they had something to 

say—and had a super-charged, danceable 

beat leading the way, instead of a distortion 

pedal. Kraftwerk, Bohannon . . . they 

opened up so much. 

Since you guys were heavily influenced by 

music from the 70s and early ’80s, does that 

make you a retro band? 

Fuck no. Good music is timeless. We’re trying 

to expand on a sound that means a lot to us. 

We don’t put on bell-bottoms, wear funny 

wigs, or try to emulate anyone. Music is 

pretty serious to us. It’s our obsession. 

I noticed how your band has been lumped in 

with New York’s emerging ’80s-inspired 

dance-rock scene. 

I can say, after touring the US over the past 

five years, there are more bands incorpo¬ 

rating dance rhythms. But it’s really just a 

cycle, this "dance music resurgence.” 

People get bored with punk or rock, or 

whatever and want to try different things. 

I’m excited to see where it all goes, where it 

ends up. 

I just read a Village Voice article about the 

scene—which also mentioned your band— 

where critic Douglas Wolk made a point 

about how he admires a lot of groups like the 

Liars and the Yeah, Yeah, Yeahs, not for their 

actual music, but for the older bands they 

remind him of. 

You know, I just read that last night. He 

makes some good points. But then, when I 

really thought about it, I’m like c’mon! A 

lot of these bands are working on their first 

releases. Usually when a band starts, they 

are working off whatever inspired them in 

the first place. Give this shit a chance to 

develop. We’ve played with the Liars, the 

Rapture, the Faint . . . All of us have been 

accused of sounding "just like so and so.” It 

takes some time to grow into your skin. Of 

course, I’m guilty of writing things off as 

being too derivative as well, so I have to 

keep myself in check. But the bottom line 

should be, "does it move you or does it not 

move you?” 

So is it moving people? Are all the jaded, 

crossed-arm hipsters getting down? 

We still get a lot of jaded hipsters. But they 

are more regulated to the back of the 

room. I can remember playing places 

where we’d be on the floor, and there 

were people a foot away with their arms 

crossed, staring at you, not knowing what 

to do. We still get rooms where half of the 

people are going nuts, and the rest are 

scratching their heads. 

I’ve heard that you can make an entire room 

go bonkers. 

Sometimes we can. For a lot of people, our 

show might be the first chance to let the 

music and the rhythm hit them; hopefully it 

kicks off something in their heads to go out 

and search for more of that type of music. 

Even before !!!, we’d be touring with our 

other bands and bring tapes to start dance 

parties after the show—we still do. We have 

always tried to establish bonkerdom. It’s 

liberating, you know. ® 

All of us have been accused of sounding “just like so and so.” It takes some time to grow into your skin. 
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Arizona 
GOPHER SOUNDS Flagstaff 
6 W. Rt. 66 • (928) 779-1515 

EASTSIDE Tempe 
217 W. University Dr. • (602) 968-2011 

California 
AXIS RECORDS & COMICS Alameda 
1431A Park Street • (510) 864-8682 

GOING UNDERGROUND Bakersfield 
1412 17th St. #C • (661)633-0111 

AMOEBA MUSIC Berkeley 
2455 Telegraph Ave • (510) 549-1125 

CODY'S BOOKS Berkeley 
2454 Telegraph Avenue • (510) 845-7852 

ARON’S RECORDS Los Angeles 
1150 N. Highland Ave. • (323) 469-4700 

HEAD LINE RECORDS Los Angeles 
7708 Melrose Ave • (323) 655-2125 

PUG'Z RECORDS Los Angeles 
1028 Westwood Blvd. • (310) 208-3061 

UCLA BookZone Los Angeles 
308 Westwood Plaza • (310) 206-4041 

RED DEVIL Petaluma 
170 Kentucky Street • (707) 769-8999 

STREETLIGHT RECORDS Santa Cruz 
939 S. Pacific Ave. • (888) 648-9201 

GREENE RECORDS Tustin 
12932 Newport Ave #4 • (714) 505-6626 

Colorado 
EADS NEWS Boulder 
1715 28th Street • (303) 442-5900 

WAX TRAX Boulder 
1143 13th St. • 444-9829 

THE TATTERED COVER Denver 
1628 16th Street • (303) 322-7727 

2955 E. First Ave. • (303) 436-1070 

WAX TRAX Denver 
626 13th St. • 831-7902 

Florida 
GROUND XERO RECORDS Sarasota 
1919 Northgate Blvd • (941) 351-4145 

Georgia 
AIRSHIP RECORDS Savannah 
14 West State Street • (912) 234-7333 

Illinois 
ROSETTA NEWS Carbondale 
212 W. Freeman • (618) 457-5410 

BARBARA’S BOOKS Chicago 
1350 N. Wells • (312) 642-5044 

CLUBHOUSE RECORDS Chicago 
3728 N. Clark • (773) 549-2325 

HARD BOILED Chicago 
2008 W. Roscoe • (773) 755-2619 

LAURIE’S PLANET OF SOUND Chicago 
4639 N. Lincoln • (773) 271-3569 

QUIMBY’S Chicago 
1854 W. North • 773-342-0910 

RECKLESS RECORDS Chicago 
3157 N. Broadway • (773) 4Q4-5080 

1532 N. Milwaukee • (773) 235-3727 

WOMEN & CHILDREN FIRST Chicago 
5233 N. Clark St. • (773) 769-9299 

CO-OP RECORDS East Peoria 
155 N Main St • (309) 698-6255 

CHICAGO-MAIN NEWS Evanston 
860 Chicago • (847) 425-8900 

COMIX REVOLUTION Evanston 
606 Davis Street • (847) 866-8659 

VINTAGE VINYL Evanston 
925 Davis St. • (773) 328-2899 

SLACKERS CDS • Glen Carbon 
300 Junction Dr. Ste 117 • (618) 655-0940 

RECORD BREAKERS Hoffman Estates 
1588 W. Algonquin Rd. • (847) 359-7544 

SLACKERS CDS • O’Fallon 
1566 W. Hwy 50 • (618) 632-6655 

THRESHOLD RECORDS Tinley Park 
7901 W. 159th St. • (708) 429-0220 

Indiana 
SUBTERRANEAN Fort Wayne 
301 W. Washington Blvd. • (219) 424-8417 

VON’S RECORDS West Lafayette 
319 W. State • (765) 743-1796 

Kansas 
LOVE GARDEN SOUNDS Lawrence 
936 1/2 Massachusetts St • (913) 843-1551 

Kentucky 
EAR X TACY Louisville 
1140 Bardsdale Rd. • (502) 452-1799 

Massachusetts 
FOOD FOR THOUGHT Amherst 
106 North Pleasant St. • (413) 253-5432 

CABOT RECORDS Beverly 
238 Cabot St • (978) 232-6471 

HERE BE MONSTERS New Bedford 
106 William st. • (508) 997-8006 

Maryland 
ATOMIC BOOKS Baltimore 
1100 W. 36th St. • (410) 662-4444 

REPTILIAN RECORDS Baltimore 
403 S. Broadway • (888) 909-6853 

Michigan 
SHAMAN DRUM BOOKS Ann Arbor 
313 S. State St. • (734) 662-7407 

IDLE KIDS Detroit 
4470 Second Ave. • (313) 832-7730 

FLAT BLACK & CIRCULAR E Lansing 
51 E Grand River Ave • (517) 351-0838 

VERTIGO MUSIC Grand Rapids 
71 S Division Ave. • (616) 742-5106 

RECORD TIME Roseville 
25110 Gratiot Ave • (313) 775-1550 

IDGIT SAVANT RECORDS Saginaw 
524 Gratiot Ave • (989)791 9058 

Minnesota 
EXTREME NOISE Minneapolis 
407 West Lake St. • (612) 824-0100 

TREEHOUSE RECORDS Minneapolis' 
2557 Lyndale Ave S. • (612) 872-7400 

Missouri 
SLACKERS CD’S AND GAMES 
Chesterfield: 122 THF Blvd. 

Columbia: 1020 E. Broadway Ste G 

Fenton: 661 Gravois Bluffs Plaza Dr. 

O'Fallon: 1313 Hwy K 

St. Charles: 2869 Veterans Memorial Pkwy. 

Nebraska 
ANTIQUARIUM Omaha 
1215 Harney St. • (402) 341-8077 

ZERO STREET Lincoln 
120 North 14th St. • (402) 435-8299 

New Jersey 
CURMUDGEON MUSIC Edison 
237 Plainfiled Avenue • (732) 819-7668 

New York 
GENERATION RECORDS NYC 
210 Thompson St. 

MONDO KIM’S NYC 
6 St. Mark's Place • (212) 505-0311 

SEE HEAR NYC 
59 E. 7th St. • (212) 505-9781 

SOUND AND FURY NYC 
192 Orchard St. • (212) 598-4300 

North Carolina 
GREEN EGGS AND JAM Ashville 
82-A N. Lexington Ave. • (828)254-3232 

CD ALLEY Chapel Hill 
405-C W. Franklin St. • (919) 960-9272 

GATE CITY NOISE Greensboro 
401 South Tate St. • (336) 272-7883 

Ohio 
EVERYBODY’S RECORDS Cincinnati 
6106 Montgomery Rd. • (513) 531-4500 

BENT CRAYON Cleveland 
11600 Detroit Ave. • (216) 221-9200 

MAC’S BACKS PAPERBACKS Cleveland 
1820 Coventry Road • (216) 321-2665 

MAGNOLIA THUNDERPUSSY Columbus 
1155 N High St • (614) 421-1512 

GALAXY CDS Hamilton 
1238 Main St • (513) 892-8888 

CHRIS’ WARPED RECORDS Lakewood 
13383 Madison Ave. • (216) 521-4981 

ULTRASOUND Mentor 
7529 Mentor Ave. • (440) 975-9570 

Oklahoma 
SEASICK RECORDS Tulsa 
3134 E 15th St. • (918) 585-1555 

Oregon 
HOUSE OF RECORDS Eugene 
258 E 13th • 342-7975 

2ND AVENUE RECORDS Portland 
400 SW Second Ave. • (503) 222-3783 

GREEN NOISE Portland 
2615 SE Clinton st • (503) 736-0909 

MUSIC MILLENNIUM Portland 
3158 East Burnside 

Q IS FOR CHOIR Portland 
2510 SE Clinton St 

READING FRENZY Portland 
921 SW Oak St. • (503) 274-1449 

Pennsylvania 
REPO RECORDS Bryn Mawr 
1047 lancasterave • (610) 525-5460 

ANGRY YOUNG AND POOR Lancaster 
140 N. Prince St. • (717) 397-6116 

AKA MUSIC Philadelphia 
7 N. 2nd St. 

REPO RECORDS Philadelphia 
538 South St • (215) 627-3775 

SPACEBOY RECORDS Philadelphia 
409 South St. • (215) 925-3032 

BRAVE NEW WORLD Pittsburgh 
406 S. Craig St. 

Texas 
SOUND EXCHANGE Austin 
2100 Guadalupe St. • (512) 476-8742 

HOURGLASS RECORDS Houston 
12531 Jones Rd • (832) 604-0223 

SOUND EXCHANGE Houston 
1846 Richmond • (713) 666-5555 

VINAL EDGE Houston 
13171 Veterans Memorial Dr. • (281) 537-2575 

RALPH’S RECORDS Lubbock 
909 University Ave • (806) 763-6400 

Virginia 
CAMP ZAMA RECORDS Norfolk 
3812 Hampton Blvd. • (757) 440-0423 

Washington 
VIVA LA VINYL Bellingham 
1211 N. State St. • (360) 715-8482 

13TH AVENUE MUSIC Longview 
1221 Commerce Ave • (360) 425-1300 

PHANTOM CITY RECORDS Olympia 
117 Washington St Ne • (360) 357-6852 

FALLOUT RECORDS Seattle 
1506 E. Olive Way • (206) 323-2662 

LEFT BANK BOOKS Seattle 
92 Pike St • 206 622-0195 

SINGLES GOING STEADY Seattle 
2219 2nd Ave • (206) 441-7396\ 

MOTHER RECORDS Tacoma 
602 Fawcett Ave • (253) 593-0134 

Washington DC 
DCCD 
2423 18th St. NW 

SMASH RECORDS 
3285 1/2 M St. NW • (202) 33-SMASH 

Wisconsin 
DEAF EAR La Crosse 
112 4th St • (608) 782-7829 

EAR WAX Madison 
254 W Gilman St FI 2 • (608) 257-6402 

ATOMIC RECORDS Milwaukee 
1813 E. Locust St. • (414) 332-3663 

FUEL CAFE Milwaukee 
818 E. Center St. • (414) 374-3835 

Canada 
SLOTH RECORDS Calgary 
#la, 1304 4th Street SW • (403) 265-6585 

THE BOOKSHELF Guelph 
41 quebec street • (519) 821-3311 

SPEED CITY RECORDS London 
428 Richmond #201 2nd fl* (519) 858-2680 

SOUND CENTRAL Montreal 
182 Ste-Catherine Est 

MUDSHARK MEDIA North Bay 
155 Main St. East • (705) 494-4683 

SONGBIRD MUSIC Ottawa 
388 Gladstone Ave. • (613) 594-5323 

VINYL DINER Saskatoon 
628-B Broadway • (306) 244-7640 

ST. JAMES STEREO Thunder Bay 
202 Red River Road • (807) 344-1021 

ROTATE THIS Toronto 
620 Queen St. West 

RED CAT RECORDS Vancouver 
4305 Main St. • (604) 708-9422 

Italy 
RIOT RECORDS Milan 
Viale Monza 26 • +39 022613274 

Mexico 
INDIE ZONE Guadalajara, Jalisco 
Arco Claudio 756 Arcos de Zapopan 

retailers! get your store listed by sending an e-mail to retail@punkplanet.com 





Last fall, Jeff “Mr. Lif” Haynes 

released a new album on Def Jux 

called / Phantom. It is one of the 

most intriguing rap albums in some time, a 

concept piece that, in 45 minutes, displays 

how the disintegration of a young man's life can 

have dire global consequences. It’s a tragedy 

that unconsciously updates Ralph Ellison’s 

don’t know our inner selves. “People are trying 

to find a method of coping with living in an 

unhealthy society, and we are collapsing, con¬ 

sistently snapping,” explains Mr. Lif. 

The question of how to go about finding 

one’s life path is never answered by / Phantom, 

which only makes the central protagonist—a 

young B-boy created, Mr. Lif admits, from 

"semi-autobiographical information about 

phases of life that I’ve been through”—all 

the more believable. But unlike his “phan¬ 

tom,” Mr. Lif is no lost soul wandering from 

one dead-end job to the next; he's a prodi¬ 

giously talented MC from Boston, one who, 

unlike Dead Prez and other would-be revo¬ 

lutionaries, easily balances ideology with 

tight, cleverly rendered raps. 

In 2000, Mr. Lif released the single 

“Front On This/Be Out” on Def Jux, which 

has since become one of the dominant 

labels in independent hip-hop. Featuring 

lyrics such as, “The government tries to be 

all magnificent / But when I came to them 

the sea split” (“Front On This”) served both 

as homage to his musical prowess and com¬ 

mentary on the threat he represents as a 

Honestly, indie hip-hop isn’t even reach¬ 

ing the black community. 

Not indie or mainstream hip-hop, but hip-hop 

in general. 

In general, it is so segregated that I can only 

speak of it from that perspective. Our 

shows aren’t in Roxbury, they’re in 

Cambridge. In reality, the hip-hop shows 

don’t even happen in Boston, they happen 

in Cambridge, which is right outside of 

Boston. Venues in Boston don’t even let us 

do our thing. 

What is the audience like now? 

Mainly college kids, maybe some indie- 

rock kids. You know how the genres are 

getting so crossed nowadays—indie-rock 

kids listen to rap, punk kids listen to rap. I 

think it’s pretty safe to say, as far as I’ve 

traveled everywhere around this country, 

the smallest group at shows in terms of per¬ 

centage is black people. They’re not really 

present at these hip-hop shows. Now I 

don’t know if it’s the magazines we’re 

advertised in—I’m very interested to see 

LIF 

classic satire Invisible Man fpr the hip-hop gen¬ 

eration (Mr. Lif says he has never read the 

book). I Phantom is also a humorous glimpse 

into the array of choices we, as consumers, 

have and how useless those options are if we 

conscious young man wary of the govern¬ 

ment, the Babylonian “colossus” America 

represents to the rest of the world. “I'm not 

going to say I’m the most knowledgeable 

cat,” he admits, “but I am trying to pay 

attention to my own state of being and how 

my state of being is consistently manipulat¬ 

ed by my environment and offer some sort 

of commentary on that.” 

Mr. Lif spends most of his time in the 

Berkeley hills with his girlfriend, a UC 

Berkeley grad student, flying out to the East 

Coast to record with his Boston friends and 

fellow “Def Jukkies.” In fact, this interview 

was conducted during a brief respite from 

music-making and touring at his home; the 

dreadlocked avenger was scheduled to fly to 

New York the next morning. 

Interview by Mosi Reeves 

How is the hip-hop scene in a place like 

Boston, which is very segregated? 

what happens with this new album, because 

I’m supposed to be in The Source and XXL, 

which are magazines that reach the black 

community way better than URB magazine 

does. I assume that the black community 

listens to college radio, but I don’t know 

what the breakdown is in these cities. I 

know in Boston it has a lot to do with the 

venues that we actually play at, and where 

they are in relation to the black communi¬ 

ty and so forth. \ But on the other side of 

things, we do have a lot of people of other 

ethnic backgrounds attending the shows, 

which is a positive thing. As an artist, I’m 

not trying to pick and choose my fan base, 

I’m happy that anyone's listening. Would I 

like to reach the black community to a 

greater extent? Of course. But I think that 

the industry is always moving and that will 

change in time. I see the gap closing 

quickly between the commercial world and 

the independent world, as a couple of 
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□ 
We re consistently searching for the next indulgence, the next impulse. Any image that’s on the IV nowadays is failing if it’s not something trailing 

across the bottom that’s offering you another message of some sort. It literally is a society where we are trying to find ways to fill up our time, always 

thinking about what we can do next rather than living in the moment. We’re filling ourselves up by falling victim to these petty impulses. 

independent labels are doing their job bet¬ 

ter and getting more publicity. But part of 

it also is independent artists recognizing 

that commercial artists got skills—you can’t 

front on Jay-Z’s Blueprint album, or Nas’ 

Stillmatic. You can’t say that Timbaland 

doesn’t make dope beats, or the Neptunes 

don’t make dope beats. What are you look¬ 

ing for in music if you don’t think that 

[Missy Elliott’s] "Get Ur Freak On’’ is a 

dope beat? 

How would you define the two? You were men¬ 

tioning that Jay-Z is representative of commer¬ 

cial hip-hop. What would you say represents 

independent hip-hop? 

I would say commercial for those cats. Just 

because they’re on a major label that’s 

putting a big budget behind them. That’s 

all it is really to me—a money thing. 

Outkast—you can call them commercial 

artists because they’re on a major label, and 

have videos in rotation all day, but aren’t 

they some of the most groundbreaking and 

innovative artists out there? They are pop 

geniuses. Their formulas for choruses are 

just immaculate. They do their thing with a 

whole different type of flavor, y’know? 

On the other hand, who would you name as 

someone who’s representative of the indepen¬ 

dent scene? 

I think El-P—what he’s doing as far as beat 

making, and topics that he’s covering in his 

rhymes—is groundbreaking stuff. He’s 

always trying to push the boundaries and do 

some shit that no one’s expecting him to 

do. We got J-Live doing hisdiing, which is 

real good to see because he’s faced a lot of 

adversity in the industry. Aesop Rock, 

myself, Rhymesayers—all these cats that are 

trying to handle several aspects of the busi¬ 

ness that don’t have that big a budget but 

are still trying to use methods of promo¬ 

tion. We’re ultimately more resourceful 

than the major labels because we don’t have 

the budget and we have to think of differ¬ 

ent ways of getting our stuff out there. 

When you’re on tour do you encounter a lot of 

the same situations in other cities that you do 

in Boston, just in terms of places being very 

conservative? 

There are some places that have a stigma. 

When we did Iowa City, I was like, "Uh- 

oh. You have all your preconceived 

notions of Iowa. I guess, though, the main 

thing I notice is people in the crowd and 

maybe the lack of diversity. I’m seeing a 

predominantly white audience, and still 

wondering why that is. 

Why do you think that black people aren’t 

responding to people like yourself, J-Live, and 

so forth—black people who are making inde¬ 

pendent hip-hop? 

It’s weird. I’ve been trying to answer this 

for so long that I almost feel like I should¬ 

n’t try to answer it. I’m really not sure, 

because some of us have fairly strong pro¬ 

motion. I’m wondering how it’s consis¬ 

tently missing people. Maybe it’s the actual 

promotional campaigns for shows. Maybe 

promoters are having their street teams 

spread flyers outside of the black commu¬ 

nity. Maybe the black community is able to 

hear us on the radio, in terms of college 

radio, and also see us in the magazines, yet 

never really know where the shows are. Or 

maybe the shows are, again, so far outside 

of where they’re at that it’s a waste of time 

to even try to go. I don’t know ... I don’t 

know what the deal is. 

In the Bay Area, there’s certain things black 

people check for and there’s other stuff they 

won’t even fuck with because they figure it’s 

going to be too white, or lame, or whatever. 

Well, you know what? I know, for myself, 

I’m making a style of music that, in terms 

of the commercial world, has been left 

behind. On the Emergency Rations EP, one of 

my major interests was going back and 

recapturing some of those really fresh lyri¬ 

cal styles that were pioneered by Kool G 

Rap, Guru, or Rakim, getting some of 

those old, dusty beats, and bringing some 

shit. Like when Big Daddy Kane dropped 

"Lean on Me,’’ the way that you felt then, 

or when he ripped "Mortal Combat’’ or 

"Wrath of Kane.” Or when you heard Kool 

G Rap do "Road to the Riches,” "Streets of 

New York,” or "Ill Street Blues.” On the 

EP, I was interested in doing some of that 

because I still think a lot of the ways cats 

were flowing back then were some of the 

best ways, But commercially, those styles 

and beats have been left behind. Beats just 

don’t sound like that anymore. For 

instance, my soundscape isn’t the style of 

beats that’s getting played on the radio. I 

can understand why someone who has the 

new Outkast and Aaliyah albums—or some 

of the more slick styles of music—wouldn’t 

be interested in checking out something 

they can’t necessarily dance to, or more 

challenging topics that they can’t relate to 

off the bat. The things that are blowing up 

are easily palatable topics, where it’s about 

love, some very entry-level talk about rela¬ 

tionships. \ But I don’t think there’s very 

many cats on the commercial airwaves that 

are just trying to bust your head open with 

a concept or really talk about something. 

Eminem does his part to raise hell, but 

overall, if it can’t be packaged in a little 
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"controversy” box, and it’s someone just 

trying to bring some topics to you and talk 

about shit that affects the human condi¬ 

tion, I don’t know if people are really into 

that. I don’t get a sense that that’s really 

what sells. It isn’t appealing over old 

school, dusty-ass beats when you got cats 

making shit on the Triton [sampler] that 

just sounds flawless. Shit sounds like a brand 

new shiny car looks, know what I mean? 

It seems like the “shiny new car” always 

attracts people. 

The way we function in this society, we’re 

consistently searching for the next indul¬ 

gence, the next impulse. Any image that’s 

on the TV nowadays is failing if it’s not 

something trailing across the bottom that’s 

offering you another message of some sort. 

It literally is a society where we are trying to 

find ways to fill up our time, always think¬ 

ing about what we can do next rather than 

living in the moment. We’re filling our¬ 

selves up by falling victim to these petty 

impulses, A lot of the time, I find myself 

endlessly roaming around a store, looking 

for something to buy, because I feel bored 

or empty. Consumerism is often used to 

make up for some of the emptiness that we 

feel, instead of searching for a real solution 

to things. To me, when I’m doing shit like 

that, I’m just like, "Damn, I feel like a 

fucking zombie, like I’m completely 

duped.” It’s just like a syndrome. 

How do you feel the music industry plays into 

that? Obviously they’re generating a product. 

I think the music industry plays into that by 

pumping sex at everyone. Yo, videos are 

soft porn, straight \ip. Even some of the 

most reputable artists are talking about shit 

that, in the scope of life . . . how much does 

it matter that you have a lot of money in 

your pocket and a fly car? People want that, 

but what about the other realm—your emo¬ 

tional needs? What is that doing for you? 

Why, when you only have $100,000 to 

your name, are you spending $50,000 on 

a car? Do you see that as a fucking illness, 

or do you think it’s fine? There’s no exam¬ 

ination of these things. Life is being mar¬ 

keted as this happy-go-lucky thing: we’re 

all in the club, we’re all shaking our asses, 

we all have fine women, we all have the best 

cars, we’re all sexual dynamos. All of our 

worries are connected to things that we 

own, or our sexuality in some way. Not to 

underplay the role of sex—because sexual 

politics are a huge dynamic in how we see 

everything—but everything that’s being 

pumped out in mass quantities is very entry 

level stuff. We’re not critically examining 

any aspect of life. 

Going back to what you were saying earlier, 

your mentioning that a lot of your audience is 

white. Do you feel, for that audience, to listen 

to hip-hop is part of that equation, the kind of 

culture they want to be gratified by and have 

immediate access to, but don’t necessarily 

want to directly involve themselves in? 

I think people of all backgrounds do that 

with music, period. I think music presents 

a certain image to people. Whoever your 

favorite artist is: if it’s Jimi Hendrix, he’s 

presenting a certain image; if it’s Gang 

Starr, that means something to you. A 

Tribe Called Quest represented an 

Afrocentric-type vibe that people who 

were striving to be more conscious could 

grasp on to. Maybe when De La Soul’s Three 

Feet High and Rising came out, hippies were 

able to get into hip-hop. You can’t shake 

image. It’s up to the listener to decide that 

they’re going to take it past image and 

really learn something about the music and 

the artists they’re listening to. Then it’s up 

to them to try and deconstruct what the 

artist is saying and the sensations that 

they’re receiving from the music. But 

doing that is hard. 

So why do you spend so much time in your 

music analyzing these issues instead of just 

offering something that’s more serviceable- 

something that just gratifies people, or just 

gives them hints to get into deeper stuff. 

People do learn a lot from music. I know 

when I was growing up, listening to Public 

Enemy, Boogie Down Productions, and 

Rakim, I was seeing intelligent black men 

using music as a tool to educate. It’s some¬ 

thing I’ll never forget. To me, that’s a pow¬ 

erful use of music as a tool to spread some 

level of awareness. ® 
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My friend and I grabbed a couple 

plastic chairs, slung them across 

the brick patio to an iron table 

where we awaited John Doe’s arrival. Walking 

our direction, smiling and carrying a pint of dark 

beer, Doe took a seat and shifted his attention to 

my friend’s Joey Ramone T-shirt that's inscribed 

with the words, “What Would Joey Do?” 

"WWJD, huh?” Doe comments, sitting 

with his forearms resting flat on the table, gaz¬ 

ing at the shirt. “You know that’s a big born 

again slogan, right? They have big stickers that 

say, ’WWJD’, What would Jesus do? I was 

thinking of making a sticker that said, 

‘WWJDD’, What would John Doe do?” 

“Whatever,” he mumbles, half-laughing, 

looking down, and shrugging his shoulders as if 

he pitied the crack. 

But what would John Doe do? He'd front 

the legendary, groundbreaking LA punk band X 

then act humbly, as if he’s just your average 

Doe. He'd venture into country-rock terrain 

with his band The John Doe Thing—whose 

2000 release Freedom Is . . . would be named 

one of the top ten most essential alt-country 

albums by Alternative Press. And then, he'd 

follow his well-received ‘98 debut solo album 

Meet John Doe by giving the people what 

they’ve been thirsting for, for years: an all¬ 

acoustic indie-rock-inspired record called Dim 

Stars, Bright Sky. - 

Produced by Doe, well-regarded lyricist- 

novelist-poet Joe Henry, and Dave Way (who 

once worked on X records), the beautifully 

heartfelt album features collaborations with 

Aimee Mann, Jakob Dylan (The Wallflowers), 

Jane Wiedlin (Go-Go’s), Rhett Miller (Old 97s) 

and Juliana Hatfield, but manages to escape 

feeling overdone. The record is simple but mov¬ 

ing, intimately dark and passionately real— 

more singer-songwriter than alt-country or rock. 

“But I’m not one to write soft love-y dove-y 

songs,” Doe says that warm evening outside the 

Portland, Oregon nightclub The Ohm, whose 

stage he would soon take. “I think it’s important 

as an artist to include mundane but still beauti¬ 

ful elements. Things like just enjoying a 

moment, something that great poets can do. 

“I think when you’re doing most things, 

if you’re thinking, you’re probably blowing 

it,” continues Doe. “If you’re being then 

you're on track.” 

Little did I know, as we sat on the small, 

brick gated patio that bright evening, those 

words would remain forever etched in my mind 

and stand out, to me, as the basis for any great 

art. Doe’s wisdom is at the heart of his cre¬ 

ations, infusing them with truth and emotion. 

His deep-set intensely thoughtful eyes reveal an 

experienced, content soul thoroughly enjoying 

life as a legendary musician, husband and 

father of three girls. 

Interview by Jenny Tatone 

Illustration by Dustin Mertz 
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[John finishes a phone call from his daughter] 

We’re going to a horse camp beach tomor¬ 

row. I’m flying out of here at 6:4.5 am, dri- 

ving home from Burbank, which is about 

60 miles, and then we’re driving up to 

Morrow Bay, which is south of Monterey. 

It’s a state campground that you can take 

horses to and they have corrals and water 

and stuff like that. You can ride your hors¬ 

es to the beach and have your Kodak 

moment and shit. I just told my daugh¬ 

ters—they’re 14 and II—that they have to 

take care of the camping shit. They have to 

get the shit together or else we can’t go. 

You bring your own horses? 

Yeah. 

So you have horses? 

Yeah, three. 

For each daughter? 

Well, actually the youngest doesn’t ride that 

much—she’s IO. She sort of does, but can’t 

totally do it. Anyway that was the call to say, 

"Don’t forget the batteries. We need triple 

A and Diesel D-sized” 

Has marriage and fatherhood had a big impact 

on your songwriting? 

Yeah, I’d say a lot of the songs are about 

different points of view that my wife and I 

have, some good, some bad—mostly good. 

The biggest difference is not devoting 

yourself to art. I no longer devote myself to 

art, I devote myself to life. That may sound 

kind of dumb, or like a Hallmark card, but 

it’s true. I really respect people who have a 

singular focus to devote their life to art. I 

think they make great things because of 

that. But having kids and the security of 

that sort of life is a pretty constant source 

of something positive and I guess I’m will¬ 

ing to make that trade off. 

Does it enhance your music or the way you 

look at the world? 

Oh yes, definitely. But I’m not one to write 

soft, love-y dove-y songs. I think it’s 

important as an artist to include mundane 

but still beautiful elements. Things like just 

enjoying a moment, something that great 

poets can do. Maybe it’s not a song. I 

dunno exactly how to do that but I’m gonna 

try to work on that. 

Does writing about your life make you think 

about it more? Does being more conscious of 

it make it more difficult? 

No. I think that when you’re doing most 

things, if you’re thinking, you’re probably 

blowing it; if you’re being then you’re on 

track. And most times, especially recently, 

when there’s inspiration, I’m writing—I’m 

not really thinking about it. It’s not auto¬ 

matic but it’s there; it’s coming out and it’s 

flowing. I think it’s probably bad if you’re 

being self-conscious. Sometimes it’s hard 

not to be that way or to think, "Oh, I 

should be writing.” Right now, I haven’t 

written a song in six months but I don’t 

care. There will be a point at which I’ll feel 

like I should start writing some songs and 

I’ll start putting my mind towards it then. I 

think being able to focus on different 

things is a function of age. It has nothing to 

do with the questions you asked [laughs], but 

it’s stuff. 

A lot of your songwriting seems to be about 

relationships. What is it about them that 

inspire you? 

It’s the only time you feel like you can fly or 

like you’re gonna wanna jump off a build¬ 

ing. I feel compelled to write about some¬ 

thing else now. I think I’ve done it all. I 

can’t talk about specifics ’cause there’s no 

specific person that any one song is about; 

it’s a bunch of different people. The first 

line is inspired by one person and then you 

start thinking about someone else—how 

they treated you and how they feel about 

you or how you feel about them. On the 

new album, "Seven Holes” was sort of 

about this first girlfriend I had. I wanted to 

write about a new, youthful relationship. 

The first line of the song is about throwing 

up—that’s good, that’s positive, right? But 

it’s positive in that the guy is there for her 

as she’s throwing up. 

When you write, is it always from personal 

stories? 

Yeah, they all are. Every single one. 

Never fictional? 

They may start as fiction, but then you have 

to invest something of yourself into it. 

From two decades of playing and touring, I 

suppose you’ve met enough people to have a 

lot to draw from. 

As I’ve traveled around, I’ll meet people 

that look and and act so much like some¬ 

one I knew 15 years ago. But this person 

will be the same age as the person that I 

knew was 15 years ago. But there’s some¬ 

thing about a mannerism that somebody 

has that reminds me of somebody else; or 

they’ll have somebody else’s eyes. It just 

gets so confusing. It’s like, "Ah, uh, I feel 

like I know you,” and you feel like you’re 

giving somebody a line! Of course I’m not 

picking them up, but it’s just strange and 

confusing and kind of wonderful at the 

same time that you’re reminded of your 

friends. But it’s just weird; it’s eerie, 

eerie. There was a woman in Chicago that 

I met twice and both times I said, "Does 

anyone ever tell you, you look like Jennifer 

Jason Leigh?” and she goes, "Yeah, you 

told me the last time.” And I thought, 

"God, I’m such an idiot.” But she does—her 

whole mannerism; her whole talking and 

skulking around. It seems like the longer 

you live, the more chance you have of that, 

because you have more people that you’ve 

met either as close friends or just as 

acquaintances. Sometimes it’s just their 

attitude or the way their mouth turns when 

they say a word. 

Your relationships and the folks you’ve met 

along the way have not only given you grist for 

the lyric mill, but have also helped you out 

with the new album. 

Yeah, they’re all friends that I thought I 

could take advantage of. But it was surpris¬ 

ing—there was very little arm-twisting that 

had to be done. Well, Joe Henry called up 

Jacob Dylan and Amie Mann ’cause I did¬ 

n’t have the guts to call either one of them 

because they’re friends, and the album was 

just a demo at that point. But Joe thought, 

"What the Hell, call ’em up. We don’t have 

to pay them, they’ll be happy to do it.” And 

of course they said sure, I hope it doesn’t 

seem like hip-hop star fucking. The label 

wanted me to put a sticker on the front of 

the record saying: "Featuring collabora¬ 

tions with blah, blah, blah.” But how big do 

you want this sticker to be? 
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I no longer devote myself to art, I devote myself to life. 

That may sound kind of dumb, or like a Hallmark card, but 

it’s true. I really respect people who have a singular focus 

to devote their life to art. I think they make great things 

because of that. But having kids and the security of 

that sort of life is a pretty constant source of something 

positive and I guess I’m willing to make that trade off. 

But it all worked out? 

It did work out. And the amazing thing 

about technology nowadays is that I didn’t 

know when my co-worker Dave Way could 

do the recording ’cause he and his wife 

were about to have a baby and he’s busy 

mixing—he’s a very famous mixer—so I 

would just work at his house whenever he 

had time. We made a file using Pro Tools, 

burnt a CD, sent it to Juliana Hatfield, 

and she took it into the studio that she 

works with in Boston, sang a bunch of 

stuff, and sent it back to us. It was awe¬ 

some. I mean, I’d much rather sort of 

hang out and make a record, but if you 

can’t, it’s pretty cool technology. 

Since X, your solo work has stayed pretty firm¬ 

ly in the rock and country veins. What prompt¬ 

ed you to do an acoustic record? 

I was trying to do two of the songs with the 

rock trio, The John Doe Thing, and it did¬ 

n’t work. So I thought, "Might as well, why 

not?” The songs seemed to be going that 

way. I think you can take any number of 

songs and by the arrangement, by the 

choices you make with instrumentation and 

how you mix it, all that stuff can change the 

whole impact of a record. 

How did you decide to pursue a solo career, 

was it just a natural next step? 

It wasn’t because I was dissatisfied with X, 

but X had reached a point where it was not 

over but maybe not going anywhere. I did 

what I liked and what worked out best when 

I could. I’m satisfied with it all. I feel like 

now I’m giving something back to those 

who have never seen X live. Of course the 

whole experience shaped me—it’s part of 

my musical adventure in punk rock. The 

parts were much greater than their sum. 

As much as I chafed at the bit when Billy 

Zoom said, "You can’t play that, it’s 

wimpy,” when we were working on songs 

like "Watch The Sun Go Down,” or some¬ 

thing like that. Or on a later record, he’d 

say, "Don’t play that, there’s too many 

fucking chords on that. What’s wrong with 

you?” And I just thought, "Oh, stop being 

such a Nazi.” But, in retrospect, that’s the 

way you keep music pure. What if the 

Ramones started playing a bunch of fuck¬ 

ing minor chords and having guitar leads 

on their records? 

Is it overwhelming today to think about what a 

huge impact X has had? Do you ever hear it in 

bands you listen to today? 

No, I don’t even think about it. In doing 

the X anthology and later having done the 

work on the Rhino records, I’ve gotten an 

objective view of what everybody was going 

crazy over. And, shit, we were a really great 

band. Listening to live recordings, we were 

obviously really drunk, but we played furi¬ 

ously. But, no, if you think about the past 

and what contributions you’ve made, 

you’re dead meat. Whatever influence 

we’ve had on people, I’m grateful for. ® 



Christopher Appelgren's a silver- 

tongued little devil—he is. He could 

convince the world the sky is purple 

if he wanted to. I’m convinced that had I met 

the Pattern frontman and Lookout! Records 

label president in person, I’d find him to be one 

of them cats (I envy so) blessed with that innate 

magnetism so effortlessly powerful it could 

suck the calories out of a candy bar then sell it 

to you for breakfast. Over the phone alone, his 

wily words dripped like sweet honey and smart 

seduction—all of which, of course, helped him 

to take the cake as kindest, most attractive 

phone voice of all phone interviews conducted. 

And it all makes perfect sense when you 

think about it. He’s a successful business¬ 

man—which, here, does not translate into back 

stabbing, money-hungry tyrant—and also the 

dynamic, enticing lead of a phenomenal punk 

rock band. He’s got a God-given knack for both 

spreading the good word via his longtime inde¬ 

pendent East Bay punk label and crafting 

screeching boogie-woogie tunes so mighty they 

shake your booty for you. 

At the foundation of it all is that magnet¬ 

ism. You know to which I refer—maybe you 

know someone who's got it; maybe it's you. But 

it breathes life and excitement into both the 

underground he’s worked to the grindstone to 

support and the band—Appelgren, guitarist 

Andy Asp (former Nuisance lead), bassist 

Carson Bell and drummer Jym Nastic (previ¬ 

ously of Black Fork)—he plainly and whole¬ 

heartedly loves. Such can be deemed truth by 

either an evening out, eating up the Oakland 

foursome's notoriously wild live set or picking 

up a copy of their debut, all-around-incredible 

album Real Feelness. Like a salesman who 

tells the truth - I know, it's an oxymoron but 

work with me here - Appelgren, ex-Peechees 

singer, spoke openly, rambled without sounding 

sloppy and testified articulately on music like a 

true believer. He explained why he wrote and 

rewrote the lyrics for Real Feelness, eluded to 

the problematic outcomes of market-defined 

genres and categorization, described what par¬ 

ticipating in the underground meant to him and 

how the band has reacted to being hyped by 

the press. But don’t believe the hype. Believe 

Appelgren's words—you couldn't shoot 'em 

down if you wanted to. Sharp little devil, he is. 

Interview by Jenny Tatone 

Photography by Calbee Booth / Snapcult 

How has the band been dealing with all the 

attention you’ve gotten recently? 

I guess pretty well. Right now, we’re all real¬ 

istic. We’re in the business of creating a 

commotion. And we’re all involved in that, 

being in a band, because the record’s brand 

new. We just came back from England where 

the record just came out and we were doing 

interviews and reviews and features. We’re 

still so involved in the process that it does¬ 

n’t feel like we’re reacting to it yet. All of it 

still feels so new. I think all of us are really 

anxious to let the record not be brand new 

anymore so we can look back and reflect on 

the experience. 5[ But, fundamentally, we’re 

all realistic people and the music and the 

enjoyment we have making it and being in 

this band is primarily what we’re focused 

on. Commotion can bite you on the back as 

easily as it can lift you up and make you feel 

wonderful. Primarily, there’s always the 

opportunity to fail on a much larger scale 

and in front of more people, [laughs] 

I wanted to ask about a lot of people lumping 

you in the whole garage rock, punk rock 

thing. Do you feel that is a fair group to be 

lumped in with? 

I don’t feel it’s unfair, but at the same time 

it s limiting. You make music that express¬ 

es yourself and it becomes defined as being 

in connection with the trend—or the per¬ 

ceived trend—in music. It can be a little bit 

depressing, We got a review that said 

something about me ripping off the lead 

singer of The Hives and our music being 

derivative of them. I’m not gonna discount 

anybody’s opinion if that’s what they think 

but, historically and in terms of the time¬ 

line of each of us and how we’ve been per¬ 

forming and where we come from, it just 

doesn’t bare out to be true. It’s a little bit 

depressing when you have to contend with 

that. But, at the same time, having been 

in bands that have not fit in specific genres 

very well, I can see that there’s a plus side 

too. When I was 15 years old picking out 

music, I would find some idea of a style of 

music that I thought was amazing or con¬ 

sidered interesting. I would pursue bands 

that associated themselves with that whether 

it was punk rock or skate punk or whatever. 

So obviously it can be helpful when you’re 

finding out about stuff. It’s just a shame 





when it’s used to break down or degrade 

what you’re doing. 

Yeah, I was thinking about how you hear both 

sides—you hear about people being really 

excited how rock ’n’ roll is “back” and then 

you hear the negative side about how there’s 

too much hype. Do you have an opinion on 

this? I mean, are you excited? 

What I’ m excited about is that there are 

generally great bands that are getting played 

on mainstream radio. I’m not a snob about 

being part of the underground. I was never 

in it for its own sake; for the sake of like, 

"Oh I’m excluding the rest of the world 

’cause I’m in a special club.” I was part of 

the underground because that’s where I 

found something real that spoke to me and 

my experience as a human being and artis¬ 

tically and musically. I love a lot of what is 

becoming popular now—a lot of stuff that is 

popular is just horrible to me, but I love 

what The Hives are doing and I like The 

Strokes a lot, I think their record is beauti¬ 

ful and incredible and just amazing. So, I 

have no problem with that at all. If that 

means rock is "back,” that’s great. 

Working in music and working in the music 

business for as long as you have, you’ve 

watched bands grow. Do you ever think that if 

The Pattern just became huge—not that 

you’re dreaming of it—have you thought about 

how you’d be able to deal with it? Would it be 

something you’d imagine being really difficult? 

To be in a band, making music, putting out 

records, and playing shows, it’s about com¬ 

munication and attention. For me, it’s 

about expressing myself and communicat¬ 

ing with other people, so it’s hard for me to 

not think about it in a logical sense. H But 

I don’t have a problem with it per say 

because I believe that I would make sure 

that whatever we got, we got on terms where 

we maintain our respect for ourselves. 

That’s the most crucial thing that we have 

to be afraid of losing. I think there are fun¬ 

damental things that are important to me 

that I wouldn’t jeopardize. My experience 

dictates that I wouldn’t do something stu¬ 

pid. Ambition isn’t necessarily stupid, but 

it does breed stupidity. 

Do you see the “return” of rock ’n’ roll as a fad, 

or do you think it has lasting repercussions? 

One of the great things about this rock ’n’ 

roll concept coming into vogue is that it 

allows younger people to get into classic- 

and classically-influenced rock and pop. 

Like a kid listening to the White Stripes 

today may end up checking out an old 

blues album because of the influence that 

stuff had on the White Stripes. And that 

could push the kid into even more 

obscure stuff. I think a lot of what’s going 

on right now really allows kids that would 

never have had the opportunity to look 

into this kind of music and be exposed to 

it. 5[ When we were in England, we were 

on tour at the same time as some really 

good friends of ours, the Beachwood 

Sparks, who are a completely different 

band than our band is. We would play the 

town after them or before them and see 

them in London and hang out. And when 

we got back home I went and saw them in 

San Francisco, we were like, "Why could¬ 

n’t we have just all played together? That 

would ve been really cool.” Obviously, 

we’re part of some emerging idea of rock 

and roll revival and they’re part of some 

off-shoot of retro alt-country thing and 

the two things, they aren’t necessarily the 

same scene. We were talking about one 

show in particular in Lester where we both 

had great shows there; one band one 

night, one band the next. And we were 

comparing the kind of people in our 

audiences and they were different people. 

K I’ve seen it in the fragmentation in punk 

rock and the underground scene since I 

was a teenager in the late ’80s and early 

’90s where everyone wanted to associate 

themselves with a very scientifically- 

defined genre. And, to me, that’s a little 

bit depressing. Isn’t it more exciting to try 

and bring those people together by play¬ 

ing the same show? Maybe it’s possible. 

You imagine later on in life, when you’re 

passed the point of seeking out new inter¬ 

ests and new ideas, and you’re looking 

back and going, "These are my favorite 

things that I found in my journey in life,” 

it’d be great if that was somehow not lim¬ 

ited to this very specific single sound. 

That seems like it’d be very lonely. 

You were talking about The White Stripes 

maybe leading their audience to old blues. Do 

you ever think about where The Pattern might 

lead its audience? 

I don’t actually, because a lot of what I feel 

like I’m trying to do when I talk about the 

band, is remind people that we’re a very 

modern band. I’ve heard a lot of people 

reflect on different things they hear in us 

that I don’t really hear personally. But I 

would love to shed some light on things 

that we really dig, like crazy obscure ’6Os 

freak-beat mod music. But I don’t think 

that’s what we sound like. I dunno that I’m 

gonna bring any more attention to The 

Action or mid-era Pretty Things than they 

already have right now but, if I could, I 

would love to. That’s the stuff that I think 

is really great. 

What motivates you to keep making music? 

It’s a very a satisfying form of expression. 

But also, I think that there’s an inertia to 

where you end up—once you start, you don’t 

have a lot of opportunity to sit and consid¬ 

er why you’re doing it. You have to force 

that kind of reflectiveness. Basically, music 

is something I know, something that’s com¬ 

fortable and familiar to me. There are a lot 

of things that I wanna do that I don’t know 

how to because I don’t have the skills or the 

experience or I’m not good at it. Obviously, 

it’s always going to be debatable whether I’m 

good at making music, but I really I feel like 

I have something individual to communi¬ 

cate through it. ® 
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Sunday, Sept. 22; Jordan-lraq border There are lines and lines of oil tankers. They sit motionless in 

the heat, idling. Their drivers cannot be seen; the windows 

of the cabs act as mirrors and reflect the sun and the desert. 

I’m sitting in the back of a Chevrolet GMC SUV. We finally 

pass the last tanker and drive under a pair of arches that come up 

from both sides of the road. The driver speaks little English and 

hasn’t tried to communicate much during the four-hour ride to 

the border, but now he leans back and says, "Welcome to Iraq.” 

In the seat next to me is Barbara Lubin. She is Jewish- 

American and the director of the Middle East Children’s Alliance. 

Several years ago she traveled around the Gulf countries and 

raised four million to build wheelchair-accessible playgrounds in 

the West Bank and Gaza. Most of the playgrounds are now unus¬ 

able because the Israeli military has destroyed them or Palestinian 

children have been shot by settlers while playing on them. This is 

her sixth trip to Iraq. 

Barbara paid for most of the medical supplies in boxes piled 

behind me. Some of it brought in our bags from the US, the rest was 

purchased yesterday in Jordan. All together there is about $25*000 

worth of badly-needed supplies, everything from chemotherapy 

medications to children’s vitamins, syringes to rubber gloves. 

The highway is very smooth. I have to squint to look out the 

window at the flat, bright desert. Occasionally we pass clusters of 

picnic tables and umbrellas. In the front seat, Henry Williamson is 

also looking out his window. "I could live out here,” he suddenly 

says. Henry is a paramedic from Charleston, South Carolina. He 

served three tours in Vietnam as a combat medic and never point¬ 

ed a gun at anybody. He’s wearing a Veterans for Peace button. 

In another GMC in front of us, there are four more 

Aunericans. The six of us compose the 5°th Voices in the 

Wilderness delegation to Iraq. Since 1995* Voices has campaigned 

to end the sanctions on Iraq and illegally sent medical supplies and 

toys to Iraqis. We are here as members of the Iraq Peace Team, a 

Voices-led project to put nonviolent activists in Iraq before and 

during an attack. 

I fall asleep. Hours later Barbara wakes me; we are nearing 

Baghdad. Buildings and other cars are finally visible. A large ditch 

filled with garbage separates four lanes of highway. We pass a small 

child sitting on a mound of trash in the ditch, eating. He or she 

looks up as our GMC goes by. 

This time it’s Barbara who says it: "Welcome to Iraq.” 

Monday, Sept. 23; Baghdad 
It’s just after 8 am and I’m in a taxi, getting my first good look 

around Baghdad. The traffic is heavy; double-decker public 

busses, vans and countless Volkswagen Passats clog the streets. 

There are blue and white road signs in Arabic and English every¬ 

where. We drive under catwalks, past palm trees and people, 

through clouds of exhaust.^ 

The taxi driver offers me a cigarette. I give him a double-sided 

copy of the "magic letter,” which explains the mission of Voices in 

the Wilderness in Arabic and English. It ends with: "We pledge to 

do all that we can for our brothers and sisters in Iraq.” 

Ramzi Kysia sits in the back seat. He is a 

34-year-old Lebanese-American Muslim who 

has worked for Voices and lived in Iraq for 

about four months. Before leaving the US, 

Ramzi called Dell Computers to order a laptop 

to use while traveling. When the salesman 

asked him where he was going, Ramzi said 

"Iraq.” Dell refused to sell him a computer. 

Ramzi and I get out at the art museum 

that is our destination. The rest of the Voices 

group arrives in another taxi. Inside the muse¬ 

um, a beautiful Iraqi woman takes us on a tour 

of the museum. She jokes that we should hold 

hands so we don’t get lost. 

We go up to the third floor, which is war- 

themed. The paintings are from the years Iraq 

was at war with Iran, and also from the 1991 

Gulf War. Many of the paintings are cracking, 

their frames scuffed. The art mostly seems to 

be inspired by the pain of war, not by combat 

or propaganda. In one painting a mother 

nurses a child on a battlefield. Others are 

abstract renditions of piles of bodies. 

I wander into a room filled with paintings 

that stand apart from the rest. They are by 

Leila al-Attar, the celebrated Iraqi artist. She 

was once the director of the Iraqi National Art 

Museum and worked tirelessly to promote "the 

role of women, the dignity of their existence 

and their humanity.” 

Two years after the Gulf War, on January 

17, 1993* Attar was killed when a US cruise 

missile struck her home, collapsing the house 

on her family. Her daughter was blinded in 

one eye. 

On the way out, a painting by Attar I had¬ 

n’t noticed before catches my eye: a self por¬ 

trait. It has a large hole in the middle. 

• • • 

At II we go to the Canal Hotel, where the 

United Nations Oil-for-Food program is 

headquartered. The hotel, located on the 

outskirts of Baghdad, was specifically chosen 

by the UN with the likelihood of future 

bombings in mind. 

We meet with Torben Due, an official 

with the World Food Program, the organiza¬ 

tion that oversees the distribution of Oil-for- 

Food rations in Iraq. 

"The program is functioning very well,” 

he tells us stoically. "To the extent of food 

available, it’s being distributed.” 

Oil-for-Food began in the mid-1990s, 

after a series of UN reports made the effects of 
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it ic ii i cfiAi in THF IINITFD STATES TO GIVE MEDICINE TO AN IRAQI HOSPITAL^ 

sanctions on Iraq impossible to deny: "4*500 children under the 

age of five are dying each month from hunger and disease” 

(UNICEF); "Since the onset of sanctions, the majority of the 

country’s population has been on a semi-starvation diet” (WHO); 

: "Famine threatens four million people in sanctions-hit Iraq—one 

fifth of the population” (UN FAO); "32 percent of children under 

• five, some 960,000 children are chronically malnourished—a rise 

of 72 percent since 1991” (UNICEF). 

Oil-for-Food was designed as "a temporary measure to pro¬ 

vide for the humanitarian needs of the Iraqi people,” not a long¬ 

term recovery plan. But the program has been renewed every six 

months since 1997- 

Assistance to Iraqis through the Oil-for-Food program is 

provided in the form a monthly food basket valued at five dollars 

(the average monthly salary for a university professor in Iraq) on 

the world market. Iraqis can buy it for just over 15 cents. 

Due says that in interviews, Iraqis who receive the food basket 

admit selling bits of it to buy next month’s 15 cent basket. Items in 

the basket are also sold to buy necessities, like shoes. 

"We have in Iraq people who are so poor that the food ration 

is their main income,” Due explains. "It is a substantial part of 

the population.” 

Although it’s not enough, the success of the program is that it 

reaches almost everyone legally living in Iraq. In the north, local 

Kurdish governments distribute the food basket; in the center and 

south of Iraq, the Iraqi government is in charge of distribution. 

"They are very efficient,” Due says, praising the Iraqis. 

"They have an incredible distribution system. The food is reach¬ 

ing the people.” 

But what happens if there’s a war and the distribution system 

is disrupted, we ask. What kind of preparations are being made? 

Due becomes uncomfortable and evades our questions. With vir¬ 

tually the entire population of Iraq dependent on a monthly ration to 

live, any disruption longer than a few weeks would result in famine. 

He finally admits that there is no contingency plan to maintain 

the distribution. "We can’t do anything in the middle of a war,” he 

finally says. "It’s always the poor people who suffer the most.” 

Tuesday, Sept. 24; Baghdad 

We load the boxes and duffel bags of medical supplies into 

taxis. We are going to donate most of the medicine to the A1 

Mansour Hospital, Baghdad’s central teaching hospital. 

When we get there, the media is waiting. CNN, Reuters TV, 

the Associated Press and other print and television reporters film, 

photograph and question us in the hospital lobby. 

Things get chaotic. There are about 50 Iraqi patients, families 

and hospital staff mingling around. The seven Voices people are 

giving interviews or holding up banners that read "No War On 

Iraq” and "Sanctions Are A Weapon Of Mass Destruction.” 

A television crew from Mexico interviews me. The reporter is 

surprised when I tell him that what we’re doing—donating medi¬ 

cines to a needy hospital—is a violation of US law. "You are saying 

it is illegal in the United States to give medicine to an Iraqi hospi¬ 

tal?” he asks. I assure him it is. He’s even more surprised by the 

penalty: up to 12 years in prison and $1.25 million in fines. I tell 

him I’ve already been in trouble for this sort of thing; I spent May 

in an Israeli prison for bringing food and medical supplies to 

Palestinians trapped in the Church of the Nativity in Bethlehem. 

Eventually, the doctors accept medicine and our group is led 

to Dr. Louai Kashem’s office. Dr. Louai is the director of the hos¬ 

pital. He went to college in London and speaks very good English. 

Sitting at his desk, Dr. Louai tells us how the sanctions have 

affected his hospital. Before the Gulf War, Iraq was an affluent 

country with a free universal health care system comparable to 

Western Europe’s. Back then, the UN found that the biggest health 

problem among children was childhood obesity. 

But after the onset of sanctions, health services gradually 

deteriorated. Soon there were shortages of medicine, and com- 
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municable disease that had previously been almost nonexistent, 

like tuberculosis and measles, reached epidemic proportions. 

Most medical equipment, even medical journals, were embar¬ 

goed, leaving Iraqi doctors without the tools—or even knowledge— 

of modern medical advances. 

Henry, the paramedic from our group, asks Dr. Louai what 

message he can take back to American physicians. Without hesita¬ 

tion, Dr. Louai answers, "Please tell them to put their help to the 

Iraqi doctors by sending magazines, circulars, books, and if avail¬ 

able new technologies to train these people which are living here, 

the Iraqi doctors.” 

We go upstairs to the children’s cancer ward. Big, dirty industri¬ 

al oxygen tanks stand next to the elevator. A doctor tells us they were 

intended for blacksmiths but are all the hospital has. We walk down 

long hallways. There are women with small children everywhere, on 

beds, on the floor. None of the children are crying or showing signs 

of life, but every unconscious child has a mother with them. 

The group disperses, talking with patients and doctors. I over¬ 

hear Bill Quigley, a social justice lawyer from New Orleans, say his 

wife is a nurse in a cancer ward and takes care of four patients. The 

doctor says here there is one nurse for every 40 patients. 

Dr. Saad Mehdi Hassani leads me around. He seems tired and 

has a thousand-yard stare. I’m introduced to Rual Abdul Haziz 

Assad, a 13-year-old girl with lymphoma. Taking her chart, Dr. 

Hassani points out the drugs on her protocol the hospital is miss¬ 

ing. They have "N/A” scrawled next to them. 

"Even folic acid, which is a simple vitamin, one of the vitamin B 

complex agents, [is missing],” Dr. Hassani says. "These items are miss¬ 

ing in the protocol, so she has got relapse and survival rate will decline.” 

Henry tells the doctor that folic acid is among the medicines we 

brought. The girl looks up at us, not understanding what we’re saying. 

"Gan you tell her that she’s beautiful,” asks David Smith - 

Ferri, a writer and stay-at-home dad from California. 

"Before, she was beautiful,” Dr. Hassani says, "but now her 

hair is falling because of cytotoxic effects,” 

"Do you think she’s going to get better?” I ask him. 

"No, I don’t think, because she had a lot of missed items in the 

protocol and she had a relapse of the tumor. She has a very poor 

survival rate.” 

If he had the right medicines, could he treat her? Dr. Hassani 

shakes his head. "For this patient, no.” 

We move to the bed of a five year old boy named Ahmed. His 

chart has a lot of N/As on it as well. "Chance of survival is very low 

because there is deficiency of one third of the treatment,” Dr. 

Hassani explains. 

We go to other beds; most of the kids are missing drugs needed 

to treat them. Why are so many drugs unavailable, I ask. Dr. Hassani 

places the blame squarely on the UN Sanctions Committee 661. 

Under Oil-for-Food, Iraq can sell its oil on the world 

market. The profits arfe placed in a UN-controlled escrow 

account in New York, and 28 percent automatically goes toward 

reparations to corporations like Citibank and Boeing, and also 

to cover UN administrative costs. Iraq can then apply to spend 

the remaining J2 percent of its money on humanitarian goods 

and services. But sanctions committee reviews the contracts and 

can put any items suspected of being "dual use” on hold. The 

US and Britain, through the sanctions committee, are current¬ 

ly blocking over five billion worth of humanitarian contracts. In 

four years, Iraq has received a total of $21.6 billion in humani¬ 

tarian goods and services. 

"A lot of protocols in our unit have missed or dropped 

items,” Dr. Hassani explains. "Committee 66l prohibits the reach 

of these items, so the prognosis will be very poor and survival rate 

will be very down . . . It’s a very, very big problem for Iraqi people. 

And even to us [doctors], it’s a problem emotionally.” 

As Dr. Hassani speaks I look around the room at dying chil¬ 

dren and their mothers. A small, wasted boy lying on a bed looks at 

me. I have a small bag of cheap plastic harmonicas in my bag, the 

kind that only play a few notes. I want to give him one, but he does¬ 

n’t look strong enough to blow it. I also have some rubber balls. I 

estimate that I have enough harmonicas and balls for all the kids in 

the room, but many appear too weak to play with them. A lot of the 

children are unconscious. 

I give the toys to someone else in our group to pass out and 

step into the hallway. 

"Do you want to see more patients?” Dr. Hassani asks me, 

then sees the look on my face "I think that’s enough,” he says, look¬ 

ing away. "Most of them have the same problems and the same defi¬ 

ciencies in the protocol.” 

• • • 

That night we drive to Babylon for the 14th Annual Babylon 

Music Festival. Here, thousands of Iraqis cheer musicians from 

China, Jordan, New Zealand, Holland, Thailand, Norway and 

other countries. 

When Henry and I start taking pictures of the performers, 

smiling young men crowd around us, wanting us to take their pic¬ 

ture too. Soon there are so many people laughing, talking and try¬ 

ing to shake our hands that a security guard comes and makes the 

crowd disperse. 

This helps put the hospital visit in perspective. In spite of 12 

years of sanctions, in spite of a devastated economy, in spite of the 

threat of another war, Iraqis are able to have fun. For a while at 

least, Iraq seems vibrant and alive. 

I’m exhausted as we drive back to Baghdad. 

Thursday, Sept. 24; Baghdad and Basra 
The Voices delegation is up early, on a plane to Basra, a city in 

Southern Iraq. As our plane takes off, I, like everyone else, worry 

US or British fighter planes will shoot it out of the sky. 

Basra is under the southern no-fly zone, which we have to fly 

through to get there. The no-fly zones (there is another in the north) 

were set up outside of the UN. The US and Britain justify them with 

previous Security Council resolutions, none of which mention no- 

fly zones or anything like them. In fact, they are illegal. 

Iraqi aircraft are not allowed to fly inside the zones, which 

cover well over half the country. In 2000, Iraqi Airways flights 

began shuttling between Baghdad and Basra, and now have two 

flights a day. A round-trip ticket is $20. 



The stated goal of the no-fly zones is to protect Iraqi civilians 

on the ground. But Turkish Air Force jets are allowed to fly inside 

the northern zone to bomb Kurdish villages, and US and British 

attacks have killed hundreds of Iraqi civilians. The UN did a study 

of the US and British bombing raids between December 28, 1998 

and the end of May 1999, and Investigators confirmed that 73 

civilians were killed and 257 injured in 20 different locations in 

the country. 

We get in a van at the Basra airport and Thamer, our govern¬ 

ment minder, shows us a book on American slang he’s studying. It 

contains explanations of terms like "clunker,” "badass,” "blah- 

blah,” and "Jesus!” "What about hanky-panky?” Thamer asks 

innocently and we all laugh. 

We drive straight to the Sinibad Diarrhea Clinic to donate 

medicines. From there we go to Al-Bakel Primary School for Girls. 

At the school we go from classroom to classroom introducing 

ourselves. One of the Voices people is a teacher, and she relays 

greetings from American students. The little girls are silent and 

motionless, cowed by six strange foreigners. 

Eventually our delegation moves to an empty room to talk with 

the teachers. I start to videotape, then duck out and go back into 

one of the classrooms. There is no teacher now, and the students 

giggle and point at me. 

I turn the LCD screen around on the camera, so the girls can 

see themselves on the tiny monitor. They crowd around and start 

laughing. I’m quickly surrounded by 25 laughing eight-year-olds. 

They start to wave at the camera and yell out greetings in 

Arabic. After a few minutes they begin jumping up and down. They 

climb on the desks, on the window sill, on each other. They’re 

laughing and screaming and I’m laughing too; the noise is deafen¬ 

ing. Things are getting out of control and I’m worried the girls on 

the desks will fall off. I’m trying to tell them to get down, but every¬ 

one is excited and yelling and they don’t pay much attention. 

Someone starts throwing waj:er from a water-bottle. 

The scene is so amazing I turn the monitor on the digital cam¬ 

era around to make sure it’s still recording. Suddenly all of the 

noise, jumping and chaos stops. A few seconds later I turn the 

screen around again, facing the girls, and they start cheering and 

bouncing up and down all over again. 

One of the teachers pokes her head in and the students rush 

shut the door and block it with their bodies. Ten minutes later I 

make my way outside and am mobbed by over IOO little girls. 

Back in the van, I play the footage for the other Voices peo¬ 

ple. Barbara’s eyes get red and she’s near tears. "God bless 'em,” 

she says. 

"Show this to Bush,” someone later advises me. 

• • • 

That evening we go to see Um Heider, a close friend of many 

Voices workers. Her name means "Mother of Heider”; she has 

been called that since her son Heider died almost four years ago. 

She is an English teacher. Her husband does not work; he fought 

in the Iran-Iraq war and now suffers from psychological problems. 

Before coming we were warned by Danny Muller, the full¬ 

time Voices worker leading the delegation, to "under no circum¬ 

stances” talk about Heider, who died when he was six. Voices has 

arranged for journalists and delegations to hear Um Heider tell the 

story in the past, and Danny doesn’t want to put her through telling 

it again. This will be a purely social visit, he says. 

On January 25, 1999, a US AGM-130 satellite-guided cruise 

missile exploded in the street right outside the house, now called 

"missile street.” Heider was brought inside, where he died from his 

wounds. His little brother Mustafa was maimed. In all, 19 died, 

most of them children. 

We sit with Um Heider’s family, neighbors and children. 

There are about 20 people. Everybody is laughing and talking. The 

children are excited and rowdy. 

With all the handshakes, hugs and kisses, it takes a long time to 

say goodbye. Outside, the same neighborhood kids who were excit¬ 

ed to see us when we arrived are still there. They say what they can 

to us in English: "My name is Muhammad!” "My name is Ali!” 

"Good morning!” 

Back at the hotel, we learn that the US just bombed the 

Basra airport. 

Friday, Sept. 27; Basra 
We’re sitting in the office of Dr. Assad Essa, pediatrician and 

chief resident of Ibn Ghazwan Hospital in Basra. He, like every 

doctor I will meet in Iraq, complains about the sanctions commit¬ 

tee denying or putting medical supplies indefinitely on hold. 

"We had a very big difficulty about the blood preparation 

because we haven’t a bag for the blood,” he says. "You know, that is 

very important. In order to donate the blood you should put it in 

a special bag. A few months ago we had a shortage in this bag. So 

you have patients, you want to give them blood, there is a donor, 

but you haven’t a bag. How you can give them blood? This is the 

sanctions. This is the difficulties and obstacles which are related to 

the sanctions.” 

Dr. Essa is especially angry about the denial of a centrifuge 

and blood platelet separator specifically meant for his hospital. "Is 

it a human behavior? Is it?” he asks us, heatedly. "They refuse a 

medical machine, a purely medical machine.” 

The conversation turns to cancer and depleted uranium 

(DU). Iraq is experiencing an unexplained cancer epidemic, espe- 
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daily here in the south. Much of the cancer is probably a result of 

DU munitions used by the US against Iraqi tanks in 1991. Depleted 

Uranium is a nuclear waste that remains radioactive for 4-5 billion 

years, and is used on the tip of US anti-tank shells and cruise and 

Tomahawk missiles. When a treated round explodes, the DU turns 

into a resperable dust and disperses. Gulf War Syndrome is widely 

attributed to DU exposure, but most US media excludes DU issues 

when debating another attack on Iraq. 

Large areas surrounding Basra are contaminated with DU; it’s 

in the water and the soil, and once it enters the food chain it does 

not leave. Dr. Essa tells us that his hospital has cancer rates six 

times pre-1991 levels. 

Birth deformities have also increased. "[We] have a large 

number of patients with congenial abnormalities," he says. "About 

four or five times [the amount before the Gulf War]. Gases we 

haven’t seen previously. Even we haven’t seen them in books.” 

Three photo albums are passed around. They look like aver¬ 

age family photo albums; their covers have pictures of an idyllic 

farm, of dolphins, of the sky. Inside are pictures of the deformed 

babies born in Ibn Ghazwan. I have never, ever seen anything like 

the pictures in the books. 

There are pictures of babies with claws, with heads like foot¬ 

balls, without faces. One newborn appears to be a pair of buttocks 

with arms. Another resembles a frog. Others are missing pieces of 

their skull, their brains visible. Some babies are lumpy and shape¬ 

less. Many were born with their organs outside their bodies; their 

intestines bulge out of holes in their backs or stomachs. 

I ask how many are still alive. "Unfortunately, the majority of 

these albums’ pictures died immediately after birth,” Dr. Essa says. 

I can’t move. Although many of the babies’ eyes are open and 

they appear to be looking at the camera, this is a book of the dead. 

We end the meeting to go visit some of the patients. "Would it 

be a problem if I don’t go up to the ward?” Bill, the lawyer from 

New Orleans, says. "I’m full. I’m over full.” 

Upstairs, we stand around the bed of Sabrin Hassan, 37 days 

old. She is emaciated and has long, bony limbs. Dr. Essa explains 

Sabrin has congenital heart disease. 

"That’s why she’s having a hard time breathing,” Henry says 

quietly, his hand on her head. 

Dr. Essa says she is malnourished and unfit for operation. 

Eventually her heart will fail. Sabrin’s mother tearfully asks the 

doctor if we’ve come to fix her daughter’s heart. 

I can’t look at little Sabrin any more. Dr. Essa is talking and 

I’m recording him with a minidisc recorder. I concentrate on 

watching the bouncing sound levels on the recorder to keep from 

breaking down. But I can’t shut out Dr. Essa’s words: 

"We want our condition to become better than this, and our 

situation, and the medical supply for the Iraqi people become bet¬ 

ter, in order to work in a good manner in order to help as much 

of the Iraqi people. Our aim is to save these people, especially these 

patients. And we hope that our situation become better by lifting 

the sanctions and our lives become better than this. And we want to 

live in peace. That's what we want.” 

• • • 

That night we’re visited by Adil Rahim, who taught Voices 

members Arabic when a delegation lived in Basra for two months. 

He received his MA in literary discourse analysis and teaches at the 

University of Basra. "I am teaching my students not to look at 

American society in the eyes of Powell or Cheney, Gondoleeza 

Rice,” he says. "But in the eyes of Walt Whitman, Hemingway, 

Martin Luther King.” 

His voice quavering, Adil asks Barbara to place a white flower 

in New York City on behalf of all Iraqi people in remembrance of 

Sept. II. "We have no problem with the American people,” he says, 

"We are in the same human family.” 

Adil pleads with us to do something to stop another attack on 
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Iraq. He worries about his eight-month-old daughter. I ask her 

name. "Salah—which means comforting somebody sad,” he says. "I 

would be very grateful for doing your best to avoid this little child 

from being bombed.” 

In Basra, air raid sirens announce the daily flyovers of US and 

British warplanes. "Yesterday we heard explosion,” Adil tells us. 

"This is the no-fly zone. We are the people of the no-fly zone area. 

We say please let us alone. Let us live peacefully, without any explo¬ 

sions or bombing. Daily we listen to the jets hovering over. I’m 

really, really afraid.” 

Saturday, Sept. 28; Baghdad 
Back in Baghdad, the Voices delegation attends a dinner party 

given in our honor. It is in the courtyard of the house of wealthy 

Iraqi art gallery owner Qasim Alsabti. He is incredibly articulate 

and enjoys hosting dinner parties. Last week there was a party for 

the Baghdad CNN bureau here. 

We meet several prominent Iraqi artists Qasim has also invit¬ 

ed. They speak excellent English, they’re also fluent in French, and 

even have e-mail addresses. Their drivers wait outside. Qasim says 

more people were expected, but no one is going out any more 

because they’re worried about the war. 

Fish roasts over an open spit and I drink a glass of Arak, an 

Iraqi alcohol made from licorice. It’s hard and clear, but when 

water is added it turns white. One of the artists raises a toast for 

world peace. 

I switch to wine and fill my plate from a bowl of Iraqi dates, 

which are famous throughout the Middle East and the world. If 

you eat Iraqi dates, you need woman,” says one of the artists tells 

me. "This is Iraqi Viagra.” 

The conversation shifts to the impending war. If the US 

attacks, Qasim says he will sit with his Kalashnikov and wait in his 

house. "This is my home and no one will take it away from me.” 

After dinner, we go next door to Qasim’s art gallery. The 

paintings and sculptures are stunning. "Some people are thinking 

we are still making art with horses and landscapes, but you can see 

this is contemporary art,” Qasim says, new age music playing in 

the background. 

He insists his driver take us back to our hotel. As we re leav¬ 

ing, I pass under a stone archway with the name of the gallery, 

Heywar, etched in Arabic. "It means dialogue,” Qasim says, point¬ 

ing to the engraving. "We need dialogue.” 

Sunday, Sept. 29; Baghdad 
The Aameriyah shelter was built in the Western Baghdad 

neighborhood of Aameriyah 1984. The walls are two meters thick 

and the shelter can hold over a thousand people. An underground 

floor has bathrooms, a kitchen and storerooms for food and med¬ 

ical supplies. When Baghdad was bombed during the Gulf War, 

Aameriyah residents took refuge here, among televisions, bunk 

beds and air conditioning. 

Inside, it takes my eyes a few minutes to adjust to the lack of 

light. An occasional bare lightbulb hangs from the ceiling, but the 

shelter is dark and gloomy. The ground-level floor is wide open 

and spacious; there are only a few areas sectioned off by walls. 

From a large hole in the ceiling, daylight also comes into the 

shelter. Below the hole there is rubble and a deep depression in the 

concrete. It took two 2,000-pound smart bombs to do this on 

February 13, 1991 at 4:30 a.m. They both did exactly what they were 

supposed to do: the first opened up a hole at the weakest point in 

the ceiling, the air ducts, so moments later the second could go in I 

through the hole and kill everyone inside. Both bombs were laser I 

guided, accurate to within six feet. 

US war planners claimed senior Iraqi government leadership 

was hiding in the shelter. They were wrong; it was a place ordinary j 
Iraqis took refuge in to escape the bombs. Over 4°0 people were J 

killed, "collateral damage.” For four days, the Pentagon and the 

first Bush Administration denied Aameriyah was bombed until 

photo evidence by foreign journalists proved otherwise. 

The Iraqis have not cleaned up Aameriyah very much. The | 

bodies and most of the debris have been taken away, but the bomb 

shelter has been preserved as a monument to the victims. It looks 

as if it was bombed last week. 

The walls and ceiling are blackened from the heat and smoke. I 

In some areas there is still paint, burned and peeling. Paneling, 

rods and wires dangle from the ceiling. 

Wreaths and framed pictures of the dead are everywhere. Most 

of the pictures are grainy blowups of smaller black-and-white pho¬ 

tos, so individual features are difficult to make out. They are on the! 

walls, on easels, on the floor; the effect is haunting. Many photos 

are of babies or young children. A pencil sketch of six members of 

one family is propped up against a wall. 

Along one side of the shelter there are photos of the imme- | 

diate aftermath of the bombing. There are bodies and body parts 

lying on pieces of plastic outside the shelter. Corpses with no 

arms, legs or head; just rounded hunks with ribs sticking out. One . 

photo is of women crying and collapsing on the ground. Another | 

is of the dead body of a little girl, blood running out of her eyes, 

nose and ears. 

The other two Voices people I’m with are ready to leave. I still 

want to see basement level. As I’m going down the stairs, the guide 

says, "Please don’t touch anything because of the meat on the wall.” 

The water lines, which were attached to two gigantic water 

tanks, blew open when the second bomb hit. The basement filled 

up with water; I can see the water line is about five feet high. The 

temperature in the shelter reached over IOOO degrees Fahrenheit 

and the water boiled with people in it. Human skin and hair are 

still stuck to the walls. 

I’m alone down here. I have only been to two other places 1 

where I’ve felt the weight of the entire world crushing down on me; 

the Holocaust museum in Washington DC, and the bloody scene of 

a helicopter attack in Gaza City that killed a nine-year-old girl. 

Outside, the guide brings us into a trailer to sign a book. . 

There are messages written in Arabic in it, written by visitors to the j 
shelter. I don’t know what I can say; it’s my country that was 

responsible for this atrocity. 

I finally write: "I came to Iraq because I refuse to accept that 

this will happen again.” 
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Monday, Sept. 30; outskirts of Baghdad 
Congressman Jim McDermott, of Seattle, and David 

Bonier, of Michigan, give a press conference at Rostamia Water 

I Treatment plant. The conference is held here because the two 

congressmen want to draw attention to the fact that in I991 this 

plant, like all the other sewage treatment plants in Baghdad, was 

bombed by Coalition forces. According the Fourth Geneva 

Convention, to which the US is a signatory, it is a war crime to 

bomb civilian infrastructure. 

"People don’t understand what war really does,” 

McDermott says. "In the 1991 Gulf War we destroyed the sewage 

treatment plants and sewage system of one of the cities that had 

the best [sewage] system in the Middle East... The death rate for 

children under the age of five is a IOO percent increase. Fifty- 

I thousand children a year die prematurely because of this 

destruction that war brought.” 

Dr. Tom Nagy is also here. He’s a George Washington 

University professor famous in the anti-sanctions movement for 

unearthing a declassified US Defense Intelligence Agency paper 

that spelled out how sanctions will prevent Iraq from providing 

clean water to its citizens. Dated only a few days before the begin¬ 

ning of the 1991 bombing campaign, the document predicts what 

the effect of poor drinking water would be on Iraqis—"particularly 

children”—and how Iraq would fail to stop the disease epidemics 

I that will follow. 

When the Rostamia plant was bombed, the sewage flowed 

directly into the Tigris River. Twelve years later, sewage from the 

1.5 million people this plant serves is dumped into the river when 

the plant loses power. Rivers in Iraq take in about 500,000 tons of 

raw sewage every year. 

Ibrahim Hussein, Director-General of the Baghdad Sewage 

I Authority, has the same complaints as the doctors I met in Baghdad 

and Basra. Where the doctors can’t get medicines to treat patients, 

Hussein can’t get the parts to keep his plants running. Crucial 

motors constantly break down and over half of the aerators don’t 

I work. The Sanctions Committee is blocking the parts Hussein 

needs for repairs and upgrades. 

"There are so many items they consider 'dual use’,” Hussein 

says. "They consider stainless steel dual use. But when you have a 

pump with an impular with stainless steel, is it dual use? They con¬ 

sider it dual use.” 

I ask him if preparations are being made for the possibility the 

US will target Baghdad’s sewage treatment plants again. "We are 

making preparations, but what can we do?” Hussein says, shaking 

his head. "I mean, it’s not so easy for us to make new treatment 

plants. What we will do, we will throw directly into the river, with¬ 

out treatment. And this is a big, big problem.” 

• • • 

At 7 pm, I’m by the river again, this time sitting in an outdoor 

cafe with Ramzi and Danny, and their Iraqi friend Dhiar. 

We end up talking about the impending war, as almost all con¬ 

versations I have had in Iraq have gone. Dhiar advises me to stay 

outdoors when the bombing starts. "You don’t want the building 

coming down on you,” Danny clarifies. 

This kind of advice is important to me; I have no plans to leave 

Iraq, even if the US attacks again. I want to be here documenting 

and publicizing the effects on civilians. 

Dhiar asks Danny what he thinks the chances of another war 

are. Dhiar is worried because of something Ramzi suggested. "I 

told him to get out of the city,” Ramzi says. 

"Ramzi might be right,” Danny says. 

"I am not scared for me,” Dhiar tells us. "I am scared for 

my family.” 

Dhiar is about my age. He made it through December 1998, 

when the US launched over 400 Tomahawk and cruise missiles into 

Baghdad. There is no advice or comfort I can offer him. "We are 

professional here with bombings,” Dhiar says. 

My heart is heavy as I walk back to the hotel. It’s cool out and 

there are people on the streets. In my room, I read the news and I 

hear all of the arguments for another war on Iraq. But it still makes 

no sense to me why anyone would want to bomb these people. ® 

A version of this article also appeared in the Inlander Journal. 
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Tom Mondell remembers a time when the FM dial was 

considered "underground radio.” It wasn’t quite the era 

seen through the rose-coloured glasses of Almost 

Famous, but it was at least a time when exposing listeners to new 

artists went round-for-round with making a buck. 

But by the time Mondell had made his way into broadcasting, 

he could already feel the emphasis shifting toward the balance 

sheets. As he slugged away in the broadcast world, he began to dream 

of one day getting the capital together to buy a station of his own. 

The money never came together, but by the mid-’90s some¬ 

thing else had. 

"When I heard the first broadcast of BBC online,” which 

launched in 1997* "my imagination went nuts,” he recalls. "Maybe 

I could fulfill my dream.” 

He founded whereveradio.com with that late ’60s radio ethic of 

exposing listeners to quality music they hadn’t heard before. To this day, 

he considers one of his biggest successes the fact that he still receives e- 

mails from listeners thanking him for bringing to their attention music 

that they would never have picked up on their own. Or perhaps more to 

the point, thanking him for the realization that everything from elec- 

tronica to country music is rapidly developing in ways unfathomable 

from a listen to the tried-and-true playlists on the radio dial. 

recording industry, with a minimum fee of $500 per year. 

"There will be a number of stations that will have a problem 

with that fee,” notes Will Robbee. With his Save our Streams web¬ 

site (www.ruf.rice.edu/~willr/cb/sos), Robbee has been represent¬ 

ing the concerns of small, non-commercial stations, including 

campus radio. He is not only battling the fees, but the elaborate 

record-keeping requirements that are part in parcel with the bill. 

The administrative hassle of collecting a dozen or more pieces of 

information per song could easily prove more of a disinsentive to 

small broadcasters than the fees. 

At least 30 campus stations have already pulled the plug on 

their online broadcasts. If even the amended legislation is allowed 

to stand, Robbee forsees a world where non-commercial and hob¬ 

byist broadcasters find it nearly impossible to stay online, and small 

commercial operations have a year or two to attract massive fund¬ 

ing injections before tanking. In short, a world where only the 

biggest of the big can survive. 

This prediction was given new weight earlier last summer, when 

the Radio And Internet Newsletter (RAIN—www.kurthanson.com) 

published an article detailing how the fee system had been set in 

place to drive smaller stations from the web. It reports in an inter¬ 

view with Mark Cuban, who sold webcasting giant Broadcast.com to 

Last fall, thousands of independent webcasters became responsible for 

Web Radio 
As his listening audience grew, he even began attracting clients 

in the always marginal world of online advertising. But over the last 

few months, the advertising contracts have began to dry up. His 

clients had gotten word of what online broadcasters had feared since 

1998: that the regulations proposed in the Digital Millennium 

Copyright Act (DCMA)—and the uncertainty about the resulting 

fees—could drive all but the biggest webcasters out of business. 

"No one wants to invest in a station that may tank in a week,” 

Mondell notes. 

In response to fees that could force webcasters to pay thou¬ 

sands to the recording industry, hundreds of stations have already 

pulled the plug, and 10,000 more worry they may soon have to fol¬ 

low suit. The DMCA stipulates that online radio would not be gov¬ 

erned by the same rules as traditional radio, where broadcasters pay 

a very small portion of their revenue to music publishers, but 

nothing directly to the recording industry. 

When no agreement on the new rates could be reached between 

industry and webcasters, a government copyright panel responsible 

for the issue set the fees at $1.40 per song heard by 1,000 listeners. 

It seems small, but it adds up to thousands per year for small stations, 

and well into five figures for a good many others. Even under 

amended legislation, now in limbo after the mid-term US elections, 

webcasters would be stuck paying a percentage of their revenue to the 

Yahoo! for a reported $5-7 billion, that the goal in working out a 

per-song per-listener arrangement with the Recording Industry 

Association of America (RIAA) was to limit competition. This 

deal, which later became a key component in the Copyright 

Arbitration Royalty Panel (CARP) fee rates, would essentially leave 

smaller broadcasters stuck paying more than IOO percent of their 

revenue, or forced to partner with networks of streaming broad¬ 

casters (which bring together many small broadcasters in portal¬ 

like services). 

In the words of RAIN publisher Kurt Hanson, they "set a rate 

based almost exclusively on what one grudging seller and one atypical 

buyer did pay, taking almost none of the other criteria into account.” 

The almost fantastic illogic of the situation certainly supports the 

idea that such a move may be a way to ensure webcasting is dominated 

by a few giants as is traditional broadcasting. For one thing, under any 

arrangement that saw money going to the recording industry, giants 

like Spinner.com (owned by AOL Time Warner) would essentially 

end up paying part of their royalties to their parent company. 

'When the RIAA stormed the gates with outrageous demands, and 

then skewed the CARP rates with one benchmark comparison, we all 

knew what was happening,” says Scott Jamar of All Bass Radio (www.all- 

bassradio.com). "They want us gone, period, end of discussion.” 

Webcasters say this essentially amounts to a move to seize con- 

1 
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trol of a new broadcast method in its infancy, and then reap prof¬ 

its from a not-too-far-off day when any cell phone or Palm Pilot 

owner can plug in headphones and hear web radio. 

"The RIAA is trying to derive enough income from web radio 

to offset the fact that the National Association of Broadcasters has, 

for over three decades now, succeeded in exempting US broadcast¬ 

ers from paying performance royalties,” said Radio Paradise 

(www.radioparadise.com) owner Bill Goldsmith, who would owe 

more than $I75>°°° under the rates as they stand now. 

More than just being a sore spot, paying fees directly to the 

labels also cuts against a core ethos of web radio. From its start, 

many webcasters have seen it as a way to put more power and money 

back into the hands of individual artists. 

"I am more than happy to pay artists directly,” saysjamar, "but 

have a real problem with a bloated organization that expects me to 

give them money to line their already bulging pockets.” 

CMRadio’s George Motter (www.cmradio.net) is quick to 

point out that a poll of 2.511 Americans conducted in July found 

those who listen to webcasts purchase nearly two times the number 

of CDs as average citizens. 

"AM and FM radio have always been exempt from any copy¬ 

right fees due to the simple fact that radio airplay sells records,” 

the RIAA, and toward forging new relationships with labels that 

aren’t a part of the organization. But even with the shift, he notes 

that his station is also putting in steps to limit the listening audi¬ 

ence, and thus prevent massive royalty cheques from being due 

should the current legislation stand. 

Other webcasters, like BumpNGrind (http://go.to/bumpn- 

grind), have been planning for this day since before the DCMA 

and have already moved to an entirely independent label playlist. 

"I have watched some of the greatest entertainers of all time 

die in poverty without proper medical care or housing while their 

record labels continue to grow fat on their work,” says 

BumpNGrind’s owner Cookie Holley. "After seeing all this, there 

is no possible way I could think I would get anything resembling 

fairness from these same people. So I started to plan how it might 

be possible to survive in that pool of sharks as a little fish.” 

But while the move toward playing more independent label 

artists may end up being the biggest positive to come from the sit¬ 

uation, webcasters are still strongly committed to an arrangement 

where one-DJ operations and non-commercial stations are exempt 

from the fees, and small commerical operations pay a small and 

reasonable portion of their revenue (ideally, to artists, not labels) 

to stay online each year. 

paying retroactive royalty fees. Jeremy Nelson talked to indie web operators to find out how they’re coping. 

Bites the Buck 8 
says Motter. "It has always been considered a fair trade.” 

Motter also notes that sound quality on webradio is much 

lower than any of the MP3S available for download from one of 

many peer-to-peer file sharing services. "The reality is that most 

webcasters provide AM-quality audio, and there are few making 

money on the Internet.” 

In Tom Mondell’s two trips to Washington to lobby on behalf 

of his station and small webcasters, he estimates that one quarter of 

the government decision-makers he spoke with had no idea that 

webcasting was any different from Napster. The anecdote is just a 

small part of what is quickly emerging as the story of bumbling gov¬ 

ernmental organizations attempting to regulate a technology they 

know little about. Aside from the fact that the Librarian of. 

Congress (ultimately responsible for setting copyright law) is pro¬ 

fessionally esteemed for his mastery of Russian history—not 

Internet law—is the more glaring fact that the DMCA was crafted in 

1998. It doesn’t take a repeat viewing of Startup.com to remember 

how different the massive revenue predictions of Internet-based 

business were at that time. 

Now, webcasters have to figure out how to deal with the poli¬ 

cy-makers’ misunderstanding of the technology. Like many other 

webcasters in his shoes, Motter has now turned much of his focus 

away from the 600 or more recording companies represented by 

For people like Mondell and Jamar, the issue has become 

about more than just saving their station. "Internet radio mat¬ 

ters because it exists in the best of American traditions in that 

anyone can make it—all it takes is talent,” explains Jamar. While 

the amended act snakes its way through Senate committees, 

small broadcasters have been given a reprieve—of sorts. 

SoundExchange, which collects fees for the recording industry, 

has told webcasters they only owe $500 per year, retroactive to 

1998 until the matter is sorted out. While many stations have 

elected to pay and stay online, even this amounts to too much 

for many smaller operations that have had never turned a prof¬ 

it (nor planned to). Those broadcasters who have been 

silenced, and those who continue to cross their fingers and 

webcast each day are pushing for the adoption of Internet 

Radio Fairness Act. 

"All we want is a reasonable result to this thing,” says Mondell. 

"The RIAA has such a machine, loaded with intelligent and sly 

lawyers treating it as some sort of warfare. It still seems hard to 

understand why they couldn’t just extend their hands and make 

partnerships that help us expose new artists to listeners.” ® 

Jeremy Nelson is a Toronto-based freelance journalist. His work has also appeared in 

Adbusters magazine. This piece first appeared on shifi.com. 
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(f I feel so alive when I play drums.” Those are words out of the 

■ mouth of an 11-year-old girl who has been playing the instru- 

I ment for a year. Her experience with music and her ownership 

of her ability to be involved in rock has demonstrated to her parents 

exactly how much music can boost a little girl’s self-confidence and 

esteem. Her experience is not unique. Hundreds of young girls now 

are learning to play rock ’n’ roll, and instrument companies are even 

targeting younger girls with different models of instruments geared 

towards them more than ever before. But beyond direct marketing, 

hundreds of girls each year now benefit from the creation of the first 

institution ever dedicated to providing girls with skills to play rock 

music—the Rock ’n’ Roll Camp for Girls. 

The Rock ’n’ Roll Camp for Girls is a Portland, Oregon- 

based day camp where girls ages 8-l8 can learn the basics of creat¬ 

ing and playing rock ’n’ roll—traditionally thought of as a boys’ 

pursuit. This innovative, groundbreaking endeavor began as a 

senior project for college, the idea drawn from the perception that 

sexism was an unwavering obstacle to success in rock. 

Misty McElroy, the founder of the camp, had no idea it would 

take on such a life of its own—and indeed, become her life’s work 

in just a year. 

Initiating Change 
"I wanted to initiate changes in the social perception of girls 

in rock,” she explains. "But my vision for the camp as my senior 

project, however, was so limited compared to the potential it 

entailed. We received international recognition fairly quickly, and 

during the first registration session we received three times as many 

applications as we had spaces.” 

For as quick as the idea caught on in the real world, the sup¬ 

port wasn’t initially there in the classroom. 

"For three to four months, when I would talk about this idea 

in my women’s studies class, it was either ignored or laughed away 

by a good number of my classmates,” McElroy remembers. 

She stuck with it, however, and the camp is now in its third year of 

operation, thanks in part to the enormous support and volunteer base 

McElroy has connected with in Portland. 

"People began to take my project seriously and asked what they 

could do to make it happen,” McElroy explains. 

Local businesses, music stores, and community members 

donated equipment, local artists volunteered their time as instruc¬ 

tors, and a slew of dedicated women got involved as camp coun¬ 

selors, workshop leaders, and held benefit concerts. 

"Eventually, word of the camp began spreading like wildfire 

before we even held the first session,” McElroy recalls. 

Part of the grassroots excitement behind the camp was due to 

the fact that Misty worked to mobilize volunteers that included 

some highly respected bands such as Sleater-Kinney, The Gossip, 

and other local bands, as well as younger activists from the com¬ 

munity. It soon became cle’ar that campers would be working with 

some of the best musicians of their generation. 

From the beginning, it was important to Misty that musicians 

share their knowledge and skills with young girls in order to help 

eliminate the distance between band and fan base. "I’d much 

rather see a camper learning a song with Carrie Brownstein than 

waiting in a line for her autograph. It’s the difference between 

being active agents in the youth culture you’re a part of rather than 

simply remaining passive and adoring,” McElroy explains. 

At the 2002 camp, McElroy’s philosophy culminated in a 

benefit concert for the camp held and headlined by Sleater- 

Kinney. Campers got into the sold-out show for free, and the pro¬ 

ceeds from the paying crowd enabled McElroy to keep the 2002 

camp expenses off of her credit card. As a surprise for the headlin¬ 

er, the camper-comprised band Mother May I (featuring II-year- 

old bassist Lauren Kruger, who likes playing in the band because 

her "friends come to the gigs”) thrilled the crowd with their cover 

of Sleater-Kinney’s "Little Babies.” 

"The musicians were able to see first-hand how much they 

influenced and inspired these girls,” McElroy fondly remembers. 

"I love that the volunteers get as much out of the experience as the 

campers seem to.” 

Life Lessons 
In addition to receiving musical instruction, campers also attend 

workshops on zine making, running a PA, self-defense, and dealing 

with oppression (sexism, body image distortion, and racism). 

Discussion panels address issues relevant to women in the music indus¬ 

try, and past sessions have included Beth Ditto of The Gossip, Jody 

Bleyle of Team Dresch, and Madigan Shive of Bonfire Madigan as pan¬ 

elists. These discussion panels engage the young campers in compre¬ 

hensive dialogue with musicians and activists from around the world. 

The wide scope of training the camp provides has meant the 

foundation for a community of girls and women who want to 

encourage each other to create music that extends beyond the sum¬ 

mer sessions in Portland. "I never anticipated being so involved in 

the campers’ lives!” McElroy exclaims. After the camp’s annual 

showcase, in which newly-formed camper bands perform at the 

Aladdin Theater in Portland, girls maintained contact and contin¬ 

ued their bands and musical development in their spare time with 

the volunteer instructors they meet at camp. 

The transformative value of this project is evident in the shift 

of Portland’s local music scene—McElroy now recognizes young 

campers at indie shows, both in the crowds and on the stages. 

Because of this year-round mentoring, several camper bands have 

emerged, as well as the production of new forms of girl-directed 

media, and even evidence of camp attendees mobilizing to support 

progressive community issues. Such revolutionary activity supports 

Misty’s assertion that "this is not rock ’n’ roll fantasy camp.” 

Beyond the friendships made across age among the women 

and girls involved in the camp, McElroy also sees the camp as a 

place to challenge racism and homophobia. She states emphatical¬ 

ly that part of the main purpose behind hosting a camp to train lit¬ 

tle girls to play in rock bands is also to challenge racist and elitist 

notions of not only rock ’n’ roll but also the culture of summer 

camp itself. To that end, the GRC does outreach to young women 

of different abilities and different economic status. Misty feels this 

is imperative to the camp in fostering a "sense of entitlement to 

rock ’n’ roll” to all girls everywhere—in essence, demystifying what 
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has been a boys’ club for many of the young women. 

Tbe concept is one that has been touted by social scientists and 

researchers everywhere—girls who participate in social activities, 

music, sports and other endeavors will have an increased sense of 

self-reliance. This not only helps them excel in their chosen hobby 

but also gives them the tools to protect themselves from violence, 

assert themselves and stand up for what they think is right. In a 

world where the American Association for University Women 

reports 75 percent of high school age girls feel afraid to go to 

school at some point because of sexual harassment, these kinds of 

life changes in awareness and confidence can change lives. 

Additionally, having diverse leadership in the camp instructor 

staff and volunteers helps to provide a base for community change 

beyond just the individual and real role models for girls. For 

example, volunteer guitar instructor Winner is African-American 

and has played guitar for years. She wanted to work at the camp to 

pass on the message that even if you are not encouraged by peers or 

family, you can play it for yourself. 

"I recall playing a few songs in one of my classes in high school 

for a project and my teacher commenting that I sounded like Tracy 

Chapman,” Winner recalls. "I have nothing against Tracy 

camp summer of 2004, and I kept putting it off in the back of my 

head by saying 'Next summer will be better; you’ll have more time, 

more money.’ But then I realized that nothing’s going to be any 

different next summer than this summer. What if I get hit by a car 

and the camp never happens? I have to at least say I tried.” 

Anderson is on the phone with McElroy regularly, figuring 

out logistics for her camp, and is hosting fundraising events such 

as record auctions with releases from Dischord, DeSoto and Exotic 

Fever Records to help raise initial funds for the camp. 

Kelley says she is tired of defending the preconceptions people 

have, sometimes accurately, of a "good ole boys’ club” in the South 

and wants to change it. "The South, from what I’ve experienced, is 

very different in that, even girls that go to shows and are involved in 

the music scene aren’t political about their presence or involvement,” 

Anderson maintains. "This can lead to the facade of being more egal¬ 

itarian in that gender isn’t an "issue,” but from what I’ve seen it leads 

to more girls hanging out in the scene while they’re young or for short 

periods of time, and then dropping out when they get tired of not see¬ 

ing their ideas and values reflected in the bands they go see and the 

scene in which they are participating. I think activism is important in 

order for the music—and particularly participation in creating this 

Chapman—I actually like her music a lot, but my music sounded 

nothing like hers. That was this teacher’s way of dichotomizing me 

and saying 'Yes, you are playing the guitar, but you are still black.’” 

Through the camp and her band Pom Pom Meltdown, Winner has 

provided hundreds of girls with a vision of women musicians not 

found on MTV or in Rolling Stone. 

Dreams become Reality 
"Ideally, I would like to be able to offer the camp in multiple 

cities,” says McElroy. "I’m also working with Sarah Dougher to 

start a girls’ rock institute that works year-round here in Portland.” 

She also plans to resurrect instrument lending libraries for girls, 

and hopes to encourage girls and women in other cities to create 

spaces that are comfortable and cheap for women to learn music. 

This year, McElroy’s vision for the growth of the camp is actu¬ 

ally being realized. Kelley Anderson of South Carolina, a record¬ 

ing industry student at Middle Tennessee State University, was so 

inspired by what she heard of the camp that she saved for a year at 

her waitressing job at a seafood restaurant to buy a plane ticket out 

to teach guitar at the camp in July 2002. She came back to her 

home in Murfreesboro, Tennessee ready to start a camp of her own 

in the south—which will launch this summer under the name The 

Anti-bellum! Rock ’n’ Roll Camp for Girls. 

"When I was at the camp teaching guitar and around so many 

women musicians, sound engineers, and activists, I felt so 

normal—which I admittedly don’t always feel here in the 

Southeast,” admits Anderson. "I had originally wanted to do the 

music—to remain interesting and relevant to girls who attend shows.” 

Camp volunteer Morgan Miller, a 19-year-old self-pro¬ 

claimed "vegan/feminist/activist,” remembers one of her favorite 

stories about a girl at the camp the first year” "I remember this girl 

Dela (pronounced Day-la) who was so shy that she wouldn’t even 

correct people when they asked how to say her name. She mostly 

kept to herself and when time came for the showcase she got in this 

band, but they were fighting and she and another girl got into it— 

Dela ended up leaving. By the time of the showcase though, her 

older sister, who was also in the camp, got up with her on stage and 

sang 'Say My Name.’ It was just rad to see her being so brave.” 

Obviously the effects of the combination of music and empow¬ 

erment workshops for the girls have had a positive impact on the girls’ 

ability to perform and communicate their ideas to large audiences. 

And when bands like Sleater-Kinney volunteer as instructors or put 

on benefit concerts to help fund the camp, it serves as a springboard 

for continuing support. Mainstream notoriety from the New York 

Times, Boston Globe, and others brings visibility and legitimacy to 

the camp—so it’s no surprise that there remain more eager girls than 

the camp can accommodate. With the energy continuing to grow, the 

potential exists for more and more institutions to form that nuture 

and support young women in finding their musical voice. Hie lessons 

learned from the structures already in place may be able to change the 

discourse and face of rock in years to come—and maybe make the idea 

of a "chick band” so ridiculous as to be obsolete. ® 
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As with most ex-offenders released into the communi¬ 

ty, the odds were stacked against Darryl Horne and 

Miguel Tellez. 

On the surface, the two had little in common. 

Horne, an African American man who moved to Seattle in 

1993 from St. Louis, Missouri, possessed a bachelor’s degree in 

criminal justice administration. He had enjoyed an illustrious stint 

as a wrestler in high school and college. 

Tellez was originally raised in Arizona, where he began to 

gravitate toward Latino gangs as a teenager, before being recruited 

into the US Army. 

Deep down, similarities between the two men become more 

apparent. Despite the starkly different nature of their crimes, both 

Horne and Tellez have known what it means to struggle with addiction, 

rehabilitation, and incarceration. The two bright, articulate men have 

also shared the harsh experience of "re-entry,” as the process of release 

from jail or prison is known in criminal justice parlance. 

Horne, whose move to Seattle precipitated a worsening bat¬ 

tle with drug and alcohol addiction, cycled in and out of rehab 

and local jails throughout the early ’90s, lost his family and felt 

himself spiraling out of control. Finally, after turning himself in 

in 1997 on a drug-related charge, Horne entered rehab again. 

This time, it stuck. 

Nearly five years later, Horne, 39* has devoted himself to 

imparting what he’s learned about his addiction and recovery to 

ex-offenders trying to stay clean and reintegrate into society. 

"I’m constantly helping others, because that’s what people did 

for me,” explains Horne, who now leads a re-entry support group 

for the Central Area Motivation Program. "It’s kind of rough times 

sometimes staying on the right path.” 

For his part, Tellez moved to Klamath Falls in the 1980s and 

married a woman, Dawne, amidst worsening problems with alco¬ 

hol abuse and anger management. 

In 1991, when he was 37, Tellez brutally murdered Dawne. In 

jail, Tellez immersed himself in alcohol and drug recovery pro¬ 

grams, religious studies, and put his leadership skills to use in 

prison—eventually serving as a kind of peacemaker in the Oregon 

State Penitentiary between rival groups and gangs. 

Tellez, now 48, became one of the first men in the country to 

earn drug and alcohol counseling certification while still behind 

bars. Because of his exemplary behavior in prison, he was released 

on parole in 1999. Today, he is the volunteer Executive Director of 

Los Hermanos Crime Prevention Program, and works as a drug 

and alcohol counselor with Latino youth for a Greater Portland- 

area social service agency, the Morrison Center. 

"I don’t ever forget that I took a life, or the pain I cause my 

family and [Dawne’s] family,” Tellez somberly admits. "I count my 

blessings because I’m out here now, giving back. If one life is 

changed from the guidance I’m able to offer, then I’m helping in 

some way.” 

But as Horne and Tellez know, they are more the exception 

than the rule where ex-offenders are concerned. 

The Uphill Challenge of Reintegration 
As inmates are released from jails, they usually face a host of 

problems reintegrating into society. Adjusting psychologically to 

the prospect of life on the outside is the first major hurdle. And, 

once released, many prisoners are released into the community 

with no housing prospects, quickly learning that more doors are 

closed to them than before their arrest. 

One time, for instance, Horne returned home after a stint in 

jail to find he had been evicted from his apartment, and fell into a 

period of homelessness. 

"It’s tough to get out with nothing,” he says. "So you go back to 

what you know doing the crimes that got you in trouble to start with.” 

Once out of prison, Tellez was assigned to a rundown apartment 

smack in the middle of "gang country” in an impoverished commu¬ 

nity in Oregon. His mother, who was coming to stay with Tellez after 

not seeing her son for a decade, broke down in tears, afraid that he 

would not make it in such a drug and gang-ridden area. 

An offer from a friend for a free place to stay in a better 

neighborhood is what Tellez credits with saving him from an 

uncertain fate. 

"Services for ex-offenders are still incredibly insufficient,” 

explains Brigette Sarabi, Director of the Western Prison Project, a 

Portland-based non-profit that works on criminal justice reform 

issues in the Pacific Northwest. "The fact is that a lot of former 

prisoners are joining the ranks of the homeless. If you have a felony 

record, your chances of being accepted in a rental unit are very 

small. And in public housing? Forget it. You’re banned for life.” 

To compound matters, ex-felons who lose their eligibility for 

public housing often impact their immediate and extended families as 



With limited supervision—and even more limited employment and 

housing resources—roughly two-thirds of people released from 

incarceration nationwide are rearrested within three years. Most of the 

arrests take place within the first six months after release. 

well. In March 2002, the US Supreme Court ruled that even innocent 

family members of people who used drugs can be evicted from public 

housing, regardless of whether they had knowledge of such drug use. 

Housing is just the first of the major challenges facing ex¬ 

offenders. Securing employment with a jail or prison record can 

be an arduous process, particularly as many types of jobs are not 

available to those with prison or jail records. Staying sober, passing 

random urinalysis tests and meeting the conditions of parole also 

rank at the top of the list of challenges for many ex-offenders. 

To compound the problem, both food stamps and Temporary 

Aid to Needy Families (TANF) are now denied to most men and 

women convicted of drug felonies in the US, because of a hastily 

tacked-on amendment to the 1996 Welfare Reform Act. 

In the realm of political debate and rhetoric, staying "tough 

on crime” is still the name of the game. Three-strikes legislation, 

mandatory minimums, and strict sentencing guidelines for 

drug-related offenses have ensured dramatic increases in incar¬ 

ceration rates all over the nation, with particular impact on com¬ 

munities of color. 

By the Numbers 
Today, over two million Americans are doing time behind 

bars, roughly 500,000 of whom are incarcerated on drug-related 

charges, at an annual cost of $9.4 billion. 

Of the men and women serving more than one year in state 

prisons for drug-related offenses in 2001, over three-quarters 

were people of color. 

The drug war and the overall militarization of law enforce¬ 

ment agencies have all but ensured filled-to-capacity jail and 

prison cells, and ever-increasing budgets for the operation of the 

institutions to lock up offenders. But beyond the political rhetoric, 

the fate of these prisoners when they are released back into their 

communities earns far less attention—and budgetary dollars—that 

the crimes that put them behind bars in the first place. 

Nationwide, nearly 600,000 people are released from 

incarceration each year. While parole officers can and do help 

ex-offenders transition back into the community, a single officer 

can be burdened with up to JO-IOO clients, whose needs can 

hardly be met in the brief conversations necessitated by heavy 

caseloads. With limited supervision—and even more limited 

employment and housing resources—roughly two-thirds of peo¬ 

ple released from incarceration nationwide are rearrested within. 

three years. Most of the arrests take place within the first six 

months after release. 

On a local level, the situation in Seattle’s King County Jail 

system highlights the scope of the problem. Since 1995» more than 

half of jail bookings have been of repeat offenders, some of whom 

are booked IO or more times a year. 

The King County Jails in Seattle and in Kent now incarcerate 

at least 2,800 people each day, including the so-called "rapid recy¬ 

clers” who are released from jail only to commit more crimes, 

often drug-related. It costs about $80 per night, per offender, to 

keep someone behind jail bars. 

And the county’s criminal justice price tag keeps rising. 

Where jail spending took up 12 percent of the King County 

general fund in 1992 (at $35*7 million), it now consumes 23-5 

percent of the budget (at $117 million). Overall, the criminal 

justice budget consumes nearly three-quarters of King County’s 

general fund. 

Trying to Fit into Society, Once Again 
For many men and women released from jail or prison in 

King County, the first stop for assistance is the Ex-Offender 

Community Re-Entry Assistance Program, run by the non-profit 

Central Area Motivation Program (CAMP) in Seattle. 

"This is the hub,” says Billy Baylor, a Program Manager for CAMP. 

Housed in a small, ramshackle building in the Central 

District, the door of the program is only accessible through a 

moss-covered, narrow rear walkway. The tiny entrance to the re¬ 

entry program is crammed with ex-offenders waiting to be seen by 

CAMP case managers. 

For the most part, the faces in the entryway are hardly the 

picture of hardened, prison-toughened ex-convicts. Men and 

women alike sit on plastic chairs, quietly, with tired expres¬ 

sions that belie the difficulties of their relatively young lives. 

One young woman, waiting to be seen by the next available 

counselor, still wears braces on her teeth and looks to be no 

older than 19. 

Last year, over 1,400 former inmates were served through this 

program, of whom 55 to 6° percent were people of color, explains 

Baylor. Three-quarters of the clients are men, and two-thirds had 

done time in the state prison system, with the remainder coming 

out of the King County jail system. 

Of this number, roughly one-third were "successful” in rein¬ 

tegrating into the community in terms of housing and employ¬ 

ment. Many of the rest, Baylor acknowledges, are caught up again 

in the web of the criminal justice system. 

With only four case managers for a program that can see as 

many as 50 clients a day, CAMP’s 33 years of work with the ex- 

offender population has always been a challenge. In addition to the 



work done on-site with ex-offenders, CAMP offers a life skills 

training program to prisoners in local jails and prisons. 

"In the years that I’ve been here, we’ve seen this go from a 

social experiment to a viable form of rehabilitation. We’re finally 

heading in the right direction,” says Baylor. "But are we where we 

need to be? No way.” 

Baylor emphasizes that the level of funding for re-entry ser¬ 

vices should be at roughly the same level as that for law enforce¬ 

ment. Both the criminal justice system and re-entry programs, he 

notes, are dealing with the same person. "But we don’t have even a 

fraction of that budget level,” Baylor says frankly. 

Making Progress? 
Advocates of criminal justice reform have been encouraged by 

incremental progress made toward a less punitive approach toward 

nonviolent offenders. 

In March 2002, the Washington State Legislature passed a bill 

that adjusts the state’s sentencing grid for heroin or cocaine pos¬ 

session or sales, so that sentences will now average l8 months 

instead of 24- By July 2004, some nonviolent drug offenders will 

be sent to drug court—a court devoted exclusively to addressing the 

crimes and treatment needs of drug users. Savings from the sen¬ 

tencing changes will be used to fund substance abuse treatment and 

the operation of drug courts. 

In the same month, King County Executive Ron Sims 

announced the creation of a pilot program to reduce the 

number of inmates in local jails. Through the program, two 

dozen inmates would be eligible to report daily to a new cen¬ 

ter in the King County Courthouse rather than having to 

spend the night in jail. The center would be able to help the 

inmates with alcohol and drug treatment referrals, mental 

health issues, job and education assistance. In addition, plans 

are underway for a recidivism-reduction program that would 

offer parenting help, domestic violence counseling, and sub¬ 

stance abuse education. 

Within the Washington State Department of Corrections 

(DOC), the Pine Lodge and Tacoma Pre-Release facilities work 

with inmates to try to reduce recidivism rates through chemical 

dependency treatment, intensive outpatient treatment, and "moral 

recognition therapy,” which focuses on the cognitive restructuring 

of an offender’s decision-making processes. 

Offenders who went through the facility’s Intensive Inpatient 

Treatment program fare better once they are released from prison. 

According to an October 2000 report, 62 percent of those who 

had gone through the treatment program had a stable living con¬ 

dition once released, compared with 47 percent of a control group 

that had not gone through the program. 

Bleak Futures 
But the number of prisoners being treated at such pre-release 

facilities is still relatively small. And although the work of these 

programs is important and of great value to those who receive 

treatment, says Sarabi of the Western Prison Project, such pro¬ 

grams are inadequately funded and do not reach enough prisoners. 

Furthermore, says Sarabi, job skills training within prison sys¬ 

tems is often geared toward non-existent employment, including 

textile work and other assembly jobs which have largely been 

exported to overseas manufacturers. 

From the perspective of criminal justice reform advocates, the lack 

of rehabilitation, treatment and employment skills training in prison 

leaves prisoners in worse straits. Released from jail or prison, ex- 

offenders in the Pacific Northwest, for instance, face the nation’s worst 

unemployment rates—and must compete against others who often pos¬ 

sess better computer skills and have attained higher levels of education. 

"We all know that the employment situation is bleak as it is,” 

says Aaron Dixon, a Transitions Specialist with the Casey Family 

Program in Seattle, serving the needs of youth in foster care. "And 

an ex-offender with a criminal record—the ability to get a job is 

narrowed down even more.” 

"Just because a person has committed a crime doesn’t mean 

that they can’t go on and make a better life for themselves,” adds 

Dixon."If we don’t provide something real for these people coming 

out, crime is going to increase again.” 

Dixon, a former Black Panther and a community activist, is in 

the process of applying for funding to create the Central House for 

at-risk youth and adults—including ex-offenders of color—in 

Seattle’s Central District and Rainier Valley neighborhoods. 

The desperation accompanying unstable housing and unem¬ 

ployment cannot be underestimated, says Dixon, particularly for 

those ex-offenders who are struggling to support children. 

"It makes you feel desperate,” explains Dixon. "It makes you 

feel as though you have to do something, even if it’s criminal, to 

make ends meet.” ® 

Silja J.A. Talvi is an award-winning freelance journalist who credits her early politi¬ 

cisation to LA’s explosive early- and mid- ’80spunk scene. A version of this article 

first appeared in ColorsNW Magazine. She is the co-editor of LiP Magazine 

(www. lipmagazine. org). 
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I’m walking along the banks of the Tigris River in Mosul when I 

first hear about them. "Tomorrow, we will meet the people who 

are worshipping the Satan,” says Zeit, our government minder. 

"There are people in Iraq who worship Satan?” I ask, surprised. 

Zeit says there are indeed. In the van, he clarifies the subject 

further—there are people in Iraq who worship the devil. 

I am in the Northern Iraqi city of Mosul, population 2-5 mil¬ 

lion, tagging along with seven elderly members of Christian 

Peacemaker Team. The trip has so far been a bust—and our time 

has been split between not being allowed out of the hotel and not 

being allowed out of the van. 

At lunch, Zeit announces to the entire group what we’ll be 

doing tomorrow: going to meet devil-worshipping Iraqis "for a 

picnic.” Zeit is both excited and apprehensive about taking us to 

see the Iraqi Satanists, also known as Yzidians. He says they carry 

small knives and are "very dangerous.” The local man who is our 

guide is also nervous. The Christian Peacemakers—most of whom 

are in their late-6os or early-7<Ds—are less than thrilled. They are, 

in fact, shocked by the plan. 

"We’d hoped we would be able to meet some elderly people,” 

Anne Herman, 69, says. 

"The devil’s been around a long time,” I say. 

The Iraqi Yzidians met with Saddam Hussein on television sever¬ 

al weeks earlier. This was an extremely risky endorsement for the Iraqi 

president to seek. George W Bush has vowed to "rout out” the "evildo¬ 

ers” worldwide, and the Iraqi government drawing support from 

domestic devil-worshippers would seem to invite further bombing. 

Zeit and the guide from Mosul solemnly explain to us that the 

Yzidians pray to the peacock. 

"But a peacock is just a bird,” I say. 

Zeit is annoyed. "Everybody knows the peacock is coming 

from the devil,” he says, shaking his head dismissively. "The pea¬ 

cock is the symbol of the devil.” 

The Mosul guide tells us there are followers of Yzidia in not 

only Iraq, but also Iran, Turkey, Syria, and—of all places— 

Germany. They sacrifice animals. 

"Like chickens?” I ask. 

Zeit thinks for a moment. "Yes.” 

"Lambs?” 

"Yes.” 

"People?” 

"Yes.” 

The Yzidians of Mosul do this outside the city limits, in a town 

called Bashika. "They are going there to make their ceremony,” 

Zeit says. "All the times they are going there.” 

"Is this what you want us to tell the American people?” asks 

Bill Rose, a retired postal worker. "TTiis story?” 

"This is not story. This is some kind of/acts,” Zeit says. 

In the van, I’m growing more and more excited about tomor¬ 

row’s trip to see the Iraqi Satanists. Sitting next to me is Joe 

Heckel, a 77~year_old Presbyterian clergyman. 

"Joe, tomorrow we re going to see the devil-worshippers of 

Iraq,” I say. "You’re a Christian Peacemaker. How do you feel 

about this?” 

Joe shoots me a sideways glance. "Disinterested,” he says. 

"Do you see any possible source of conflict?” 

"Conflict with what?” 

"With the devil-worshippers.” 

"No. I’d like to talk to some Christians.” 

Kathleen Kampmann, a 63-year-old Roman Catholic, is sit¬ 

ting on my other side. I ask her, "Are you excited to see the Iraqi 

Satanists tomorrow?” 

"I was actually not interested,” she says. 

I can only find one other person in the van interested in meet¬ 

ing the Satanists—Sister Anne Montgomery, a Catholic nun. Sister 

Anne, 76, has seen the dark side of faith in Iraq before (Iraq is a sec¬ 

ular state with religious pluralism). I like Anne—she once swam 

upriver with a sledgehammer to bang on a US Trident submarine. 

Years ago, Sister Anne was in Baghdad with a group called 

Medicine for Peace, helping to organize and fund operations for 

Iraqi children outside the country. The family of one of the chil¬ 

dren took Sister Anne out to dinner as a thank-you after a success¬ 

ful operation, which was followed by a trip to a local church hold¬ 

ing a Darwish ceremony. During the ceremony, men stuck knives 

through their bodies. 

"They really know human anatomy,” Sister Anne says. 

"They actually put knives through themselves and they never 

touch a vital organ.” 

"Like it comes out through the other end of their body?” I ask. 

"Literally. They made us feel the knives before they did this. And 

they put it right through their eye. I mean, they knew how to do it . . 

"They do it in their skulls?” I ask, amazed. 

"They knew how to do it. They’d been trained—you know, 

teacher to pupil—how to do this so they would not do damage to 

themselves.” 

"Jesus Christ!” 

The Christians are listening in rapt attention as Sister Anne 

goes on: "But apparently getting into a sort of a trance ahead of 

time I guess reduced the pain. And there was very little blood. I 

mean, practically zilch. In the meantime the chanting is going on 

and on. And every time they did something, they would run 

around with a knife to show us, to prove that this is ... ” 

"Did they ask if there were any volunteers in the audience who 

wanted to try this?” 

"Oh no—this was prayer.” 

I ask the question that is on everyone’s mind: "But if they 

know that much about anatomy, and they’re good with knives—they 

can miss their organs—couldn’t they take the children that the 

Medicine for Peace people are sending out of the country and give 

them surgery themselves?” 

"I don’t think so,” Sister Ann replies. "I think that would be a 

little much.” 

“Is this what you want us to tell the American people?” asks Bill Rose, a retired postal worker. “This story?” 

“This is not story. This is some kind of facts,” Zeit says. 
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Sister Anne and I keep talking about the Darwish, Iraq, and 

Satan. The mood in the van is tense; the other Christian 

Peacemakers aren’t happy about tomorrow’s itinerary. Then it 

strikes me that seeing the Satanists tomorrow is entirely appropri¬ 

ate—today is October 30. 

"Holy shit—tomorrow’s Halloween,” I say. "We’re going to 

meet the Iraqi devil-worshippers on Halloweenl” 

The next morning—Halloween morning, that is—Zeit takes us 

to a hospital to see the conditions. The Christian Peacekeepers are 

grumbling about going to see the Yzidians in Bashika and starting 

to come up with alternate plans. 

Zeit takes me aside. He’s excited about going to Bashika. I tell 

him the Christian Peacemakers don’t want to go. In a low voice, 

Zeit says we can decide what to do today in a democratic way, "or I 

can order them to go.” 

"Order them,” I whisper. 

When we’re done meeting with doctors and patients in the 

hospital, Zeit tells us to get in the van because we’re going to 

The Christian Peacemakers 

are silent. The night before, I 

think I helped put them at ease 

when I asked Zeit if the devil- 

worshippers would kill us and 

eat us, and Zeit assured us 

they wouldn’t. Several of the 

Christians exchanged looks 

after this, relieved. 

Bashika. "To see the devil-worshippers,” he announces. 

Bashika is 30 minutes outside of Mosul. About 300 families 

live in the town. Half are Arab and half are Kurdish. Not all of them 

worship Satan, there are also Muslim and Christian communities. 

As we drive into Bashika, Zeit points out some pointy struc¬ 

tures on the top of a hill. Those are Yzidian temples, he says. 

The Christian Peacemakers are silent. The night before, I 

think I helped put them at ease when I asked Zeit if the devil-wor¬ 

shippers would kill us and eat us, and Zeit assured us they would¬ 

n’t. Several of the Christians exchanged looks after this, relieved. 

But then I asked Zeit if he carried a gun, and he said he didn’t. This 

disturbing fact is no doubt on the Christian Peacemaker’s minds as 

we enter Bashika. 

One of the peacemakers carries a cane, but it is not a sword- 

cane and will do little good against the Satanists, should it come 

down to that. What will probably be of more use is the crucifix 

hanging around Sister Anne’s neck. 

The land around the town is rural. We pull up to a temple on 

the edge of Bashika. As we get out of the van (a process that takes 

about four minutes), Zeit tells us not to use words like "Satan” and 

"devil” when we’re talking with the Yzidians. They could become 

angry, he tells us. Zeit is visibly nervous. 

We meet Ibrahim, who is in charge of the temple. He is port¬ 

ly and of average height, and he wears a kiffa around his head—I 

can’t help but wonder if it’s there to hide horns. 

Zeit talks to Ibrahim as we’re led into an open-air stone 

courtyard. The Christian Peacemakers, Zeit, and I form a half-cir¬ 

cle around Ibrahim, who does not speak English. Zeit looks at me 

expectantly and says, "Nathan, do you want to ask something about 

something? Public—not in the center of what I told you about.” 

"We’re familiar with Christianity and Islam, but don’t know 

anything about the, uh, other religion,” I say. "Can he talk about it?” 

"They love each other and make peace with each other and 

make peace in the world,” Zeit translates. "There is no difference 

between the religions.” 

Zeit is giving me "looks” as he says this, raising his eyebrows up 

and down and making little nods toward the Yzidian next to him. 

Ibrahim says Yzidians worship the sun, which is the eye of God. 

"Do they have some literature?” Bill asks. "A book of 

prayers?” 

Zeit and I glance at each other. Does Bill want to convert? 

Zeit asks me pointedly if I want to ask "something about the 

angels,” so I ask, "How does their religion feel about angels?” 

Ibrahim says Yzidians light candles that burn olive oil for the 

angels twice a week. Moreover, the peacock-angel founded the reli¬ 

gion in 3000 BC. "He was the headmaster of the religion—you get 

me?” Zeit says, his eyebrows going up and down. 

More questions and answers follow, with both sides purposely 

avoiding words like Hell and Lucifer. 

Ibrahim takes us over to the tomb of someone named Mr. 

Uday, who wrote a text that is holy in Yzidia. I take off my shoes and 

go inside. The doorway is only about three feet high and leads into 

a small stone room with a high ceiling. A trunk-sized coffin with a 

cloth draped over it stands against the far wall. Mr. Uday must not 

have been very tall. 

As we leave the church I’m disappointed; I’d hoped to see 

orgies and ritual sacrifice. But now I’m questioning whether or not 

Yzidia is actually a Satanic religion. 

Zeit assures me the peacock-angel is really the devil. I ask him 

if he felt anything when he went inside the church. 

"Yes,” he says, closing his eyes and bowing his head slightly. 

"Somethin? eui/?” 

"Yes.” 

In the van, I’m almost convinced that Yzidians don’t really 

worship the devil, that they’re just a pre-Christianity religion with¬ 

out a relationship to Satan. 

But then, as we drive by the farms outside of Bashika, on our 

way back to Mosul, something disturbing happens. Later, the sig¬ 

nificance will sink in. 

Kathleen suddenly points out of her window at one of the farms. 

"Look,” she says. "There are peacocks. Among the chickens.” ® 
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A big, fat, bird 

flipped at all the 

world today as 

I call in sick 

to work so I 

can draw comics. 

Drawing comics 

and then drink¬ 

ing coffee until it 

spurts from my aorta like Old Faithful at high noon. This is an 

important element of the new punk rock health plan: Sticking 

it to The Man. 

This plan was hatched after the tragic events that transpired last 

Saturday. Visualize this grisly scene as though there were yellow cau¬ 

tion tape surrounding it, and a chalk outline of a human figure on 

the ground. Ten hours of lying on the couch, hungover with my 

housemate, the culminating moment of the night came when we ago¬ 

nized between watching two cinematic gems, Poetic Justice or My Girl. 1 

was not the brightest star on this night. I couldn’t be bothered to get 

up to shut the window when I was cold. A ringing phone elicited no 

more reaction than an annoyed grumble. I was as capable as a new¬ 

born with a plastic bag tied around its head. But, like a dust freak that 

has to put the family cat in the oven before he realizes it’s time for 

rehab, I, too, needed to hit rock bottom. Recognizing the terrible 

Jabba-like state I’d fallen into turned out to be the kick in the pants 

I needed to make things better than before. 

As a punk girl getting on in years, it’s time to take care of 

myself. Time to open the manual entitled, "What To Do If You’re 

A Punk That Lives Past 25”• The chapter headings found in the 

Table Of Contents are: I. Fuck The Man 2- Play music 3. Make 

fucked-up art 4* Don’t Give Up. 

The first morning of my new-found philosophy, I com¬ 

memorated the occasion by waking up early to do yoga with my 

20-year-old houseguest, Brontez. Before you start pelting me 

with granola and drawing yin-yangs on my face when I’m passed- 

out, you should know this was no hippie affair. Brontez is buck 

as fuck. He attacks the four basic tenets daily. He grew up in the 

middle of a cotton field in Triana, Alabama (don’t even pretend 

like you know where that is). A bad-ass, flaming, punk rocker 

raised in a Southern Baptist family. Oh, hell no. Now that he 

lives in bigger cities, every show he attends is like a scene from a 

gladiator movie. "Raise the iron gate and release the Brontez into 

the ring!’’. He dances like Tina Turner on meth, naked booty 

assaulting everything in its path. He’s made out with the 

"straight” boys in all of your favorite bands. Some misguided 

souls will try to dis him for sowing his oats with such abandon. 

But when you know someone is having more fun than you, your 

attempts to player hate only make you appear foolish. Shut up 

now before it’s too late! 

Anyway, Brontez had me down on my beer-saturated living 

room floor, trying to down the dog and wake the cobra and gag the 

monkey and all kinds of bullshit. I think I was laughing too hard to 

be in the proper tranquil frame of mind. Brontez’s ass cheeks 

spilling out of his too-short short-shorts while giving me instruc¬ 

tions in his excited, "Heeyyyyy, girl!” valley girl speak. "Ok, your 

spine is like a tree hella sprouting leaves, OK? Lift that shit off the 

ground, baby! Like in Showgirls! Yeah! Totally!”. I have never con¬ 

sidered myself to be spiritually enlightened, but essential to the 

punk rock health plan is a certain attitude. A zen "fuck it” mind¬ 

set. The knowledge that True Freedom can be attained by telling 

the world to suck it. 

When I was living in New Orleans, Brontez, our friend 

Chris, and I played in a band called, "Hott Ass Sex Bomb”. After 

our first practice, we had our first show at Chris’s dad’s house in 

suburban Mobile, Alabama. The show consisted of a room full of 

15-year-old boys, Chris’s dad, and me. I felt as conspicuous as a 

fart in church. What was I, a grown-ass woman, doing at 

Macaulay Culkin’s birthday party? I tried to keep a low profile, 

hiding out in the backyard or by the chip bowl (natch), until This 

Bike Is A Pipe Bomb showed up. A wave of gratitude swept over 

me. Not just to see some friendly faces, but to be seeing some 

friendly faces with crow’s feet and receding hairlines. My elderly 

brethren! I watched their bassist, Terry, from my turf by the 

snacks. Twelve years older than me and looking like the foxiest of 
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all foxy mamas. Dancing her ass off to a high school street punk 

band, tearing it up and having more fun than any spring chicken 

in the joint. It occurred to me, "Now there is a woman who does 

not give a fuck”. A revelation akin to getting hit by an anvil in a 

Bugs Bunny cartoon. That’s the secret to becoming an older 

punk lady. If you feel like you’re aging gracefully, you’re proba¬ 

bly not doing everything that you really want to do. Don’t let 

yourself be afraid of being humiliated or getting hurt, because 

those things are inevitable. I’ve had my heart broken a million 

times, but I don’t stop and I still have faith that it’ll work out for 

me in some way. If I’m alone 40 years down the line, I want some 

juicy things to reminisce about. When I’m walking my army of six 

tiny dogs, rocking a mismatched metallic tracksuit and flip-flops, 

listening to the Beach Boulevard compilation on my Walkman, 

I’m going to be secure in the knowledge that I did everything I 

had to do and got mine on. 

Send letters and photos ofyourpets to: PO Box 4047 Berkeley, CA 94704 

BLIND TRUST 

REVISITED 

For reasons of 

research that 

would be some¬ 

what awkward to 

explain, this last 

April I paid a 

visit to the offices of the Alcor Life Extension Foundation in 

Scottsdale, Arizona. Alcor is the foremost cryonics organization 

in the United States, and their sole mission is the freezing of the 

newly deceased for eventiial thawing. I’d done a lot of research 

on this organization in the early '90s, and had long since come 

to feel personally connected to them, their procedures and their 

endearingly slapdash literature. Since I’d started my research 

the company had moved from Riverside, GA to suburban 

Phoenix. At a certain point somebody in charge realized that the 

organization could find a better home for their precious cargo 

than a corner of the country notorious for earthquakes, mud¬ 

slides, brush fires and race riots. Also, there was a question of 

security. Lab cats have been killed by Alcor researches to perfect 

the freezing process, and the early '90s were a heady time for 

animals rights activists. 

Which was bad news for me, my painstakingly arranged and 

verified meeting having evaporated from their computers. "We 

have no record of your appointment,” a receptionist firmly told 

me, blocking the entrance with her body. I caught my own reflec¬ 

tion in the sharp angle of their front door; wearing a black button 

down shirt, badly rumpled from a long drive through the desert to 

see a Thrones show in Phoenix the night before—the stoic attire of 

an animal rights terrorist. Told to wait for the mysterious "Dr. 

Lender”, I was forced to cool my heels at a nearby Wal Mart, chew¬ 

ing over what this anticipated failure would mean for my flagging 

self-confidence. 

I made some more harried calls, returned and talked my 

way into the office of the marketing director; a chipper woman 

named Karla. Karla politely grilled me as she put the finishing 

touches on a website update which featured their new logo 

(Alcor’s old emblem involved a phoenix not unlike the symbol 

on every street sign in their new city). The new logo is a sculp¬ 

tural, abstract pyramid, corporate and cold. If one is in the 

market to have one’s earthly remains frozen until further 

notice, corporate and cold could be a strong selling point. But 

the revamping represents more than just cosmetics—the compa¬ 

ny’s increasingly mainstream presentation mirrors the advance¬ 

ments of the 1990’s; breakthroughs in cloning and gene 

research. Gone was the trekkie glee of their early literature that 

had so charmed me in 1990. In IO years, I realized while sneak¬ 

ing peeks at Karla’s web work, Alcor will be as mainstream as any 

fertility clinic in America. 

"Are you doing a paper for your school?” Karla asked absent¬ 

ly, over her shoulder. "Actually,” I fibbed, hemorrhaging confi¬ 

dence, "I’m writing an article for a small music magazine.” She 
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looked up from the computer. "Which one?" I paused, unsure. 

"Punk Planet". Ah, the title of this publication. I’ve aired my beef 

over these two words to Dan Sinker in the past, and I now add one 

further count to the indictment; this magazine’s name is no Open 

Sesame to the scientific community. In her underwhelmed silence, 

I understood that things would have gone radically smoother with 

Karla and the gang if I had just scrapped the half-truths and posed 

as a potential customer. 

But fate granted me one more shot at those magic words. A 

passing technician was hailed by Karla and asked if he could give 

me a tour. Clearly unimpressed by my lack of credentials and 

rumpled eco-terrorist shirt, the older man carefully blocked the 

doorway to the inner sanctum. "Tell me about the article you’re 

writing,” he asked. I know enough on this one subject to hold 

my own in a conversation with a cryonics technician, and as I 

delivered a rambling improv monologue on several marginally 

related science geek issues, I understood, in some preloading 

foyer of conscious thought, that there actually was an Open 

Sesame for this man, that the two needed words were nothing 

more than the name of a popular science writer. In the middle 

of my soliloquy, I carefully pictured the cover of a science fic¬ 

tion novel by the mystery author, scanning the visual memory 

for a name, a set of words. "But of course,” I concluded non¬ 

chalantly, "much of this has been covered in the book Deep Time 

by writer... Gregory Benford.” 

The technician smiled—Gregory Benford!—and bid me 

enter. We passed through several more administrative offices and 

emerged into the perfusion room, the sanctum where the newly 

deceased, already packed in ice, are prepped for long term stor¬ 

age. No bodies were being worked on this day. Alcor can some¬ 

times go years between clients. Past this was the cool-down room, 

a loading dock holding a large tank that can slowly chill a fresh 

corpse’s core temperature to negative 325 degrees. Everything was 

tidy and clean. Aido, the Alcor cat, came out from under a stair¬ 

well, hungry for visitors. Finally, my guide unlocked the door to 

the room with the bodies. Is there a special name for this cham¬ 

ber? In my awe, I forgot to ask. 

A room full of frozen humans looks far more austere than 

one would expect. The bodies themselves are stored in iO-foot 

tanks of liquid nitrogen. I’ve since read several accounts com¬ 

paring the space to a microbrewery. Contrary to the occasional 

political cartoon, there are no extension chords for the hapless 

janitor to trip over, no portals showing onto glazed faces. It was 

a strange sensation, knowing that I was sharing a room with 48 

carefully preserved humans beings (a dozen or so patients are 

just heads—’’neurosuspension” costs only $50,000, versus the 

$120,000 needed for a whole body job. A future that can res¬ 

urrect diseased and/or ice damaged tissue, the thinking goes, 

can easily whip up a new body from cloned earlobe scrapings). 

The science behind human cryonics is "speculative” in as much 

as it relies on technology that doesn’t yet exist. But their proce¬ 

dures are very rational. There is every reason to believe that 

these 48 people will be walking the earth long after you and I 

have decomposed. 

I still felt a sadness in this interim space. When have adult 

humans ever been this vulnerable? These unrelated strangers 

were—are still—dependent not just on the quality of present 

staff, but on all staff to come. Twenty, 4°* perhaps 200 years 

from now somebody is still going to need to keep the utility bills 

and property taxes and liquid nitrogen supplier paid up. These 

people are infants in the womb of a mother they will never 

know. And if—as a hobo’s leaflet once informed me—human 

beings are nothing more than "badly recorded meatburgers”, 

where do these poor souls fit in the cosmic scheme? The major 

religions are still quiet on cryonics, this awkward infant cousin 

of the heart-lung machine (although the Islamic injunction 

against use of cadavers probably bodes badly for neurosuspen¬ 

sion). The theology gets a bit creepier when you’re in close 

quarters with these folks. 

Only three months later, the body of the late Red Sox MVP 

Ted Williams would be brought to this same room, tank six, 

even as postmortem custody was being hashed out in the courts. 

By mid-July, Alcor had been hoisted out of obscurity and 

inserted into a two week Jay Leno joke. Williams had trusted his 

kids to discretely follow his last wishes, the same way (to date 

this column with October’s headlines) TV actor Bob Crane 

probably trusted his own relatives not to sell his sordid life 

story to Sony Pictures and Kurt Cobain probably trusted his 

wife, under the larger assumptive heading of Human Decency, 

to not sell his diaries for four million dollars. Williams’ fight 

brought estate battles into the 21st century, where one’s assets 

include not just a body but all the dizzying potential of a life yet 

to come. 

How could I fail to think of these pitiable persons, earlier 

this month, arriving at the first Thrones show I’d seen since that 

April in Arizona? The venue in Claremont wasn’t charging 

admission, so I valiantly volunteered to be the doorman, don¬ 

ning a shoddy cardboard head I’d built just for the occasion. My 

handwriting on the front of the head instructed passers by to feed 

cash donations into the slotted plastic of the mouth. I’d meant 

my efforts as some sort of good faith financial transaction, a 

what-would-Ben-and-Jerry-do type of gesture. Instead, it 

became bad performance art. "Are you going to lick my hand??” 

one young lady asked, raising her own issues of trust. I shook my 

head side to side, but the mask remained still on my shoulders. I 

remembered the frozen people—the bodies and heads stacked in 

strange configurations, sometimes four to a container—feeling a 

sad kinship that even now is hard to define. By night’s end, my 

own trust was betrayed as well; the plastic baggie taped to the 

mask’s innards held less than $60, including random pocket 

change I’d fed myself, like bonbons, all night long. 
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My family didn’t 

have money, so 

vacations meant 

going to visit 

whichever rela¬ 

tives had room for 

us. Most of our 

relatives lived 

nearby, in Michigan or Ontario, and were an uninteresting bunch. 

There were exceptions. Great-uncle Herman lived in 

Toronto, and had been a vegetarian since 1911. This was at a time 

when vegetarians were considered as weird as and only slightly less 

dangerous than communists. But for us kids, he was a dud. Other 

relatives gave us soda pop; Uncle Herm offered carrot juice. 

Uncle Will was the most legendary. As the story went, he had 

upped sticks in the 1930s and moved into an abandoned chicken 

coop in the North Woods. If you’d asked me which relative I most 

wanted to visit during the summer holidays, Uncle Will would have 

won hands down. 

But no such invitation ever came, and my parents wouldn’t 

have accepted it anyway. Our 1951 Chevy had enough trouble stay¬ 

ing on the mundane streets of Detroit without tackling the gravel 

and mud trails of North Ontario. 

So we usually ended up at Grandma and Grandpa’s house, set 

a mile back from Lake Huron in that flat and featureless part of 

Michigan known as The Thumb (look at a map and you’ll see why). 

In past geological epochs, The Thumb had been at the bottom of 

Lake Huron, and as far as I could tell, it would have been no great 

loss if it had remained there. 

Even as a child, I could see there was something seriously lack¬ 

ing about that part of Michigan. I was beginning to understand that 

Detroit was no great prize either. I started pestering my parents 

about moving to Ontario, where my mother had grown up. I 

couldn’t understand why they’d want to stay in Detroit, with its fac¬ 

tories and pollution and ugliness, when across the river you could 

buy firecrackers legally, the corner candy shop was called a ’’con¬ 

fectionery,” and they had this neat way of spelling things like 

"colour” and "neighbour.” 

My dad was more concerned about boring things like his job 

and being able to support his kids than packing up and moving to 

another country to suit the whim of an eight-year-old. Later for 

him, I thought. But just as I was about to give up all hope of my dad 

ever being remotely cool, he redeemed himself in spades by 

announcing that we were going to take a real vacation that summer. 

He showed me the route: down through Ohio and Indiana to 

Kentucky, Tennessee and North Carolina. We would visit the 

Mammoth Cave, the Smoky Mountains and a real live Indian vil¬ 

lage. This was better than Canada and Disneyland combined. I 

don’t know how I got through the rest of the school year, or how I 

managed to sit still for a minute until it was time to leave. 

For once, reality lived up to expectation. Traveling across 
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America in those days was very different from today. Freeways were 

rare, and most of the way we went via two-lane highways that turned 

into Main Street at every town or city limit. McDonald’s and sim¬ 

ilar franchises hadn’t yet imposed their cookie-cutter stamp upon 

the countryside, so towns and cities really were different, each with 

its own unique character and style, its own unique hamburger 

joints and motels and civic architecture. 

There were quirky things, like the tree growing out of the 

courthouse roof in Greenwood, Indiana, and scary things, like the 

"Whites Only” signs in Knoxville. There was the bear that sidled up 

to our car and the boat ride on an underground lake in Kentucky. 

Most of all, there was the sense of adventure and unpredictability, 

the feeling that at any moment anything could happen, whether it 

be a new set of mountains looming across the windshield, or a 

gigantic dragon rearing up out of a fog-shrouded hollow. 

There must have been dreary moments, long intervals when 

the scenery didn’t change, when the back seat of the old Chevy was 

hot and uncomfortable, when my little brother and sister got on 

my nerves. But I don’t remember any of them. It was the last time 

in my life—at least so far—that I would feel completely, ecstatically 

happy with things exactly the way they were. 

I mentioned this to my mother the other day, how there’d 

never been a time since when I’d been so unreservedly excited 

about something. She looked blank, and then said, "Oh, that trip. 

What a nightmare. I was six months pregnant, you kids were 

screaming your heads off, the car was a wreck on wheels, and it was 

unbearably hot and muggy. I don’t know how I ever let your dad 

talk me into going.” 

I’d like to think that my mother and I understand each other 

pretty well, but it was clear that we were looking at this particular 

memory from opposite sides of the universe. I felt a bit ashamed at 

having been so wrapped up in my childish pleasure that I’d been 

oblivious to anyone else’s discomfort, but hey, you’re only eight 

once, right 

Perhaps it’s a bit sad for a man of 55 to be sitting around 

thinking about what happened when he was eight, but I had my rea¬ 

sons. I was trying to figure out how and when and why I’d lost that 

sense of excitement, that unhesitating joy and enthusiasm that most 

children and very few adults seem to exhibit. 

Nineteen fifty-six had been a momentous year for me, and 

not just because it was the one and only time in my life I’d sported 

a mohawk (take that, new school punx). It was the year I lost my 

faith. Not my religious faith—that would take a few more years—but 

my faith that everything was going to turn out all right, that the 

world was a just and ordered place, and that if my parents weren’t 

God themselves, they had a direct pipeline to the guy. 

It started when my teacher, Miss Cutsinger, announced that 

she was getting married. As one of her star pupils, I received an 

invitation to the wedding, but refused to go. How dare she aban¬ 

don me? I would never trust a woman again (I had already stopped 

trusting men when I realized that my dad had been lying to me 
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about being 2I-years-old and earning one dollar a year). 

The real clincher came on the last day of school, when all the 

third graders and their parents piled into a sweltering classroom to 

watch the spelling championship. I was the kind of nerd kid who 

did spelling lessons for fun, borrowing older kids’ books because 

mine were too easy. So I figured I was a shoo-in. 

It turned out a lot closer than I’d expected, though. All 

the other kids were eliminated except one, and he was my 

nemesis, James Rice. A perfectly nice boy, no doubt. After all, 

he was the most popular kid in class. He’d never been anything 

but kind and friendly to me. But I still hated him, because 

everything I could do, he could do better. Everything, that is, 

except spelling. 

He was the tallest kid, the best at sports, a whiz at arithmetic 

and science and geography, and his parents had twice as much 

money as mine, but there was no way he was going to out-spell 

me. And he didn’t, but neither did I beat him. The contest went 

on long after it was supposed to finish, and they finally gave him 

the prize. Not because I had misspelled a word—indeed, the word 

was "peninsula,” a favorite of mine—but because I had hesitated 

a second or two. 

The real reason I had hesitated was not fear or doubt, but 

because I couldn’t believe my luck at receiving such an easy word. I 

tried to protest at this injustice, but I couldn’t get a word out of my 

mouth. My face burned with embarrassment and rage; unable to 

speak for myself, I turned to look at my parents, assuming they’d 

be leaping to their feet to defend me. 

But they just sat there watching, as if nothing at all remarkable 

had happened. They didn’t even look disappointed that I’d lost, let 

alone furious that I’d been robbed. When, on the way home, I 

asked why they hadn’t stood up for me, they said something like, 

"Life’s not always fair, you know.” 

I didn’t yet know any swear words, but if I had, I would have 

used them to tell my parents what they could do with life and fair¬ 

ness. Lacking the vocabulary, I sat in the backseat and fumed. The 

only consolation was that it was the last day of school, and it would 

be September before I’d have to face the classmates who’d witnessed 

my humiliation. 

Before that would come August, when we’d leave on our trip. 

My excitement was almost unbearable as the day approached. I 

don t know how I was able to sleep at night. Days were spent poring 

over maps and packing and re-packing, so much so that I was liv¬ 

ing out of a suitcase for two weeks before we left. 

I can remember the excitement, but I can’t feel it. Or maybe 

what I mean to say is that I can’t remember the feeling. Or that I 

can think about the feeling, write about it, talk about it, but never 

quite actually feel it. 

That’s the scary bit: the realization that at some point in life, 

usually long before childhood ends, the ability to fully feel things 

starts shutting down in favor of thinking about things, making up 

stories about things, having goals and aspirations and long-term 

plans instead of the eternal present. 

Since that summer, I’ve had amazing adventures. I’ve bur¬ 

rowed through half a dozen subcultures, consorted with murder¬ 

ers, madmen, rock stars and a future President of the United 

States. I’ve consumed enough drugs and booze to level a herd of 

elephants, traveled across 47 states and 17 countries, showed up in 

jail and on national television. It’s been a colorful if not always 

admirable life, but never have I been able to get back that purity of 

feeling, that sheer rush of excitement and joy that I last knew when 

I was eight-years-old. 

For the first time in my life I’m willing to recognize that per¬ 

haps this is how it should be. Until now—though I was not con¬ 

scious of it—my underlying obsession in everything I did was to try 

and recapture that feeling and to punish the world for taking it 

away from me. 

Fourth grade, the autumn of 1956, was when I went off the 

rails. Until then I’d been an honor student, well-behaved, 

cheerful, agreeable, eager to please. Now my thoughts turned to 

darker things. I learned about how the barbarians had sacked 

Rome, and decided that my vocation in life would be to lead a 

new barbarian rising. 

I started small, carving initials and swastikas into school desks, 

mocking my teacher behind her back when she was at the black 

board. But the die was cast: never again would I trust or respect 

authority; never again would I believe that if I just did my part, 

everything would turn out all right. 

It must have been an omen when a kid pushed me off the side¬ 

walk and called me a "punk.” Depending on your timeline, the 

dawn of punk rock was still 15 or 20 years in the future, but that kid 

could see where I was headed. 

"Ever get the feeling you’ve been cheated?” Johnny Rotten 

snarled at the last Sex Pistols gig in 1978. Indeed. By then—January 

of 1978—I’d been nursing that feeling for decades. 

But—and here’s the key—it wasn’t a feeling. It was a pose, an 

attitude, a manner, a strategy for coping with disappointment and 

disillusionment. The opposite of feeling, really. 

All this came to a head when a friend referred to "trying to 

bridge the gap between excitement and sincerity.” At first it pissed 

me off. Why was he supposing that you couldn’t be sincerely excit¬ 

ed? Was he suggesting that sincerity itself was just another pose? 

The more I reflected on it, the more I understood that he 

might have a point. Somewhere—perhaps in that pivotal summer 

of 1958—I decided it wasn’t safe to show too much of myself to 

the world, or, ultimately, even to myself. From then on I tried 

on and rejected identities the same way I might model clothing 

or hairstyles. Much as I hate to admit it, sincerity was probably 

one of them. 

All along I thought that the answer was to find a way to recap¬ 

ture that innocent excitement I’d known as an eight-year-old. It 

was simply a matter, I reckoned, of discarding the inhibitions and 

self-doubts I’d picked up in adolescence and adulthood, and get- 
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ting back to my true state of grace. 

But that’s as silly as the religious belief that we all lived in a 

Garden of Eden before sin unaccountably entered the world, or 

the socio-political belief that man at heart is a noble savage cor¬ 

rupted only by the perfidies of civilization. What it was really about 

was growing up, or, more specifically, my refusal to do so. 

It finally sunk in when my mother told me how my trip of 

a lifetime had for her been a tedious ordeal. It’s not that either 

of our experiences was right or wrong, either of our memories 

false or true, but that reality was a compendium of our shared 

experiences. And in order for us to jointly experience reality 

without killing each other or ourselves, we need to make 

adjustments. 

That’s what growing up is about, and it’s a traumatic expe¬ 

rience. When you’re a child, the entire world seems to revolve 

around you; as an adult, it doesn’t seem to care if you live or 

die. The more sane among us deal with that trauma by finding 

constructive ways to demonstrate our existence and our worth. 

The less sane (that’s me) or the less mature (that’s me again) 

look for easier ways: crime, drugs, violence, self-destruction, 

flamboyant hairstyles. 

Do I mean to say that everyone who rebels against society or 

the system is a frustrated eight-year-old who’s refusing to grow up? 

Um, no, I don’t think so. And obviously rebelling via funny hair¬ 

cuts is healthier than being a crackhead. But far too much of my 

own rebellion was not about interacting with society and the system 

to help make them better for all involved; it was about me dragging 

my heels all the way to—and through—adulthood, screaming, "I 

won’t grow up, and it’s not fair, either!” 

"Jet propulsion /Jet 

propelled. 

I've got a jet compul¬ 

sion /jet compelled. ” 

My mom tells me 

that Italy has dis¬ 

solved its mental 

institutions and 

released all the lunatics, the result of a budget cut, just as 

Ronald Reagan did in the United States in the 1980s. It hasn’t 

really changed the ambience all too much. You can’t really tell a 

difference on the streets of Rome, where the number of free- 

range lunatics seems about consistent with any other time I’ve 

been here in my life. When I visited here about IO years ago, 

there was a guy who woul$ walk from piazza to piazza, shrieking 

in blood-curdling and never-ending horror at some view he 

alone had into the abyss, his eyes bloodshot and bulging. People 

called him "the screamer;” no one seemed particularly put out 

by his appearances, which you could hear coming from miles 

away—or, if they were put out, they never suggested any course of 

action for dealing with him more pro-active than hoping he’d 

go away soon. 

Number of free-roaming insane in the capital city of the 

former great Imperial power of Rome seems to have maintained 

a steady level since my twenties, and since my early teen years, and 

as far as I can imagine since the time of Christ, when the loin- 

clothed followers of that particular doomsday cult leader were 

just one more sub-grouping of swarthy street lunatics, roaming 

the streets in a pack looking for change, rattling it around in lit¬ 

tle tin cups. It’s hard to envision this landscape without the 

lunatics; they give it color and their jerky, incoherent movements 

give the whole scenario a wobbly, drunken orbit, as if they’ve 

knocked the planet slightly out of axis with their bad magnets, 

creating an off-center, lurching gravity which holds you tight to 

the earth for a moment, then sends you reeling, giddy and free, 

the next. It’s hard to be unhappy when the weather is as nice as 

this, though I try and try. Standing in the Piazza Navona with 

Dave Laney, watching people pass us by, I want to pull my hair 

out in fistfuls, roll my eyes back into my head, froth and point, 

crazy and thus totally invisible to the pedestrians navigating the 

square. I marvel at the people. What a world to produce such 

specimens! What a city to collect them all! I elbow Dave, narrat¬ 

ing like it’s a nature show. My over-zealous tour guide mode is all 

an act, of course, to keep from my usual modus operandi when 

in the city of aqueductal emotions, weeping openly, which is what 

I no doubt would be doing if incognito and left to my own 

devices on the sinewy side streets, which switch names literally 

from block to block, so that trying to keep oriented in the maze 

becomes impossible. Every streetlet here is named after a differ¬ 

ent celebrated Italian person with Roman numerals after his 

name, an Allesandro VIIII or Giulliano XXVII, so that the maze 

becomes a maze of important human names, a labyrinth borne 

from the admirable notion that there are so many people who 

deserve to have a street named after them that, given the finite 

number of streets available in a city, to give any one more than a 

tiny stretch of street seems unfair to the others. On these sinewy 

streets, I would have stumbled along like a blind man, arms out¬ 

stretched, gnashing my teeth and pulling my hair, one more 

minotaur in the maze, one more crazy person in a sea of crazy 

people. But I can’t behave that way in front of Dave. He would¬ 

n’t respond well to it. 

It’s OK; I have done the sad, drunken lope around Rome 

plenty of times, enough to know it by heart, and it’s almost just 

motions now, ceremony. I can mouth the curses and oaths to 

myself, and point out the monuments while I’m at it. The 

Pantheon, dating back to the emperor Tiberius, once a temple of 

Pagan worship, the first such temple to be converted to use as a 

Christian Church, now the site of the tombs of the early Italian 

kings, also the burial site of the painter Raphael, about whom my 

ex-girlfriend, on this very spot three years ago, said, "Oh, that’s 
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my favorite Ninja Turtle.” I don’t tell Dave that part, though, 

that would be what they call TMI, too much information, it 

would blow my cover, reveal the dark inner monologues, vying 

for air-time in the corner, crowded out by the bright exterior 

monologue issuingforth. 

Here, then, out of the nebula of the unknown ahead emerges 

a blueprint for a future life that I could envision for myself: tour 

guide. My dad did it when he was 15; I could do it when I’m 50. It 

combines all my interests: walking around, lecturing people, being 

the center of attention. I could take people around, explain the 

objects to them, show them where to get the best ice cream after¬ 

wards. It’s what I’d be doing anyway; it wouldn’t seem like work. 

Yes, here is something I could see myself doing—if only it didn’t 

involve reliance on the legs, which will surely fail me, because my 

knees are weak, ready to give up the ghost long before my blabber¬ 

ing mouth will be. Some plan must be worked out for the future— 

there are too many slopes to slip down if one isn’t careful, too 

many potential ignoble fates available to befall the listless. At the 

Coliseum, you see old drunks dressed up in the uniforms of 

Roman Centurions, their costumes rented out and wine-stained, 

posing for photographs with tourists. I watch one Centurion for a 

while, so bored and drunk he forgets to put on his helmet when a 

timid Japanese family approaches him. The plumed helmet lays 

forgotten in the grass as he stumbles upright, realizes that he can’t 

locate his sword either, and ends up posing with them anyway, 

making a peace sign and grinning sheepishly. In his metal mini¬ 

skirt and red cape, with a good week of stubble on his chin, he looks 

completely deranged. But this is one of the sane ones, doing what 

he has to do to survive. 

• • • 

One week at home, in Chicago, IL, at the end of summer, 

biking to the grocery store on the bicycle my boss traded me for a 

comic strip. A good trade for me, a few hours not-so-hard labor 

doing what I’d be doing anyway, at a better hourly rate. This bicy¬ 

cle, the most luxurious luxury item in my possession, purchased on 

the psychic credit of potential later e-bay sale by her; Cisco, the 

neighborhood weed dealer, marvels: "Nice bike, homes! You need 

to start locking up that back wheel, though!” 

Chicago in the summer is a different world than in winter; 

it’s an odd home base, a schizophrenic city, augmenting as it does 

the already schizophrenic feeling, which the international-jet- 

setter-on-no - money-down-and-j ust-the-hope-that-my-doo- 

dles-will-sell-on-e-bay-one-day lifestyle instills. In the grocery 

store checkout line, I see a booklet for sale on "what the Bible 

REALLY says about the end of the world,” but it costs $1.19. My 

horoscope in a tube is only 35 cents. Should I base my theologi¬ 

cal paradigms on what sect offers the cheapest literature? "What 

the Bible Really says about the end of the world” is still going to 

beat out Punk Planet on a cost-to-Armageddon-oriented-revela- 

tions ratio, although judging by columnar responsiveness, it is 

not revelatory apocalypse warnings, which y’all readers are seek¬ 

ing, it’s comic strips. Of all my efforts in 

these pages, some of which were written 

rather quickly and some of which were 

labored over at great length, the thing 

which has generated the most vociferous 

response has been the comics, knocked 

out in about 45 minutes under deadline 

pressure, justified tenuously along the 

thematic line of the "art and design issue” 

and controversial, apparently, not 

because of form but because of content, 

mainly in that it made fun of people for 

using computers. I did not really think of 

this as a particularly controversial stand¬ 

point to take, but armies of incensed 

graphic designers and otherwise "punk” 

associated employs of the "computer 

world” have let me know otherwise, 

though sadly not in comics form. 

McPheeters is correct in his grim 

mathematical equations of a few issues 

ago, wherein he calculated out the time- 

to-payment ratio on writing a column 

and came to the inevitable conclusion that 

if you can write one in a quarter of an 

hour you’ll be getting paid $160 an hour. 

That’s far more even than the comic strip 

drawn for the bicycle works out to, and I 

thought that was a good deal at the time. 

Now, with the summary firing squad exe¬ 

cutions of several columnists recently 

behind Dan’s shed, the remaining colum¬ 

nists have all received raises, making it 

even more lucrative to cut corners. ® 
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Sheridan Drive-In (1978) 
by John McNally 

The Sheridan, at the corner of 

79th and Harlem, was our near¬ 

est drive-in movie theater. It was 

a dusty parking lot with a few hundred lead 

posts poking up out of the gravel. Each post 

held a cast-iron speaker. At the center of 

the lot was a low-to-the-ground concrete 

bunker where concessions were sold and 

where the projectionist ran the movie. 

When my parents took me and my sister 

Kelly to the Sheridan, we sometimes had to 

drive around to find a speaker that worked. 

My father, cursing each time one wouldn’t 

click on, would eventually say, "I’ll try one 

more, and if that one doesn’t work, I’m get¬ 

ting a refund.” But the last one always 

worked, maybe because the odds were lean¬ 

ing in our favor with each bad speaker, or 

maybe because we’d end up parking several 

rows behind everyone else and the speakers 

back there hadn’t been used much. 

When we first started going to The 

Sheridan, my parents owned a Rambler. 

My father didn’t like to run the heat during 

the movie—"We’ll burn up all our gas,” 

he’d say—so on cold nights we’d bring 

blankets and pile them up on top of us. My 

sister, Kelly, would kick me under the 

blankets and then blame me for starting it. 

"Both of you better cut it out,” my 

father’d say, "or this is the last thing we’ll 

ever do together as a family, you hear me?” 

The truth is, it was the only thing we 

ever did together besides live in the same 

house, but the threat always hinted to 

other, more interesting things, all of 

which would vanish if we didn’t cut it out. 

I wanted to ask if there were things that I 

was forgetting, but I knew that this ques¬ 

tion would set my father off. I was always 

setting one or the other of my parents off 

with questions I’d ask before I really 

thought them through. 

During our dozen years of going to 

the Sheridan, we saw probably 5° or 60 

movies, but the ones I remembered best 

were Easy Rider, Planet of the Apes, The Chinese 

Connection, Beneath the Planet of the Apes, Buster and 

Billie, Escape from the Planet of the Apes, Walking Tall, 

Conquest of the Planet of the Apes, Enter the Dragon, 

and Battle for the Planet of the Apes. The few 

times that I made the mistake of going with 

someone else’s parents, I saw The Love Bug 

and a movie called Gus about a mule that 

played football. 

Every night was a double feature. The 

first movie was always the one that every¬ 

one in the world wanted to see, but I liked 

going to the Sheridan for other reasons. 

For starters, I liked intermission. A 

black-and-white movie of a clown point¬ 

ing to a ticking clock played on the screen 

to show how much time you had left to buy 

hot dogs. On those rare occasions when 

my father would give me money to get 

everyone a hot dog, I would walk by the 

projectionist’s booth and look at the man 

inside. It was the same man each time, an 

old guy with a pencil thin mustache, the 

kind of mustache Bud Abbott had, and he 

would always be smoking a cigarette and 

reading a magazine. One time I walked in 

front of the concession stand and jumped 

up with my arm in the air, and the shad¬ 

ow of my hand appeared on the screen, 

magnified to at least 12 feet high and three 

feet wide. When I got back to the car, I 

wanted to ask if anyone had seen my 

incredibly big hand, but my father was 

complaining about how little ice was in 

the cooler, and how his beer, sitting on 

CALL FOR SUBMISSIONS: Keep those submission coming. Remember to put your name, contact info, and word count on the story itself. Attachments 

should be a Word, plain text or RTF file (RTF is best.) Word limit is around 1600. If you don’t have a story to submit, write to me and tell me about 

something you’ve read recently. Or just tell me what you think of the fiction. I really like hearing from people who read the fiction section! E-mail to fic- 

tion@punkplanet.com. Thanks! —Leah Ryan 
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top of everyone else’s drinks, was now too 

warm to enjoy. Kelly, sound asleep or 

pretending to be sound asleep, was noth¬ 

ing more than a lump under the covers. I 

handed the hot dogs over to my mother, 

each one slipped into a shiny aluminum 

bag so that they looked like miniature 

rocket ships. 

"If Kelly doesn’t wake up,” Dad said, 

"I’ll take her hot dog. She’ll never know, 

right?” 

The other thing that I liked about 

going to the Sheridan was the second movie 

because there were always a lot of naked 

women in them. My parents liked to believe 

that I had fallen asleep by the time the 

movie had gotten to the racy parts, and I’d 

even go so far as to shut my eyes. 

"Are they asleep?” my father always 

asked at the appearance of the first naked 

woman. 

My mother’d turn around and say, 

"Kelly’s asleep. I can’t tell about Hank. 

He’s still sitting up.” And then she’d call 

out to me in a heavy whisper: "Hank. Arejou 

asleep? Hank. You're not watching this, arejou ?" 

As soon as she turned back around, 

I’d open my eyes just a little so that they 

were narrow slits through which I could 

watch the movie. Usually, the movies were 

about women who’d gone bad, women who 

were in prison at the very beginning of the 

movie, or women who weren’t bad to begin 

with but who ended up bad in prison any¬ 

way. I imagined girls from my school—Mary 

Polaski or Peggy Kubo—handcuffed and 

put together in a dark jail cell. I imagined 

myself as a prison guard, smacking my billy 

club against my palm, walking back and 

forth in front of their cell, waiting for one 

or the other of them to pee. Peeing always 

played a big role in these movies. 

No matter how hard I tried, I would 

fall asleep at some point during the movie, 

dreaming of girls from my class, all of them 

now in prison, and when I woke up, I was 

either slung over my father’s shoulder or I 

was already in my own bed, my body curled 

like a fist. Only once did I wake up during 

the movie itself, and my mom and dad were 

in the front seat kissing. I’d never seen 

them kiss like this, on the mouth, the way 

men and women kiss in movies. On the 

screen behind them was a woman who, hav¬ 

ing escaped from prison, was being chased 

by a pack of vicious dogs. I couldn’t actual¬ 

ly see the face of the woman being chased 

because we were seeing everything from her 

eyes. The dogs were barking behind us, 

getting louder, catching up to us, while 

jagged tree branches scratched our arms 

and fallen tree trunks caused us to trip and 

stumble. My mother said to my father, 

"Okay, that’s enough,” and my father 

leaned back away from her. Without a 

word, he rolled down the window and 

returned the speaker to its hook. Then he 

started the car and backed out of our space. 

Was this what they did each time we 

went to the movies? Did they kiss until my 

mother said they’d had enough? 

As Dad circled the parking lot, I 

could still hear the tinny barks and growls 

of angry dogs. I had to swivel in my seat to 

keep watching the movie, but as my father 

pulled out of the Sheridan and turned 

onto Harlem Avenue, the screen got 

smaller and smaller, until finally it all dis¬ 

appeared, leaving the four of us alone— 

me; my sister the lump; my mother pick¬ 

ing up trash and stuffing it into a too- 

small bag; and my father behind the wheel. 

My father’s eyes kept darting up to the 

rearview mirror, and I imagined that the 

pack of dogs, having jumped from the 

screen, was following us, gaining on us, 

and that my father was doing what needed 

to be done to save us, but you could tell by 

the haunted look in his eyes that he feared 

he would fail. ® 

John McNally's story collection Troublemakers 

won the John Simmons Short Fiction Award and the 

Nebraska Book Award. A native of Chicago's South 

Side, he now lives and teaches in Winston-Salem, 

North Carolina. 
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How to Make a Record Bowl 
By Annie Tomlin 

Too many punks think crafting is only for perfectionist 

Martha Stewart types with money to burn. Au contraire! 

I’ve found a project that is quick, simple, inexpensive, 

and surprisingly disaster-proof: record bowls. Recycling old 

records is easy and fun—and the end product actually looks cool, 

too! They work as decoration, art, or a functional food holder (and 

as a non-cheesy homemade gift). Here’s how to make your own in 

only minutes. Yes, minutesl 

Find That Record! 
Unless your crates are filled with Kenny G vinyl-only 

imports, you should avoid raiding your record collection for this 

project. You’d regret making a fancy decorating project out of 

your out-of-print Chino Horde 7”- Besides, it’s much more fun 

(and cheap) to find records at thrift stores and garage sales. You 

can use black or colored vinyl in 12”, IO” or 7” sizes, so grab a few 

for variety. It doesn’t matter if the records are scratched, but you 

might want to experiment with different vinyl weights (older 

records tend to be thicker than newer ones). Keep your eyes open 

for well-designed center labels, because they’ll be the focal point 

of the finished product. 

Bake The Vinyl 
Now that you’ve found your records, you’re ready for the crafty 

part! Haul yourself into the kitchen and round up these supplies: 

• Glass oven-safe bowls (use a soup bowl for 7” records, a medium 

mixing bowl for larger ones) 

• Cookie sheet (probably not the one you use regularly) 

• Records 

• Potholders 

Preheat the oven to 200 degrees (225 if you’re exclusively using 

heavyweight vinyl). Put the bowl upside-down on the cookie sheet, 

and place a record on top of it (this way, the bowl supports thfe 

record while it’s melting, instead of letting it droop into the bowl). 

Try to get the label as centered on the bowl as possible. Carefully 

place it in the oven, shut the door, and bake for five minutes. 

If your oven has a window, you can keep an eye on your 

record’s progress. Don’t worry if you smell the vinyl melting—it’s 

only the sweet scent of record reincarnation. After five minutes 

have passed, pull the cookie sheet, bowl, and record out. Your 

record should be pliable, flexible, and warm. If it’s too hot, let it 

cool for a few seconds; if the record is still stiff, just pop it back 

into the oven for another minute or so. 

When your record is flexible enough to wiggle a bit, quickly 

turn the bowl over (so it’s sitting regular bowl-style) and shove the 

record down into it. Be sure to use potholders as you apply gentle 

pressure to the center label for a few seconds. When the vinyl 

begins to show initial signs of cooling, arrange the sides into the 

shape you want. You can twist them, create waves, pull the tips into 

a square shape . . . whatever looks best to you. If you aren’t satis¬ 

fied with the way your bowl turned out, don’t despair! You can 

repeat the heating process again and again, molding the vinyl until 

it’s just right. Once you’ve got the sides arranged the way you want, 

take the record out of the glass bowl. 

Until the vinyl 

completely cools, 

you’ll need to sup¬ 

port the sides (oth¬ 

erwise, gravity will 

laugh in your face as 

it pulls your cre¬ 

ation downward). 

You can do this in 

two ways. The sim¬ 

plest is to place the vinyl bowl inside a larger glass or metal bowl. I 

suggest holding the bowl’s sides with your hands for a minute or 

two. It doesn’t take much more time, and you’ll wind up with a pre¬ 

cisely shaped end product. The bowl will be completely cooled with¬ 

in minutes, and you’ll be amazed at your crafty prowess. Huzzah! 

But Wait, There’s More 
If you’re really feeling ambitious, why not personalize your 

project? Get started with some of these ideas: 

• Paint shapes on your bowl, increasing the artsy-fartsy factor 

IOO percent. 

• Buy a clock mechanism with short arms (available at hobby stores) 

and turn your record bowl into a clock 

• String many together for a clunky-yet-eclectic mobile 

• Use the leftover album covers for placemats or collages 

• Plant a little cactus or marigold in your bowl 

• Pack snow into them and make a crazy-looking igloo 

Most importantly, remember to have fun! ® 

Annie Tomlin writes record reviews for Punk Planet. Since making her first record 

bowl, Annie Tomlin has envisioned herself as some sort of budding craft genius. She 

may or may not be delusional. 
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DIY 

SG^Cearly t° bed by sex lady searah 

Dear Sex Lady, 

My girlfriend thinks she has freakish labia. Of course, she doesn't, and my reas¬ 

surances to her, she dismisses out of hand. Vm a guy right, what do I know? She has 

even mentioned surgery! Are there ary books featuring pictures of labia or dojou have 

any suggestions with regard to this problem. Please help! 

Thanks, 

Roland 

Roland, 

Yes, there is a wonderful book called Femalia by Joni Blank that 

is just close up photographs of many different women’s vulvas. This 

is a great way to see the incredible diversity in sex organs. In our 

world, unless you’re are a lesbian who gets a lot of pussy or an 

OBGYN, women rarely get to see other women’s labia close up. 

Mostly what we see in our culture are the small, pink, hairless and 

glossy cunts of women in porn. The reality is that there is an amaz¬ 

ing variation in color, texture, size, and shape of women’s vulvas 

and ohmygod, surgery should not be an option unless there is real 

physical pain (and even then it is scary). That is so wrong! 

I admit I am not a fan of cosmetic surgery in general,— 

unless it is like to build a nose that didn’t exist before or some¬ 

thing—but I’m especially opposed to it when it is on one’s coot- 

er! Ugh, can you imagine if there was just a tiny slip or error and 

she suffered cunt pain the rest of her life—or even was left with 

no feeling down there?! What a horrible risk to take just because 

she thinks her pussy lips are too big or to small or whatever the 

issue is. Do whatever you can to make sure she stays away from 

having her luscious lips nipped and tucked. Please, please, please 

get her that book and tell her that I said that just because she may 

think her pussy is "freakish” doesn’t make it so. I know, you can’t 

force someone to love their body, but maybe if you show her that 

she isn’t a freak, she will be able to take the first step to loving her 

cunt the way it is. 

And as long as we are on the subject, I should mention for all 

you boys out there who think you penis is too crooked, short, or 

wrinkly, penises come in all kinds of shapes and sizes as well. I know 

that many men must think their dicks are too small or I wouldn’t 

get 50 "MAKE YOUR PENIS LARGER” e-mails everyday. Surgery 

to correct a small penis is just as bad an idea as surgery to make cunt 

lips smaller. And no, none pf those pill or balms do shit. Yes, you 

can go to a doctor and he/she will make a little snip that can make 

your dick appear longer (it basically just hangs more outside your 

body), but it isn’t going to actually be any longer and it isn’t going 

to make you any better of a lover. 

While it is true that some women love a large cock (just 

like some men like a tight little pink pussy) if someone is real¬ 

ly into you, the size and shape of your tool shouldn’t make a 

difference to them. 

At the risk of sounding too’70s or something, we all just need 

learn to love our pussies and cocks, no matter how funny we think 

they look. And I bet that once you have found a way to love your 

cunt/cock, you will find that you can be a better, more loving part¬ 

ner. After all, it’s not the size of your tool, but how you use it. 

Hand Jobs 
Ok, since the answer to most of the other questions I’ve got¬ 

ten recently can be summed up in a few words: use lube, I am going 

to talk about one of my current favorite subjects: hand jobs, yum! 

Now, please correct me if I am wrong, but I think the hand job is 

an under-appreciated art in the world of heterosexual sex (and 

probably plenty of queer sex as well). 

But most dykes, myself included, learn early on in our sex¬ 

ual careers to use our hands to their fullest potential. We don’t 

got dicks to stick in each other (well, I actually have six, but that 

is a whole different topic) so we use our hands. And it is a whole 

lot more than the quick hand jobs you did in high school or a 

finger in the pussy while you are giving head to your lady. I’m 

talking about forgetting about your dick (or your pussy, 

depending on what you’ve got) for a while and concentrating 

solely on fucking your partner with your hand (I’m going to be 

talking about fucking girls right now). Now to make sure this is 

a hot experience for all involved, you have to take a few extra 

precautions first. 

Number one, you’ll want to make sure your hands are spark- 

ly clean (even under your nails), your cuticles clipped, and your 

rings and spiked bracelets are removed. Rough nails can really 

hurt a tender snatch, so if you are going to do this right, be clean 

'and soft for her. If you just can’t get your hands clean (bicycle 

grease anyone?) or either of you are at risk for spreading STDs, 

grab a pair of latex gloves (you should have ’em around for dying 

your hair anyway). 

Now you also are going to want some . . . what class? Lube of 

course! Remember that the best lubes for girls don’t contain glyc¬ 

erin (which can cause yeast infections) and are water-based. Oil- 

based lubes are great for jacking guys off, but keep ’em away from 

pussies—they can cause infections. 

Now that you are ready to go, get things starting in your usual 
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way with the kissin’ and the pretty talk, and when the time is right 

lay your lady back against the bed (or car seat or whatever). The 

great thing about a hand job is that you can watch your partner’s 

whole body the whole time, so get in a position where you are look¬ 

ing right at her (sitting in between her legs works great) and turn 

on the light. 

Make sure she is all relaxed and maybe propped up on a few 

pillows so she can see you and what is going on. Now, take some 

of that lube and warm it in your hands. Don’t shock her by just 

pouring it on. You can start by slowly rubbing your slippery 

hands on the outside of her pussy, around the labia. Don’t just 

rush for the clit, stroke the whole area and don’t forget you have 

two hands. Maybe use one on her legs and thighs or let her suck 

your fingers (have you ever had a serious blowjob on your fin¬ 

gers? Divine!). 

Once you have her nice and juiced up with the external mas¬ 

sage, find your way into her pussy with one finger. The idea here is 

to avoid just shoving your arm up in her. You may find that if you 

go slow—easing one finger in then another—that she may be able to 

take more inside then either of you thought. While you are fucking 

her slowly now with one finger, move that other hand down back to 

her cunt and resume stroking the outside. 

Brush against her clit, stroke her labia and tell her how fuck¬ 

ing sexy she is. You can probably get another finger in her vagina 

now and try while you are slowing pumping in and out, to twist that 

hand a little. That will increase the sensation for her and keep you 

from getting fatigued. If you need to, don’t be shy and add some 

more lube, she should be nice and slippery. 

Keep working your fingers in there, checking in with her to 

make sure she is OK. Most women can easily take two fingers 

inside, lots like three, and some can even take four or more (once 

you move beyond four fingers, then you’re fisting and that’s a col¬ 

umn for another day). I tell you, if you stop and concentrate on it, 

the sensation of having your hand inside a woman’s pussy, can be 

the most amazing thing. 

When you have two or three fingers inside of her, with your 

palm facing up, make a hither motion with your fingers. This 

action can get her g-spot and feel really good (it can also be irri¬ 

tating, so ask her how she likes it). If that ain’t doing it for her, 

keep the slow in and out action going and start to rub her clit a lit¬ 

tle more. Use both your hands to their fullest potential. 

Now is also a fabulous time to look at her whole body and her 

sexy face that is hopefully contorted with pleasure and tell her again 

how much you love fucking her and how hot it is to get to watch 

her. Listen to her breathing and when it 

starts to speed up, you should too. Find a 

rhythm and when the time is right, fuck her 

fast (and hard if she wants it) with your 

gorgeous hand while going to town on her 

clit and don’t stop until she has had a mind 

blowing orgasm (or two or three). 

This can be a physically exhausting task 

for both partners and for someone like me 

with tendinitis, it can be a little hard on 

your hands or wrist, but hopefully you will 

find that pleasure you can get from giving 

an awesome hand job is well worth what lit¬ 

tle pain you might suffer. 

OK, so now maybe you are asking, 

"What about the boys?” I know, I spend a 

lot of time in the column talking about 

woman, but to be honest, chicks is what I 

know and almost all the questions that I 

receive are from or about women. I tried to 

do a some research on giving boys handjobs 

and the most help any boy was to me was my 

brother who said "You know, boys get so 

much practice on their own, there is really 

no point in someone else doing it.” Hmm, 

I can’t believe that is entirely true. Sure, you 

may be able to get yourself off quicker then 

someone else can, but sometimes it is nice 

to make sex not so much about getting off 

as about pleasuring someone else’s body 

(or having them pleasure you). I bet that if 

one were to take a lot of the ideas I just laid 

out on giving handjobs to girls and applied 

them to boys (lube, a nice slow start, con¬ 

centrating completely on your partner) 

you’d find it well worth its while—unless of 

course you are my brother’s girlfriend. ® 

Got questions? E-mail me at diysex@punkplanet.com. 

Live in or plan on vising Chicago ? Swing by my shop, 

Early to Bed, at $232 N. Sheridan. Just want to 

buy some kick-ass sex toys? Shop online at 

www.early2bed.com. Thanks! 
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Since the Industrial Revolution we’ve heard of countless 

disasters occurring at sea, resulting in polluted waters. 

These events have led me to question food sources from 

our rivers, lakes and oceans. I rarely eat seafood and never prepare 

it at home, leaving it for the professional chefs of my local eateries. 

I’m a sucker for fish and chips and would never want the greasy 

kitchen explosion from making it at home. Not only that, but 

selecting seafood seems difficult, as well as the issue of safely prepar¬ 

ing it (the same goes for meat). The uncertainty involved with 

preparation leaves me unwilling to subject myself to potential bac¬ 

terial disasters. This is just one of many reasons to jump to vegetar¬ 

ianism, but it’s tough to think of giving up a couple of vices, like fish 

and chips or the occasional burger. Westerners consume an insa¬ 

tiable amount of fish, due to eating trends, like Japanese sushi. 

Sushi shops proliferate even Middle America, far from any lake, 

river or stream. Demand for sushi, along with seafood in general 

(fresh salmon is available year-round, not seasonally) has increased 

production to the point of overfishing. Nearly 70 percent of the 

world’s fisheries are fully fished, or overfished. That’s why there’s 

aquaculture—fish farms to fill all of our deepest seafood desires, but 

not without the consequences. Or so we’re led to believe. 

Before aquaculture, there were, and still are, hatcheries. 

Created post-WWII, hatcheries were created out of the need for 

new spawning grounds, since fish’s natural environments were 

damaged from water diversion created by dam construction. Not 

only fish, but also the surrounding communities that based their 

income on fishing, were affected. But the hatchery industry from 

outside of the community swept into town with a much more sin¬ 

ister plan. Hatcheries reduce female fish to an assembly line of 

reproduction. Females are captured, stripped of their eggs, and 

fertilized to produce millions more, instead of the normal hun¬ 

dreds or thousands. Hatcheries provide the base for fish farming. 

Eighty percent of California’s farmed salmon are hatchery bred. 

The modern equivalent of hatcheries, Aquaculture is a fin and 

shellfish industry; there are not many of these marine species that 

can’t be farmed. It is a billion-dollar global business—$56 billion 

to be exact—with China the largest purveyor. As it goes with big 

business, only a few companies control the industry. One the big 

guns, the Norwegian Pan Fish Company, recently acquired salmon 

farms in Washington and Maine, helping knock them up to num¬ 

ber three in global fish production. With only a handful of world¬ 

wide companies controlling the industry, the final edible product 

has evolved into yet another form of mass-produced food lower in 

quality, taste, and nutrition. Yet another form of corporate con¬ 

trol answering consumer demand. 

RYTHING TH AT 

It seems that only recently food production has become a battle¬ 

ground, giving consumers cause for concern. Prior to outbreaks of 

mad cow disease, meat eaters weren’t concerned about their beef 

source. And for the vegetarians, McDonald’s french fries, often the 

fast food solution, were found to contain trace elements of beef fla¬ 

voring, even after they stopped using beef tallow (not to mention the 

standardized use of the genetically engineered potato). With an 

increased awareness about where our food originates, aquaculture is 

just another method of food production waiting for the other shoe to 

drop. Farming fish is an unnatural act, which equals artificial food. 

Aquaculture is kind of a lazy fishing concept. It’s all about the 

ease of our society and the fact that Westerners usually get what they 

need in terms of food—in this case, all seafood, all seasons. In order 

to cultivate seafood they are either tank-farmed or trapped within 

their natural waters. Packed "like lemmings” into shiny metal boxes, 

marine animals are crammed into their cultivated spaces. 

Environmental dangers begin to emerge during the farming 

process. Once contained, fish are fed commercially-produced fish¬ 

meal. Most fish are herbivores and fed corn- or soy- based 

processed meal far different from their natural sea-based vegetable 

diet. Carnivorous fish, like salmon, need a diet of other fish. This 

is nearly impossible for farmers to supply, as salmon can eat IO 

times their body weight. Consequently, feed manufacturers created 

a special formula for these fish with a base of only 35 percent fish (if 

you can call fish waste fish) and is comprised mainly of soy, canola, 

corn, animal byproducts, vitamins and mineral supplements. 

The fish are bred and fed to grow as quickly as possible. Farmed 

fish grow twice as fast as wild fish. With farmed marine animals liv¬ 

ing in close quarters, there is a great potential for disease. Scottish- 

farmed salmon have been known to suffer from heart disease, most 

likely associated with the high stress of farm life. Just this year, 

Maine’s salmon farms had to destroy two and a half million fish due 

to a disease called Infectious Salmon Anemia (ISA). This disease has 

been known to bankrupt industries in other countries. Antibiotics 

are administered in order to prevent disease amongst the fish. 

Vaccine use is on the rise and has proven to reduce the need for 

antibiotics. But as a result of the many noxious substances adminis¬ 

tered to contained fish, the waters have to be treated with disinfec¬ 

tants. This is unconfined within wild waters, and tanks are emptied 

into public water sources—both activities spreading pollutants. 

Alaska is the one safety zone free from farmed fish. One of the 

last American frontier lands, the state has banned salmon farming. 

Mainly, Alaska is concerned about Atlantic salmon escaping from 

their cages and colonizing its waters. Alaska is a lone wolf however; 

the federal government backs the aquaculture industry. In an 
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EATS, LIVES 
by stacey gengo 

industry study, it was reported that an estimated one million 

Atlantic salmon have escaped into the Northwest Territory waters 

of the US and Canada since 199° with no evidence of breeding. If 

true, this is evidence that farmed fish can’t survive in the wild, not 

necessarily a positive for the industry. 

Farmed shrimp are the most environmentally damaging of the 

industry. Southeast Asia produces the largest volume of farmed 

shrimp, as farming works best in wetland areas—areas traditionally 

used to cultivate rice. When shrimp farming is introduced, food 

for the community is lost; farmed shrimp are exported, while a 

valuable food source is destroyed. The mangrove forest ecosystems 

have disappeared with the introduction of the industry; Thailand 

alone has lost 150,000 acres of mangroves. Shrimp farm ponds are 

treated with antibiotics and disinfectants, as well as pesticides to 

eliminate predators and competitors. Not only can they contami¬ 

nate the shrimp, but they also taint nearby water sources. A shrimp 

pond can only last five years before it is too contaminated for use. 

This creates a transitory industry where money moves to lucrative 

areas, intensively farms and contaminates the area until enough 

pollutants become embedded in the pond muck, causing the 

farmer to seek new ground and leaving the land useless, unable to 

regenerate for centuries. 

What is the consumer to do against industry giants? Consumer 

awareness is the first step. Knowledge is power and small efforts by 

the consumer provide small victories against the industrialization of 

our food. The kitchen table is the best place to stage a food revolu¬ 

tion. If you choose to eat seafood, question your purveyor about 

product sources. There’s a whole new world of phrases out there 

about how seafood has been caught. Harpooning is a new one—how’s 

that for going back to our hunter-gatherer roots? This ensures that 

this fish was the only thing caught. Bycatch is a major problem with 

industrial fishing, a result of dragging nets, which pick up anything 

in their path and create large amounts of waste. Line-caught would 

be another term that seems species-specific, though a long line could 

have many hooks, increasing the chance of bycatches. 

It’s not so easy for us consumers. Aquaculture hasn’t been 

standardized, so we have no way of knowing if the fish is farmed or 

not. You can look for endorsement by the Marine Stewardship 

Council, which certifies the fishery is sustainable, but this only 

applies to seafood from the European Union. Sea Watch is a 

branch of the Monterey Bay Aquarium dedicated to offering infor¬ 

mation and choices for sustainable, healthy oceans. You can down¬ 

load a card containing the latest information on West Coast 

seafood at www.mbayaq.org. The Audubon Society’s Living Oceans 

program publishes a Northeast regional card, called Go Fish at 

www.audubon.org. Three categories appear on each card, graded 

by "best choice’’, "caution," and "avoid" sections, enabling you to 

shop for environmentally safe seafood products. As conscious con¬ 

sumers, we can fight the power . . . and still enjoy an occasional 

order of fish and chips. 

Shrimp Wiggle 

Long before there were issues of Asian farmed shrimp degrad¬ 

ing the environment by encroaching on mangrove forests and rice 

paddies, canned shrimp was an exotic ingredient for housewives of 

the ’50s. As a product of this era, Shrimp Wiggle is a lost dish that 

doesn’t seem likely to make its way into contemporary cookbooks. 

It was intended to be an hors d’oeuvre, though it could be served 

over noodles, or an English muffin. A modern first course substi¬ 

tute would be a sushi plate ordered from a local Japanese restau¬ 

rant. I came across this recipe from a nicely typed recipe card col¬ 

lection found at a Miami flea market, while the indispensable 

Fanny Farmer cookbook also includes a recipe for this dish. I’ve 

never made it—and don’t plan to—but it’s an excellent example of 

America’s changing tastes. 

Visualize the setting: Bing Crosby crooning in the background, 

you in your best dress or suit, Harvey Wallbanger in hand and a 

shrimp wiggle toast to nibble while contemplating why you and your 

husband/wife sleep in twin beds—Dick Van Dyke Show style. 

1 can shrimp (A modern interpretation would allow for 

canned salmon, according to Sea Watch, a substitute for the 

"Avoid" rated category of imported shrimp) 

1/4 c. butter 

1/4. c. flour 

2 c. milk 

I tsp. salt 

dash pepper 

1/8 tsp. Worcestershire sauce 

1/4 tsp. dry mustard 

l/8 oz. can peas 

Drain peas and shrimp, reserving part of the liquid for the 

white sauce. Melt butter in saucepan, remove from heat. Stir in 

flour until blended. Gradually whisk in milk and reserved liquid, 

stirring until smooth. Return pan to heat and cook until mixture 

thickens. Add Worcestershire sauce, mustard, salt, pepper, shrimp 

and peas. Continue cooking until shrimp and peas are thoroughly 

heated. Serve on toast or crisp crackers. ® 

Want to talk food? Drop me a line: slynng@earthlink.net. Seejou next bi-month! 
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Still available: 
Seven Days of Samsara Never Stop Attacking CD, Bleeding Kansas/La Mantra De Fhiqria Split LP/CD (100 copies on Blue Vinyl), 
Dance and Destroy Self Titled 7" (limited to 300), Ambition Mission Self Titled CD, Supersleuth Live The Fireside Bow/CD, 
The John Sparrow/Crush Story Split 7" (Yellow or White Vinyl), Bhopal Stiffs 1985-1989 CD, Winepress Complete Discography CD, 
Lynyrds Innards Black Flag Covers LP (limited to zoo), V.Reverse Complete Recordings CD (Pre-My Lai/Killsadie) & more 

Red Line Distribution | 5420 S. Bishop | Chicago, IL | 60609 | USA 
http://www.redlinedistribution.com/ info@redlinedistribution.com 773.737.3714 

Stores, we deal direct. Give us a call for more information or a catalog. 

REINFORCEMENT RECORDS 
Do you Know us? We re an independent NJ 
label putting out quality punk, hardcore, emo, 
& indie rock. 
Do you know our bands? Our bands are 
some of the most unique & hardest working in 
the indie music scene today. Here's what 
reviewers have said about some past releases: 
Fairmont - A near-perfect blend of acoustic and electric 

sensibilities. 

- A grooving indie machine with just enough emo to tickle the 

tragic heart. 

John Stamps Project - People still mourning the passing of 

Screeching Weasel should have a look. I even like them better. 

- Holy crap, these kids rule! They’re writing better tunes than 

the Queers! JSP are one of the best new bands around. 

Young Hasselhoffs - "Get Dumped" is a fu*king impressive 

release. Think Mr. T X with bigger balls and heavier guitars. 

- Sweet harmonies & more hooks than a bait & tackle shop. 

- The most beautifully written, musically crafted, perfect pop 

songs I have ever heard. Nothing compares to this record. 

Stick Figure Suicide - The technical precision and clean, 

overdrive guitars of Bad Religion with the adrenaline rush and 

hyperspeed tempos of Minor Threat. They mastered all the 

old-school hardcore moves while keeping a few new-jack 

tricks up their sleeves. 

Tinkle - The winner of the month. 

- 18 fast, upbeat pop tunes reminiscent of stellar pop bands so 

perfectly infectious that I want to push "REPEAT" and listen 

to them all night. 

Visit us at www.reinforcementrecords.com 
and hear MP3s, see our entire catalog, read 
the latest news, and order on line or print 
out a mail order form. 
Also, search 'Reinforcement Records' on 
MP3.com to hear tons of free songs from 
our bands and releases. 

SUPPORT INDEPENDENT MUSIC 
CDs are only $7 in the US or $ 10 worldwide 
Send to: Reinforcement Records 

96 Ehret Ave. 
Harrington Park, NJ 07640 USA 

NEW RELEASES OUT SOON ON DR. STRANGE RECORDS: 

THE SKULLS, CHANNEL THREE, Barricaded Suspects comp, 
4 Old TOXIC SHOCK 7"s, THE THREATS, STALAG 13 (reissue), 
GOVERNMENT ISSUE Complete History Volume 3 and more! 

Download songs for free. Go to the site and click on the NEWS section. 
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from EVERYTHING 
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boots, leathek jackets, 
bullet belts, studs. 
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& FUCKLOADS MORE! 
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'•and this 
One Day Forever 

too shall pass" 

we are distributed by no idea, 

lumberjack:, dboke, reielatkm, 

very, interpunk, and temperance 
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"dance!techno 
mega-mix vol, 42“ 

"Chorus of One" 

still available; full lengths from Boxcar and Saturday Supercade. 

do box 20836 park west station ny ny 10025 
red leader records 

www.redleaderrecords.com 

The Reunion Show 
“The Motion” CD 

Catchy and upbeat moog-pop 
rock. This stuff will have you 
dancing all over your room. This 
is some of the most inspired pop 
ever to grace the speakers at a 
great party. Fans of Wbezer and 
Elvis Costello take note. See why 
the Reunion Show are quickly 
becoming an east coast favorite. 
On tour with Taking Back Sunday 
and Recover this fall! 

The Scaries 
“Souvenir” CD 

Are you sick of every single pop- 
punk band in America falling into 
the Blink 182 camp or the Saves 
the Day camp? Do you long for 
the days when there was more to 
pop-punk than faux rock and roll 
attitude? Do you wish pop-punk 
these days had melody sincerity, 
and hooks all rolled up intp one 
delightful package {without any 
loss of originality or urgency)? 

Billy Music 
“Midwest Index” CD 

South Dakota's new champios 
of tight, technical, rhythmic indie 
rock and roil. Anyone into the 
more driving sounds of Jimmy 
Eat World or Sensefield will love 
this CD. Easily one of the best 
records in the genre. 

Law of Inertia Maga^ne #11 / 
Read the magazine that put Law' 
of Inertia on the punk rock map. 
172 pages of ass-kicking liters- 
tune on pop-culture, politics, art, 
and music. Interviews include 
American Nightmare/ Thursday/ 
Cursive, Glassjaw, Rye Coalition/-. 
The Damned, Sparta, Pedro the-; 
Lion, Shai Hulud, Dag Nasty. Trail 
of the Dead, and many more. 

Comes with a 22-song CD 

wwwlawfinertia.com > infQ@iawofinertia. com 
Exclusively distributed by Suburban Hotw Records > wwwsuburbanhomerecords.com 

Also Available: Angels in the Architecture“The Distance in Writing” CD; Hot Rod Circuit/This Years Model split CD; Grey AM “Wt h Mrf ties Lit” MOD (Met Bmb ronp lation 
featuring unreleased or hard-to-fmd tracks from the Alkaline Trio, Shiner; Ann Beretta, Errortype: 11, Grey AM; 65 Film Show; Qxt ®fi ex, Mgel s I nt he Avhtecttre, Pak a til rme 

65 Film Show *Breathing Will Be Assisted” CD; Law of Inertia Magazine #10 



ONE BASSIST AND ONE DRUMMER. 
LOUD ENOUGH TO MOVE THINGS IN YOUR PANTS. 

EX BLACK CAt #13 / CURRENT FEMME FATALE MEMBERS 
PO BOX 138 1001 W BROADWAY #101, VANCOUVER B.C. V6H 4E4 CANADA 

WWW.ACHERECORDS.COM 

The Amazing KSll-owatts 
*X)n the Inside^ ^TemrofTedviotogy 
Full-length CD Full-length Cl 

Both out now on Thinker Thought Records!!! 
Also from Thinker Thou#tf Records; Cherry Lane ~XT CDep 

Distribution through Choke <att), Carrot Top (JG a CL), and Initial (JG) 
TTR, 1002 Devcns^mg Road, Washington, IL61571, www.thir*ertticujft^^ 

the amazing 

-a-uiattd 

.vw.w,theai'nazingKillov%a.tts.com w*W j a redgrabb. com 

Talon, the new novel by Charles Romalotti, 
award-winning author of Salad Days and Rash 

A compelling and tumultuous read.. .the 

characterizations within any Romalotti book 

are second to none, and Talon is no exception. 

-Scan^ine, UK 

Romalotti definitely has a real talent for writing. 

-Adam, H2Q 

Talon has such well-written [punk and 

skinhead] characters, you just gasp as you 

follow them through every suspenseful and 

sickening turn in the story. I loved it. 

-Morbid Outlook. Magazine 

Talon is a realistic dark journey that is amusing 

and disturbing at the same time. 

-Clint, Victory Records 

Talon gives the reader not only a credible look 

into the world of self-made freaks, but also 

engages us and is driven not by the peculiarities 

of the freaks, but rather by their very human 

and understandable passions—like revenge. 

-The Lt\ardman 

Talon is a great follow-up to Rash. Romalotti 

does it again. 

-Realm Gothica. com 

www.laymanbooks.com 

‘ $7.99 
In stores & online now 



ALSO HAPPENING 
IN TOKYO 

Tokyo native Yayoi 

Ikeda makes a great 

Japanese-language 

zine called Catch That 

Beat (online at www. 

indiepages.com/ctbgirl) 

Ikdeda’s zine draws 

much of its inspiration 

from the Pacific North¬ 

west here in the States, interviewing lots of the 

bands on Kill Rock Stars and K Records, along 

with Japanese people and happenings. We 

asked Ikeda to tell us about some of her favorite 

people, places, and things in Tokyo. 

Map (Magazine) 

I don't want to read articles that look like adver¬ 

tisements, so I don’t read many Japanese 

music magazines. I like Map, ’cause it has a 

unique choice of topics to write about. They 

have featured Raimond Scott, John Waters, 

Irwin Chusid and others in the latest issue. 

Online at: www.mapup.net • e-mail: info@mapup.net 

P-Heavy (Band) 

They make my socks fall down! P-Heavy is just 

that kind of band. Three chicks play punk rock 

as loud as they can—it's impossible not to 

dance! One day, Chifumi P-Heavy’s drummer 

told me after the show, “I want to write love 

songs, but I can’t do it. I tend to sing my own 

anger.” Three chicks that kick your ass! 

E-mail: chifumi@po.dcn.ne.jp 

Love Piece Club (Shop) 

Love Piece Club is a woman-friendly sex store. 

They not only sell sex goods, but they create 

and design them too! Their shop is very com¬ 

fortable; I often spend an hour or so exploring 

their pretty and useful stuff. I’m buying the Doc 

Johnson iVibe on my next shopping trip—it has 

a five function controller! 

Online at: http://www.ummit.co.jp/love 

Chiya Fujino (Author) 

Her oddly charming stories are the product of a 

fruitful mind that isn’t afraid to wander. The rea¬ 

son why Fujino’s work is supported widely—in 

particular by young people—is perhaps because 

the feeling that “something is different” is 

becoming more and more real to many people. 

It reminds me of my Tokyo life, even though 

there's no Fujiyama, Geisha, or Hello Kitty. 

Flushed with Pride 
LOOKING FOR TOKYO’S HIDDEN WASTE BY PAUL CHAN When I arrived in Tokyo, I immediately looked for toilets. I am facinated by 

the social history of human waste. How shit is treated privately and publicly 

in a particular society reflects how that society deals with what they deem 

excessive and undesirable. Shit acts like a societal barometer, gauging the health of the body 

politic and the length this body will go to hide or destroy its own excess. 

Tokyo is legendary in the realm of toiletry. No city in the world can boast the sheer 

number of public restrooms at people’s disposal. Nearly every subway station in the complex 

web of Japanese public transit has at least one restroom. Each is equiped with two kinds of 

toilets: the western "sitdown” kind and the eastern "squat” kind. 

The quality of the restroom depends (as usual) on the socio-economic level of the subway 

station and its relationship to the neighborhood it serves. The Ginza station, for instance, is 

located in the southeast region of Tokyo, and is considered the heart of Tokyo’s cultural and 

economic elite. This is the neighborhood where one strolls into the Sony Building to pet the 

latest version of its Aibo robot dog before heading to Myshokoshi, a vast, two-city-block shop¬ 

ping and entertainment fortress, for a leisurely 14,000 yen sushi lunch on the top floor. The 

Ginza subway station is the place to go for good public restrooms. Other subway station 

restrooms of note include Shibyu (northwest Tokyo), and Roponggi (southwest Tokyo). 

Subways station restrooms are like small churches compared to the cathedral grandeur of 

restrooms located in shopping malls; the most sacred of cultural institutions in Tokyo. 

Myshokoshi in Ginza, for example has restroom stalls with different soundtracks (pop, salsa, 

and classical). There was a rumor that one bathroom had flat screen TVs for each user, 

although I could never confirm this. In Akihibara, also know as Electric Town, restrooms are 

more interactive. Asobit City, a seven-story building dedicated to video games and cartoon 

paraphernalia, has restroom stalls with buttons that, when pushed, play a sound loop of water 

running, or a person coughing, so you don’t disturb your neighbor in the next stall. 

It would be misleading to think that Tokyo treats its citizens better than say, New York 

City, since it provides so many facilities for relief. It is rather that Tokyo is more invested in 

controlling the excesses of the human body so that it may go about its business as a model of 

the future megalopolis: clean, efficient, and thoroughly inhuman. 

How Tokyo treats its homeless population is another indicator of the city’s obsession over 

its own excess. Tokyo has a long history of hiding its lumpen citizenry or dumping them out¬ 

right beyond the limits of the city. Japanese writer Kobo Abe’s 1973 novel The Box Man was 

inspired by an incident in Ueno Park, where armed police forcefully arrested the homeless liv¬ 

ing there in an effort to rid the area of undesirables, some of whom, they believed, were want¬ 

ed criminals. The sight of battalions of police officers arresting the mostly elderly population 

of homeless people in the city’s sprawling park caused an uproar in Tokyo, and brought to 

light the city’s insistence upon controlling its image and its excess. 

Ueno Park is still the place to be if you are homeless in Tokyo. With it’s combination of 

lakes, Toshogu shrines (honoring the first shoguns in Japan), and cherry blossom trees, the 

park is serene and lovely. And like New York City’s Central Park, its layout can accommodate 

any number of box or tent cities for the homeless to dwell, provided the city allows them. 

On the day that I visited Ueno Park, I passed by several quaint tent encampments next to 

one of the many lily pad-covered lakes in the park. Shoes were respectfully left outside the 

entrance of the tents, usually next to a stack of folded cardboard boxes. To the right of the tents 

there was a small embankment next to a stone bridge, where the resident pigeons were fighting 

over udon noodles that a man was giving them out of a red plastic bag. And in the midst of the 

pigeons cooing and the man cursing in Japanese, I thought I heard snoring. ® 
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Murk Tea 
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Inch Buttons 
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Just Add 
$1.00 Per 20 
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check out the chpomlcs line kldsl 

•Prices are Post. Pd. for B/W 
and Color In U.S. 
(Add $3/100 Can. | $4/100 
M«x. | $5/100 world ) 

•Quick Turnaround 11 
(Usu. I wk. from date we get order unless pd. w/ check) 
•Send your Art/Logos and Payment 
(see FAQ on website for art questions or calfl) 

•Checks/M.O./well concealed ca$h to: 

Steve H/Murk Ta P.O.B. 4663 
J-afayette, IN 47903 U.S.A 

765-447-3148 a we@murkta.com D 

LOST 
SOUNDS 
Rats Brains & 
Microchips LP 

Rotten 
Apples 

Real-Tuff 
Durable Plastic CD 

POB 12034 Seattle, Wa 98012 
www.emptyRecords.com 



LIVE ON YOUR BOX! 

THE MONSTER... 
CAUGHT FOR ONE NIGHT IN 
LONDON, ENGLAND! 

BUY IT NOW! 
ON SHINY DIGITAL DISC 
OR YE OLDE VIDEO CASSETTE! 

A PUNKERVISION RELEASE 
WWW.PUNKERVISIQN.NET 



music 
This issue’s reviewers: Eric Action (EA), Brian Czarnik (BC), Art Ettinger (AE), Melissa Geils (MG), Jason Gitzlaff (JG), Tim Kuehl (TK), Dan Laidman (DAL), Bart Niedzialkowski 

(BN), Kyle Ryan (KR), George Sanchez (GBS), Neal Shah (NS), Dan Sinker (DS), Andy Slob (AS), Jillian Steinberger (JS), Annie Tomlin (AT) 

Affront - You’d Make a Good-Looking Corpse, CDEP 
Listening to Affront made it obvious that they have 

been heavily influenced by '80s hardcore. If you 

couldn’t tell by some of the songs, the cover of Bad 

Brains’ "Pay to Cum’’ is the dead giveaway. Even 

though their influences may be obvious, it doesn’t 

limit them to one style—at times almost street- 

punk-type anthems. Cool shit. (TK) 

Self-released, 2222 Cathedral Ave. NW, Washington, 

D.C. 20008, www.affrontrules.com 

Againe - Antologia 1995-2000: A Sutil Arte de 

Fazer Inimigos, CD 

Here we have a 32-track compilation of several 

records from this melodic Brazilian punk band. 

Very uneven, but at times also very good. It has 

some wonderfully intense, original moments, but 

they tend to be instrumental, and the vocals are flat 

and monotonous throughout. (DAL) 

Spicy G.E., CP 3811, 01060 970, SP Brasil, 

www.spicyrecords.cjb.net 

Agitated - Go Blue, Go Die, CD 

Smog Veil unleashes some rare retro Cleveland 

hardcore garage thrash. This collects a dozen studio 

tracks and a handful of live songs, all recorded in 

1983, from this band that was together for one 

year. This isn’t exactly a hardcore holy grail, but it’s 

got some smokin’ guitar work. (DAL) 

Smog Veil Records, 316 California Ave. #207, Reno, 

NV 89509, www.smogveil.com 

All Time Present - Distant Microphones Pick Up 

Both Direct And Reflected Sound, CD 

In some contexts, an "improvised group music per¬ 

formance” is nothing more than an excuse to 

record a jam session. Even when the ensemble con¬ 

sists of talented guitarists and percussionists, it’s 

tedious to hear plinky-dink guitar noodling over 

the occasional tap-tap of found-objects-as-instru- 

ment. Nice artistic intent, but no thanks. (AT) 

Evolving Ear Records, 326 St. Johns Place #D1, 

Brooklyn, NY 11238, www.evolvingear.com 

An Automotive - S/T, CD 

This is synth-heavy powerpop, the kind that seems 

to be en vogue these days. Vocals are minimal, and 

the band likes to experiment with different instru¬ 

ments. It wasn’t enough to hold my attention for 

subsequent listens. (KR) 

Six Gun Lover, 3203 Overcup Oak, Austin, TX 

78704, www.sixgunlover.com 

Anchorite Four, The - S/T, CD 

What we have here are 21 tracks of intricate, rich 

and textured melodies with influences ranging 

from rock, punk and emo to indie and hardcore. 

Mark this down as a promising full-length from a 

band unafraid of attaching itself to a sound, some¬ 

thing all too rare these days. (BN) 

The Anchorite Four, c/o Marc Davis, 4212 SW Fifth 

Place, Cape Coral, FL 33914 

Ancient Greeks, The - The Song is You 

Plink! Plunk! Doot! Deepa-doop! Another 

Chicago band sings about atoms. I jest (mostly). 

Yes, the carefully timed songs have roots in math 

rock, but here they sound so much more upbeat 

and cheerful than many others in the genre. These 

kids call it "math pop.” Works for me. (AT) 

Flameshovel Records, 1658 N. Milwaukee Ave 

#276, Chicago IL 60647, www.flameshovel.com 

P ANTiSEEN - Drastic / E.P. Royalty, CD 

ANTiSEEN formed in 1983, with Charlotte having 

one of the south’s first hardcore scenes. Next year will 

be ANTiSEEN’s 20th anniversary, and it’s about time 

they’re getting the recognition they deserve. One of 

the few punk bands doing something unique, 

ANTiSEEN is one part Ramones, one part country, 

and one part early DC hardcore. Ironically, despite 

being "antiscene,” ANTiSEEN started a scene all its 

own: the Confederacy of Scum. Here, TKO reissues 

the first two of the band’s nearly 40 seven inches: 

I985’s Drastic and 1986’s E.P. Royalty. These EPs contain 

some of the band’s best-known songs, including 

"Queen City Stomp,” "Destructo Rock,” and 'White 

Trash Bitch.” The double 7” version features a very 

nice replication of the original packaging in a beauti¬ 

ful gatefold sleeve. It sounds better than this digital 

version, but either edition is a must-have. This is No. 

I in TKO’s planned 'Vault of ANTiSEEN” series, with 

several of the band’s full-lengths scheduled next in 

line. This reissue is a great introduction to an eclectic 

band gaining more and more fans each year. (AE) 

TKO, 3216 W. Cary St. #303, Richmond, VA 23221 

Ape House - Minutes to Go, CD 
D.C.’s upbeat, catchy rock band serves you up 13 

dishes of two-minute pop gems. To be overly criti¬ 

cal, you could say the vocals could use a bit more 

angst, but maybe things are best the way they are. 

Like a good tuna subway sandwich, this will leave 

you with a pleasant aftertaste. (BC) 

Self-released, www.apehouserock.com 

As Friends Rust - A Young Trophy Band In The 

Parlance Of Our Times, CD 

This latest AFR offering brings together the 

melodic hardcore of Reach The Sky, the pop sensi¬ 

bility of Saves The Day and the sing-along intensi¬ 

ty of Strike Anywhere. Catchy, energetic and gen¬ 

uine, these six cuts should keep kids satisfied until 

the new LP hits the streets. (BN) 

Equal Vision Records, P0 Box 14, Hudson, NY 

12534, www.equalvision.com 

Autocaust - At All Costs, CD 

This is scary. The songs go from industrial noise to 

punk experimentation—lots of fuzz and feedback. 

The lyrics are a stream-of-conscious journey 

through filthy back alleys and sexual weirdness. 

Apparently this project was conceived, written, 

recorded, mixed, and packaged in a 60-hour peri¬ 

od. Um, you can tell. (MG) 

www.seventenbishop.com 

P Autumn Fall, The / Laurel Lane - split, CDEP 
There is something about singer/songwriter releases 

that cuts right to the heart of the music industry. 

Such is the case with this offering from PA Records. 
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Starting things off is Jared Brown, also known as 

The Autumn Fall, whose bittersweet melodies fall 

somewhere between David Singer and The New 

Amsterdams. There is urgency in the vocals and 

sentiment in the lyrics that is rarely found outside of 

acoustic performances. Laurel Lane accounts for 

the rest of the EP with her folk-influenced love 

songs. The vocals momentarily brought to mind 

Lisa Loeb. The backing band consisting of a bass 

guitarist and a drummer do wonders as Lane lets her 

voice flow over the smooth, underlying melodies. 

Mark down another for the little guys. (BN) 

PA Records, 517 Little Creek Road, Lynchburg, VA 

24502, www.parecords.com 

Bangs - Call And Response, CDEP 
Hell yeah! High-energy, poppy punk with female- 

fronted vocals and girl shout-along choruses—I 

know it sounds hackneyed, but Bangs pull it off 

marvelously. Despite a clunker of a slower song in 

the middle ("Kinda Good”) and the occasionally 

uninspired lyrics, this is a hell of a record. Like the 

song says, I want more. (KR) 

Kill Rock Stars, 120 State Ave., #418, Olympia, WA 

98501, www.killrockstars.com 

Beautiful Mistake, The - Light a Match, For I 

Deserve to Burn, CD 
Hook-filled melodic rock that doesn’t fail to 

include those obligatory harder-edged screamy 

parts. Lot’s of "whoa-oh”’s and jangly guitar inter¬ 

play. At this moment I am seriously trying to find 

other words for "emotional” and "melodic” in my 

thesaurus, if ya know what I mean. The next Jimmy 

Eat World? (MG) 

The Militia Group, 7923 Warner Ave, Suite K, 

Huntington Beach, CA 92647, www.themilitia- 

group.com 4 

Bitchin' - The Night Life, The Tight Style, CD 
A fast, bass-heavy power-punk trio from the college 

town of Gainesville, Fla. The songs have decent 

melody lines, and the vocals are almost sung rather 

than screeched, although they’re hard-edged and 

sometimes processed with effects. There’s not 

much variation across the album’s 12 songs and, 

ultimately, it’s dull. (JS) 

Bitchin’, P0 Box 13105, Gainesville, FL 32604 

Black Lips, The - S/T, 7” 

Ooh, this is good! It starts with a great garage-rock¬ 

er that’s just as catchy as anything The Creation 

ever did. "Sweetkin” follows in the completely dif¬ 

ferent vein, switching to a lackadaisical old-timey 

number. The b-side rounds things out with some 

more mod freakouts, this time with a bit more rock. 

More, please. (AT) 

The Electric Human Project, 500 S. Union St., 

Wilmington, DE 19805, electrichumanproject.com 

9 Blackfire - One Nation Under, CD 
Flawlessly blending their Navajo traditions with 

punk, Blackfire is focused on telling the world that 

their fight is far from over. The aggro songs about 

the Native Indian struggle to survive, historically 

and literally, are a real punch in the face. The 

straight-up songs’ musical influences are varied, 

but this trio of siblings (two brothers and a sister) 

know their punk history and take from the rock side 

including the Stooges and the Ramones while mak¬ 

ing the music completely theirs. Joey Ramone is 

actually featured on two tracks on this CD. 

Regardless, this is a very important record. More 

recent "political” punk records seem to attack from 

a distance, but Blackfire’s topics are experienced 

firsthand. This actually makes me completely 

ashamed of my lack of knowledge of my own Indian 

heritage. Highly recommended. (DM) 

Canyon Records, 3131 W. Clarendon, Phoenix, AZ 

85017, www.canyonrecords.com 

V Blackouts, The - Everyday is a Sunday 

Evening, CD 
The Blackouts rock the carport! There are echoes of 

the Thirteenth Floor Elevators and the Sonics on this 

sweet debut from the Champaign, Ill., quartet. 

Besides their cute name—so much better than the 

multitudes of ridiculous "the” bands coming out 

these days—their album is highly energetic across all 

IO catchy songs with angular riffs, hooks-a-go-go, 

driving bass lines and a head-bangin’ rhythm section. 

At various times the lyrics are menacing, ominous, 

mysterious and romantic — and, of course, they’re 

mostly about girls. Songs and lyrics suit each other 

well. I imagine the Blackouts are fun live; they play out 

often, and they’ll be touring behind their release. 

Appropriately, this modish, ’60s psychedelic garage 

rock has an uncontrived DIY feel. No subpar, crappy 

music in expensive packaging here, just a black & 

white cover and clean, straight-ahead sound. In fact, 

I hear analog. My temperature is rising... (JS) 

Lucid Records, 665 Timber Hill Road, Deerfield, IL 

60015, www.lucidrecords.com 

Blood Music - S/T, 7” 
Folk guitar and a piano meet mellow, melancholy 

arrangements on this sleeper from Sweden’s answer 

to Beck. The cover of Ramones’ "Somebody Put 

Something In My Drink” is enough to warrant a 

purchase. (BN) 

Promenade Recordings, 

http://hem. passagen.se/promenade 

About our reviews: We make every attempt to review all the records we receive, as long as they are released on independent record labels. However, despite our best efforts, 

not every record ends up in here for a myriad of reasons. Records marked with a little ear ( 9) are designated as “highlight” reviews by the reviewer. That means it's a record 

that really stands out for them this time around, but just because a review doesn’t have an ear doesn’t mean it isn’t good. Finally, if a reviewer doesn’t like your record, it’s 

just one person’s opinion, so don’t freak out. We’re sure you put a good deal of work into your project and that alone is worth some congratulations! 
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born with a tail / cordero 

Born With a Tail - The Gravest Suspicion, CD 

This is a mostly instrumental collection of songs 

that generally are pretty good from that early Braid, 

Cap’n Jazz school of playing. These kids come into 

their own and do it fairly well but lack what com¬ 

pleted those bands: a competent and well-versed 

vocalist. Otherwise, they should work on better 

structured songwriting and losing the 2-3 songs 

with lyrics. (DM) 

RA. Records, 517 Little Creek Rd, Lynchburg, VA 

24502, www.parecords.com 

Botch - Unifying Themes Redux, CD 

Not nearly as impressive as "American Nervoso” or 

"We are the Romans,” but a good look at how far this 

band came before their recent breakup. This record is 

a compilation of early 7” recordings and comp tracks, 

along with some unreleased stuff. This is a great listen 

if you are a fan of this band but not a good indicator 

of how amazing they really are. Botch also just released 

the last five tracks they weren’t able to put out while 

they were still around called An Anthology of Dead Ends, 

which includes an enhanced video and some more 

features. "Evil Math-rock” never felt so evil. (TK) 

Excursion P0 Box 20224 Seattle, WA 98102 

Boys Night Out - Broken Bones and Bloody 

Kisses, CDEP 

This band sounds exactly like Glasseater but with 

the sensationalism of Eminem. The difference 

between Boys Night Out and the aforementioned 

bands is that there’s nothing spectacular about 

these boys musically. It’s typical screamo with a 

morbid cuteness. Sugary, prepubescent vocals 

about mutilating their girlfriends come off confus¬ 

ing and moronic. (JG) 

One Day Savior Recordings, P0 Box 372, Williston 

Park, NY 11596 

Boys’ Star Library, The - Sugar & Water, CD 

Psychedelic, dreamy soft rock pours out from BSL’s 

second release. Interesting melodies and nicely 

done acoustic and electric guitar work ooze out of 

the CD. It gets really slow without getting really 

boring. Intriguing stuff here. (BC) 

Self-released, www.boysstarlibrary.com 

Brand New Disaster - S/T, CD 

This is a great self-released CD kind of picking up 

where Gameface*, the G.U. Kids* and Farside left 

off before their demise or the "suck” settled in. (* 

Noted bands really kind of suck now.) I really dig the 

heartfelt, hard-driving punk rock that sounds sin¬ 

cere. Seven out of eight songs rock out, except the 

acoustic one, which was OK. This is a keeper. (DM) 

Self-released, www.brandnewdisaster.com 

Broke Americans - S/T, CD 
Typical L.A. cock rock with unbelievably moronic 

lyrics and equally awful funk-rock bar-band music. 

Beyond, way beyond, terrible. If only I could get back 

the time I wasted listening to this. (KR) 

Industrial Strength Records, 2824 Regatta Blvd., 

Richmond CA 94804, 

www.industrialstrengthrec.com. 

9 Bye Sami - Otro Dia Mas, CD 
Don’t let the Spanish scare you; Bye Sami’s musical 

terrain is familiar territory. While claiming stakes in 

Mexico’s Escena Alterlatina, the multiple time 

changes and a twin high-gain guitar approach give 

Otro Dia Mas a Face to Face feel. Eugenio’s bass is a bit 

flat, but otherwise this album stands up alongside any 

mid-’90s Southern California melodic punk record¬ 

ing. Well, all right, the ballad, "El Cajon,” is pretty 

weak, but there’s a warmth otherwise that speaks to 

something greater than five kids in Tijuana making 

noise. The lyrical themes of lost love, hope, and 

ambiguous struggles for a better society, coupled with 

the familiar layout of show photos personal band 

shots, all make me laugh and think about how certain 

things can transcend borders. Fucking cool. (GBS) 

Sourpop Records, P0 Box 4542, Panorama City, CA 

91412, www.soupop.net 

9 Canyon - Empty Rooms, CD 

God this is great—totally atmospheric, subtle, warm, 

and beautiful. Three metaphors for what Empty Rooms 

does to you: (i) the sound just washes over you like 

the tide; (2) it’s like getting drunk on something 

sugary and sweet on a cold night—you feel the 

warmth inside of you radiate out and chase the frost 

away; (3) like being a little kid, spinning in a circle 

and then giddily stopping and watching the room 

swirl around you. Canyon is smart enough and old 

enough (Robert Winkle and Brandon Butler have 

been playing together since the years of Kansas 

City’s oft-overlooked Boys Life) to eschew genre 

and instead put together a record that skillfully 

weaves its way through a myriad of styles to achieve its 

own unique, achingly great mix. It defies easy defi¬ 

nition; it’s rock, it’s melodic, and the band knows 

the right way to use reverb. Without a doubt, one of 

the standout records of the year for me. (DS) 

Gern Blandsten, P0 Box 856, River Edge, NJ 

07661, www.gernblandsten.com 

Cassettes, The - S/T, CD 

The Cassettes play pop. They’re members of 

Frodus, Dead Meadow, and Weird War. They try to 

be catchy, but they sound more like they’ve caught a 

cold. Whiny sickly vocals and a strange ’70s arena- 

rock influence pollute this mess. (AE) 

Lovitt Records, P0 Box 248, Arlington, VA 22210, 

www.lovitt.com 

Charityempressa - The Skin of Whippets, CD 

I couldn’t find my way past track one’s five droning 

minutes. The songs are either short noise blasts of 

two minutes or seven- to IO-minute art pieces 

done to a sleepy AM sound. (EA) 

Velvet Blue Music, 9121 Atlanta Ave. #237, 

Huntington Beach, CA 92646, www.velvetbluemu- 

sic.com 

Cobra - This is Fashion, CD 
A guitar/drum duo that’s neither garage nor indie 

but an uncomfortable compromise between the 

two. Cobra’s lyrics valiantly aim toward social cri¬ 

tique and philosophical debate, but, um...the surf 

instrumentals are cool at least. Sounds confused, 

doesn’t it? (GBS) 

Conversion Media.com, 2544 N. Fratney, Apt. 1, 

Milwaukee, Wl 53212 

Cockburn, Alexander - Beating the Devil, CD 
A recorded lecture by the political writer Alexander 

Cockburn. As opposed to dogma and sloganeering, 

Cockburn has always taken a much more elegant 

tact in his writing, choosing to couple his incendi¬ 

ary prose with a wry sense of humor. While nowhere 

near as good as his masterwork, The Golden Age is in Us, 

this CD is informative and entertaining, if a little 

shoddily recorded. (DS) 

Alternative Tentacles, P0 Box 419092, San 

Francisco CA 94141 

9 Cordero - Lamb Lost in the City, CD 
Opening with Spanish street invitations (or cat 

calls) and concluding with the lamenting Tango 

"Todo Por Ti,” Cordero’s first full-length is an 

airy indie rock declaration in two tongues. 

Classically romantic with lyrical themes of forlorn 

hearts, adventure, loss, and rediscovery, Cordero’s 

music bounces between acoustic serenades and 

spacey, low fi indie rock. Musically reminiscent of 

the Velvet Underground’s earlier, slower material 

or a less country version of Mazzy Star, the record 

has deliberate distances between songs like 

"Cuando La Vida” and "Late in the Evening” that 

reinforce genre limitations. The Spanish numbers 

Reviewer Spotlight: Eric Action (EA) 

Against Me, ReinventingAxl Rose. I don’t really believe in instant classics, but there are a few exceptions to this rule. After witnessing Against Me play one of the three 

best shows I’ve ever seen, I realized how unbelievably great last year’s Reinventing Axl Rose, is. I had listened to the record and read the lyrics countless times since I 

reviewed it a few issues back. The music contains acoustic and electric guitars mixed with an unbelievable drummer, while the lyrics are screamy, doubled up, and 

heartfelt. "Billy Bragg with balls” is a great comparison, both in sound and the political subject matter. At the show, I witnessed around 60 kids all jumping in uni¬ 

son, clapping, and singing along, and I realized I wasn’t alone in my love for this record. I picked up both available singles, and they are both beautiful pieces with 

little in the electric department. I can’t stress how important this record is in reinventing my Axl Rose; I now love music again. It takes a lot to excite me anymore, 

and for the first time since I was 16, I want to follow a band around the country from show to show. 

Besides my weird obsession with Against Me: the Epoxies LP is another instant classic; Richard Hell’s Time double CD; Buff Medways’ second LP; and when 

punk doesn’t cut it, the nine-CD Stax singles box set I got for my birthday. 
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are built upon multiple layers of rhythm, while the 

indie ones are brooding and spacious—solitary sin¬ 

gle guitar notes backed by a staggered drumbeat and 

hauntingly echoed vocals. It would have been inter¬ 

esting if they genre-fucked by singing Spanish on 

the indie rockers instead of just the ambiguous 

"Latin” numbers. Nonetheless, a relaxing record 

perfect for hung-over Sundays and poignant in 

light of the browning of the United States. (GBS) 

Daemon Records, PO Box 1207, Decatur, GA 

30031, www.daemonrecords.com 

Cost, The - Chimera, CD 
Thick guitars and dark, intricate melodies define 

this post-hardcore LP that will surely draw compar¬ 

isons to Thursday and Dead and Gone. Angry, 

haunting and edgy, the melodies whirl around as 

the spoken/screamed vocals disrupt the instrumen¬ 

tal flow. A surprising change of pace for Lookout, 

but a strong release nevertheless. (BN) 

Lookout! Records, 3264 Adeline St., Berkeley, CA 

94703, www.lookoutrecords.com 

Curl Up And Die - Unfortunately We’re Not 

Robots, CD 
Frenzied, tech metal that sounds a lot like old 

Converge. Slow parts, noodley parts, thrashy parts, 

breakdowns, mosh parts and screaming all the time. 

Two of the songs fill up about half of the CD, which 

seems like a rip to me. Not untalented, but a little 

unoriginal. (NS) 

Revelation Records- P0 Box 5232, Huntington 

Beach, CA 92615, www.revelationrecords.com 

Darryl Cherney & the Chernobles - Bush It!, CDEP 
Earth First! activist and Judi Bari co-conspirator 

Darryl Cherney sing two odes to dissent. The first, 

"Bush It,” is a folk ramble, not far off from Phil 

Ochs’ "I Ain’t Marching Anymore.” The second, 

"Send George Bush a Pretzel,” is a strange polka 

number. Lyrics come transcribed with chord pro¬ 

gressions. (GBS) 

Alternative Tentacles Records, P0 Box 419092, San 

Francisco, CA 94141-9092, www.alternativetenta- 

cles.com 

V Crimson Sweet - Livin’ In Strut, CD 
Have you ever seen those old punk mags in books 

where they list Blondie as "punk,” and they don’t 

even come close to that description? Well, this is what 

they would sound like in a wet dream. This is proba¬ 

bly one of the best female-fronted, straight-up punk 

’n’ roll band. Actually, this is one of the best rock 

records since Cheap Trick’s Live at Budakon. You don’t 

have to say a thing; I know these are brave words. But 

they start out with Silverhead’s "Hello New York” 

and just don’t stop. There are some key songs such as 

"Airport Novel,” "I Want to Live” and "Queen City 

V.A.” that show an amazing range and homage to 

other bands of yesterday but make them their own. 

The rasp in this girl’s voice is equally matched by the 

music, raw and aggressive. Even the mellower songs 

are pretty aggro and in your face. The music is IOO 

percent pure mainlined uncut rock ’n’ roll. If this 

trio get the recognition they deserve, we’ll be hearing 

a lot more of these guys. If you’ll excuse me, I need 

to track down their catalog and wait patiently for 

them to make it to Boston. (DM) 

0n/0n Switch, San Francisco, CA, 

www.ononswitch .com 

Cutthroats 9, The - The Cutthroats 9, CD (reissue) 
San Francisco-based The Cutthroats 9 was formed 

by frontman Chris Spencer from the ashes of 

Unsane. Some listeners will celebrate this cross¬ 

pollination of noise rock and metal, with sludgy 

songs and a fast-paced rhythm section. This self- 

titled debut, now reissued, was originally released 

in 2000 on Man’s Ruin. (JS) 

Reptilian Records, www.reptilianrecords.com 

David Singer & The Sweet Science - Civil Wars, CD 
Slow- to midtempo pop that’s heavy on piano but 

light when taken as a whole. Some of it sounds like 

future soundtrack material for a Wes Anderson 

movie. Fans of sweet pop will enjoy this. (KR) 

Deep Elm Records, PO Box 36939, Charlotte, NC 

28236, www.deepelm.com 

Denison Marrs - This Is The New Now, CD 
Barroom rock muzak. Satisfactory sounds while 

putting down the pints of lager. Remember in the 

movie Rad when Cru Jones bicycle-boogied with 

that guy dressed like the hot chick from Full House? 

They cover that song "Send Me An Angel.” (JG) 

Velvet Blue Music, www.velvetbluemusic.com; 

Floodgate Records, www.floodgaterecords.com 

Dexter Chumley Attack - Death in Small Doses, 7” 
Ten tracks of fast paced-hardcore with great, angry 

male and female vocals. They probably pack the 

basements of every Midwest town they play. I was in 

a band once filled with this much energy and noise, 

and every generation needs them. (EA) 

Rubber City Records, no address given 

Digger - Keystone, CD 
The first song on this had me hoping they’d steer 

clear of the obstacles' in this type of super- 

melodic, downright poppy, punk. But as the 

record progressed, it just started to sound like 

Newfound Glory to me. Initially promising, 

eventually lackluster. (KR) 

Hopeless Records, 16140 Leadwell St., Van Nuys, 

CA 91406, www.hopelessrecords.com 

Dollar Canon, The - Future Apartments EP, CDEP 
Mellow, atmospheric indie rock with a powerful 

vocalist. At first it tries to lull you to sleep, but then 

it gets under your covers and yanks at your naughty 

bits with its subtle beauty. There are thick, shoegaz- 

er-esque elements and then sparse parts broken by 

the singer’s forceful delivery. Hard to resist. (NS) 

Lamplight, www.lamplightrecordings.com 

Down in Flames - Start the Fucking Fire, 7” 
Ten tracks of straight-ahead hardcore. Screamed 

vocals with the word "you” used a lot. If you like 

your hardcore to be yelling at you with fists in the 

air, then Down in Flames is your third-generation 

Swiz. (EA) 

Gloom Records, PO Box 14253, Albany, NY 12212, 

www.coalition-records.com 

p Drop Gun - Shittin’ and Gittin’, CD 
Shittin’ and Gittin— tres charmant. Oink, oink, oink; 

grunt, grunt, grunt. You know girls across America 

are lining up for dates with these dapper chaps—yeah, 

for pay at low-rent brothels, and even at that, armed 

and chaperoned. This example of the decline of 

Western civilization has a lovely little number enti¬ 

tled "Swallow,” and another named "Litde Whore.” 

I would not assert that these songs are likely to 

inflame a lady’s desire to swallow nor bring out her 

little whore within. It is possible that they might make 

a sensible femme decide to bite down hard or puke in 

his lap. The dumb cover art shows a skull (similar to 

the Dead) and crossbones, and curvy stripper chicks 

in heels wearing tassels on their nips. How original (as 

well as charming). Male sexuality at its most subtle! As 

for sound, this is heavy and bass-drivin’, with punk 

to hardcore vocals. ’Nuff said. Rather ugly, derivative 

shit, this. Ain’t gittin’ much in the way of stars from 

me. Start eating celery and taking anger-manage¬ 

ment classes, boys. You’re gross. (JS) 

Dropgun, PO Box 6003, Akron, OH 44312 

p Dropkick Murphys - Live on St. Patrick’s Day, CD 
Finally there’s a Dropkick Murphys release that can 

answer the two most pressing questions about the 

band. Question #I: Do the Dropkick Murphys suck? 

Question #2: Who is the better Dropkick Murphys 

vocalist: the original vocalist Mike McColgan or ex- 

Bruisers singer and current vocalist A1 Barr? Answer 

to No. 1: DKM, in fact, do not suck. They practically 

Reviewer Spotlight: Brian Czarnik (BC) 
V/A, There’s a Fungus Among Us. There is one 7” that most cool people have in Chicago that were into the early ’90s punk scene at McGregors, a place that you could 

see Jawbox, Jawbreaker, Green Day, and at times Screeching Weasel. Also a place where you could meet people (like Martin from Los Crudos) for instance and buy 

a record off of him called There’s a Fungus Among Us that features such great bands as Bhopal Stiffs (later Larry went onto form Pegboy), Screeching Weasel (later Ben 

went on to form The Riverdates and then reform and re-reform and then re-re-re-form Screeching Weasel), Gear, No Empathy, and a few others. I remember 

running home (well actually driving home) and putting this onto my turntable and absorbing all that was on it. Seven songs of punk angst that sounded a little dis¬ 

torted and low end, but it made the whole experience that more personable, like I was in a dirty basement listening to these bands practice. Sure you can get the 

songs "Slogan” from Weasel and No Empathy’s "Orgone Reich” on other records, but for some reason they just sound their best here-like a good, warm sweater 

as you watch the cold mountain morning dew fall onto your penis. At one time you would have to sell your left nut to get a copy of this, but now thanks to punks 

all over the world clearing out their record collections on eBay, you can drop five bucks and pick this up. 
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dudley corporation, the / face down in shit 

single-handedly popularized the once marginalized 

sound of oi and are the first ever mainstream bona 

fide oi band. This live album shows the band in its 

rawest form and a talented band they are. I’ve per¬ 

sonally seen them live several times in the past six 

years, and they always play a stellar set. This live 

album isn’t one of those lame-o sound-board 

recordings. The crowd is audible throughout, just 

like at a gig. I’d listen to this recording over one of 

their studio releases any day. Answer to No. 2? I’ve seen 

many incarnations of DKM live and always pre¬ 

ferred Barr on vocals. This release allows for an in- 

home comparison though, as it features many pre- 

Barr songs sung by Barr. He adds a gruff earnestness 

that greatly enhances the band’s already vigorous 

sound. Barr wins hands-down. (AE) 

Hellcat Records, 2798 Sunset Blvd., Los Angeles, 

CA 90026, www.epitaph.com 

Dudley Corporation, The • The Lonely World of 

the Dudley Corporation, CD 

This is a really lame Death Cab For Cutie knock off 

with retarded lyrics like, "I’m in the arms of some 

old hag/ Feel so cheap and useless.” Crybaby. He’s 

probably talking about his mother. (JS) 

Flameshovel Records, 1658 N. Milwaukee, No. 276, 

Chicago, IL 60647, www.flameshovel.com 

Duke Fame - Regrets, CD 

If each month I could pass on one review, this 

would be it. This is just a college bar band resem- 

bling power pop totally by accident. I do not 

understand the reason Punk Planet would receive this 

digital monster. At least the ripped their name 

from This is Spinal Tap, which shows they have some 

taste. (EA) 

Self-released, www.dukefame.net 

9 EE - For 100 We Try Harder, CD 

A new epic project from members of Seam, Korea 

Girl, and Total Shutdown that replaces your head¬ 

phones with conch shells. The sound is multilay¬ 

ered and atmospheric, and vocals appear on only a 

handful of the tracks. Emotionally, this resembles 

the sweeping euphoria of Christie Front Drive. A 

musical concoction of pop compositions, unre¬ 

fined postpunk and waves of experimental noise. I 

was hesitant upon the first few minutes of listening, 

and though EE can be monotonous at times, I soon 

found myself swallowed into this massive, moving 

oceanic hullabaloo and appreciating its gentle 

peacefulness. I enjoyed this release, but this is def¬ 

initely something that can only be played in certain 

specific moods or situations. So turn down the 

lights, pour yourself a glass of merlot, and if you’re 

lucky enough to have a special someone around, 

then start to take off your underwear. If you don’t, 

a fragrance-free bottle of Lubriderm extra-mois¬ 

turizing will do. (JG) 

Asian Man Records, P0 Box 35585, Monte Sereno, 

CA 95030, www.asianmanrecords.com 

Echo Is Your Love - 8 Hours, CD 

Experimental in every sense, 8 Hours is a record that 

never finds its niche. It’s full of chaotic melodies 

along the lines of Sonic Youth, with haunting spo¬ 

ken and roughly sung vocals. What ultimately drags 

the record into oblivion is the lack of coherence 

and direction. (BN) 

Stickfigure Records, P0 Box 55462, Atlanta, GA 

30308, www.stickfigurerecords.com 

Ed Kemper Trio - How to Win a Sword Fight, CD 

Seventeen tracks from a tight trio that just scream 

Steve Albini a la Big Black, Rapeman, or Shellac. It 

isn’t fair just to cite influences, but this is a case 

where it gives the exact idea of what to expect. I am 

sure they wouldn’t mind the comparison one bit. 

This is one well-recorded and crafted release. (EA) 

Yawn Records, P0 Box 35854 Tulsa, OK 74153, 

www.yawnrecords.com 

9 Eighteen Visions - Vanity, CD 

Eighteen Visions are providing this world with a 

metallic hardcore sound comparable to most of the 

metallic hardcore that is being played these days. If 

you want more macho hardcore than your mosh-pit 

dance moves can handle, check this out. I don’t want 

to discredit the band’s talent and musicianship, as 

they are quite skilled in the ways of technical metal 

guitar work, but wait! These blasts of metalcore fury 

and chugging breakdowns are just a precursor to the 

slow-moving, somber emo melodies. (What more do 

you need to see how these tough boys have soft, sensi¬ 

tive spots?!) The fancy one-sheet that accompanied 

this CD mentions that "these stylish kids are fully 

endorsed by Paul Frank Clothing.” What? Since when 

have hardcore bands started to gain fashion sponsor¬ 

ship? This isn’t The Strokes, right? What is up with 

this fusion of trendy fashion styles and punk/hard¬ 

core? Not to use my review space as a way to complain 

about the ridiculous state of hardcore today, but jeez. 

Anyway, allow me to step off my soapbox and say that 

this record will fulfill any need you may have for an 

hour’s worth of impassioned thrashy metal inter¬ 

twined with pretty, subdued elements. (MG) 

Trustkill Records, 23 Farm Edge Lane, Tinton Falls, 

NJ 07724, www.trustkill.com 

Enemies, The - Seize the Day, CD 

This is the second Enemies full-length of dark, 

AFI-influenced California hardcore. The new bass 

player is from Neurosis, which adds to the already 

complex songwriting. Dismissive types might gloss 

over this, but it’s an uncommonly gloomy release 

that’s a bold and risky choice for Lookout. (AE) 

Lookout Records, 3264 Adeline St., Berkeley, CA 

94703, www.lookoutrecords.com 

Ernesto Diaz - Infante & Chris Forsyth - March, CD 
Very, very, very experimental music done by two 

veterans of the music scene. Parts I-13 will leave 

most of us confused and might leave a select few of 

you very pleased. Not for people who like music in 

their music. (BC) 

Pax Recordings P0 Box 591138 San Francisco, CA. 

94159-1138 

Eskimos - Something Must Be Transmitted 
Somehow, CD 

College-radio-friendly rock with flavors of Elvis 

Costello for credibility. Seventeen tracks that vary 

enough to keep interest but don’t give the feeling of a 

band trying to find their sound. Not punk, but a little 

bit of country, folk, rock and ’90s alternative. (EA) 

Tell Me Later Records, P0 Box 574, Athens, GA 

30603 

Fablefactory - We Won’t Rock You!!!, CD 

Nineteen-song collection of odds and ends from a 

band that plays highly inventive and quality pop 

songs that have a slight experimental edge. The 

musical and lyrical diversity keep this an engaging 

and entertaining release from start to finish. (AS) 

Happy Happy Birthday To Me Records, P0 Box 

1035, Panama City, FL 32402, www.HHBTM.com 

9 Face Down in Shit - Shit Bloody Shit, CD 

The quality of musicianship is surprisingly strong 

on Shit Bloody Shit, which sounds something like a 

Godspeed You Black Emperor! side project amped 

Reviewer Spotlight: Art Ettinger (AE) 

Doc Corbin Dart, Patricia. Many people are familiar with The Crucifucks, but few bothered checking out Doc Corbin Dart's classic Patricia LP, released on Alternative 

Tentacles in 1990. Recent word on Dart's post-9/lI activities have him in the media's eye once again, with his community attempting to have him committed after 

Dart plastered his house with anti-war slogans. Reading about Dart’s current antics brought me back into a new Patricia phase. On the surface, it’s a gentle, bouncy 

pop album, but it is in actuality the brilliant tribute of a crazed punk icon to his psychiatrist. Dart's lyrics are poignant, with topics ranging from the personal to 

t e po meal. Heartrending tracks such as "Falling" and "Fear of Abandonment" are broken up with a Crucifucks-styled political song "Little Town, Little People.” 

Personal lyrics such as "friends of mine, where are you now / I hope you are alright / I’m sorry that I had to go / but things went black as night” are rarely seen on 

the same record as political lyric, such as "they think they will liberate Africa / as Blacks rot in our county jail / they've got a T-shirt and a sticker / and their skin 

looks kmda pale, but Patricio seamlessly blends the personal and political to fascinating effect. In 1991, Dart recorded a second solo album, Black Tuesday. Alternative 

Tentacles rudely refused to release it after no one bought Patricia, but at least Patricia is still available on A.T., both as an LP and cassette. Check it out before it goes 

out of print like the first two Crucifucks LPs recently did. 

I ve also still been listening to Blacklist’s Times Are Changing CD (reviewed last issue);.The Donnas Spend The Night; and the numerous new ANTiSEEN splits and 

reissues that are popping up all over the place. 
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up, speeded up, meaner and heavy, heavy, heavy. 

Bass-driven, it’s layered with interesting guitar lines 

and fast, spot-on drums. Tragically pained hardcore 

vocals and songs named "Spent Corpse" and "Born 

In Fucking Chains” make it an appropriate sound¬ 

track for a docudrama on the Manson Family. You 

can just visualize that encampment of hungry, dirty, 

devil worshippin’ hippies in the desert, the sand a- 

blowin’ in their crusty eyes, the wind a-whippin’ up 

their oily hair, like a Dorothea Lange photo of 

despair-filled Okies in the Great Depression. The 

lyrics are poetic, if mercilessly black, with a pinch of 

Goth "energy” tossed in for good measure. The 

packaging is this weirdo freakin’ photography that’s 

super neat. One shot is an ancient Shell Oil sign 

missing the "S”, so it says "HELL.” Shit Bloody Shit 

should please fans of Harvey Milk, the Melvins and 

Swans. The end of the world is near! Consider play¬ 

ing Shit Bloody Shit as the earth implodes. (JS) 

Crimes Against Humanity Records, PO Box 1421, 

Eau Claire, Wl 54702, www.cahrecords.com 

Fairweather - Alaska, CDEP 

Four songs of excellent melodic emocore. I love the 

minimalist booklet but hate the singing and song 

structures. Therefore, it could be the emo release 

of the year. I’m not kidding! (AS) 

Equal Vision Records, PO Box 14, Hudson, NY 

12534, www.equalvision.com 

Fall Silent - Drunken Violence, CD 
Hardcore punk drag-racing with death metal. Lyrics 

touch on everything from politics to partying. I just 

couldn’t turn my frown upside down. (JG) 

Revelation Records- P0 Box 5232, Huntington 

Beach, CA 92615, www.revelationrecords.com 

Fall The Season - David Slew the Corporate 

Giant, CD 
This is snotty political pop punk, with a wacky con¬ 

servative twist. Do you like to hear young men adapt 

the persona of an aborted fetus and shame the 

mother in song ("Silent Holocaust of the 

Unborn”)? Or how 'bout a punk version of the 

Charles In Charge theme? Here you go. (AT) 

www.fa I Itheseason. com 

Fallout - Ontario, CD 
Fallout is back as a three piece and ready to take 

Ontario like a snowstorm with their catchy, 

midtempo punk rock. The lyrics cover many polit¬ 

ical and social topics, and this is a decent band to 

watch up there in Canaduh. (BC) 

Red Menace Records, www.fallout.ca 

Fields Of Fire - Kill the Flock, CD 
This CD fucking rocks! I’ll let their lyrics do the 

talking: "Disappear from my life right now / 

Vaporize, vaporize yourself / Leap off the edge of 

this planet / Vaporize, vaporize yourself!” If that 

isn’t enough for you, there is a cover of "What We 

Do Is Secret” from the Germs. If you are into the 

'80s hardcore revitalization trend going on right 

now, you’ll want to hear this. (TK) 

Bockhorn P0 Box 10238 Beverly Hills, CA 90213, 

www.bockhorn.com 

9 Fifth Hour Hero / Gunmoll - split, CD 
Fifth Hour Hero open up this split with their 

infectious, upbeat punk that has traces of indie 

rock, somewhat similar to what the Wunder Years 

used to drive the kids wild with. The strong and 

well-complemented combination of male and 

female lead vocals makes the five songs all that much 

more appealing. Gunmoll contribute the other five 

tracks consisting of angry rock that brings back the 

memories of the Enkindels. The trio builds an 

impressive wall of sound marked by the swirling 

lead guitar and harsh vocals. Good split by two 

bands that should make their mark in the scene 

soon and be heard from often. (BN) 

No Idea Records, P0 Box 14636, Gainseville, FL 

32604, www.noidearecords.com 

Firefighters For Christ / The Peppermints - split, 7” 
Firefighters For Christ do two noisy, sparse, radi¬ 

cally political punk-rock tunes with Biafra-styled 

vocals. The Peppermints play simplistic, bass-heavy 

songs that bring me back to the Riot Grrrl past in a 

Frumpies/Bratmobile sort of way. No complaints 

on this one. (MG) 

Pet Set Records, PMB 204, 827 W. Washington St., 

San Diego, CA 92103 

Five Knuckle - Lost For Words, Far From 

Speechless, CD 
Hardcore throwing elbows with metal and quick ska 

kicks to the shins. I’m sure the fists are in the air, 

but the brotherly chanting reminds me of church— 

as in emotionless zombies sleepwalking through the 

choruses. Needs to be more Southern Baptist than 

Roman Catholic. (JG) 

Household Name Records, P0 Box 12286, London, 

SW9 6FE, www.householdnamerecords.co.uk 

9 Flaming Stars, The - Sunset and Void, CD 
The Flaming Stars are one of the more prolific band 

of recent. Most of their* records were released on 

Vinyl Japan, but thanks to Alternative Tentacles, 

they should find their way into more stores in the 

United States. The moody sounds of the Flaming 

Stars would be easy to fit into the soundtrack of 

almost any movie. Take "Midnight Train” and put it 

into a David Lynch film, or take "Five for the Road” 

and stick it in any Latin love film. The acoustic gui¬ 

tar and percussion keep things steady, while front¬ 

man Max Decharne wrestles with the lyrics similar to 

a Nick Cave. His delivery can only be matched by his 

well-crafted lyrics. Also known for authoring sever¬ 

al books and articles, Decharne knows how to string 

them words together. Nothing earth-shattering 

going on music-wise, but steady beats and time 

changes to keep you interested. They’re often tout¬ 

ed as a garage band, but you won’t find cheap fuzzed 

out recordings on this release. (EA) 

Alternative Tentacles, P0 Box 419092, San 

Francisco, CA 94141, www.alternativetentacles.com 

Floor - S/T, CD 
Metal-tinged heavy rock with a slow, deliberate pac¬ 

ing. The record starts off near Quicksand territory, 

but it degenerates to plain ol’ metal by the end. The 

simplicity and repetition grows tiresome. (KR) 

No Idea, P0 Box 14636, Gainesville, FL 32604, 

www.noidearecords.com 

Frenetics, The / Nakatomi Plaza - split, 7” 

The Frenetics open up with an upbeat, old-school- 

punk-meets-pop sound, much like the early Bouncing 

Souls. Nakatomi Plaza closes with a post-hardcore 

screamo fest that Thursday brought to the main¬ 

stream. The colored red vinyl is a nice bonus. (BN) 

Fans Of Bad Productions, 3-225 Bagot St. Kingston, 

Ontario K7L 3G3, Canada 

9 Fury - Resurrection, CDEP 

I love it when Jade Tree puts out these typically out- 

of-context hardcore releases. (Turning Point 

discography, anyone?) It doesn’t happen often 

enough, so this release was a nice surprise. Fury 

came from D.C. in the very late 1980s, and sadly, 

they only recorded these six songs during their 

existence. They played hardcore the way hardcore 

should be played: fast, loud, and to the fucking 

point. The old-school sound will make you want to 

incite circle pits and fingerpoint all day long. Fury 

was influenced by the greats (Minor Threat, etc.) 

and influenced many a band after their demise. 

This is superb—the only bad thing is that it will 

leave you wanting more. (MG) 

Jade Tree, 2310 Kennwynn Rd, Wilmington, DE 

19810, www.jadetree.com 

Reviewer Spotlight: Melissa Geils (MG) 
Au Pairs, Playing With a Different Sex. In my eyes, the Au Pairs always stood out from a lot of the bands that came out of the British post-punk tradition (Slits, Delta 5. 

Gang of Four, etc.). Their first full-length displays a matured and concise sound: funky rhythmic grooves that aren’t overly disco in nature or too awkwardly exper¬ 

imental. The Au Pairs (particularly, guitarist/vocalist Lesley Woods) were also quite outspoken in their politics, but their lyrical demystifications of sex and gender 

roles were clever rather than trite. And what’s better than getting your dance on to songs like the hit "Come Again,” in which Woods and second guitarist Paul Foad 

explore the contradictions and problems of progressive sexual relations and performance? Or the song "We’re So Cool,” which speaks about the hip open-rela¬ 

tionship craze and the gender implications that arise from nonmonogamy? This band takes on the aggressive, macho trajectory of the earlier-punk rock scene with 

their unique brand of dance punk and politics that aren’t an immediate turn-off. Absolutely brilliant. 

Can’t Stop Listening To: Lucero, Tennessee; Blackheart Procession, Amore Del Tropico;, Shadows Fall, The Art of Balance; Twenty Years of Dischord box; Erasure, The Innocents; 

Ladytron, Light & Magic; and all those damn Fall vinyl reissues. 
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future bible heroes / graves brothers deluxe, the 

Future Bible Heroes - Eternal Youth, CD 

The Future Bible Heroes’ first full-length since 

I997’s Memories of Love is a loose concept album 

about the undead and other everlasting life forms. 

Designed to appeal to indie rockers and club kids 

alike, the band features three complementary tal¬ 

ents. Wordsmith Stephin Merritt (Magnetic Field, 

6ths, Gothic Archies) remains endlessly quotable 

and droll. Chris Ewen’s synth pop recalls a more 

twee Bauhaus or a wittier Cure. Finally, Claudia 

Gonson delivers the same kind of breathy vocals 

that broke hearts on the Magnetic Fields’ 1999 &9 

Love Songs box set. "I’m a Vampire” ought to be a 

dance-floor hit ("I am what I am / And I’m impos¬ 

sibly glam”). "The World Is a Disco Ball” posits that 

"we’re little mirrors, one and all,” and "From 

Some Dying Star” laments that "Your lips are red 

on red/ One kiss and I’d be dead.” Humor plus 

quixotic drama create tunes rich with comedic 

pathos, as if the trio had personally witnessed your 

life’s romantic coups and trials. (JS) 

Instinct Records, A Knitmedia Company, 75 Leonard 

St., New York, NY 10013, www.instinctrecords.com 

GBH - Ha Ha, CD 

It is easy to be cynical about old timers releasing 

records since punk become a hot commodity, but 

GBH never stopped in the first place. They deliver 

the same thing they did the first time around: short 

’80s-style hardcore punk rock. It’s tight, fast, and 

filled with so many cliches that you can sing along 

the first time around, which isn’t always bad. (EA) 

Go-Kart Productions, P0 Box 20, Prince Street 

Station, NY, NY 10012, www.gokartrecords.com 

Vincent Gallo - Recordings of Music For Film, CD 

"Wow, this sounds like the music to a really bad stu¬ 

dent film,” my roommate observed. Au contraire, 

roomer! This is music by actor/director/writer 

Vincent Gallo, created for his films. Play these 

downcast, piano-rich melodies right before sleepy- 

time; but if ol’ Vince shows up in your nightmares, 

don’t say I didn’t warn you. (AT) 

Warp Records, P0 Box 25378, London NW5 1GL, 

www.warprecords.com 

$ Sue Garner - Shadyside, CD 

What I like about Sue Garner is her voice—not just 

voice in terms of her textured vocals, but in terms 

of the way writers talk about voice. So many female 

recording artists feel compelled to sound like girls 

instead of women. Garner sets a good example by 

sounding like a woman who has experienced life 

and actually has something real to express. She is 

not trying to sound like a teenager. Shadyside is emo¬ 

tionally mature and, though bittersweet, it looks at 

the world with a half-full, rather than half-empty, 

cup. It’s as if the artist has been through therapy, 

and it actually worked. I also like how she sounds; 

the Thrill Jockey label is a mark of aesthetic 

achievement. I’ll bet Garner’s a cool person, and 

the album has a fresh sound. (JS) 

Thrill Jockey, P0 Box 08038, Chicago IL 60608, 

www.thrilljockey.com 

Give Up - S/T, 7” 

This 7” is a follow-up to Give Up’s demo that 

caused quite a stir amongst crust fans. They play 

brutal crust with dual male/female vocals. The 

lyrics are fun, cliched punk lyrics about growing 

up, being oppressed, and struggling within a trou¬ 

bled subculture. This 7” just plain rules. (AE) 

Peterwalkee Records, P0 Box 14794, Albany, NY 

12212 

P Glasseater - S/T, CD 

Here we have another band that amassed quite a 

following only to watch their lead vocalist leave the 

band. Who better to take over the vocal duties 

than...the drummer? Sure it’s rare, but it has been 

done before, most notably by some balding fuck 

named Collins, but I digress. This third full-length 

finds Glasseater going the screamo way with emo¬ 

tional lead vocals and menacing, screamed backing 

vocals. Hardcore riffs meet poppy melodies and 

introspective lyrics. It’s a big step up from their last 

release and a hint of things still to come. (BN) 

Fearless Records, 13772 Goldenwest St. 545, 

Westminster, CA 92683, www.fearlessrecords.com. 

Gold Circles - Drawing the Line Between Pants 

and Slacks, 7” 

This record is bizarre—kinky, inexplicably sexual. 

Two quirky yet rockin’ disco songs with infectious 

beats and a singer that is like a freak Ian Sevonious 

reject. Is this for real? Party music for the black¬ 

haired, fashionable punk masses? I can’t explain it, 

yet I love it. (MG) 

Coptercrash, P0 Box 6095, Hudson, FL 34667- 

3095, www.coptercrash.com 

9 Good For You - Falling Out, CD 

Damn. This is one of those CDs I was expecting to 

sell, but then it crept up on me, and now I really like 

it. Good For You play soqie quality indie rock with 

male vocals and occasional female backups. A few 

bands that I’m not supposed to mention come to 

mind as I listen to this. But I will anyway: Built To 

Spill, the Pixies, the Poster Children. Not compar¬ 

isons, just bedfellows—it’s a big bed. Sometimes 

these guys are mellow and moody; other times they’re 

quirky and poppy. Sometimes they’re almost heavy. 

There’s some nice guitar work going on and some 

spacey keyboardy moments too. Very catchy and tal¬ 

ented. Finally, something our whole household may 

agree on, unlike that pesky bestiality thing. (NS) 

Good Forks, www.goodforyou.ee 

Good Riddance - Cover Ups, CD 
A bunch of covers, including a previously unre¬ 

leased recording of Ghron Gen’s "Outlaw.” 

Battalion of Saints’ "Second Coming” and Kiss’ "I 

Stole Your Love” are more surprising than The 

Shangir-Las’ "Leader of the Pack.” No interesting 

new arrangements though—everything just gets sped 

up Good Riddance style. (GBS) 

Lorelei records, P0 Box 902, Santa Cruz, CA 95061 

P Gourds, The - Cow Fish Fowl or Pig, CD 

The Gourds go beyond the constraints of alt-country, 

forging into new territory—call it country dada. Tex- 

Mex with a dash of Cajun, a handful of honky-tonk, 

and some rockin’ and rollin’, the 17 engaging tunes 

on Cow Fish Fowl or Pig crawl into your brain, lay eggs, 

and hatch. Once there, it’s hard to get them out. 

Opener "My Name Is Jorge,” uptempo with man¬ 

dolin, acoustic guitar, accordion, harmonica, upright 

bass, and drums, sets the tone. It’s something like the 

Rolling Stones’ "Sympathy for the Devil,” with a not- 

so-humble fruit-seller in the role of Satan and witty, 

bizarre references to selling apples to William S. 

Burroughs and lemons to Henry S. Ford. "Foggy 

Blossoms” gets naughty, with the completely reason¬ 

able zaniness of a French surrealist chase film circa 

1924- Make no mistake, though, this is Americana. 

"Blankets” drops the joking tone for soaring, bitter¬ 

sweet old-timey. That rootsiness sticks on the spirited 

"Right in the Head,” with its opening couplet: "If you 

don’t pay me back forget it / I won’t track you down.” 

Cow Fish is madcap fun. Track it down. (JS) 

Sugar Hill Records, P0 Box 55300, Durham, NC 

27717-5300, www.sugarhillrecords.com 

Graves Brothers Deluxe, The - Gonna Happen to You 

Many will enjoy this surreal, rootsy, desert rock 

with competent musicianship: trebly acoustic gui¬ 

tar, sax, samples and effects, and drums. While it 

Reviewer Spotlight: Jason Gitzlaff (JG) 

Screeching Weasel, My Brain Hurts. It may well be one of my all-time favorite punk-rock experiences. As a self-proclaimed Screeching Weasel connoisseur I would 

have to rank this just a hair above the equally ingenious album Anthem For A New Tomorrow and the vastly underrated Bark Like A Dog. The common thread with these 

releases is the definitive line-up consisting of Ben Weasel, Danny Vapid, Dan Panic and Jughead. While every Screeching Weasel album is littered with its share of 

unpolished gems, My Brain Hurts is one incredibly catchy song after the next, from start to finish: "The Science of Myth,” 'What We Hate,” and "Don’t Turn Out 

The Lights” will make even the niild-mannered want to pick up a guitar and start a band. A co-worker and I recently put this on at work and subconsciously we were 

chanting along "...dummydummydummy...babybabybaby...punkypunkypunky...” to the spastic track "Fathead” with huge smiles on our faces. While Screeching 

Weasel proudly wear their Ramones influence on their sleeve, there’s a certain level of snottiness and grit that comes through on this album that they can call their 

own. This is one of those CDs that you can throw on when you’re totally indecisive and just want to listen to a solid half-hour of punk-rock perfection. 

Remaining Constant: Amazombies, Bitches & Stitches; Pavers, Return to the Island of No Return; Bad Astronaut, Houston We Have a Drinking Problem; Manda & The Marbles, 

More Seduction; J Mascis; Fishbone; Oven Mitts; Pegboy; The Spades; and The Donnas, Spend the Night. 
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haang upps / in-dk M53 

has an edge, folks into white blues or those who 

prefer easier listening may enjoy this. Jazzy, with a 

dash of Tom Waits in the vocals. (JS) 

Unsafe At Any Speed, PO Box 225176, San 

Francisco, CA 94122, www.unsafeatanyspeed.com 

Haang Upps - Epistemic, CD 
Canadian heavy metal. Sample lyric: "Don’t let the 

rain of blood/Stain your hope.” Sort of like Slayer 

doing Hallmark cards. (DAL) 

Big Llama Records, 1475 Maisonneuve est #4, 

Montreal, Quebec, Canada H2L 282, www.biglla- 

marecords.com 

P Half-Handed Cloud - We Haven’t Just Been 

Told, We Have Been Loved, CD 
John Ringhofer is back after last year’s superlative 

but underappreciated Learning About Your Scale. Loved 

sounds similar to, yet different from, Learning. Each 

features sumptuous melody lines that interweave 

themes across multiple tracks (Loved has 24) to form 

unified wholes based on differing chord progres¬ 

sions that ultimately make them sound quite differ¬ 

ent. Nonetheless, the new album carries 

Ringhofer’s trademark sounds: insane song struc¬ 

tures, tunes and arrangements, and abstruse but 

inspirational lyrics. His truncated songs, which run 

from 26 seconds to a lengthy 2:47* are layered with 

vocal and instrumental tracks popping in from all 

sides, including electric and acoustic guitar, 

drums, accordion, trombone, beeps, buzzes, other 

strange sounds, Ringhofer’s own dulcet voice and 

more. Loved also features gorgeous cello riffs and 

musicianship from Mindy Myers. Danielson Famile 

leader, Daniel Smith, has been a main collabora¬ 

tor; he shares Ringhofer’s insane sensibility. Smith 

produced, mixed and co-released Loved on his 

Sounds Familyre label. Ultimately, Half-Handed 

Cloud makes me want to hop and skip and dance all 

silly-like. How often can you say something is 

simultaneously experimental, sweet and pretty, and 

satisfying as rock ’n’ roll? (JS) 

Asthmatic Kitty Records, PO Box 31934, Santa Fe, 

NM 87594, www.asthmatickitty.com; Sounds 

Familyre Records, PO Box 225, Clarksboro, NJ 

08020, www.soundsfamilyre.com 

Half Life - All Our Yesterdays, CD 
All Our Yesterdays is an amazing collection of rare and 

unreleased material from one of the first hardcore 

bands from Pittsburgh that anyone ever cared 

about. This CD represents a more metal 

"crossover” sound than on the band’s two LP’s, 

which are more mainline old-school hardcore¬ 

sounding. A must-have. (AE) 

Stab Wound, www.halflifepunk.com 

Neil Hamburger - Hamburger Remembers 

Nixon, 7” 

Four segments of President Dick Nixon’s speeches 

are read over top of some sitcom like background 

music. Not sure if this is actually funny, but it sure 

is damn funny that it exists! (AS) 

I Don’t Feel A Thing!, P0 Box 858, Tempe, AZ 

85280, idontfeelathing@aol.com 

Hansen, Scott - d2r, CD 
Demo-sounding, unaccompanied acoustic tracks 

sung by a plaintive singer songwriter. Each track is 

bookended by sci-fi-soundtrack-sounding, exper¬ 

imental instrumentals, making its 38 tracks pretty 

tedious. Scott never seems to combine the two for¬ 

mats, which would have been interesting. (AS) 

Scott Hansen, 711 Kimball Road, Iowa City, IA 

52245 

High Canadiens, The - Empty Chairs; Festivity, CD 

Slow guitar twang, gorgeous string arrangements, 

and melancholy lyrics combine to create music fit 

for an Appalachian back porch. These ten songs, 

especially the gentle "Saddle,” feature unexpected 

instrumentation (xylophone, harmonica, shaker). 

Watch out for the occasional tread into frightening 

Blues Traveler vocal territory, and you might just 

enjoy this. (AT) 

Perhaps Transparent, 189 Devoe Street, Brooklyn, 

NY 11211, www.perhapstransparent.com 

Highwire Days - Hell From The Eyes Up, CD 
Former lead singer of Screw 32 starts a new band 

that plays a fierce brand of melodic hardcore that 

reminds me of a speedier Dag Nasty. Massive- 

sounding production perfectly captures their ener¬ 

gy and intensity. (AS) 

Rise Records, P0 Box 135, Roseburg, OR 97470 

His & Her Vanities - S/T, CD 
Weird pop that has an early-’80s sound: synthesiz¬ 

ers; tinny guitars that play quick riffs over and over; 

sung/spoken vocals with a cadence reminiscent of 

that era. It has a lot going on, and it definitely has 

its moments, but it’s nothing spectacular. (KR) 

Science of Sound, P0 Box 14573, Madison, Wl 

53714-0573, www.scienceofsound.com 

Hope Conspiracy, The - Endnote, CD 
These hardcore boys play an explosive, chaotic and 

aggressive combination of screeching hardcore plus 

driving, bass-heavy monster-truck music that 

might make an appropriate soundtrack for 

Armageddon. They’re from Boston, and some¬ 

where in all that screaming I think I hear the Pixies. 

Consistent across all 12 tracks. Good work. (JS) 

Equal Vision Records, P0 Box 14, Hudson NY 

12534, www.equalvision.com 

9 Hot Water Music - Caution, CD 
On their second release with juggernaut Epitaph, 

Florida’s existential poets return polished and just as 

spiteful. As Chuck Ragan belts, "This is not a model 

/ Fit for any mold,” no label—no matter the money 

or production behind it—can simply create a record 

like Caution. The rhythm, tight and crisp, comes from 

a savage dedication and relentless discipline few can 

fathom. Sure, "Trusty Chords” is catchy and infec¬ 

tious and will probably grab the ear of a few radio 

heads, but you can’t begrudge ’em. Lyrics like "I hate 

this place / But I love these chords...and the pain this 

morning / It filled my head / It’s Jameson / It means 

that I’m not dead” leave you in awe of and jealous of 

the pinpoint accuracy of a few simple words captur¬ 

ing a moment. The music brims with a tension ready 

to erupt—well-crafted songwriting and story telling at 

a band’s finest. Seldom does this foursome fall into 

convention or formula. As with the multiple dimen¬ 

sions of rhythm and sound colliding on "Alright for 

Now,”*from the break-neck verses to the spacey hyp¬ 

notic bridge, there’s litde sound space not covered 

here. This was expected, and dammit if Hot Water 

Music doesn’t deliver. (GBS) 

Epitaph, 2798 Sunset Blvd., Los Angeles, CA 

90026, www.epitaph.com 

I Want Out - S/T, CD 
This nine-song full-length has a late-’8os feel. 

There’s more than a hint of early ’80s hardcore, 

but with poppy leanings more commonly associated 

with more recent styles. The singer sounds a lot like 

Trever Keith of Face to Face. And for a CD-R, this 

has truly stellar packaging. (AE) 

I Want Out, 311 McCormick #A, Capitola, CA 

95010, www.iwantout.com 

IN-DK - Kill Whitey, CD 
This lower East Side band watches your back while 

laying down some Rancid-like melodic punk rock. 

With some nonmetal, hard-rock hooks and politi- 

Reviewer Spotlight: Tim Kuehl (TK) 
Heroin, Discography. I don’t believe that Heroin single-handedly changed hardcore forever when they existed, but there aren’t many people that have listened to 

Heroin who would disagree that they did contribute a great deal to the post-hardcore scene. I wasn’t sure what release I was going to choose, because everything they 

released is amazing in its own way. The first 7” I picked up from them was self-titled on Gravity records. The song that impacted me the most was "Blindly”: "I don’t 

need a fucking god to make me think that I’m right / We are all so wrong.” It is still one of the most empowering, energetic songs I have ever heard. The second 

release I picked up, Moving Parts, when I was in San Francisco at Amoeba Records in the used section, and it came with a front top half of a pocket T-shirt screen- 

printed and cut into a Heroin patch. Bonus! Moving Parts was much more experimental than the self titled 7”* Not only is the musicianship much less straightforward 

hardcore, but even the way it was recorded and mixed added a more artistic aspect to their sound. The lyrics are just as insightful as their first two releases. I have 

never owned their first 7”. but luckily, Gravity records decided to release all .of them on one collection. It’s still available from them, as well as a few distros online, 

so get it. Gravity Records, P0 Box 81332, San Diego, CA 32138 

What’S On the turntable? Discount, Singles #2; The Bananas, Slippery Subject-, Uncle Tupelo, Anthology; All, Trailbla&r; Botch, An Anthology of Dead Ends; The Black Heart 

Procession, Amore Del Tropico. 
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(international) noise conspiracy / ladderback, the 

cally tainted lyrics, this does the format justice, 

except for the emergence of two slightly ska influ¬ 

enced tunes. (AS) 

Go Kart Records, PO Box 20, New York, NY 10012, 

www.gokartrecords.com 

9 (International) Noise Conspiracy - A New 

Morning, Changing Weather, CD 

In the liner notes accompanying this record, 

there’s a nearly 2,000-word treatise on the "glob¬ 

al fear factory" by the INC, Sweden’s version of 

Propagandhi or an articulate Fifteen. The INC 

shares the self-righteousness of those other bands, 

but self-righteouness never sounded so good. If the 

Christian Right had a version of the INC, they 

might have some converts. Anyway, we’ll focus on 

the music here and save the analysis of their mes¬ 

sage for another time. The band builds on where 

they left off with Survival Sickess, but look for new ele¬ 

ments such as horns and an almost James Brown¬ 

sounding funkiness. At times, it’s hard to imagine 

another band executing the music-plus-message 

combination better than the INC ("Capitalism 

Stole My Virginity”). At other times, it feels for¬ 

mulaic ("Last Century Promise”). I’ll give them 

credit for their passion and the excellent way they 

pull it off; most bands couldn’t do it. Still, I won¬ 

der if time will relegate the INC to a novelty act, 

with their schtick losing its luster as time goes on. I 

guess we’ll have to wait and see, but in the mean¬ 

time, there’s plenty about them to enjoy. (KR) 

Burning Heart Records/Epitaph, 2798 Sunset Blvd., 

Los Angeles, CA 90026, www.epitaph.com 

Jet - Brighter Day Lies, CD 

Punk rock 'n’ roll in a Cosmic Psychos kind of way, 

combined with the lyrical originality and cool gui¬ 

tar tone, produce a fun album. Is it a new weird 

kind of straight-edge, as they wish drug habits on 

people that they fucking hate? Amen. (AS) 

Planet Paul Records, www.planetpaul.com 

Jet - Ready Fire Aim, CD 

This release is over 2 years old, and it should have 

stayed in 2000: total metal cock-rock that sounds 

as if it were recorded in a cardboard box. Even the 

packaging is cheap-looking. (EA) 

Planet Paul Records, www.planetpaul.com 

9 Jets To Brazil - Perfecting Loneliness, CD 

After my dislike of Four Cornered Night, the second Jets 

record, my hopes for their next one were pretty low. 

Behold, my faith has been resurrected. This is, quite 

simply, an amazing piece of work. Yankee Hotel 

Foxtrot :Wilco:: Perfecting Loneliness Jets To Brazil. Orange 

Rhyming Dictionary (their first record) saw 

guitarist/vocalist Blake Schwarzenbach still getting 

Jawbreaker out of his system, and Four Cornered seemed 

to overcompensate for that, but this record finds Jets 

successfully marrying Blake’s roots and future. It’s 

epic. It’s ambitious. No song clocks in under four 

minutes, and they have parts a-plenty. While some 

build upon the piano foundation Four Cornered laid 

out, others songs are full of the rock that record des¬ 

perately needed. This is cerebral pop, and just about 

all of it is achingly good. The title track, for instance, 

starts off sounding like one of the biggest rock songs 

the band has written, but with two minutes left, it 

develops into an ethereal mix of slowly paced guitars, 

subdued drums and NASA samples. And it works. 

The record ends with "Rocket Boy,” a quiet seven- 

minute track that is an arrow through your heart. 

Amazing. Perfecting Loneliness will set the standard for all 

Jets records to come. (KR) 

Jade Tree Records, 2310 Kennwynn Road, 

Wilmington DE 19810, www.jadetree.com. 

John Sinclair & His Blues Scholars - Fattening 

Frogs For Snakes, CD 

Sometimes angry, sometimes melancholy collec¬ 

tion of spoken-word poems backed up by heart- 

wrenching blues from down South. If providing a 

taste of old-school blues and some thought-pro¬ 

voking, moving poetry was an Olympic event, John 

Sinclair and his band would be the perennial 

champions. (BN) 

Okra-Tone Records, www.okra-tone.com 

Judah Johnson - Kisses and interrogation, CD 

Earnest folk-alt-rock vocals accompany pretty 

melodies, some punctuated with tambo, some warm 

and dreamy. Some songs are Beatles-y or Birds-y. 

Nice 'n’ easy. Nothing wrong with that. (JS) 

Flameshovel Records, 1658 N. Milwaukee, #276, 

Chicago, IL 60647, www.flameshovel.com 

9 Killing Tree, The - The Romance of Helen 
Trent, CD 

Does anyone remember a band out of the 

Chicagoland area called Baxter? Well, here’s the run¬ 

down: Baxter were one of the greatest genre-defying 

punk bands of the past decade. They were pure emo¬ 

tion with a strict hardcore background. Now, the 

Killing Tree rekindles the flame that was Baxter (three 

of the four members have played in Baxter, one of 

which is also in Rise Against) and takes that very par¬ 

ticular sound to new levels. Their new record is full of 

metal mosh interludes, furious drum blasts, distinc¬ 

tive vocals, and intense melodic parts. This may 

sound like the Killing Tree is of the typical emotion¬ 

al-metallic-hardcore fare, but somehow they do it in 

a fresh and wholly original way. (MG) 

One Day Savior Recordings, P0 Box 372, Williston 

Park, NY 11596, www.onedaysavior.com 

Kingsauce - Please Don’t Change the Channel, CD 
This is sugary, light pop, with songs named 

"Gumdrops” and "Ballad of Ernie & Bert.” 

Alternatively, it’s icky, as in "Psoriasis”: "Scratch 

scratch scratch / I’m feeling better!” It’s insipid in 

its kitschy-cuteness, but some might find it amus¬ 

ing. Kingsauce should tighten up arrangements 

and define melodies. The vocals are limp. (JS) 

Happy Happy Birthday to Me Records, PO Box 

1035, Panama City, FL 32402, www.hhbtm.com 

Kiss the Cynic - S/T, CDEP 

Former members of LUDDlTElCLONE play a mix of 

grindcore and hardcore filled with hooks and blast 

beats. If there was one thing that sets them apart 

from the hundreds of bands playing the exact same 

stuff, it would have to be the tight as hell musician- 

ship. That and the educational explanation of what 

a "Chicago Hotplate” is at the end of the CD. I 

won’t spoil the surprise. (TK) 

Self-released, www. kissthecynic.com 

Krays, The - A Time for Action, CD 

Thirteeri fast and furious songs from NY’s own 

Krays. Johnny Kray and his two bandmates keep the 

TKO records torch burning bright with this fine, 

ass-kicking punk-rock release (BC) 

TKO Records, 3216 W. Cary St. #303, Richmond, 

VA 23221, www.tkorecords.com 

Lack of Zodiac - S/T, 7” 

The porno-ad theme of this record’s cover made 

me hope the music would be crappy, so I could slag 

it. No dice. Thomas, Ole, Idar, and Nils play 

chaotic, screamy, pull-your-hair-out hardcore 

quite well. They’ve mastered the "going crazy but 

playing our instruments well” type of frenzy. You 

win, guys. (AT) 

Norway Rat Records, Postboks 299, 1702 

Sarpsborg, Norway, www.norwayratrecords.com 

Ladderback, The - Trigger Themes, CD 

Spacey music with funk bass provides background 

for vocals reminiscent of Guy of Fugazi. The IO 

tracks on this disc range from three to six min- 

Reviewer Spotlight: Dan Laidman (DAL) 

Husker Du, New Day Rising. Apparently, this is the first time Husker Du has been the subject of a reviewer spotlight. Where to begin? The early stuff, Land Speed Record 

or Everything Falls Apart? To take a less obvious route and try to resuscitate the major label older work? Or to just go with %n Arcade, seeing as how it’s the GREATEST 

FUCKING RECORD EVER MADE. Er, sorry. Husker Du make me emotional. Well. I’m going to go with New Day Rising, because I think it’s even more impressive 

than Zfn Arcade, simply because it was released in 1985, a year after £n Arcade came out in all of its double LP splendor in 1984. and a year before F7if> Four Wig hit the 

streets in 1986. All three albunfs are different, with distinct moods and sounds, but all are thoroughly wonderful. They mark the band at its peak, and given how 

close they were released its just an amazingly creative period, and I’m picking New Day Rising basically because it’s the meat in the tastiest punk rock sandwich of all 

time. From the rollicking opening notes of the title track ("new day RISing,'new day RISing’’) onward, every song on this record is an anthem, anchored by the 

anthem to end all anthems, ’’Celebrated Summer.” Zfn Arcade may hit the highest highs of this amazing band’s career, but it does have those long indulgent stretch¬ 

es. (Hey, it was a double album. They can do that.) New Day Rising is the band at its stripped-down best, where each burner leads into the next with a masterful econ- 

omy of space, packing unmatched power and emotion into tight compositions that don’t waste a single second. 
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left with nothing / maximillian colby M53 

utes, so if you are looking for quick, catchy punk, 

then you are in the wrong place. Highly rated 

musicianship with a heavy guitar and funky 

rhythm section. (EA) 

Bifocal Media, PO Box 50106 Raleigh, NC 27650- 

0106, www.bifocalmedia.com 

Left With Nothing - Good Things Come To Those 

Who Wait, CD 

Pissed off hardcore from Tacoma, Wash. The dou¬ 

ble bass pedals pounding and spit-flying vocals 

actually touch on death metal. Kind of reminds me 

of Strife. (JG) 

Excursion Records, P0 Box 20224, Seattle, WA 

98102, www.excursionrecords.com 

Lost City Angels - S/T, CD 

A great debut rock disc from this powerful Boston 

band. If you haven’t heard their name in punk cir¬ 

cles then you will be soon, as they have friends in 

high places. Ten guitar-driven, singalong punk 

tunes you need to rock out to in your underwear as 

you play it loud on your stereo. (BC) 

Nitro Records, 7071 Warner Avenue, F PMB 736, 

Huntington Beach, CA 92647 

Lottie Collins, The - Runaway To The Mexico / 

Pouvatel, 7” 

Punked-out I950s-style rock 'n’ roll that may have 

been recorded live. This loud and unfiltered 

recording is awesome because it is such a blast to 

listen to, even though I can’t make out a damn 

thing they’re saying. Has a similar sound and ener¬ 

gy of Operation Ivy. It’s on white vinyl and has a 

grooved side that doesn’t play a thing to boot. (DM) 

Tokyo Breakfast / I Don’t Feel A Thing!, P0 Box 858, 

Temple, AZ 85280, idontfeelathing@yahoo.com 

Lozenge - Mishap, CD 

Two thumbs up. This is like a headache in your ass¬ 

hole! Fucked up, guitarless, overly percussive, no 

wave jazz weirdness, with only the Birthday Party 

cover containing vocals. I’m parking this on my 

stack of Boredoms CDs that I play in my CD alarm 

clock. (AS) 

Sickroom Records, P0 Box 47830, Chicago, IL, 

www.sickroomrecords.com 

Lucero - Tennessee, CD 

I picked this album out of the pile because it was 

produced by Stax records legend Jim Dickinson, 

but it just ain’t doing it for me. Sounds kind of like 

a slightly country-tinged Pearl Jam or something 

equally as overproduced and melodramatic, but 

with a steel guitar to add depth. (DS) 

Madjack 1519 Union Ave #230, Memphis, TN 38104 

9 Mahkato - Fighting the Urge to Start Fires, CD 

When I popped this in the ol’ one-speaker stereo, 

the first notes suggested a quirky math rock band. 

"Chicago,” I wrote in my notes. Then screamy 

vocals kicked in. "Ah, a hardcore band,” I scribbled, 

only to cross that out when the melodic chorus came 

in. And so on. For the most part, Mahkato is good 

at bridging the gap between macho metal and emo¬ 

tive floor-writhing. Yes, they’re a hardcore band, 

but their music suggests openness to influences 

beyond the stereotypical ones. All four songs are 

well crafted: Just as the music threatens to unravel, 

it shifts into something new. "Pendulum,” with its 

initial jerky rhythms and balance of screams and 

sweetness, is the album standout. Churning guitars 

and introspective lyrics in "True Story” are also 

impressive, but oh god, the spoken-word section is 

a misstep. The band is at its best when it steps away 

from the growling and yelping"—it’s all been done 

before—and focuses on the unexpected. Judging 

from the energy captured in this recording, this 

band probably puts on some great shows. (AT) 

Init Records, P0 Box 3432, Mankato, MN 56002, 

www.initrecords.net 

9 Manikin - S/T, CD 
Throbbing bass lines punctuate many of the songs, 

here while the guitars chop through the tunes, giv¬ 

ing them a slightly less macabre Joy Division touch. 

Others have a similar postpunk sort of vibe while 

still maintaining a likeable, but not overly happy, 

pop enthusiasm. It’s a lot like some of the early ’80s 

English bands except that these guys retain that "we 

are still playing in Austin, Texas garage” feel. 

Highly recommended for those of us completely 

sickened by the numerous bands that attempt to 

duplicate the same sounds. (AS) 

Super Secret Records, P0 Box 1585, Austin, TX 

78767, www.supersecretrecords.com 

Man Without Plan - Get Right, CD 

This is one of my favorite CDs at the moment. I’d 

heard of these guys for a while but never got around 

to checking them out. Last time I was at my parents’ 

house I downloaded some MP3S, and I was hooked. 

This is their newest album, and it’s rippin’ good 

like the potato chips. Man Without Plan is one of 

those bands that straddle the pop-punk/hardcore 

border and do it so well. Some pop punk bands 

think adding a few chugs will make them core, but 

they totally exclude the anger and fury of good 

hardcore. Not these guys. They write fast, angry 

songs with good melodies. Mixed in with the hooks 

are wicked guitar riffs and impassioned screaming. 

I’ve actually heard these guys described as "violent 

pop.” I’d say that the only thing remotely poppy is 

the melodies though. The lyrics are pretty bitter 

and honest, and the music complements them well, 

with fierce guitars and lots of fast rhythms. The 

guitar really stands with this band and makes me 

want to play guitar whenever I listen to them. It’s 

bands like this that have satiated my love for melod¬ 

ic punk when pop punk got too watered down. (NS) 

Immigrant Sun, www.immigrantsun.com 

Marlon - S/T, CD 
Raging screamo with tight-as-hell breakdowns and 

insane riffs. The layout of the CD is interesting 

too. They sound like they would put on a crazy 

show. Keep and eye out for them. (TK) 

KFLR P0 Box 331, Ware Shoals, SC 29692 

Marky Ramone & The Speedkings - Legends 

Bleed, CD 

What it year it has been for the Ramones camp. 

Hopefully this release from Marky will put a posi¬ 

tive spin on things. Twenty songs from the 

Speedkings (with Marky on drums obviously) that 

feature four live tracks of Ramones covers at the 

end. Marky and the guys are keeping the fun and 

basic power rock alive. (BC) 

Thirsty Ear 22 Knight St. Norwalk, CT 06851, 

www.thirstyear.com 

Mavis - The Mavis Crisis, CD 

Lovely, sugarcoated indie/pop/punk with a definite 

English sound. The dual male/female vocals happi¬ 

ly stretch over quick-paced rock that is slightly akin 

to the Buzzcocks. This is punk rock that you can 

dance to with a smile rather than a sneer. Very nice, 

indeed. (MG) 

c/o James McMahon, 83 Cleveland Road, 

Sunderland, SR4 7JP, England, 07761906131, 

www.on-the-door.co.uk 

Maximillian Colby - Discography, CD 

This is a complete look at the band that once was 

Maximillian Colby. Long, drawn-out songs. Two 

of the guys went onto play in Sleepytime Trio. 

Interesting at times, mundane at others. (BC) 

Lovitt Records P0 Box 248, Arlington, VA 22210 

Reviewer Spotlight: MrDana Morse (DM) 

MDC, Smoke Signals. Man o’ man, talk about a page in personal history. This MDC record was a complete eye-opener for me on so many levels. When I first start¬ 

ed listening to punk, I was into it because it challenged the norm on so many levels. I was able to relate to it even before I really knew the true depths of it. I thought 

it was the perfect soundtrack for an angry kid who didn’t fit in and liked to skate. Smoke Signals was full of anticop and skating songs: angry, fast, and funny at times 

while setting the standard of gpod solid punk rock standards of bands to come. However, as I grew still listening to this record, it helped me become familiar with 

apartheid, vegetarianism, postwar syndrome, and to help look out for the less fortunate and poor folk out there. I really began to understand what being punk rock 

was really all about (at least to me). Along with all that, I got a great soundtrack full of political messages and satire to live by. I’m not sure if this record is still avail¬ 

able anywhere, but it is worth tracking it down. All hail the Soup Kitchen Celebrities, MDC! 

What’s good in my book: the Dischord Box Set (about time, but worth it), Rise Above Black Flag Benefit for the W. Memphis Three, Mr. Airplane Man, DJ 

Spooky and Spring Heel Jack releases of the Blue Series, and Themselves. 
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mexican cheerleader / mustard plug 

0 Mexican Cheerleader - S/T, CD 

First off, being a rock band from Chicago is diffi¬ 

cult, as you have high standards to live up to 

(Cheap Trick, Jesus Lizard, Naked Raygun, 

Didjits, and on and on). And the other thing 

about Chicago is that many of the good bands 

come the ashes of other bands. MC arises from the 

departures of two Chicago bands called Apocalypse 

Hoboken and Oblivion. And you could say that 

this new band is a good mixture of both of those 

bands plus a new hot-rocking girl guitarist thrown 

into the mix. The guitar and drums are as power¬ 

ful as ever (like a good fist fuck) as Scott and Andy 

(Hoboken) are two of the best in the game today. 

And the arrangements that Pete (Oblivion) comes 

up with for these boys to play along with are very 

interesting. Pete has a million rock influences, 

and it is fun listening to standout songs like 

’Magikist” and "Ernieshirt.” The tunes may get 

involved at times, but they never lose their overall 

catchiness. I giiess these guys (and the hot girl) are 

doing well in Chicago and now hopefully you 

(wherever you may live) will be checking them out 

too. A stellar production. (BC) 

Government Music PO Box 268162 Chicago, IL 

60626-8162, www.governmentmusic.com 

Michael Nace - The Voyage Out, CD 

Well-crafted songs from a postmath, postrock 

perspective. There are some well-orchestrated 

pieces within this CD that make it very beautiful. 

Nace takes his experiences from Drill From 

Absentee, with help from folks also from DFA, 

New Wet Kojak and Shudder To Think and puts 

out a grade "A” product that is relaxing and 

refreshing. (DM) 

Minority Records, PO Box 113 HO OI Prague I, 

Czech Republic; (USA) AAM, 7 West 22nd St. Fourth 

Floor, New York, NY 10010 www.minorityrecords.cz 

Mighty Rime, The - S/T, CD 

Ex-Christie Front Drive bass player Kerry 

McDonald takes a trip to Built To Spill land with 

his new project. Don’t look for any vestiges of emo; 

this is indie rock, which I guess is what you gradu¬ 

ate to after emo. Not bad. (KR) 

Caulfield Records, P0 Box 84323, Lincoln NE 

68501, www.caulfieldrecords.com 

Million Dollar Marxists - S/T, CD 

Ottawa’s favorite new band, M$M debut’s CD is 

finally here. Twelve slightly distorted, in-your- 

face-eh songs of pure garage rock/punk power. 

Like a good slapshot to the face (old-school hockey 

with no goalie mask). (BC) 

Self-released, www.milliondollarmarxists.com 

Minus The Bear - Highly Refined Pirates, CD 

Saccharine sweet, midtempo indie pop accented by 

layers of noodling, clean guitar riffs, and electron¬ 

ic ambiance. Actually, everything about this record 

is squeaky clean. "Ambient indie pop’’—has that 

term been coined yet? (GBS) 

Suicide Squeeze, P0 Box 80511 Seattle, WA 

98108, www.suicidesqueeze.net 

Minus Tide, The - The Rock Autopsy Has 

Begun, CD 

The Minus Tide play straight-up, fast, technical 

metal without any of that hardcore influenced 

chug-chug breakdown crap. (Their breakdowns are 

nice classical guitar and/or piano pieces.) 

Musically, this is great, but the singer might be bet¬ 

ter suited for a grindcore band, as his piercing 

vocals tend to overpower the rock. (MG) 

Action Driver, P0 Box 610, Toledo, OH 43697, 

www.actiondriver.com 

0 Roger Miret & The Disasters - S/T, CD 

A musical refuge for punk’s tired and huddled 

masses, "street punk” has evolved into a catchphrase 

inclusive of anything with a straight-forward beat, 

anthemic choruses, and catchy riffs. Like the myri¬ 

ad of cookie-cutter "street punk” records, this one 

is bland, even though it features Agnostic Front’s 

singer. Miret’s high-pitched whine fits the 

Disasters music, but the record is nothing more 

than a full-length cliche. Miret begins "It’s 

Alright” with "I wanna kick some heads in / I wanna 

run and riot / I’m feeling loud and proud / Ready 

for a fight / let’s go.” Song titles like "Run Johnny 

Run,” "Give ’Em the Boot,” "Smash it Up,” and 

"Radio, Radio” are no different. Miret and Co. 

even use the ol’ soccer chant on "Boys Will Be 

Boys.” Chuck Berry leads anchored by a Clash beat 

and harmonized back-up barks leave listeners feel¬ 

ing taken advantage of and gives them no credit. An 

attempt at originality, even if just a pose, would 

have been a nice gesture. Admittedly, this record 

probably wouldn’t be a disappointment had it not 

come from an old-schooler like Miret, but it does, 

and that’s why it deserves a critical spanking. (GBS) 

Hellcat Records, 2798 Sunset Blvd., Los Angeles, 

CA 90026 

Missing 23rd, The - The Powers that Be, CD 
SoCal hardcore that pumps the positivity, spanks 

the knuckleheads, and busts out with some impres¬ 

sive, original touches. Nice call-and-response bits, 

and I like the choruses that sound like machine gun 

bursts. The guitarist even has some Randy Rhodes 

moments. (DAL) 

Sessions Records, 15 Janis Way, Scotts Valley, CA 

95066, www.sessionsrecords.com 

0 Mountain Goats - Tallahassee, CD 

DIY pyrotechnics have powered the Mountain Goats 

for maximum effect, if not audience share, for 

years. This first album for 4AD was recorded at 

Tarbox Studios in upstate New York (where Flaming 

Lips and Mercury Rev record) and mixed by Tony 

Doogan (Mogwai, Belle and Sebastian) who "added 

surprises” at Glasgow’s Cava Studios. Were those 

surprises necessary? Nope. Still, change can be 

good. Frontman John Darnielle’s least subtle album 

is about his self-destructive "alpha couple,” who flee 

to remote areas to escape themselves. Says Darnielle, 

Where it all comes to a boil is in...a crumbling 

house they occupy.. .while drinking themselves into 

the ground” on Southwood Plantation Road in 

Florida. "No Children” is comedic as hell. It’s even 

hopeful because only passionate love could fire such 

intense hatred. And where there’s love, there’s 

hope: "I hope I cut myself shaving tomorrow/ I hope 

it bleeds all day long/ Our friends say it’s darkest 

before the sun rises/ We’re pretty sure they’re all 

wrong.” With its rollicking rhythm and Darnielle’s 

bell-like voice, the song’s a perfect, one-of-a-kind 

gem. "Oceanographer’s Choice” is a bluesy rock 

song with drums. A new sound for the MGs, it 

works. Keep an open mind. (JS) 

4AD, 625 Broadway, 12th Floor, New York NY 

10012, www.4ad.com 

0 Mustard Plug - Yellow #5, CD 

The ska-punk fad has come to pass—just ask one of 

the thousand bands that disintegrated in the past 

two years or so. Never ones to follow, Mustard Plug 

are back with their fifth full-length featuring II 

tracks to dance your silly little ass off to. The trum- 

Reviewer Spotlight: Bart Niedzialkowski (BN) 

Rancid, ...And Out Come The Wolves. There are only a handful of records and even fewer songs that I can listen to on any day in any situation. These are the few songs 

that I always keep in my heart, whatever I do and wherever I go. It’s rarer still to find one record full of such songs. Rancid’s ...And Out Come The Wolves, which has gar¬ 

nered critical acclaim everywhere since its release, including being named one of the most essential punk albums of all-time, is that special record. What original¬ 

ly drew me to it and, ultimately, placed it at the top of my list is the open approach to making music present on that LP. There is honesty and passion in the guitar 

riffs, the drumming and even Matt Freeman’s crazy finger-dancing bass lines. Tim Armstrong’s rapid-fire vocals are perfectly complemented by Lars Frederiksen’s 

street-punk vocal style and Matt’s deep hardcore bellowing. The lyrics accurately portray life as experienced by the band members and punk adolescents the world 

over ...And Out Come The Wolves alsq shined a light on some of the band’s immediate influences. While many have since denounced Rancid as the next coming of the 

Clash, there is much more to the music than that. From third-wave ska to reggae and even dance-hall and street punk, the varied styles found on the album added 

to its originality and significance. What made the album so special to me, however, was the fact that it opened my eyes to musical styles I’d have otherwise ignored. 

It showed me that there was more depth to the underground scene than the pissed-off, old-school punk that I was so into at the time. It taught me to appreciate 

music in a way I never thought possible. It’s the one record that always reminds me of what music means to me. 

New stuff that I dig: Transplants, Transplants; Black Star Brigade, A New Ammunition; V/A, OldSkarsAnd Upstarts 2002 ; Jets To Brazil, Perfecting Loneliness. 
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pet/trombone combo is the best around and the 

group-sung choruses will have you bopping your 

head if the catchy melodies don’t. Little has changed 

since their first LP hit the streets a few years ago. 

There are no signs of slowing down as the up-tempo 

melodies and danceable instrumentals clearly show. 

There’s no denying the fact that with the Mighty 

Mighty Bosstones in a downward spiral, Mustard 

Plug is the best third-wave band left standing. (BN) 

Hopeless Records, PO Box 7495, Van Nuys, CA 

91409-7495, www.hopelessrecords.com 

P Mutiny - Bag of Oats, CD 
I got the first record by this Australian Celtic riot a 

few years ago and had forgotten entirely about it 

until this CD crossed the threshold. That first 

album had all the fun and spirit of early Pogues, 

with none of the meatheadedness of other current 

Pogues-influenced bands making the rounds. This 

short six-song CD picks up where ’97’s Rum Rebellion 

picked up, and while five years may have traversed 

since then, their amped up, rollicking, upbeat 

"folk punk for punk folks” is still a welcome listen. 

Of course, as is the case with any band that walks 

where the Pogues have tread, the music might get 

your toes tappin’, but the lyrics don’t come close to 

touching Shane MacGowan’s drunken poetry. 

That’s to be expected. Overlooking that, it’s nice to 

hear this stuff free from the pounding bass lines 

and "youth crew” backing vocals that have dominat¬ 

ed the genre in the last few years. (DS) 

Haul Away, PO Box 1158, Nth Fitzroy Vic, 3068 Australia 

My Dad Is Dead - The Engine Of Commerce, CD 
On a musical level, this release is pretty interesting, 

considering the vast amount of instruments used in 

creating this electronically dominated sound. To me, 

the vocals are just way out of place and bland. I can see 

the comparisons to Joy Division or The Wedding 

Present, but not enough for a recommendation. (JG) 

Vital Cog Records, P0 Box 7846 Princeton, NJ 

08543, www.vitalcog.com 

My Favorite Chord - Red Eyed Reality, CDEP 
Poppy, feel-good punk from Germany. My Favorite 

Chord have some nice melodies and catchy choruses. 

They’re way more engaging than similar U.S. bands 

that I’ve heard lately. Too bad summer is over, 

because this is good windows-rolled-down driving 

around music. Too bad I don’t have a car. (NS) 

Horror Business/Ass Card, 

www.horrorbiz.de/www.asscardrecords.com 

9 Mystery Girls, The - S/T, CD 
Genre revivals are interesting because they tend to 

go in two directions. One is straight-up imitation, 

an astute copy of every movement and note that 

strictly adheres to a static past. The other emulates 

the spirit of the form, not its exact intricacies. The 

Mystery Girls follow the latter. This record com¬ 

bines teenage boogie with the mad joy of garage— 

not in a ’60s kind of way, but in the timelessness of 

the rock ’n’ roll retreat into a basement or garage. 

It’s not a pose; the pummeling beat and harmoni¬ 

ca wail of "Finger On The Grain” and Johnny 

Thunders-esque riffage of "Brown Bag Blues” tell 

you that. The vocals swim in endless reverb, 

scratchy fuzz-tone guitars burn up tube amps, and 

the bass drum never lets up. The harmonica fights 

its way over this think sonic quagmire. Scruffy and 

off the cuff, this is the stuff that bleeds. (GBS) 

Trick Knee Productions, P0 Box 12714, Green Bay, 

Wl 54307, www.trickkneeproductions.com 

Mystery Rockers / Space Tourists - split, 7” 
The Mystery Rockets are offbeat, off-key, and odd. 

It almost sounds like a joke. Steve says, "This band 

makes me want to throw up on my ears.” The Space 

Tourists play funky, jazzy rock that sounds like 

Firehose. The singer even sounds like D. Boon, 

mixed with Bill Murray singing lounge style. 

Interesting, I’ll give you that, guys. (NS) 

I Don’t Feel A Thing!, P0 Box 858, Tempe, AZ 

85280, idontfeelathing@aol.com 

P Negativland - Death Sentences of The 

Polished and Structurally Weak, CD/Book 
There is no melody, no singing, no vocals, no beat, 

nothing. The CD of 12 tracks is a layered collection 

of various noises, musical instruments, organs and 

feedback. However, this noisy soundscape is a 

soundtrack for a voyeurism form of found art. The 

packaging looks like those old car manuals with 

matching envelopes. Once you open it up, the 

visuals of one page feature found materials such as 

letters, lists, and certifications among other things 

can be found on the left page. On the opposite 

page is a photo of a demolished car, in which the 

item on the previous page was found. The impact of 

the found item from a mangled car makes you won¬ 

der if this was just read or received shortly before 

the incident that destroyed the car. Also, whatever 

happened to the driver of the car? I found myself 

trapped into reading all the love and break up let¬ 

ters and shopping lists or whatever, then not want¬ 

ing to look over to the next page to see how fucked 

up the car is on the next page. This is a pretty 

creepy collection to say the least. I’m not sure I 

would have bought this, but I’m going to show this 

to everyone who comes over. (DM) 

Seeland Records, www.negativland.com 

New Creatures, The - Media Brainwash, CD 

The New Creatures’ Media Brainwash is a classic, 

obscure Dayton, Ohio, 1984 punk reissue. It plays 

like a slower Battalion of Saints, with lyrics about 

Reagan and life in the ’80s. Members of this band 

went on to better-known acts, including Guided By 

Voices. (AE) 

Smog Veil Records, 316 California Ave. #207, Reno, 

NV 89509, www.smogveil.com 

1956 - The Great Sleep, CD 

Whoa, these guys like Tool a lot. Unfortunately, 

there is no way that I can describe this bands’ sound 

without making a constant Tool comparison. There 

are seven loud, incredibly slow, similar-sounding 

heavy rock songs (a la Tool), with a little added 

math-rock drive and sonic experimentation. (MG) 

Coptercrash, P0 Box 6095, Hudson, FL 34667- 

3095, www,coptercrash.com 

P No Knife - Riot for Romance, CD 

No Knife may be a San Diego institution, but they 

sound like they should be from DC, circa the 

height of the Dischord era. Take the driving inten¬ 

sity of Burning Airlines and toss in the ingenious 

noodling of Polvo, and you may begin to hint at 

their style. But just to hint. It’s worth checking out 

this record to get the full thrust of this band’s orig¬ 

inal sound in all of its mighty moodiness. The 

songs are multilayered and complex, with impres¬ 

sive structures and original hooks, but for all of 

that in-your-face songsmanship, they’ll have you 

singing along on first listen. The spooky interludes 

where a guitar splanks sadly in some sort of ghostly 

echo chamber provide nice, evocative breaks that 

will transport you to a Bukowski back alley in a full- 

moon torrential downpour. This album is just fan¬ 

tastic.... urgh! Ut! What’s that? Who’s there? Why, 

it’s Oskar the Punk Rock Review Grouch. Did you 

like the album, Oskar? "Arr, Oskar like but band 

has PR company, Oskar not think very punk!” Oh, 

Oskar, you old grouch. Looks like it’s a local, inde- 

Reviewer Spotlight: Kyle Ryan (KR) 
Digable Planets, Reachin’ (A New Refutation of Time and Space). Sometimes, I’ve had all I can take. No more power chords, no more angst, no more sociopolitical analy¬ 

ses, no more rock. I may be a punk, but dammit, sometimes I just wanna kick it. And when I do, this record’s never too far away. Dig Plan perfected the jazz revival 

of hip hop in the early to mid-’gos along with their peers like A Tribe Called Quest, De La Soul. Reachin’ was their first record and scored them a small hit with 

"Rebirth of Slick,” also known as the "I’m cool like dat” song. Even though the album stalls in a few places ("Jimmi Diggin Cats,” "Appointment at the Fat Clinic”), 

it’s unbelievably smooth. The jazz samples, the fluid rapping of Butterfly, Ladybug and Doodlebug, the laid-back beats, the rad lyrics—as The Onion’s Smoove B says, 

"Damn.” This isn’t "yo I busted a nut on dat bitch then popped a cap in her trick ass”—it’s intelligently written and executed on every level. It doesn’t get much bet¬ 

ter than "Pacifies,” ’Where I’m From,” "Rebirth of Slick,” "Examination of What.” Their follow-up record, Blowout Comb, essentially ended the trio’s career because 

of it’s black-power rhetoric. It’s a shame because it’s also a great record, but Reachin’ is what established Dig Plan. Ten years later, it’s still makes me rap along as I 

listen. I can’t pull it off, but who cares? 

Please dig on these sounds, ’cause the good vibes, they snowin’: Bangs, Call And Response; Jets To Brazil, Perfecting Loneliness; Rocket From The Crypt, Live From 

Camp X-Ray ; A Tribe Called Quest, Midnight Marauders. 
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noxagt / pretty polly 

pendent PR company, and Key, these guys have 

been around for eight years, so cut 'em some slack. 

Back in your garbage can! (DAL) 

Better Looking Records,11041 Santa Monica Blvd., 

PMB 302, Los Angeles, CA 90025, 

www.betterlookingrecords.com 

Noxagt - KFJC, 7” 

Noxagt give us an unrelenting instrumental mas¬ 

sacre involving heavy drums, distorted guitars and 

garagy, upbeat energy. If the chaos on the record is 

any indication of their live show, these fuckers will 

incite riots. Comes on a cool yellow streaked vinyl 

record to please the collectors. (BN) 

Norway Rat Records, www.norwayratrecords.com 

Ocean, The, CD 

Five lengthy tracks of atmospheric music gone the 

gloom and death sludge route. Like Radiohead 

with some inspiration from northern Europe’s 

black metal. (AS) 

www.theoceancollective.com 

P One AM Radio, The - The Hum of the 

Electric Air! LP 

Bear with me for a moment and put on your imag¬ 

ination cap. Imagine that you’re leaving the home 

of the person who makes your heart go pitter-pat. 

It’s a brisk moonless midnight, and your footsteps 

go crunch-crunch on a bed of fresh falling snow. 

The orange glow of streetlights cast a warm tone on 

the falling snowflakes, and for a moment it seems as 

though they’re tiny stars coming to kiss you on the 

nose. The One AM Radio is the sound of this 

scene. It’s important to give you this visual image, 

because it’s too easy otherwise to write this off as a 

dime-a-dozen "boy with acoustic guitar” project. 

These songs are far more beautiful and emotive 

than that. The soft guitar melodies, the singer’s 

gentle tenor, the violin harmonies—they all blend 

together to create a gentle-yet-not-snoozy sound. 

Even though these are simple songs with only a few 

instruments, they use each sound to its fullest. The 

album is generally slow or midtempo, but it 

remains lilting, lively, and lovely. Passivity is barely 

an option in listening to this record; its every 

groove puts a hold on the heart. (AT) 

The Electric Human Project, 500 S. Union St., 

Wilmington, DE 19805; electrichumanproject.com 

Over It - Timing Is Everything, CD 
Over It has always been a pretty decent band, but they 

never seemed to crawl out from under their rock. 

Well now it seems they’re throwing rocks. Tracks with 

sweet ferocity like "Wrong Way” and "Crush” will give 

all you pop-punkers a shit-eating grin. (JG) 

Lobster Records, P0 Box 1473, Santa Barbara, CA 

93102, www.lobsterrecords.com 

Oxford Collapse S/T, CDEP 
It’s nice when a band manages to be enthusiastic 

without turning goofy. The driving guitars, bouncy 

keyboards, and catchy bass melodies appeal to my 

rock sensibilities; yet the gargling vocals and 

relentless disco beat occasionally seem out of place. 

Somehow, this bizarre fusion makes for some good 

dancin’ music. (AT) 

Hot Chubbs Records, 439 16th St #4L, Brooklyn, 

NY 11215, www.oxfordcollapse.com 

Paper Chase, The - Hide The Kitchen Knife, CD 
This is a wannabe At The Drive-In / Nine Inch Nails 

hybrid deep from the heart of Texas. The music is 

randomly experimental, and the vocals are whining 

and painful. Bad art makes good Frisbee. (JG) 

Beatville, P0 Box 42452, Washington DC 20015, 

www.beatville.com 

Pattern, The - Real Feelness, CD 
Following a series of popular singles, Oakland’s 

The Pattern finally have a full-length. This is 

amusing high-concept rock, reminiscent of 

Shellac. Jerks might call this "college punk,” but 

The Pattern’s CD is such a barrage of hooks that it’s 

hard not to get swept up in the beat. (AE) 

Lookout Records, 3264 Adeline St., Berkeley, CA 

94703, www.lookoutrecords.com 

People Involved, The - S/T, CD 

Radiohead soundalike Britpop soundscapes. From 

LA. You know, slow, poppy but dark, lots and lots 

of musical elements, and everything feels 

streeeeeeeeetched out somehow. (DAL) 

www.thepeopleinvolved.com 

Richard Pinhas - Event and Repetitions 
Richard Pinhas was a philosophy student and life¬ 

long friend of Gilles Deleuze. This affects his music 

in a sort of "back end” way. "Event and 

Repetitions” is multiple layers of processed guitar, 

which the Frenchman, Pinhas, played and 

processed himself. It is soothing music to for work¬ 

ing or blissing out. (JS) 

Cuneiform Records, P0 Box 8427, Silver Spring, 

MD, 20907, www.cuneiformrecords.com 

P Pinheads - Pretty Flowers, CD 

The Pinheads are an incredible, fast, funny goof 

band. Hailing from the same city as this magazine, 

The Pinheads have gained a reputation over the 

years for being one of the dumbest bands ever. But 

who says that’s a bad thing? It’s a miracle they’ve 

survived for the decade or so they’ve been doing 

their shtick, but they keep pumping out release after 

release. This CD features more of their signature 

snotty sound and ridiculous punk lyrics. Song titles 

include "Punk Fuck,” "I’m Such a Whore,” and 

"The Problem With Racists.” They’re clearly sup¬ 

posed to be a funny band, but they might be the fun¬ 

niest band out there today. "Asswipe Wipeout,” for 

example, is about wiping your ass and sending your 

shit to the CIA for testing. What does the CIA find 

in the shit? Among the expected illegal substances, 

"MSG, Cheez Whiz, and a toothpick.” As if the CD 

itself weren’t enough of a treat, Pretty Flowers comes 

with a bonus CD-R with JPEG’s and a video for the 

weed-smoker anthem, "Smoke More Dope.” (AE) 

Spliff Records, P0 Box 64568, Chicago, IL 60664- 

0568, www.spliffrecords.com 

Pitch Black - S/T, CD 

Bay Area thrashers who manage to thrill the crowds at 

Gilman Street while barking full on at the devil. They 

mix a very simple hardcore sound with Halloween store 

imagery: pumpkins and graveyards and song tides like 

"Resting Place” but no dead babies a la the Misfits. 

Nothing that intense—musically, either. (DAL) 

Revelation Records, P0 Box 5232, Huntington 

Beach, CA 92615, www.revalationrecords.com 

Polara College - Nao Use o Termo, CD 

Why didn’t I pay attention in Spanish class? It 

sounds like it should be packed full of songs about 

girls and one’s feelings and personal struggles. 

Musically, this is upbeat, fun, raw and a wicked good 

time. This is too good to put the "emo” label on and 

too rough be "pop punk”. Sounds great. (DM) 

Spicy, CX P0 BOX3811, CEP 010600970 SP 

Pretty Polly - Somewhere Between Then and Now, CD 

This must have been recorded in a buddy’s dank 

basement, because it sounds awful. Boring 

Nirvana-esque alternarock from Long Island that’s 

Reviewer Spotlight: George B. Sanchez (GBS) 

The Reverend Horton Heat, Liquor In The Front. From the moment Jim Heath assaults that first E minor on "Big Sky” to the final drunken burp of "The Entertainer,” 

The Reverend Horton Heat’s Liquor in The Front is a watershed moment for rockabilly. From Europe’s Nervous/Fury records cast to familiar U.S. acts like Robert 

Gordon and the Stray Cats, rockabilly previously rambled on as a caricature. Like putting on a costume, the music was fun for an evening or a party, but it was stag¬ 

nant. Like the Cramps before, the Reverend made rockabilly alive again; the revival was propelled by the double-kick thunder of drummer Taz Bentley, Jimbo 

Wallace’s solid bass slap, Jim Heath’s Texan barbequed blues, Duane Eddy’s guitar theatrics, and Bobby Bland’s snarl. Unlike their previous records for Sub Pop, 

Liquor in The Front is bold and calculated. Get past the sophomoric title—the camp is obvious—and get into the sound. With Ministry’s A1 Jourgensen at the sound¬ 

board, all the mixes are in the red. Big like an l8-wheeler, the sound is absolutely brutal. The thick chug of "Baddest of the Bad,” the manic speed of "Five-O Ford,” 

and I’ll be damned if "One Time for Me " isn’t the heaviest bump and grind ever recorded. There’s also an element of humor that’s key to understanding the Rev. 

Proof lies in Heath’s, at times, cartoonish playing and with songs like "Liquor, Beer, & Wine,” "I Can’t Surf,” and the tongue in cheek "Rockin’ Dog.” Purists would 

argue this isn’t the sound of Gene Vincent or Eddie Cochrane. Damn straight it’s not—it was never meant to be. That’s the point. 

En La Casa: Paul Contreras, Morrissey/Smiths mix; Solomon Burke, Don't Give Up On Me, Gabriel Garcia Marquez, 100 Years of Solitude. 
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irritating in that karaoke way. I’m calling in a noise 

complaint. (JG) 

Fuck You, I’m A Nice Guy Records, www. pretty polly- 

web.com 

Prop Down - The Rise, The Fall... 

Take former members of metal, ska and punk 

bands, put them together, and watch the end result 

rock your socks off. Prog rock, street punk, metal 

and rock ’n’ roll influences are all heavily repre¬ 

sented on this five-track EP full of intricate 

melodies and slightly distorted vocals. (BN) 

Burden Music, 16766 Sprenger, Eastpointe, Ml 

48021, www.envy.nu/propdown 

Prowl, The - What Are You Doing?, 7” 

Exhibit A: speed-of-light, angry, thrashing punk 

touching on serious problems like substance addic¬ 

tion and suicidal ideation. Although the lyrics 

themselves tilt toward the sophomoric, you’re 

probably pogoing to this one, not taking notes. 

Exhibit B: sounds a little like the Misfits when 

played at 33 rpm. (AT) 

Gloom Records, P0 Box 14253, Albany, NY 12212 

P Q and Not U - Different Damage, CD 
I don’t know where to begin. D.G. and Dischord 

have been known to produce some wacky bands, 

and Qand Not U is one of those groups that evades 

classification. Dissonant, occasionally minimalis- 

tic, mathy, jagged postpunk—I guess, simply, 

"weird.” The opening track, "Soft Pyramids,” gives 

you a taste of what’s to come: danceable drums take 

center stage and carry a simple, subdued progres¬ 

sion of guitar (?) notes and playful vocals. The 

vocals are often that way ("Snow Patterns”), a sharp 

contrast to the percussive, sonic jungle that lurks 

beneath. John Davis’ drumming gives these songs 

an amazing edge; it’s impossible to ignore how they 

elevate everything. The instrumentation in general 

is really what sets this band apart; this isn’t 35 min¬ 

utes of guitars blowing your eardrums out. In fact, 

the guitars play only a supporting role. The occa¬ 

sional synthesizers, various types of guitars, weird 

bleeps and plinks—when you back it all up with tra¬ 

ditional instruments and throw in a bunch of starts 

and stops, it’s one hell of a package. Only two songs 

last longer than four minutes, and the record’s over 

before you understand what hit you. That’s why you 

have to keep playing it over and over. (KR) 

Dischord Records, 3819 Beecher St. NW, 

Washington DC 20007, www.dischord.com 

Race, The - The Perfect Gift, CD 

Blast from the past: is this Adrian Belew on 

vocals? Is the band King Crimson? The Perfect Gift 

offers floating, tremulous male vocals uttering 

abstruse, quirky lyrics, which wander through 

atmospheric, sometimes gamelon-ish, instru¬ 

mentation (drums, guitar) and quiet-to-loud 

dynamics. This is flowing, dreamy stuff. There are 

some nice moments. (JS) 

Flameshovel Records, 1658 N. Milwaukee, No. 276, 

Chicago, IL 60647, www.flameshovel.com 

Raccoon - Strange Terrain, CD 

Underproduced with a purpose: trying to resur¬ 

rect the Velvet Underground while channeling 

through Beck’s early years. Catchy as all fuck for 

the indie rocker inside you. This is a pleasant sur¬ 

prise because it gets better after each song. Strange 

Terrain is spacey, angry and fun all at the same 

time. Raccoon push the envelope in all the right 

directions. (DM) 

Bande-Magnetique Label, 2831 se 18th Ave., 

Portland, OR 97202, www.raccoonmusic.com 

Reagan SS / John Brown’s Army - split, 7” 

Reagan SS bust out seven tracks of garage-style 

hardcore with a blurring, too fast for syllables, 

vocal attack. JBA’s five tracks fall somewhere 

between Discharge and Drop Dead. (AS) 

Gloom Records, P0 Box 14253, Albany, NY 12212 

Reason Seven - S/T, CD 

Fourteen tracks worth of mid-tempo hillbilly rock 

with a saxophone thrown in for good measure. 

Think Cake, only slower and gloomier. I was more 

impressed with the four live tracks which showed 

the energetic side of the band, something that was 

sorely missing in the studio cuts. (BN) 

Smog Veil Records, 316 California Ave #207, Reno, 

NV 89509 

Red Animal War - Black Phantom Crusades, CD 

Driving power-emo mixed with hard rock and jam- 

packed with interesting changes, builds, break¬ 

downs, stop-start dynamics and found sound. The 

band has an especially good guitarist. The lyrics 

aren’t poetry; their heart’s in the right place, but 

they’re overly earnest. The album’s 911 song is 

insipid, like most qil songs. (JS) 

Deep Elm Records, P0 Box 36939, Charlotte, NC 

28236, www.deepelm.com 

P Reputation, The - S/T, CD 

I have an ambivalent relationship with this record, 

even though I’ve been listening to it for about a 

month now. Vocalist/guitarist Elizabeth Elmore has 

a great, sensual voice, and here in Indieland where 

most people can’t sing, this is quite an asset. Paired 

with the melodic, emo nature of the music, this 

record sounds downright radio-friendly at times— 

which cheeses me out. I simultaneously like and am 

turned off by it. Alternately rockin’ and sort of 

mellow, it’s all easy on the ears. I could picture 

"The Stars of Amateur Hour” segueing nicely with 

a Jimmy Eat World song on your local alt-radio sta¬ 

tion. Ellmore’s a smart cookie and an incisive lyri¬ 

cist, and her songs (many seemingly concerning 

failed relationships) are exceptionally articulate. I 

can think of few lyricists who could write so intelli¬ 

gently and pull of using "rim job” in a song. The 

band’s really firing on all cylinders in the faster 

songs ("Either Coast,” "The Stars of Amateur 

Hour,” "The Truth”), which are definitely the 

most memorable cuts on the record. Even though 

the record stalls at times, I’d say it’s an impressive 

debut. I think. (KR) 

Initial Records, P0 Box 17131, Louisville, KY 

40217, www.initialrecords.com 

Riff Randells - S/T, CDEP 

These two ladies and boy connect the hip-shaking 

’50s teenybopper rock with a basic punk sound, 

while sounding a thousand times better than the 

Donnas and their ilk. The songs are cute, catchy 

and fun, complete with hilarious lyrics. Makes me 

feel like a teenager again. (MG) 

Delmonico Records, Box 23123 Connaught P0, 

Calgary, AB T2S 3B1, Canada 

P Rimlord - Lord of the Rim, CD 

Rimlord treats tender areas sensitively. A concept 

album, Lord of the Rim sounds like it would be icky and 

stupid, yet it’s not. Two thumbs up! Musically, it’s 

rocking and often beautiful. Lyrically, it’s ideologi¬ 

cally challenging and hilarious. This porncore is 

even subtle and, perhaps, Zappa-esque. Sex positive 

and never misogynistic, the vocalist/multi-instru¬ 

mentalist for whom the band is named, Rimlord, 

simply likes to kiss women’s asses, which he express¬ 

es clearly enough with lines like "Oh Asian ladies 

with your rim so proud/ Stick my face in and you 

scream so loud.” That’s on "Through the Rim,” 

Sabbath-like with hard-rocking lead guitar, includ- 

Reviewer Spotlight: Neal Shah (NS) 

Gwar, Scumdogs Of The Universe. I don’t remember where I first heard of Gwar. This was before the days of the Internet, but if you listened to punk or metal, the leg¬ 

end of Gwar made it to your ears eventually. Somehow it got to mine, and I purchased Scumdogs Of The Universe. It was awesome; they mixed punk and good metal with 

over-the-top violence and humor. This band was so refreshing and funny and rocking. They made fun of everything but did it in a creative way. This is still one of 

my favorite metal albums. The music is good and heavy, but it’s melodic and catchy. How could you not sing along to "Sick Of You” or "Vlad The Impaler?” When 

they made it to Milwaukee, we were all there up front getting covered in jizz and dead hippie blood. It’s so hard to separate this album from the live experience. I 

remember getting chills when they erupted into "The Salaminizer.” And Oderus erupted onto all our faces. I mean, how many bands would you let cover you in 

fake, though probably still unhealthy, bodily fluids? This might be one of those bands where you "had to be there.” Nothing after this album was quite as good, so 

the live shows lost some of the singalong familiarity of this or their first album (which is also really good). But still, this was a good metal album in it’s own right, 

and I still break it out now and then when I want to remind myself of decapitated hippies and sex with dead dogs. 

I’ve heard this, I’ve heard that: new Snuff mp3s, Excel, Poison Idea, 411, Supernova, Alligator Gun, MDC, Beowulf, RKL video/live stuff and Devo live and 

outside for free today! 
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ing solos; a fuzzed-out, angular bass line; and 

Smurf-like Rumpelstiltskin vocals. There’s the love¬ 

ly "Lord of the Rim,” where a gentle, strummy folk 

song is juxtaposed with lowbrow, XXX-rated lyrics 

like "Started squirtin’ jizz / Look out / Whoa.” It’s a 

paradigm shift, jarring and funny. "Gnawing on the 

Anus of Love” is a rhythmic, soulful number; it 

sounds good, and the musicianship and songwriting 

are strong. In fact, to my mind this is no simple joke 

album. Lord of the Rim comes off well. Some cool label 

should snatch Rimlord. (JS) 

Shank Productions, 

http://artists.iuma.com/IUMA/Bands/Rimlord/ 

Roscoe - Rock ‘n’ Roll Takes Its Toll, CD 

Fantastic hardcore full-length played by the guys 

formerly in the Epitaph band Osker. It’s a mix of 

old-school hardcore with some metal riffs. It’s 

almost like the Osker guys released this to show how 

hard they are, but it’s a surprisingly dynamic and 

well-rounded album. (AE) 

Aggravated Music, P0 Box 10699, Glendale, CA 

91209, www.aggravatedmusic.com 

Run for Cover Lovers - The Difficult Nature of 

Interpersonal Relationships, CD 

Bay-area-living, Velvet-Underground-listening 

twentysomethings with unexciting daily observa- 

tions-cum-songs set to off-key vocals, clumsy 

chords, and an out-of-pitch organ. Sometimes 

cute, like "Castro,” sometimes annoying, as on "Fat 

Bald Man,” and altogether forgettable. (GBS) 

Rockin' Pussy Records, 2200 Adeline #310, 

Oakland, CA 94607; Good Fork Promotions, 5499 

Claremont Ave. #8, Oakland, CA 94618, www.good- 

forks.com 

Saving Face/ Almost There - split, 7” 
Cool, this is on red vinyl. Anyhow Saving Face is a 

very catchy upbeat pop-punk band and they have 

two very good tracks on here. And then Almost 

There is actually almost as catchy and they have two 

good songs. So in all kids you get four songs on 

cool looking vinyl. (BG) 

High Fidelity Records, www.highfidelityrecords.com 

9 St. Thomas - I’m Coming Home, CD 

St. Thomas is Norway’s answer to indie folk rock. 

Thomas Hansen was influenced by dark 

singer/songwriters like Elliott Smith and Will 

Oldham. Today, he’s been working with gifted 

indie musicians like Giant Sand’s Howe Gelb, 

Lambchop’s Mark Nevers and Jeremy Barnes from 

Neutral Milk Hotel and Olivia Tremor Control. 

I’m Coming Home is personal music that elicits (for 

me) memories of summer camp: horseback riding 

in chaparral-and-bunny filled canyons; of 150 

freshly scrubbed, horny preteens standing in a big 

circle, holding hands and wearing white on a sun- 

dappled lawn, welcoming the Sabbath bride, giving 

peace a chance. Sound corny? Yeah, but it felt 

groovy back then, and that’s how St. Thomas feels 

now. Remember the cute older counselors in their 

Levi’s cut-offs, leading song circles with acoustic 

guitars, getting the kids to sing aloud without 

shame? Hansen is that camp counselor, singing 

romantic, rootsy, songs for adults with gorgeous 

melodies and simple rhythms. His voice is sweeter 

than Neil Young’s falsetto, so earnest it hits your 

fifth chakra with a bang, making you wish for Sadie 

Hopkins Day when you could kiss whomever you 

pleased and drag them into the chaparral to learn 

about making bunnies. (JS) 

Misra, P0 Box 20297, Tomkins Square Station, New 

York, NY 10009, www.misrarecords.com 

Salute the Curse / YUKhONIC - split, 7” 

Salute the Curse give us two minutes of slow 

noodling followed by a minute of noise. 

YUKhonic give us a two short blasts of noisy songs 

sandwiching a jazzy number with a flute? (EA) 

Cephia’s Treat Recordings, 3416 W. Lemon St., 

Tampa, FL 33609 

Satanic Surfers - Unconsciously Confined, CD 

Veteran skate-punk band with meaningful lyrics that 

we used to take for granted from punk bands. 

They’ve slowed down from their earlier, fast as hell, 

RKL-influenced days, but they’ve become good 

song writers without dumbing down their message. I 

guess their old bassist left, and this release is missing 

his frantic playing, but it’s still a solid album. (NS) 

Bad Taste Records, www.badtasterecords.se 

Scenic - The Acid Gospel Experience, CD 

Scenic plays very palatable, orchestral, multilayered 

music. I think most of the instruments are comput¬ 

erized. For now, this release accompanies Emigre 

Magazine number 63, the current issue of the popu¬ 

lar design magazine. Later, Hidden Agenda 

Records will release it. (AE) 

Emigre Inc., 4475 D Street, Sacramento California 

95819 

Setup, The - ...And We Call It Decay, CDEP 
This Richmond, Va., quartet features assaulting 

hardcore vocals screeching emo lyrics full of 

despair and hope. The guitarist’s parts are engaging 

and span a few styles, from crunchy to heavy metal 

soloing. The rhythm section moves fast. Some 

tracks mix in experimental effects. Very nice! (JS) 

Action Driver, P0 Box 610, Toledo, OH 43697, 

www.actiondriver.com 

Shattered Realm - Broken Ties...Spoken Lies, CD 
I am a little afraid to review this band—almost every 

song is about seeking revenge for anything done 

wrong to you. They sound somewhere in between 

Hatebreed and Napalm Death. If I say something 

bad like "the meathead jock mentality portrayed in 

the lyrics is childish and irritating,” it might offend 

this band, and they just might fly to Portland and 

kill me in my sleep. With this in mind, I am going 

to say that Shattered Realm is a delight that the 

whole family will enjoy. (TK) 

Eulogy Recordings P0 Box 8692 Coral Springs, 

Florida 33075, www.eulogyrecordings.com 

Shutins, The - Haunted By Hangovers, CD 

Decent emoish pop punk without that overpro¬ 

duced sound. The fuzzy guitars remind me of 

Husker Du at times, but the vocals are more like 

early Gameface. This takes me back to the days of 

long-haired pop punk bands trying to sound like 

All. For fans of that one local band that should have 

been huge. (NS) 

Jewish Boy, jewisl213@hotmail.com 

Shuttlecock - Machine Extended, CD 

Two guys, a couple analog synthesizers, a guitar, and 

some drums = some pretty creative math-rock-style 

tunes, that are as rockin’ as they are interesting. (TK) 

Iron Compass Records, P0 Box 228 Toledo, OH 

43697 

Sights, The - Got What We Want CD 

First things first: the ’6os-retro thing? It’s cool 

musically, but not so much in song titles like "Sweet 

Little Woman.” The Sights borrow from power pop 

and garage rock, but thankfully they revive the gen¬ 

res instead of merely aping them. Bouncy guitars, 

tighter-than-tight drumming, and singalong har¬ 

monies make this a record to warm the coldest win¬ 

ter day. (AT) 

Fall of Rome Records, P0 Box 69431, Los Angeles, 

CA, www.fallofrome.com 

Reviewer Spotlight: Andy Slob (AS) 

Plastic Ono Band, Live Peace Toronto. Some things just wallow in the ridiculousness that they even exist. Such is the case for this album. For those too young to know, 

this is John Lennon’s post-Beatles bash-up experimental band. First, the band blesses us with three languid standards, "Blue Suede Shoes,” "Money,” and "Dizzy 

Miss Lizzy that are probably being served up hotter by thousands of cover bands in sports bars around the world as I type. Following is a slopped up rendition of 

the best Beatles blues track, "Yer Blues,” with its great chorus of "I’m so lonely wanna die.” Next up, the yet-to-be-released "Cold Turkey,” where Yoko Ono starts 

to make an appearance with her baby-seal-not-completely-dubbed-to-death vocals. "Give Peace A Chance” follows, which, at best, could be considered a Fugs out- 

take as John claims to only really remember the chorus. Side two is where John lets Yoko "do her thing,” which has been described as sounding like a "dying elder¬ 

ly woman without friends. Only two tracks fill this side, Don t Worry Kyoto Mummy’s Only Looking For Her Hand In The Snow” and some, I gather, ode to her 

husband, John, John. It s this second side that is so inspirational to the early punk movement with its "if someone this famous can put out such garbage, why can’t 

I? ethic. For example, check out The Child Molesters cover of Kyoto” on KBD #2. Even funnier is the fact that this wasn’t some "get out of the contract” shit 

album, as Lennon was part owner of the label. Still baffling to this day. 

Things I torture myself with: that shitty new Jets To Brazil, The Flaming Lips’ reissues Egg and Acid, and The Jam BBC triple CD. 
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9 Sillies, The - America’s Most Wanton, CD 
After listening to America’s Most Wanton, it’s apparent 

the Sillies were probably one of those old-school 

bands that arrived when rock desperately needed a 

kick in the ass. Absurd ("Sex For the 

Handicapped”) like KTLA Sunday-afternoon 

movies, The Sillies’ music jets from the hip. 

Vocally, Ben Waugh’s voice comes on like a sexier, 

smoother early Stooges-era Iggy. The music wan¬ 

ders from Exile on Main Street-era Rolling Stones rock 

’n’ roll ("No Big Deal”) to old school rock ’n’ punk 

a la X or the Dead Boys ("Break Loose”) to Detroit 

Soul vibe ("Lesbo Love”). Actually, the band’s 

Detroit location seems to be the biggest influence 

on their sound and lyrics, and it’s so fucking won¬ 

derful. Heavy drum beats and soul wails weigh down 

the audience while the guitar noodles off in dis¬ 

torted feedback, and a jazzy bass line wanders the 

fret board. Big and gutsy, this scratchy collection of 

Sillies material is worth a listen for those digging 

on Nuggets or the popular garage revival. (GBS) 

Scooch Pooch Records, 5850 W. Third Street, 

#209, Los Angeles, CA 90036 

9 Silver Tongued Devil - Motorcycle Boy, 7” 
Silver Tongued Devil are a great band from 

Pittsburgh, known for outrageous fire stunts on stage 

and a heavy Motorhead-influenced sound mixed 

with old-school hardcore riffs. This three-song EP is 

as good as anything they’ve done and features a killer 

cover of MC5’s " Kick Out the Jams.” The recording 

is full and layered but not at all overproduced. The 

golden growling vocals are mixed high, but they’re 

not so high that the tight two guitar and bass line-up 

gets smothered. In fact, it’s mixed to scientific per¬ 

fection and comes in a gatefold sleeve made of thick 

cardboard. The silver vinyl is supposedly 220-gram, 

but it’s the thickest vinyl I’ve ever seen. Most people 

couldn’t break it with their bare hands. It’s that fuck¬ 

ing thick. You could bury a copy of this record sever¬ 

al feet underground, dig it up in a thousand years, 

and it’d probably still play. Don’t miss this cool, lim¬ 

ited edition single. (AE) 

Get Hip Distribution, Columbus and Preble Aves., 

Pittsburgh, PA 15233, www.gethip.com 

Silver Tongued Devil - We Are the Road Crew, 7” 

This is another great single from one of 

Pittsburgh’s best bands. This one is a fan-club edi¬ 

tion of 500, with 4-00 on white vinyl and IOO on 

blue. You get the Motorhead cover on one side and 

a cover of AC/DC’s "Have a Drink on Me” on the 

other. (AE) 

Rat Records/Silver Tongued Devil, 10 Victory Ln., 

Leetsdale, PA 15056, www.silvertongueddevil.com 

Slow Gherkin - Run Screaming, CD 

One of the rare non-ska-punk bands that use a 

plethora of horns, Slow Gherkin borrows from 

soul as much as they do from rock and punk. Run 

Screaming is a fine swan song full-length for this tal¬ 

ented band that will sorely be missed. (AE) 

Asian Man Records, PO Box 35585, Monte Sereno, 

CA 95030, www.asianmanrecords.com 

Snitches, The - Star Witness, CD 

They have been around since the mid-’90s and 

have changed sounds quite a few times through 

their lives in Montreal. The Snitches newest 

release has a hard-driving sound that would find 

it’s way on television if they weren’t on a small U.S. 

indie label. Style-wise, you get new wave mixed 

with a hard pounding rhythm section and over¬ 

driven guitars. (EA) 

Oh! Tonito, P0 Box 611, Bloomfield Hills, Ml 

48303, www.ohtonito.com 

Sonic Youth, ICP, The Ex - split, CD 

Like Sonic Youth? Like The Ex? Then you’ll want 

to punch them in the face for releasing such a pre¬ 

tentious piece of crap. It’s 29 minutes of all the 

groups fucking around; seriously, it sounds like 

them tuning before recording and randomly bang¬ 

ing on things. Don’t waste your time. (KR) 

Konkurrent Onafhankelijk Muziekbedrijf, P0 Box 

14598, 1001 LB Amsterdam, The Netherlands 

9 Soul Enigre - Leaving Out Empty Bodies, 7” 
These Netherlands folk are well-versed in their 

studies of the Ebullition catalogue and early- to 

mid-’90s emo/hardcore/screamo/whatever-you- 

see-fit-to-call-the-damn-genre. But I digress. 

This is a flat out DAMN GOOD RECORD. 

Refreshing is the perfect balance of non-blanket state¬ 

ment political messages and soulful lyrics; invigorat¬ 

ing is the heavy, chugging guitar sound next to the 

uptempo melodic breakdowns; lovely are the pas¬ 

sionate screams followed by honeyed sing-alongs. 

Not only are these kids emo-as-fuck in the greatest 

way possible (one of the insert photos shows a 

strapping young lad with the words "My heart 

bleeds” tattooed across his chest, awww!), but they 

are DIY-as-fuck, too ("No logo, no label. . .Just 

DIY”). Five great, heart-wrenching tunes for the 

angry-yet-not-quite-disaffected youth. Get your 

hands on this if you can, and you will be crying 

tears of joy for days to come. (MG) 

do Jorick Emigre, Heemskerckstraat 22, 6828 ZG 

Arnhem, Netherlands, xjorickx@yahoo.com 

South Bay Bessie - S/T, CD 

This is some super catchy, fast-paced punk rock with 

an ability to turn that frown upside down. SBB has 

captured that upbeat punk sound with a sense a of 

humor that doesn’t come off as ridiculous or stupid 

in any way except with a few tracks that are a bit more 

then silly. They probably have a great live show. (DM) 

Code Seven Records, P0 Box 3482, Flint, Ml 

48502, www.geocities.com/southbaybessie 

Staring Back - On, CD 

Intense melodic punk that’s catchy without being 

too cheesy or trite—it sort of reminds me of Horace 

Pinker. Maybe it’s just because so many of my 

records this time around have sucked, but these guys 

will be spared my wrath come judgement day. (KR) 

Lobster Records, P0 Box 1473, Santa Barbara, CA 

93102, www.lobsterrecords.com 

Starvations - One Long Night, CDEP 

The Starvations play spooky rock ’n’ roll with an 

underlying taste of punk, country and blues to 

name a few. I especially liked the fourth track 

"Grief,” which sounds like a bad-ass garage rock 

oldie. Devilishly good stuff! (JG) 

Kapow Records, P0 Box 1287, Lake Forest, CA 

92609, www.kapowrecords.com 

Stavesacre - S/T, CD 

Your parents and the kids at school don’t under¬ 

stand you. But black mascara, leather accessories 

and Stavesacre understand. They know what it’s like 

to look funny and like bad alterna-rock. So take 

this CD to your doctor to redeem your free Prozac 

prescription. (NS) 

Nitro Records, 7071 Warner Avenue, F PMB 736, 

Huntington Beach, CA 92647 

Stick Men, The - Insatiable, CD 

Two decades ago, The Stick Men fused art punk, 

jazz, and funk to become one of Philadelphia’s 

foremost no wave bands. Short, snappy, and sur- 

Reviewer Spotlight: Jillian Steinberger (JS) 

Destroyer, Thief. Leader Daniel Bejar doesn’t own the 197^ Kiss album Destroyer, and he hadn’t a clue that Siva is the Hindu god of destruction. Even though 

Destroyer is not a thrash metal combo, the music comes down heavy. Enigmatic and handsome, Bejar merges the pleasures of Bowie’s strutting electro-folk circa 

Hunky Dory (1972) through the more out-sound Aladdin Sane (1973) with Dylan’s bitter, biting wit and social commentary. There are overtones ofT-Rex (glam), the 

Velvet Underground (quiet-to-loud dynamics), pre-Islam Cat Stevens (a "Where do the children play?” je ne saisquoi), and occasional self-conscious riffing off the 

vocal styles of John Lennon and Leonard Cohen. To this is added Bejar’s own charismatic voice and vision, yielding an out-pop invention with a folk-glam twist. 

Self-released, his third record, Thief (200o), is a literate masterpiece that opens melancholically. The sumptuous tune "Destroyer’s the Temple” begins, "And 

though the solitudes have won i I cannot begin to crave you / Please spring us, Madeleine / From these rusted jails of lust / We’re living in.” With songs like "Death 

on the Festival Circuit,” Thief emerges as a criticism of the indie music business. A hesitant potential star, Bejar isn’t interested in making a career of this theme, but 

critics wouldn t let it or the Bowie comparisons go in discussions of 200l’s' Streethawk: A Seduction (Misra). October 2002 s This Night is trippier and more expansive 

with looser song constructions. All three records are nirvana in a jewel case. May this gifted musician find his expanding recording career rewarding. 

What’s On the carousel? St. Thomas, I’m Coming Home; Beck, Sea Change; Julian Cope, 20 Mothers; Sarah Dougher, "Bella Absug” from Day One and 'What She’d 

Trade” from The Walls Abla& and The Bluff; Diamanda Galas, Malediction and Prayer. 
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still life / toxic narcotic 

prising, these 22 songs provide a retrospective of 

this seminal band’s work. What’s remarkable is that 

the bulk of this reissue sounds modern. Added 

bonus: a Quicktime video. (AT) 

Cuneiform Records, PO Box 8427, Silver Spring, MD 

20907, www.cuneiformrecords.com 

Still Life - Limitations Boundaries and Failures, CDEP 

Pretty brazen metal, but they keep it unpredictable 

and unusually dynamic. Must be all the tempo 

changes and unexpected sonic twists. They employ 

interesting samples along with fluctuating between 

soft and loud, fast and slow, on and off. (DAL) 

Greyday Productions, www.greydayproductions.com 

Stillwell - Don’t Face a Problem... Burn It, CD 

Stillwell plays oddly catchy math rock that you don’t 

need a calculator to understand. They’re from 

Chicago and have seemingly been around forever, 

but this is their first full-length. They’re hilarious, 

whether or not they intend to be, and have a song 

entitled ’’The Monet Shot.” (AE) 

Forge Again Records, P0 Box 146837, Chicago, IL 

60614, www.forgeagainrecords.com, 

Hewhocorrupts, Inc., 196 Fairfield, Elmhurst, IL 

60126, www.hewhocorrupts.com/inc 

Stitches, The - Five More Songs From The 

Stitches, CD 

This version has an extra song than the vinyl, Four 

More Songs from the Stitches, and also includes two 

videos. For those in the dark, The Stitches play ’77“ 

style punk with a giant Weirdos influence. This is as 

inspired as their earlier material and should please 

Stitches fans. (AE) 

Kapow Records, P0 Box 1287, Lake Forest, CA 

92609, www.kapowrecords.com 

Super Magnificent Action Trio - Cuddle-Core, 

CDEP 

This three-piece (guitar, bass, drums) plays a faster 

kind of emo. Despite being pretty tight and musi¬ 

cally intricate, the songs and the emotive wailing 

are dull on this four-song debut EP. (JS) 

Brass Knuckle Records, c/o Frankie Chan, 107 

Eastlake Ave. E., #207, Seattle, WA 98109 

Swingset Hands - Navigating Backwards, CDEP 

Good natured, earnest band from Buffalo with a 

solid pop sensibility. They have the right moves, 

but the songs aren’t very distinct, and the vocals 

are at times dissonant. Sounds like they’re in the 

game for the right reasons, though, so they should 

keep at it. (DAL) 

Frigid Ember Records, 353 Wading River Road, 

Manorville, NY 11949, www.frigidember.com 

Tennessee Twin, The - Free To Do What?, CD 

A great little retro honkey-tonk outfit led by 

Bratmobile’s Allison Wolfe’s twin sister, Cindy. 

The title track is a fantastic two-stepper about the 

post-September Ilth United States: "Mr. 

President from the elections that weren’t free / 

Thanks for all the violence and all the hypocrisy.” 

Grab a partner and hit the sawdust-covered dance¬ 

floor of revolution. (DS) 

Mint Records, P0 Box 3613, Vancouver BC, Canada 

V6B 3Y6 

9 Themselves - The No Music, CD 

Formerly under the name THEM (damn you, 

Van Morrison), hip-hop emcee Doseone and 

DJ Jel return doing what punk did to the rock 

committee. Instead of expanding the rap para¬ 

meters by being more innovative with sample 

and beat selections and concentrating on con¬ 

tent (like they did on their first record), 

Themselves burn the house down and start with 

their own foundation. Elements of hip-hop can 

still be found on this record with the use of 

some "out there” beats and great flow over the 

tunes provided ("Poison Pit”, Dark Sky Demo”, 

"Live Trap”). However elements of abstract 

noise, random use of samplers and keyboards, 

spoken-word poetry and at-will-recorded 

moments add to the overall visit into the minds 

behind Themselves. The CD is only the sound¬ 

track behind the artists and theatrics of the No 

Music movement. The presence of the folks 

involved add more to the music, not in an act¬ 

ing-on-stage kind of way. It shows that the 

music is for real, not pretentious posturing. 

Feelings and emotions are added to the mix in a 

medium where it has long been absent for too 

long. This is no longer hip-hop or even music; 

this is art that lets you nod to the beat. It’s not 

for everyone, but it should be experienced by 

anyone with an open mind. Keep an eye out for 

the Peel Sessions coming soon. (DM) 

Anticon, www.anticon.com' 

Time In Malta / Hope Conspiracy - split, CD 
Four songs (two per band) taken from each band’s 

respective new album. TIM (not Olson) plays pow¬ 

erful post hardcore with good melodies and a touch 

of metal. See more about the Hope Conspiracy 

above. (NS) 

Equal Vision Records, P0 Box 14, Hudson, NY 

12534, www.equalvision.com 

To See You Broken - A Thief, A Poet, An Enemy, CD 
Chunky hardcore from this female quintet. Think 

early ’90s moshcore with spoken parts, emotional 

screaming and some gang vocals. Musically this is 

nothing new, but the vocals are distinctive in this 

testosterone-filled scene. The operatic singing in 

the last song might be a little much, though. Good 

to see Excursion is still around. (NS) 

Excursion, P0 Box 20224, Seattle, WA 98102 

V Jenny Toomey - Tempting: Jenny Toomey 

Sings the Songs of Franklin Bruno, CD 

Jenny Toomey is one smart and classy chica. The D.C. 

gal grew up in the D.I.Y. punk movement with her 

band Tsunami and started a label, Simple Machines. 

She helped author and circulate The Mechanics Guide to 

Starting a Record Label (it was distributed with an edition 

of Sassy Magazine), which helped many set up their own 

labels. She now moonlights as the executive director 

of the Future of Music Coalition, a think tank and 

lobbying group that advocates for musicians’ rights. 

Franklin Bruno is no dummy himself. He’s helped 

make the Mountain Goats as great as they are, and my 

personal opinion is that his contributions to the 

music of John Darnielle are far more momentous 

than Tony Doogan’s. He also penned one of my top- 

IO songs, the simultaneously heartbreaking, romantic 

and disgusting "Clean Needle.” Anyhow, Jenny 

moves her solo career forward with Tempting. She also 

proves that Franklin’s songs should be standards. Her 

voice is a luscious, womanly alto. The moody album is 

subtly cadenced and full of romantic, stylish, witty 

numbers ripe for swank nightclubs. The mariachi 

horns and humor of "Your Inarticulate Boyfriend” 

are over-the-top great and hearken back to old-fash¬ 

ioned indie-grrrl goodness. (JS) 

Misra, P0 Box 20297, Tompkins Square Station, 

New York, NY 10009, www.misrarecords.com 

Toxic Narcotic - We’re All Doomed, CD 

Toxic Narcotic is a rather bland hardcore act that 

seems too concerned with paying homage to their 

metal heritage to be taken seriously. Despite 

Reviewer Spotlight: Miss Annie Tomlin (AT) 

The Fall, This Nation’s Saving Grace. When I was a wee lass, I became very curious about my older brother Scott. He didn’t go to church, always dressed in black, and his 

backyard wedding had bagpipes. So when I fell into punk rock in the eighth grade, I was excited to share my new discovery with Scott and his wife, Karen. Much to 

my naive surprise, they’d not only heard of The Clash, they’d been punks back in the 1970s! On one occasion they invited me to go see The Fall. I’d never heard 

of this band, but at age 14, I’d never been to an actual show. I eagerly joined them, and what I saw permanently broadened my ideas of punk rock. Here were these 

old folks on stage, looking positfvely geriatric to my ninth-grade self, but playing punk that somehow... wasn’t. Sure, it had the energy and attitude of bands I knew, 

but it had keyboards and jerky bass lines and a singer whose voice alternately yelped and droned. Within a week I’d picked up the only Fall cassette at the local record 

store, This Nation’s Saving Grace, and was listening to it on repeat. From the spooky pop of "Mansion” to the postpunk churning of "Spoilt Victorian Child, ” every song 

confused me in the best way possible. Mark E. Smith’s witty lyrics spoke against the social ennui and injustice that I wouldn’t understand for years, but I could dance 

to it anyway. The Fall are sorely neglected in many discussions of punk history, but it makes their discovery that much sweeter. 

Recommendations: Bohanna, "Nitetime Lady;” Blue Skied An’ Clear compilation on Morr Music; tremble.com. 
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twelve hour turn / whitmore M53 
impressive guitar solos and energetic presentation, 

this album is likely to be forgotten after the first lis¬ 

ten, even if the band has a legendary status. (BN) 

Go Kart Records, PO Box 20, Prince Street Station, 

New York, NY 10012, www.gokartrecords.com 

Twelve Hour Turn - Perfect Progress, Perfect 

Destruction, CD 

Brooding, fragmented midtempo emo with eerily 

similar to Fugazi’s slower Repeater material. "Don’t Let 

the Music Die, and Don’t Replace Me” is a romanti¬ 

cally somber instrumental featuring a hypnotizing 

Rob McGregor on harmonica, but with exception to 

"Dance Like Everyone is Watching,” Twelve Hour 

Turn seldom breaks a shuffled pace. (GBS) 

No Idea, P0 Box 14636, Gainesville, Florida 32604, 

www.noidearecords.com 

Two Week Notice - Turn On Me, CDEP 

Jesus Crispies, Two Week Notice definitely rocks! 

These four tracks are ultrapoppy and catchy as H- 

E-double hockey sticks. The music is explosively 

emotional and they are mentioning God and shout¬ 

ing a few hallelujahs. If Jimmy Eat World were a 

female-fronted church choir, then I would proba¬ 

bly go to service. Amen. (JG) 

Self-released, www.twoweeknotice.net 

Unearth - Endless, CD 
Four songs of Swedish-sounding metal from Mass. 

Technically proficient death metal with melodic 

guitars and good, gruff vocals. It’s a good start, 

guys, but I think it takes a little more to stand out in 

this genre. Maybe some xylophone interludes or 

slap bass solos. (NS) 

Eulogy, www.eulogyrecordings.com 

Unlucky Stars - Decline, CD 

Quiet acoustic guitars and muted male/female 

vocals make for pretty, atmospheric music. It’s des¬ 

olate without emptiness, and the droning songs are 

fuzzy instead of cold. It’s too bad that the produc¬ 

tion is so muddied; I get the feeling there are more 

sounds (banjo?) here than I can, well, hear. (AT) 

For Documentation Only, www.fordocumentationonly.com 

9 Vacancies, The - Gutpunch, CD 
This record lives up to its title of being a real, hon- 

est-to-goodness punk rock gut punch. Brutal, in 

your face, dirty rock 'n’ roll from the depths of 

Cleveland that would make Johnny Thunders 

proud. The guys accomplish what bands like the 

New Bomb Turks or LES Stitches lack in my opin¬ 

ion. They got that fast and tight, hard-driven 

sound along with better hooks and rock sensibility 

then other bands out there. These songs are the 

soundtrack of the Bastard Children of T. Rex from 

his super-rock days. If G ’n’ R weren’t so caught up 

in the hair-rock scene and leaned toward punk, 

their first record may have sounded like this. I 

know, it’s a bold statement to knock the Appetite for 

Destruction record that I hold near and dear, but 

these guys have what it takes if this record holds true 

to their sound and future efforts. Regardless of the 

bullshit that’s flying from my oral cavity, if you want 

a quality punk rock 'n’ roll record, this will please 

the senses. (DM) 

Smog Veil Records, 316 California Ave. #207, Reno, 

NV 89509, www.smogveil.com 

Vapids, The - Charm School Dropouts, CD 
With a name like the Vapids, how could you be any¬ 

thing but? Derivative of the Ramones, they’re more 

of the retro-rock trend overtaking North America. 

They’re not a brilliant example of the phenom (and 

they are Canadian). "Bloody Underwear” is as 

obviously icky as their name is vapid. (JS) 

The Vapids, P0 Box 93107, Burlington Ontario, 

L7M-4A0 Canada, thevapids@hotmail.com 

Vapids, The - Teenage Head, CD 
With enthusiasm and energy, The Vapids cover the 

first album by erstwhile Canadian punks Teenage 

Head. If you like your punk full of power chords 

and singalong choruses, this is a well-done tribute 

to an often-overlooked band. Put one of these 

songs on a mix tape for that blue-haired girl in 

your English class. (AT) 

Double Hell, P0 Box 93107 Burlington, ON L7M 

4A0, Canada, www.teenagehead.ca 

Veal - I Hate Your Lipstick, 7” 

The A-side contains Cramps-esque garage rock 

with surf licks and a whole lot of sass. The B-side is 

a strange surf-rock-styled instrumental with 

Zeppelin-like intro and outro. This band is doing 

something original, thank goodness, and doing it 

well. (MG) 

Six Shooter Records, www.sixshooterrecords.com 

Vermin, The - All Right Tonight, CD 

Because members of the Ramones have been drop¬ 

ping like flies lately, The Vermin picked a great 

time to release "All Right Tonight.” 

Straightforward punk rock that is all ready for 

Lookout Records. Rock on! (TK) 

X-Ray Records, www.geocities.com/verminvermin 

Versailles - S/T, 7” 

At times, these guys do the speaking-over-quiet- 

guitar thing. Other times, it’s got yelping in the 

chorus. It’s not bad, but it wouldn’t hurt to shake 

the routine up a bit. When they break out of for¬ 

mula, as "Elder” does, it’s their finest hour (or 

minutes, as it were). (AT) 

Cephia’s Treat, 3416 West Lemon St, Tampa, FL 

33609, www.cephiastreat.com 

Von Till, Steve - If I Should Fall to the Field, CD 
Something totally unexpected from Neurosis’ front 

man. Instead of the bend«-you-till-you-break sound 

of Neurosis, Von Till chooses to channel Nick Gave 

and go the dark, brooding singer/songwriter route. 

Von Till’s deep, haunting baritone makes this soul¬ 

ful record blossom in creepy beauty. (DS) 

Neurot Recordings, P0 Box 410209, San Francisco 

CA 974141, www.neurotrecordings.com 

VU - Electric Birds, CD 

Cut this record in half, keeping only the gloomy, 

guitar-heavy melodies and the softly sung vocals, 

and it’d be a keeper. Unfortunately I can’t play 

producer and am instead forced to suffer through 

the experimental electronica that abounds. So 

close, but just a bit too irregular. (BN) 

Action Driver, P0 Box 610, Toledo, OH 43697, 

www. actiond river, com 

Wafflehouse - Olympia, CD 

Nine maniacal emo-punk songs that are heavier on 

the complex-instrument side rather than the 

catchy-vocal side. I love blueberry waffles and the 

band name makes me very hungry. (BC) 

Forge Again Records P0 Box 146837 Chicago, IL. 

60614 

9 Warsawpack - Gross Domestic Product, CD 
This is a blazing, socially conscious, rock/hip-hop 

fusion release where the music is as forceful as the 

message. From what I got, some folks down with the 

hip-hop scene teamed up with some accomplished 

jazz musicians and the end product was GDP. The 

quality is mind-blowing from this band’s first pro¬ 

ject. Dare I say the quality is up with the likes of 

Bullfrog (Kid Koala) or even the Gorillaz? But the 

music seems more accomplished from a multi 

genre direction. There are influences or similar 

sounds taken from the likes of Fela (Afro Jazz styled 

horns), Kid Koala or Cut Chemist (DJ), 

Morphine, Fidelity Jones and many others with a 

message that would make Propagandhi or Ian 

MacKaye happy. But regardless of influences, this 

music had me from the first song, "Year of the Gar 

Crash,” and didn’t let go until the end. If any read¬ 

er was interested into getting an almost-perfect hip 

hop record but didn’t want all the bullshit one sees 

on MTV, this would be an excellent start: a great 

sound and an even better message. But before you 

write this off for not being "punk”, just remember 

that these guys are spreading the good word and 

doing it on their terms. If that’s not punk, I don’t 

know what is. (DM) 

G7 Welcoming Committee, P0 Box 27008, 380 

Main St Concourse, Winnipeg, MB, R3C 4T3, 

Canada, www.g7welcomingcommittee.com 

Wet Confetti - Policia de la Educacidn, CDEP 

Everything about this band, from its name to its 

languishing pop, says "the party’s over.” Dark and 

brooding, yet not abrasive, the songs are beautiful¬ 

ly depressing. Well-done and dangerously sad to 

anyone with the misfortune of having a broken 

heart. (AT) 

Greyday Productions, 7027 N. Moore Ave., Portland, 

OR 97217, www.greydayproductions.com 

White Star Line - S/T, CD 
Very similar to Low or Black Heart Procession, this 

Canadian "slow-core” band knows how to write a 

good song. It took a few listens to have the patience 

to hear every part of the music, but it was well worth 

the time. (TK) 

Antiantenna Recordings, 4-1528 Queen St. W. 

Toronto, Ontario Canada, M6R 1A4, www.antianten- 

na.com 

Whitmore - Smoke The Roach, CD 
Hmm, this appears to be a Dr. Dre album. Nope, 

it’s ska-pop-punk from England with a sense of 

humor. There are a few poppy melodies, like the 

sticky-sweet first track "Alison,” but a little too 

much ska saturating the rest of the album for my 
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winterbrief / v/a your scene sucks 

taste. If your clothes have that checkered pattern, 

and you also like new-skool pop-punk, then you 

would probably enjoy this. (JG) 

Moon Ska Europe, PO Box 184, Ashford, Kent, 

TN24 OZS England, www.moonskaeurope.com 

Winterbrief - Unwrapped, 7” 
Take your standard rock guitar and bass, throw in 

drum loops, female vocals, spacey sound effects and 

synthesizers and you’re likely to lose your mind 

before the night is over. Unwrapped is a collection of 

four such song experimentations and, frankly, they 

made my ears hurt. (BN) 

Promenade Recordings, 

http://hem. passagen.se/promenade 

Wrecker / Infect - split, CD 
Wrecker play brutal punk ditties with the tracks 

"Time To Kill” and "Chocolate” being particularly 

menacing. Infect hails from Brazil and comes off 

even more bestial and infectious. This is great, 

aggressive, female punk from each band and worth 

checking out. (JG) 

Kill You For A Dollar, PO Box 68015, Grand Rapids, 

Ml 49516 

P Yeek Yak Air Force - S/T, CD 
Dare I say math rock? They’re from Seattle, and 

clearly they’ve had a few too many Frappuccinos, 

because this is some hyperactive experimental indie 

jammin’ that can’t sit still. The compositions have a 

sound-the-alarm, robot invasion quality. While 

that’s distinct, it’s also a little bit cold. They harness 

that quite skillfully, though, interjecting a shout or 

a burst here and there with a hint of deep emotion 

and then immediately withdrawing it or moving 

onto the next theme. The overall effect is to make 

the sound harsher and kind of cruel, but it’s deep 

and textured and impressive. I kind of wish they 

would stick with some of their good ideas and 

develop themes more before moving onto the next 

element, but then how often does a band provide so 

much fodder for that kind of criticism and leave 

you wanting more? Original, worthy and way 

harsh, dude. (DAL) 

www. yeekya ka i rforce .com 

Yes Sensei - What I Do Best Is What I Do 

Worst, CD 
Chaotic postpunk with a trace of garage fuzz that 

attracts with its simplistic approach to rocking the 

house. The instrumentals pummel while the 

yelled, distorted vocals add substance. Tough 

enough to win over the hardcore crowd while giv¬ 

ing the post-hardcore/screamo crowd something 

to bop heads to. (BN) 

RokLok Records, P0 Box 137, Rocky Point, NY 

11778, www.roklorecords.com 

V/A - (Almost Invisible...), 12” 
Twenty-five indie-rock cuts from bands you’ve 

never heard of and, for the most part, don’t want 

to. Ranging from mediocre to almost interesting, 

this collection reminds us that playing instruments 

is a skill not all are apt to master. (BN) 

Cephia’s Treat Recordings 3416 West Lemon Street, 

Tampa, FL. 33609 www.cephiastreat.com 

P V/A - Biggest Dancehall Anthems 1979- 

1982, CD 
Double disc anthology detailing the slight mutation 

of reggae to a more danceable and lyrically freestyle 

format. As I’m far from a reggae expert, there are 

only one or two familiar names here, but all of this is 

top-notch stuff. I tend to slap something like this on 

while cleaning the house, and this did its job to get 

me dancing with the vacuum cleaner. Song topics 

ranging from the religious odes to Jah to novelty type 

hits like Yellowman’s "Yellowman Getting Married” 

and General Echo’s "Bathroom Sex.” But like so 

many stylistic comps, you get genre fatigue, and by 

track 40 you never want to hear another heavily 

reverbed drum roll intro to a song again. (AS) 

Greensleeves Records, Suite 1203, 135 West 29th 

St., New York, NY 10001, www.greensleeves.net 

V/A - Dreaming Up The Perfect Pop, CD 
Twenty-one bands covering the spectrum of pop: 

indie pop, Brit pop, electro pop, poppy punk, 

French honky-tonk pop (?), etc. Some highlights are 

the Mockers, Winterbrief, Kleenex Girl Wonder, 

Souvenir and the Maybellines. All the bands are 

pretty good in a pleasant, poppy way. Makes me want 

to eat cookies with milk. Yummy! (NS) 

Planting Seeds, www.plantingseedsrecords.com 

V/A - The Freak Show: Year Two, CD 
The Freak Show is a monthly L.A. event "celebrat¬ 

ing queercore rock and all things freakish,” and 

this CD compiles songs featured from each per¬ 

former during its second year. There is a wide 

array of strange and freakish music, perfect for 

those who prefer the underground sideshow aspect 

of punk. (MG) 

Spitshine Records, 410 S. Lincoln Blvd. #110, 

Venice, CA 90291, www.spitshinerecords.com 

V/A - Heart Bleeds Blue: Deep Elm Sampler No. 4 
From the label that brought you the Emo Diaries No. 

1-8, Heart Bleeds Blue features previously released 

songs from The Appleseed Cast, David Singer, 

Slowride, and Planes Mistaken for Stars, among 

others. For the simple reason of bands making 

music for music’s sake, it’s good labels like Deep 

Elm exist. (GBS) 

Deep Elm Records, P0 Box 36939, Charlotte, NC 

28236, www.deepelm.com 

V/A - Plea For Peace-Take Action Volume 2, 2xCD 
Thirty-two songs with proceeds going towards 

battling suicide. There' are some unreleased 

songs and multimedia sections on the CDs. 

Good stuff from Anti-Flag, Avenged Sevenfold, 

Open Hand, Dillinger Four, Piebald, Shadows 

Fall and Bad Astronaut. If they really want to 

fight depression, they should have put some 

Supernova on here. (NS) 

Sub City, www.subcity.net 

V/A - Rise Records: The First Ten Years, CD 
Twenty-two songs from Rise’s roster and a few 

wildcards. The bands run the hardcore gamut from 

melodic to heavy, and they’re all very competent, 

but I can’t say that any particular band knocked my 

socks off, which surprised me since I do like stuff 

close to this. Some bands included are Divit, 

American Nightmare, Genuine, Lonely Kings and 

Verbal Assault (live song). (NS) 

Rise, www.riserecords.com 

V/A - Sledge #29, CD 
Current reggae artists doing what is punk for this 

style. Strong rhythm tracks that are completely in 

your face, featuring artists like Sizzla, Elephant 

Man, Mr. Vegas, Capleton and plenty of others. 

It’s definitely a strong collection of songs individ¬ 

ually, but the music tracks are generally the same, 

slightly mixed differently based on an artist’s flow 

style. (DM) 

Greensleeves Records Ltd. (USA), Suite 1203, 135 

West 29th St., New York, NY 10001; Unit 14, 

Metro Centre, St. John’s Road, Isleworth, Middlesex, 

TW7 6N7, England, www.greensleeves.net 

V V/A - Songs in the Key of Z, Vol. 1. and Vol. 

2., CD 
Irwin Cushid, the famous producer, collector, 

writer and all around music man has released a sec¬ 

ond volume of outsider music to review with the 

original. Many names on these two disc sets should 

be familiar with punk rockers: Daniel Johnston, 

Wesley Willis, Joe Meek, Captain Beefheart, and 

Tiny Tim. These two discs guarantee over two 

hours of complete laughter. The beauty is that the 

tracks were done sincerely by either mentally chal¬ 

lenged folks or at least tone-deaf individuals. You 

owe yourself to hear The Shaggs "Philosophy of the 

World” on volume one and "America” by B.J. 

Bowden on volume two. It is painful, it is fun, and 

you will put your Golden Throats records away for 

good. (It may have been fun to hear Shatner sing 

the Beatles, but not as funny as this shit.) 

Coincidentally, Cushid had his hand in those 

releases as well. If you have to choose only one of 

the two releases, go for the first issue. Totally essen¬ 

tial for your next party. (EA) 

Gammon Records, 111 East 14th Street, Ste 179, 

New York, NY 10003, www.gammonrecords.com 

V V/A - Your Scene Sucks, CD 

Go-Kart Records’ not-so-little hardcore sampler 

features mostly unreleased tracks from 28 punk 

bands, most on other independent labels. A nifty 

booklet with fun graphics provides band contact 

info, song lyrics and recording details. The bands 

are primarily from sucky "scenes” on the East 

Coast, but the disc also represents acts from 

wretched places on the planet that vomit up in- 

you-face-screamers like California, Georgia, 

Washington, Arizona, the U.K., Austria and who 

knows where else. Included are tracks from: the 

Control, Breathe In, Sick Of It All, Heads Vs. 

Breakers, Most Precious Blood, C.R., Kill Your 

Idols, the Curse, Revolution Summer, Tear It Up, 

Capdown, Missing 23r<^, Downpour, Rise Against, 

Wage Of Sin, Ex Number 5» Left With Nothing, 

Toxic Narcotic, Jedi 5* N° Denial, Reaching 

Forward, Books Lie, Stampin’ Ground, Engage, 

Let It Burn, Red Lights Flash and Ensign. (JS) 

Go-Kart Records, P0 Box 20, Prince Street Station, 

NY 10012, www.gokartrecords.com 
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do you remember when people still cared 
about independent music? (Jo RICORDS/DISTRIBIinON^H 

wwMLSiibiiitianiHNnereconis.com 
order anything online and receive a free distro CD sampler 

Stereotyperider The Scaries Blessing The Hogs Mike Felumlee/ Duvall/Seville Discount 
"SameChords "CD "Souvenir” CD "The Poisoning" CD Dan Andriano split CDep "This Time...” split CD "Singles Collection Vol. 2" CD 

Suburban Home Avail. 10/29 LawOflnertia Avail. 10/29 Goodfellow Avail. 10/29 Double Zero Avail. 10/29 Double Zero Avail. 10/29 New American Dream Avail. 10/1 

“The guitars ring out and bleed, 
blurring the edges of the songs. 
The rhythm section seems to oe 
bent on revolution and there are 

some moments where the perfect 
match of vocal harmonies and 
guitar slashes prove potent." - 

MRR. Reoently toured with Bigwig. 

Combining intelligent lieartfelt 
vocals with super-charged guitars 
and more hooks than a tackle-box, 

the Scaries are a force to be 
reckoned with. Features a current 
member of Sony About Dresden 

(Saddle Creek). 

Blessing the Hogs deliver 
adrenaline soaked doses of 

blistering metallic hardcore. Wth 
diverse musical influences. BTH 
have forged a unique, abrasive 

sound containing unyielding rifting 
patterns and startling time changes 

On tour with Today is the Day. 

Felumtee(Duvall) and 
Andriano{Alkaline Trio) are highly 

esteemed as Midwestern indie rock 
powerhouses. This release will 

serve to further solidify their status 
as purveyors of quality, heartfelt 

pop/rock. 

Duvall and Seville recently co¬ 
headlined this summer's Double 

Zaro tour, further establishing each 
band's position in the new 

hierarchy of indie rock. This split 
release will surely become more 

than just a souvenir, it'll be a 
milestone. 

A collection of singles and rare 
compilation tracks. These songs 
span the 2nd half of Discount s 
career and feature some of their 

most brilliant moments. Comes with 
a 32 page booklet filled with 

photos. 

- «• 
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Counterfit The June Spirit Various Artists: Law Of Inertia 
Magazine/CD Issue #11 

Qualm Red Hot Valentines/ 
"Super Amusement Machine. " CD 'Testing Superstition" CD Playing 4 Square 2 "Long Story Short" CD Retro Morning split CD 

Negative Progression Negative Progression Compilation CD Not Bad Double Zero 
Counterfit is a musical powerhouse 
from sunny San Diego, CA. Tech¬ 

nical, yet melodic, Counterfit display 
the rawest of emotions through 
their deeply expressive songs. 

They recently earned the #1 spot 
on the emo charts of mp3.com. 

TJS are the newest rock sensation 
hailing from the swamps of New 

Jersey. They create some of the most 
earnest & endearing music out today 

capturing a smooth yet technical 
guitar sound that sweeps back & 

forth from minimalist to enormous. 

4 way label sampler featuring 
tracks from Fueled By Ramen, 

Drive Thru, Polyvinyl, and 
Suburban Home. Tracks include 
The Gamits, Finch. Rainer Maria, 

The Stereo, Home Grown. 
Counterfit Recover, and more. 

The best independent publication! 
Features interviews with Sparta. 

Thursday, Cursive, Glassjaw. Shai 
Hulud, Pedro the Lion, Rye Coalition. 
Dag Nasty, ♦ more. The CD features 

Dag Nasty, Home Grown. Gamits, 
Bad Astronaut and more. 

One of Colorado's largest punk 
bands. Qualm's unsurpassed 

dedication to the music, the scene, 
& each other has kept them 

growing & teaming. This CD features 
10 incredibly powerful skate- 

punk/melodic hardcore masterpieces. 

Double Zero Records showcases 
two of the foremost up-and-coming 

bands of Illinois' much heralded 
post-punk/emo music scene. 

• • s 
• • new from initial records 

THE JAZZ JUNE 
BETTER OFF WITHOUT AIR 
A varied, mature slab of catchy and impassioned indie rock that finds the band 
jumping a few steps up their evolutionary ladder. If The Medicine was their 
Revolver, then Better Off Without Air is the Jazz June’s White Album. 
13-SONG COMPACT DISC • $10.00 

BLOOD RED 
HOSTAGE 
Former members of Silent Majority and Inside create a stunning full length 
debut that reaches deep within the lives, loves and strife of suburban life. 
Hostage owes as much to the work of early U2 as it does the hardcore 
community from which the band was bred. 
10-SONG COMPACT DISC • $10.00 

BLACK WIDOWS 
STOPS A BEATING HEART 
The debut from Black Widows, featuring former members of By The Grace Of 
God, The National Acrobat, Automatic and Endpoint. Taking a strong influence 
from late 80’s DC hardcore. Black Widows forge a seamless blend of straight 
forward socio-political hardcore, early punk and chaotic noise-rock. 
7-SONG COMPACT DISC • $8.00 

ULTIMATE FAKEBOOK 
OPEN UP AND SAV AWESOME 
Twelve incredible power pop anthems that serve as a tribute to and reminder 
of the power of rock and roll. 
12-SONG COMPACT DISC • $10.00 

THE REPUTATION 
THE REPUTATION 
Former Sarge singer / guitarist Elizabeth Elmore and company's masterpiece 
that ranges from fully orchestrated singer/songwriter epics to high energy rock 
and roll. 
10-SONG COMPACT DISC • $10.00 

BLACK ON BLACK 
A TRIBUTE TO BLACK FLAG 
Initial's long-awaited tribute to Black Flag! Featuring: AMERICAN NIGHTMARE, 
ANODYNE, BURNT BY THE SUN, COALESCE, CONVERGE, DILLINGER 
ESCAPE PLAN, THE HOPE CONSPIRACY, PLANES MISTAKEN FOR STARS, 
PLAYING ENEMY. 
10-SONG CD / LIMITED EDITION 12” • AVAILABLE 10.29.02 

INITIAL RECORDS • PO BOX 17131 • LOUISVILLE KY 40217 USA EARTH 
TEL 502.499.PUNK • FAX 502.499.7879 • WWW.INITIALRECORDS.COM 
SEND $4 FOR 120 PAGE CATALOG AND 26 BAND CD SAMPLER 
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BIEOCAL MEDIA AND MAKOTO PRESENT A BIFOCAL PICTURES FILM ON DVD 

ALOHA ^ 
arab on radaSt 
THE ARRIVALS 
BERWER 
CASKET LOTTERY 
COALESCE 
THE CONSTANTINES 
CREATION IS CRUCIFIXION 
CROOKED FINGERS 
CRUSH KILL DESTROY 
DEATH CAB FOR CUTIE 
DILUNGER 4 
THE DISMEMBERMENT PLAN 
END IT 
FEW AND FAR BETWEEN 
HAYMARKET RIOT 
HEY MERCEDES 
HONOR SYSTEM 
HOT SNAKES 

INSIDE FIVE MINUTES 
ISIS 

KELETON DMD 
LEAVING ROUGE 

MLEMARKER 
OWLS 
QXES 

PLAMES MISTAKEN FOR STARS 
PLEASURE FOREVER 

RADIO 4 
RYE COALITION 

SMALL BROWN BIKE 
SWEEP THE LEG JOHNNY 

TED LEO/PHARMACISTS 
VAZ 



AVAILABLE NOW ON 
PO BOX 4064 PHILADELPHIA PA 19118 ... www.LimekilnRecords.com 

LIMEKILN 
RECORDS 

”A derivative of indie rock with melodic & powerful vocals, intricate guitar lines & steady driving rhythms." The Enalieh System - Banded Blue CD (LR-002) 

. . . .. . .H 

Metroplex - Everything is Chrome In The Future CD (LR-001) 

WWWepunkrOCktim0S.COm ★ ★ ★ ★ lit tor 9 compete list of psnk rock times starts go to 

Your monthly source for new punk rock releases 
y*«*x Btv «t tJwr **r* cafod fe* 
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Fat Music Vol. 6 
Uncontrollable Fatulence 
Eighteen song compilation with eleven previously 1 
leased tracks and it's super cheap. 
FAT WRECK CHORDS / FAT646 Out Now! 

Atom and His Package 
Redefining Music 
Atom is the modem day Devo mixing Punk Rock 
anthems with 80'a new wave synthesized nop Look for 
Atom's new full-length “Attention! Blah Blah Blah" 
out V\ 1/03. Hopeless Records-HR653 CDHP Oot Now! 

Wll Dodge it On The Way Back + Extras 
A 4 piece oot of Orange County, CA have garnered a 
nice buzz for themselves being part of last year's high 
profile tours such as Coachells and Warped Tout 2002. 
Side Cho / CHO 1006. Out Now! 

Contrary To Popular Belief 
Incredible debut release! Similar to Jimmy Eat' 
A The iuliana Theory. 
New School Reootda! / NSR1 ll-CD Out Now! 

SCHOOL 
RECORDS! VARIOUS ARTISTS The Stitches 

12 Imaginary Inches 
The first full length in 7 years bom LAs moat notori¬ 
ous punk band. 
TKO/TKO RND 108 Out Now! 

THE CURSE 
S/TCDEP 
THE CORSE DEBUT SAT CDEP NEW ON HELL¬ 
BENT RECORDS WWWKElXHENTRBCORDS.COM 
HeU Bent Records ! HBR 006-3 Oot 1/14/03! 

Dream Rise Above 
A Benefit album of Black Flag covers by rock artists 
to raise money for the legal defense fund of the incar¬ 
cerated West Memphis 3. SANCTUARY RECORDS 
OROUP (vie Rev HO) t SANC573 Out Now! 



This issue’s reviewers: Reviewers: Amy Adoyzie (AA), Joe Biel (JB), Vincent Chung (VC), Brian Czarnik (BC), Jen Dolan (JD), Dan Laidman (DAL), Patrick Sayers (PS), Claire Sewell (CS) 

Activist, The, Spring 2002 
This is a magazine geared toward progressive leftists 

(activists, if you will) from all different types of 

backgrounds. I appreciate the way that it is self- 

critical and really seeks to create a positive change, 

as opposed to just offering a pat on the back. 

Featured articles include The Patriot Act, SEIU 

Organizing, the "War on Terror”, Colombia, 

being critical in the classroom, fair trade coffee, 

and student activists vs. grassroots activists. A very 

good read, though I was a bit critical from the start. 

(JB) 

$2, 180 Varick St, 12th Floor, New York, NY 10014 

<*> Americant #4 

If they ever carry on with Cometbus after Aaron C. is 

gone, and they need a handwriting double, much 

like Jim Henson’s son took over as Kermit the 

Frog’s voice, I recommend Seth Emily from 

Americant. He handwrites this zine with a 

Cometbusian flare and an eerily similar style. I love 

the Behind the Music bit telling the not-so-sordid but 

charming tale of an old band of his. His account of 

September II will ring true with just about anyone, 

though there are nice, eccentric details such as "I 

think the patriotism is finally starting to die down a 

little. I’m glad because it’s not been easy explaining 

why yr knuckles have 'American't’ tattooed to them 

these days.” He works in a comic-book store (many 

a punk rocker’s dream job), so there are also 

action-figure reviews, funny comics, a story about 

hanging out with Avail, and other engaging pieces 

with a distinct writing style and look. 

Recommended. (DAL) 

$2, Seth Emily, 4257 N. Ashland #1, Chicago, IL 

60613 

<a> As It Stands #3 

As far as punk travel zines go, AIS does live up to 

the genre. Travel stories, cheek. Interview with 

the guy behind "Evasion,” wherein the details on 

how to train-hop in the States is discussed, 

check. A how-to on scamming for survival across 

America, check. Anticapitalism, anticon¬ 

sumerism, anticollege rhetoric, check, check, 

and check. AIS fits perfectly into the DIY travel 

zine template, though it would be cliche if not 

for its execution. It’s even got interviews with 

Daniel Quinn and Brian Dingledine of 

Catharsis, vegan recipes and book reviews. The 

only qualm that I have about zines of this variety 

is the lack of discussion of the role that one’s 

gender and race might play in traveling/scam - 

ming across America. AIS outlines ways to walk 

into a store and take something off the shelf to 

return back to the store for a refund, and they 

make it sound like it’s an absolute cinch. But 

what they neglect to mention is that a person of 

color may be under much more scrutiny than a 

young white male. Nonetheless, this zine would 

make an informative companion while you’re 

"Cometbus-ing it” (although I’m completely 

opposed to using "Cometbus” as a verb.) (AA) 

Donation, 8364 Washburn, Goodrich, Ml 48438, 

noosemothergoose@yahoo.com 

Cars Are Coffins #11 

I was pretty excited to receive this as I’ve seen Cars Are 

Cofins stickers and such for a long time, but I was 

never even aware that the zine existed. 

Unfortunately, it is apparently primarily distributed 

through Tower Records and seems to pander to that 

audience. For the killing blow, the brunt of this issue 

is full of stories about just drinking beer and driving 

cars. Ugh, what a joykill. The practical bike informa¬ 

tion was so minimal that it was disgusting. (JB) 

$3, P0 Box 541 Colorado Springs, CO 80901 

www.carsrcoffins.com 

Cracks in the Wall 

An eclectic mix of cut-and-paste mayhem, appreci¬ 

ations of Feederz and discovering punk, reviews of 

classic movies, a lengthy but engrossing story of 

high-school torment, and a riff on mechanization 

of the human race. (DAL) 

$l/stamps, 2 Tinkham Glenn, Wilbraham, MA 

01095 

Bully Killa #00 

Bully Killas heart is in the right place. Part "skater,” 

part "graffer,” part "dyeing [sic] breed of punk” — 

it wants to document individualistic experiences. 

That goal is impeded, however, by sophomoric 

articles and a lack of copyediting. Includes banal 

sex advice, a Thirsten Howell III interview, and 

information about salvia. (JD) 

$3, bad_grammor@hotmail.com 

Credible Witness #1 

Josh’s first attempt at an essay zine contains three 

essays that were self-described as "half make- 

believe, half documentary.” His narratives are 

interesting, but cliche in that post-high-school- 

pondering-the-meaning-of-life kind of way. He is 

off to a good start though, and future issues have 

the potential to be more remarkable. (AA) 

$1 Project Relativity Press, 2200 S. Pleasant Valley 

#129, Austin, TX 78741, jthomas512@yahoo.com 

Dead Beat 

Enthusiastic south Florida scene clearinghouse. 

Includes a rant on the down-and-dirty corporate 

music business, appreciations of class punk 

bands, comics, interview with Sick of Society, 

reviews, lists, and local music news and show 

schedules. (DAL) 

60 cents/stamps/trades, Mike Sokoloff, 400 E. 

Atlantic Blvd. #16, Pompano Beach, FL 33060 

Die, The #3 

This zine seeks to find the "zine ethic,” which they 

make out to be a rather difficult task. I see it as 

quite the opposite: There is a zine ethic; it is just 

implied, not expressed. Regardless, he quotes a 

few writers and then gives a little response from 

himself. Overall, I was pretty impressed with the 

depth of his exploration of the topic (and also the 

definition of "zine”). Unfortunately, I didn’t 

learn much from this until I got to the interview 

with a member of the Underground Literary 

Alliance. It’s an organization that strives to main¬ 

tain ethics in zines and to keep them in a self-con¬ 

tained, DIY world outside of Borders and Tower. 

Overall, this was a neat little read.(JB) 

Free, Red Roach Press, P0 Box 764, College Park, 

MD 20740 
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Dirty Gurl Chronicles #1 
It’s a story as old as time itself: sassy Boston gutter- 

punk goes dumpster diving for donuts, finds a 

superhero costume, can’t pawn it, and so becomes 

the Smelly Avenger, a valiant sentinel who protects 

punk kids from overzealous transit cops. This is a 

lot of fun, well-drawn and energetic. (DAL) 

$2, Ariel, c/o 3 Madison St., Cambridge, MA 02138 

Dork Magazine #11 

An ordinary, produced-in-a-week zine published 

by a Morrissey-obsessed "head Dork.” A few pieces 

worth mentioning: an interview with Charles 

Phoenix, the "King of Retro,” essay attacking pos¬ 

sible soda tax and a compilation of "Top Top 

Ramen Recipes.” Also includes obligatory shit- 

talking of The Strokes and an interview with radio 

talk show host April Winchell. (AA) 

$2, PO Box 1008, Mira Loma, CA 91752, 

www.dorkmagazine.com 

<*> Emergency Zine #4 

I always find that the zines that I really enjoy are 

usually the most difficult to review. It’s just that I 

want to be able to do them justice and make sure 

that everyone picks up a copy on my sole recom¬ 

mendation. That said, get this zine. It’s hard to 

imagine that someone could write so beautifully 

about parts of our lives that are so devastating and 

unsettling. Ammi writes about the "monsters” she 

knows, including herself, as she examines a road 

trip from Oregon to her home in New Orleans. 

"We just wanted to rest,” she writes in the begin¬ 

ning. However, upon returning home the last thing 

she got to do was rest. As the second half of 

Emergency unfolds, we find that the loss of a friend 

takes her on another journey in mourning from 

New York to Florida. Ammi’s life is spent fighting 

social injustice, making/breaking/rebuilding 

friendships and delivering pizias on her bike when 

it’s much too cold outside. She makes you want to 

be in New Orleans with her, so that she could stop 

by and tell you about her latest misadventure. But if 

you can’t be there, the next best thing is reading 

about it. (AA) 

$2, P0 Box 72023, New Orleans, LA 70172, 

ammiemergency@yahoo.com 

Farewell Dr. Fate, 

This is a very thick small sized zine from Australia. 

A very long story that I honestly didn’t read all the 

way through as deadlines were near. For only two 

bucks you can get this book. Nice to see that some 

punks can actually write more than stupid music 

reviews, that they can get it together and write a 

long book. (BC) 

$2, Jonathon Spratt 57 Kaiser Dr. Windaroo, 4207, 

Brisbane Queensland, Australia. 

<a> 15th Precinct #6 

This is an atypical punk zine showing bands decked 

out in fashionable leather and mohawks. It includes 

quite a few interviews with various bands and pro¬ 

jects that I found fairly hollow, with a few excep¬ 

tions (such as Spiral Objective distro). There are a 

few features about current events, piercing, as well 

as zine/music reviews. The only thing that really 

bothered me about this zine was a few blatantly sex¬ 

ist, racist, and homophobic comments—which show 

that just because someone has a punk ethic doesn’t 

mean they necessarily ,take every aspect of that 

lifestyle to heart. The interviewer never scrutinized 

the people for their answers, and the questions 

seemed prewritten and not adapted to the answers 

of those being interviewed. Includes a free CD 

sampler. (JB) 

$30 for four issues, 15th Precinct, P0 Box 1390 

Capalaba, QLD 4157 Australia, 

www.15thpricinct.net 

Friction Magazine #1 

This is the "best of” content from friction- 

magazine.com from its first year. On the whole I 

think a lot of news stories are relevant to our cur¬ 

rent events. However, I felt the band interviews, 

which used the same questions over and over, were 

unnecessary and didn’t provide any depth. (JB) 

$9, Friction Magazine, 277 Luedella Ct., Akron, OH 

44310, www.frictionmagazine.com 

Funtimes #23 

A Belgian music magazine that jumps straight to the 

point with an interview on the second page. Thirty- 

four pages of reviews in 90 pages! The rest are 

interviews and ads. Read about Thursday, The 

Dismemberment Plan, Reach the Sky, Avenged 

Sevenfold, and many others. Dutch proficiency 

recommended. (VC) 

4.96, vzw Beukepleinbaan 30, 3111 Wezemaal, 

Belgium, www.funtime.be 

Fuzzy Heads Are Better #10 

Being in an MFA program in Nova Scotia has given 

Patti a lot of time to ruminate on her personal 

artistic philosophy, in addition to putting together 

a sharp, eclectic, state-of-the-local-scene zine. 

Does Montreal really have cigarette machines that 

distribute zines and cassette tapes? That’s great. 

Also includes an interview with Toronto renais¬ 

sance punk Siue Moffat, photos, lists, even a recipe 

for frozen banana peanut butter pie. (DAL) 

fhabzine@interlog.com 

Ghetto Chicken #1 

A Seattle couple who are well past their punk-rock 

idealism and well into their punk-rock jadedness. 

Decent spoken-word and rants dotted with gloat¬ 

ing interviews with their favorite local bands. 

About our reviews: We make every attempt to review all the zines (or magazines) we receive, as long as they are released independently. However, despite our best efforts, 

not every zine ends up in here for a myriad of reasons. Records marked with a little eye (<a>) are designated as “highlight” reviews by the reviewer. That means it’s a zine 

that really stands out for them this time around, but just because a review doesn’t have an eye doesn't mean it isn't good. Finally, if a reviewer doesn’t like your zine, it’s 

just one person’s opinion, so don’t freak out. We’re sure you put a good deal of work into your project and that alone is worth some congratulations! 
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home ec. #1 / new rag rising #4 

Damien Jurado dreamed about beating the shit out 

of a guy and then stabbing him to Black Flag’s 

Damaged. Intense! (VC) 

$3, Chris and Heidi Estey, 1902 2nd Avenue 

#1127, Seattle, WA 98101 

Home Ec. #1 

Cute, DIY crafts for the home, vegetarian recipes, 

directions for making cat toys and an easy quilt. 

Mary Jessica’s positive attitude and zealous crafting 

spirit is contagious, and they make this zine a fun 

read. Beats Martha Stewart any day! (CS) 

$1, two stamps, or trade, Mary Jessica, P0 Box 

948, Athens, GA 30603 

Idler, The #29 - The Hell Issue 

The Magazine for Those Who Live to Loaf is no 

slouch itself. At 256 pages, its features include 

ramblings on the state of crisps in modern Britain, 

reader stories about crap jobs, a conversation with 

Crass founder Penny Rimbaud and ruminations 

sparked by 9/11 from science-fiction writer Michael 

Moorcock. (JD) 

$15.50, Freepost, 24-28A, Hatton Wall, London 

EC1N 8JH, England, www.idler.co.uk 

Inner Swine, The, vol. 8, issue 2 

In every tavern resides the belligerent drunk on the 

soapbox. He’s probably the loud and brash morn¬ 

ing DJ at the local Top 40 station, but now he’s 

drunk and wants to "tell you a little something 

about life.” Imagine if he wrote a zine. Lots of rants 

and aspiring fiction. (VC) 

$2, P0 Box 3024, Hoboken, NJ 07030, www.inner- 

swine.com 

Jack #1 

Written by a journalist who, with help from 

friends, realized that sometimes the stories 

behind writing the articles he’s assigned to are 

more entertaining than the final articles them¬ 

selves. This enjoyable inaugural effort includes 

bits on untruths told by a company offering 

"internet research” services and "The Scariest 

Interview Ever.” (JD) 

$2, 234 Locust St., Philadelphia, PA 19106, 

www.geocities.com/jackmagazine 

Jack Rabbit: Maverick Dick 

This is a comic about animals who behave as 

humans. Superheroes, scoundrels, murder victims, 

pimps, crime fighters, and prostitutes. The style is 

appealing and kept me interested. It left me con¬ 

fused a few times, and I don’t think I can always fol¬ 

low Jeff s sense of humor, but I found this enter¬ 

taining anyway. (JB) 

$2, Jeff Zwirek, 5209 2nd Floor W. Montrose, 

Chicago, IL 60641, 

www.geocities.com/jack_rabbit_comic 

Journalsong #5 

Classy, high-concept zine, the theme of which is 

"People, Places, and Things.” Each section starts 

with a charming sketch of people like a guy on the 

train, dad, or NPR’s Terry Gross (who I think gets 

a bum rap here, but you be the judge), places like 

Kansas City or the coffee shop, or things like 

bouncing balls or shoes. The writing runs from 

compelling personal stories (like the father con¬ 

fronting the teen on the night Kurt Cobain died) 

to evocative vignettes (like the ghost stories in the 

people section). I think the part about Kansas City 

is the best; it’s the type of sketch of a place and time 

where the raw punk emotions slowly seep out 

through perfectly chosen small details—what zines 

were made for. (DAL) 

$2, P0 Box 3444, Portland, OR 97208-3444 

Law of Inertia #11 

Finally, a music magazine that is well focused and 

clever. Good photos and interviews with interesting 

bands and well-thought, conversational questions. 

I found myself reading about bands that I had no 

interest in previously. At the same time, it’s human 

and doesn’t read as a preachy tome. Includes a free 

CD sampler. (JB) 

$5, 61 E. 8th St., PMB 125, NY, NY 10003, 

www.lawofinertia.com 

Let’s All Die, Part 1 

A highly realistic narrative of a painfully plain 

protagonist in the midst of an inevitable break 

up. He’s a dishwasher by trade and career alco¬ 

holic by recreation, which makes sympathy diffi¬ 

cult. The narration mopes and lingers on the 

sappy, but the realization that we’ve all been 

there before hits home. (VC) 

$2.50, Dead Celebrity Books, P0 Box 741, 1057 

Steeles Ave. W., Toronto 0NT, M2R 3X1, Canada 

Let’s All Die, Part 2 

This is the second part of Colin Drew’s book of 

stories about his dysfunctional, alcoholic par¬ 

ents, drinking excessively, unrequited love, 

postrelationship pregnancy, and rock ’n’ roll. 

He’s an excellent writer, and the chapters segue 

perfectly. The stories were definitely interesting 

and worth telling. How many writers can say 

that? Buy this. (JB) 

$2.50, colinJerkass@yahoo.ca 

Let’s All Die, Part 3 

Colin presents eight classic band-on-the-road sto¬ 

ries of his experiences as the new guy in a local punk 

band. The content is really nothing new to the 

road-trip scene, but it’s still a good read with some 

funny moments. (CS) 

$2.50, colinJerkass@yahoo.ca 

Let’s All Die, Part 4 

Latest installment follows the travels and travails of 

(fictional?) Canadian puhk band See Jane Kill as 

they tour through the States. Drunkenness, can¬ 

celled shows, tag-a-longs and poorness ensue. LAD 

is a must-read for anyone interested in reminiscing 

about touring or anyone who always wondered what 

touring might be like. (JD) 

$2.50, colinJerkass@yahoo.ca 

Listen To This # 2 

Four short stories written by Paula Mayberry. The 

first three are written-with such detail that I’m led 

to believe they’re not merely short fiction. I was 

most intrigued by Footrace, which deals with the 

aftermath of a teenage rape from the perspective of 

the victim’s boyfriend. (PS) 

$2, Overground Distro, P0 Box 1661, Pensacola FL 

32591 

Message From The Homeland #8 

It’s interesting that the intro says, "...I’m not 

longer into political and social issues anymore.” 

The editor recognizes that "left-liberal rhetoric” 

can only do so much and he’s trying to break away 

from it. He failed. All of the writings are either 

directly about or related to socio-political topics— 

even the fiction. (AA) 

$2, David Lucander, P0 Box 1725 Westfield, MA 

01086, Homeland24@hotmail.com 

Moon Rust #2 

This is a fun split zine. On Alex’s side you get some 

short, contemplative stories, while Mike’s reflects 

on being a zinester and his recent experiences with 

friends and family. The backgrounds of old-school 

sci-fi movie pictures (plus a cool pull-out poster) 

are great, too. (CS) 

1 stamp, 11 Alger Dr., Rochester, NY 14624 

Negrlta #2 

This zine with a great feminist edge accomplishes 

the not-always-easy task of confronting personal 

issues (body image, race, sexual assault) while keep¬ 

ing a sense of humor and conversational tone. 

Reading Glo’s writing feels just like talking to a 

close friend. (CS) 

$1, Overground, P0 Box 1661, Pensacola, FL 

32591 

Nerve, The, May/June 2002 

Looks like one of those free newsprint mags that sit 

near a record-store doorstep that you might pick 

up on a whim. It contains band interviews with 

Deadbolt and the Moldy Peaches, and a feature 

story on the Spitfires. Rants, reviews and regular ol’ 

zine banter. (AA) 

Free, Box 88042, China Town P0, Vancouver BC, 

V64 4A4, www.thenerveonline.com 

New Rag Rising #3 

Just as the subheading reads, "TEXT UND 

FOTO,” this full -size zine reads like an art pro¬ 

ject. Since I am more visually oriented, I was more 

fond of the photographs than the poems and short 

stories. The quality of the printing reproduces 

these images beautifully, and the text stands up 

well, too. (AA) 

$4, 1821 Eastchester Dr., High Point NC 27265, 

uponthehill@northstate.net 

New Rag Rising #4 

This issue flowed better than the last installment 

and that may be attributed to the theme through¬ 

out the zine, "Land: Issues, Rituals, ’Scapes.” All 

of the photos in this issue were exclusively black 

and white and quietly comforting. The feature in 

this edition is a story and photo essay entitled, "By 

their own hands: A year living in Romania.” It’s 

humbling to see how people live when unencum¬ 

bered by technology, where "the land is who they 

are.” There is also a series of photographs of the 

Icelandic landscape that reminded me of how 

overdeveloped our cities are. Interwoven through¬ 

out the zine are more gray landscape-esque photos 
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normal man #1 / slug and lettuce #71 F53 
combined with poetry. The quality of NRR meets 

the standards of the photographs being printed in 

that they aren’t grainy photocopies, and it makes 

for an aesthetically beautiful zine. NRR continues 

to improve with every issue, and I can’t wait to see 

the next one. (AA) 

$4, 1821 Eastchester Dr., High Point NC 27265, 

uponthehill@northstate.net 

Normal Man #1 

A great-looking fanzine from Sweden filled with 

’70s textbook artwork. Sadly, I never took up a for¬ 

eign language, so I wasn’t able to read much of the 

content. IOO pages of reviews and interviews with 

First Floor Power, The Sick Oakes, Dan Edman 

and more. (PS) 

No price provided, promenadefanzine@hotmail.com 

Poetry Trading Cards, set 1 

This is an ingenious idea: a five-pack (out of a set 

of io) of poetry trading cards packaged in a CD 

jewel case. This is the sort of thing that makes art 

and poetry fun when it is creatively expressed. 

Also the poems are short, appealing to my atten¬ 

tion span. (JB) 

$5, Nathan Sekinger, 348 Round Hill Rd, Salem, CT 

06420, enemyi@hotmail.com 

Pop Bang Lemon Meringue #3 

A cute, personal zine bound by yarn. Narrative 

shifts, from journal entries to comic strip, give this 

zine a unique flow. Sadly PBLM lacks some needed 

detail. Tales of copy scams, blood drives and back¬ 

packing through Germany could have been all the 

more interesting had the writer further explored 

certain conversations or ideas. That said, I could 

see this zine getting better with future issues, and 

even in its current incarnation, its well worth the 

few stamps. (PS) 

Three stamps, c/o Ben, 2026 Green St, San 

Francisco CA 94123 

Pounded #1 (of 3) 

The woes of nihilistic (yet spoiled) suburban punks 

in slick, comic-book form. This well-done comic 

follows the debauchery of a punk who gets drunk, 

dates a cheerleader type, and sings for a band. It’s a 

simple life. Top-notch illustrations and a promis¬ 

ing start to an entertaining series. (VC) 

$2.95, Oni Press, Inc. 6336 SE Milwaukie Ave., 

PMB30, Portland, OR 97202, www.onipress.com 

<a> Probation Area 

The IO personal stories/experiences here made me 

smile. They notice the small things in art, writing, 

and viewing the world through voyeuristic eyes. The 

simple, text-heavy layout and sparse picture usage 

make it easy to read and really focus in on the beau¬ 

ty of the descriptions. The continuity of the pieces 

is seamless, and the writing flows wonderfully. 

You’ll want to read it all in one sitting. This is the 

type of zine that captures the beauty of just going 

through life. The words made me feel as if I were 

going on a trip or watching snippets of an unedit¬ 

ed movie. Simply put, this zine is completely beau¬ 

tiful and worth the price. (CS) 

$2, P0 Box 332, Chapel Hill, NC 27514 

Promenade #12 

Another zine from Sweden made by the same folks 

who did Normal Man. Same great look as the zine I 

previously reviewed, but I still cannot read it. Many 

zine reviews along with interviews with This Heat, 

iDeaL Recordings, Dialog Cet and many more. 

(PS) 

No price provided, promenadefanzine@hotmail.com 

Punish...Or Be Damned 

Andy/Flamboloyd Flitzbottom has been stewing at 

home, waiting to go back to school, holding off on 

getting a job, and reading voraciously on history 

and politics. The result is this anarcho-leftist man¬ 

ifesto on the history and future of the human race 

and where we went wrong. Heavily influenced by 

Howard Zinn and Noam Chomsky, it’s neither a 

piercing nor original analysis, but it is a kinetic 

read charting one guy’s awakening political con¬ 

sciousness. (DAL) 

$l/stamps, 2 Tlnkham Glenn, Wilbraham, MA 

01095 

<*> Quickdummies #14 

It is quite apparent from the get-go that the editor 

of Quickdummies is a not a native English speaker. 

As much as I value diversity, especially within the 

zine scene, his poorly written narratives did not 

make for a particularly fun read. His case isn’t 

helped either when the first 22 pages of the zine 

consist of him clumsily recapping the past two years 

of his life. And he’s well aware of this problem too, 

as he states at the very last paragraph of his lengthy 

update, "PS: I can’t write or spell and I am a proud 

person that puts incoherent words in between each 

other [...] The bottom line is this fanzine still suck 

and I don’t mean that as a joke, it does suck, seri¬ 

ously it does sucks.” Finally, if you’re still interest¬ 

ed in reading after the first two-dozen pages, the 

rest of the zine does actually have some worthwhile 

material. Included in this issue are some informa¬ 

tive socio-political essays on deforestation, animal 

experimentation and an untold aspect of WWII. 

There are also the usual, rant-and-rave columns; 

band interviews with Out Cold, Spazz, Toys That 

Kill, Strike Anywhere, Prank Record’s Ken 

Sanderson; and record reviews. (AA) 

$4, 6810 Bellaire Dr., New Orleans, LA 70124, 

quickdummies@hotmail.com 

Radical Slut Dis-covery #2 

Although the processes for overcoming and dealing 

with sexual abuse in the community are mainly per¬ 

sonal here, Emiliah and Midge outline their expe¬ 

riences with workshops in a way that makes it uni¬ 

versal. This is an important resource for people 

looking to work with abuse in their own lives. (CS) 

$2, 2866 Wildwood Dr., Clearwater, FL 33761 

Reason To Believe #6 

This is a somewhat typical newsprint punk zine: a 

few interviews with bapds as well as with a few activist 

collectives. Being from the UK, it seems to have 

much more of a political feel than American punk 

newsprint zines. The most interesting feature, to 

me, in this issue is a debate about DIY distribution 

and it’s sustainability. In general, the forum pre¬ 

sented here is very impressive. I really appreciate 

what they are attempting to do. (JB) 

$1, 145-149 Cardigan Rd Leeds LS6 1KJ UK 

Rotwife #1 

Zinestress Helen presents an intimate, intelligent 

personal zine of the late-night, caffeine-riddled, 

listening to old records and wallowing in heart¬ 

break variety. She writes about unrequited love, her 

relationship with her mother, self-mutilation, and 

other intense subjects, but she intersperses humor¬ 

ous stories and a funny hardcore fashion page. She 

includes plenty of self-conscious asides about how 

she’s being embarrassingly emo, but she has noth¬ 

ing to be embarrassed about: She’s a good writer 

and has an interesting mind, and it all comes 

through. (DAL) 

1619 Aina Rd., Aina, ME 04535 

SDZ #12 

Because 98 percent of this zine is written in 

French, I was a bit lost at first. But once I applied 

myself, it began to make sense. I determined that 

it focused primarily on the garage-rock sounds of 

the ’60s and today. I flipped through until I 

found a reference to Radio Birdman, and I even¬ 

tually did. Cliche and predictable, but pleasantly 

familiar with few surprises. It seems to have a lot 

of heart, too, giving really extensive coverage to 

bands in the genre as well as lengthy interviews 

and photographs. (JB) 

$3, Laurent Levy Impasse Janine 95220 Herblay E 

Nico France 

<*> Slouch #1 

Two voices clash: one hyperpolitical, the other 

obsessively neurotic. The two writers trade off their 

rants, and they mix like Assxick opening for Ida. 

Both are angry (the state of global warming versus 

"Why won’t jcrew.com work?”), but their woes 

come off as completely endearing. I don’t mean 

that as an insult, either. Voice #I claims that his life 

was changed by a Noam Chomsky reader. Voice #2 

centers her life around trying to find the most pri¬ 

vate place to shit. He’s a little naive with his politics. 

She’s all up in everyone’s business—especially 

strangers. The dynamic flows beautifully, not 

because of the drastic difference in topics, but their 

means of writing. He’s straightforward, telling all 

like the town crier and leaves no stone unturned 

when it comes to leftist theory. She’s incredibly 

charismatic, and her wit balances out whatever dry¬ 

ness comes with the politics. They could lose the 

record reviews, but the end feature on home brew¬ 

ing is a beautiful example of two ideologies working 

together (DIY + beer? Fuck yeah!). The concept 

isn’t particularly original—being a zine of rants— 

but the two writers are interesting enough that 

they’ve banged out a stellar start. (VC) 

$2.50, 610a Cole St. Box 22, San Francisco, CA 

94117, www.slouch.net 

Slug and Lettuce #71 

S&L is the dream of DIY, anarcho networkers 

worldwide. It contains tons of great classifieds, 

reviews, and photographs, plus writings from Chris 
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sneakdub #1 / xerography debt #8 

and contributors. Lately I’ve been really impressed 

with the content of the zine and its ability to be 

consistently worth reading after 70 issues. (JB) 

60 cent stamp, Christine, PO Box 26632, 

Richmond, VA 23261-6632 

Sneakdub #1 

The group of friends who made this call themselves 

"sick fucks out to destroy cool.” Adam, the editor, 

has some interesting, introspective essays. Various 

ramblings and prose by different folks. Highlights 

include an Exene Cervenka interview and the 

comics. Another bonus was an amusing antichrist 

comic book about the origins of Easter. (AA) 

No price provided, 2106 Briggs St., Norman, OK 

73071, sneakdub@yahoo.com 

Table Crumbs #1 

This is a personal zine that deals with the author’s 

experiences as a Polish immigrant to the United 

States. Included are articles on toxic Barbie dolls, 

European poster art, and personal pieces reminisc¬ 

ing about times in Poland. The author’s different 

perspective makes this an interesting read and 

worth checking out. (CS) 

$1 and two stamps, 308 N. Prairie #403, 

Champaign, IL 61820 

Tape Op #31 

Glossy yet DIY-spirited all the way through, this 

is a great resource for recording pros and ama¬ 

teurs alike. It does get pretty technical, though, 

and it was a little beyond me, considering I bare¬ 

ly know how to work a cheap four-track. But this 

is the perfect trade mag for recording studio 

types of the indie variety. Includes funny 

columns, advice corners, a letters section with 

lively exchanges, plenty of ads and contacts, and 

some interviews. (DAL) 

P0 Box 507, Sacramento, CA 95812 

Things From Nowhere 

A collection of comic shorts—one-liners to be 

exact. Epic starts with quick, mundane punchlines. 

The jokes stem from an ironic twist of a single pop- 

culture element. Kind of disappointing, but the 

haiku-like brevity can be admired. (VC) 

$3, P0 Box 50053, Indianapolis, IN 46250, 

www. th i ngsf rom nowhere, com 

Think 

Modern societal constructs are best smashed with¬ 

in hardcore’s accepting, utopian community, so 

argues Think. The thorough rehashing of 

Foucault’s and Nietzsche’s more mundane 

philosophies unfortunately only obscures the 

author’s own contribution. Future issues should 

throw concentrated philosophy aside in favor of 

delving into a more unique and personal theoret¬ 

ical exploration. (JD) 

$3, Andreas Moller Lange, Frederiks AII6 98.3.tv., 

8000 Aarhus C., Denmark 

Tread #3 

Greg Vondruska’s dark and richly funny Tread 

usually centers around a protagonist with a peg 

leg. Eccentricity is a lost art in the independent 

comic world, always delving too much into the 

avant garde and losing any sense of humor. 

Vondruska’s stark and removed style only makes 

his humor more twisted. The disjointed and 

nonsensical narration with a hint of the macabre 

take a slight nod toward Max Cannon’s Red Meat, 

but the jokes rarely stray into the realm of "sick 

and gross and just plain nasty.” Instead, 

Vondruska’s a fan of the non-sequiter. It takes 

awhile before one realizes how funny it is. It’s not 

quite subtle, just pleasantly odd. All of his stories 

are top-notch, except for the last one, which 

comes across as a fanboy obsession with Rainer 

Maria—it was pretty trying to read. There are two 

other featured artists as well, one was forgettable 

and the other so creepy that it’s chilling just to 

think about it. (VC) 

$3, Greg Vondruska, P0 Box 273415, Tampa, FL 

33688-3415, www.gregvondruska.com 

U5: a capitaless autographic journal #1 

Two friends along with a handful of contributors 

produced the debut of this graphically pleasing 

zine. At 14 pages, it contains a few columns, an 

interview with Samus, a performance art/show 

review and music reviews. What this zine lacks in 

pages it makes up for with a promising start. (AA) 

Free, 218 Garden St., Edwardsville, IL 62025, 

www.blockplandesigns.com/capitaless 

<*> Uncertain Nervous Systems: Ant Tracks 

Uncertain Nervous Systems' editor has long been 

ensconced in zine culture. Zines are to be trea¬ 

sured for their ability to stave off "information 

panic” sparked by today’s immediacy in commu¬ 

nication. Zines afford readers the luxury to slow 

down critical discourse so that both author and 

reader can savor what’s being said. With that in 

mind, UNS offers plenty of critical discourse to 

mull over. Profoundly influenced by the fallout 

of 9/ll’s terrorist attacks, articles cover topics 

from the infiltration of product placement 

advertising in sitcoms (in an attempt to defray 

millions in lost ad revenues during post-attack 

round the clock news coverage) to the media’s 

role in maintaining social control. Most impres¬ 

sive, however, is the treatise on Donald Rumsfeld 

and the new market economization of the 

American military and political machines. Based 

on four months of interviews and transcripts, 

UNS convincingly paints Rumsfeld as Chief 

Executive Officer (CEO) of the Department of 

Defense, handling his post as a businessperson 

handles a Fortune 5°° company, simply market¬ 

ing weapons systems and military strategy to eager 

American citizens positioned as investors, 

investing their tax dollars in America’s future. 

Poignant, informed, informative, thought-pro¬ 

voking— Uncertain Nervous Systems is my choice for 

this month’s must-read. (JD) 

Stamps or trade, R. John Xerxes Piche/Love Bunni 

Press, 2641 Euclid Hts. Blvd. #3, Cleveland 

Heights, OH, 44106 

<*> Vinyl A Go Go 
The hot-pink cover practically jumped into my 

hands when I opened my mailbag this time around. 

Vinyl A Go Go compiles selected content from the 

website of the same name. The print form only 

represents a fraction of what’s available in its dot¬ 

com form, bypassing the columns altogether and 

giving us a handful of long-form 7” reviews, in 

which he sings his praises of The Briefs, The Pinkz, 

Dirt Bike Annie, The Ergs, and The Epoxies (to 

name a few) as well as an interview with The Rock N 

Roll Adventure Kids. Lots of hyperactive writing 

(fueled by the influence of Lester Bangs and Coca- 

Cola) keeps this zine ticking. Certainly, the energy 

transforms well and does a lot to hype you up for 

the bands reviewed within. (PS) 

135 Wawallopen Rd, Nescopeck PA 18635, 

www.vinylagogo.com 

Walkie Talkie #4 
I wish I had had the luxury of reading #4 as direct¬ 

ed by the author: slowly and in conjunction with 

#3- On its own, this issue is a comic about child¬ 

hood nostalgia, loss and transformation. Detailed 

drawings pack plenty of emotional wallop. Also 

includes a short comic by Mike Taylor. (JD) 

$2.25, 7205 Geronimo, North Little Rock, AR, 72116 

<a> Wiener Society 

I have to admit I was a little unsure of this zine at 

first, but Neil’s writing completely pulls you in. 

He writes all about his experiences, how he ended 

up in prison, his three loves, reconciling with his 

parents and many other things. It’s titled "The 

think about it issue,” and that goes for author 

and reader. Neil’s spirit and efforts to reclaim 

his life show through in every page. His honesty 

about his situation and his willingness to contin¬ 

ually learn new things makes for a very inspiring 

read. He tackles a lot of issues in the many pages 

of his zine, and I highly recommend writing him 

to check it out. (CS) 

No price given (free to prisoners), Neil Weiner, c/o 

109 Arnold Ave., Cranston, Rl 02905 

Worker Bee 

An alienating comic dealing with autonomy. 

Imagine escaping a homogenous society and 

finding asylum in a world where everyone has a 

face—or do they really? The protagonist suffers 

through many desolate landscapes and melodra¬ 

matic close ups before reaching the Twilight Zpne- 

like conclusion. (VC) 

$5, Greg Vondruska, P0 Box 273415, Tampa, FL 

33688-3415, www.gregvondruska.com 

Xerography Debt #8 

A zine reviewing zines, though focusing more on 

community-building and networking rather than 

just reviews. It’s more intimate and very in-depth. 

The writers choose their own formats—some cre¬ 

ative, some standard, but the inconsistency is 

fresh. This community seems small and self- 

important, which pushes an unintentional sense 

of elitism. (VC) 

$2 Davida Gypsy Breier, P0 Box 963, Havre de 

Grace, MD 21078, www.leekinginc.com 
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be an angel. 

donate punk planet to your local library. 

WHAT BETTER WAY TO SUPPORT BOTH PUNK PLANET AND 

THOSE FABULOUS INSTITUTIONS OF FREE KNOWLEDGE, 

YOUR PUBLIC LIBRARY, BY DONATING A LIBRARY SUB¬ 

SCRIPTION OF PUNK PLANET? HERE’S WHAT YOU DO: INSTITU¬ 

TIONAL SUBSCRIPTIONS TO PP COST $40 US. SEND A CHECK, ALONG 

WITH THE NAME AND ADDRESS OF THE LIBRARY YOU’D LIKE TO 

DONATE A SUBSCRIPTION TO, AND WE’LL GET THEM A YEAR (SIX 

ISSUES) OF PUNK PLANET, AND TELL THEM YOU did it! 

SEND MONEY AND LIBRARY INFO TO: 

PUNK PLANET ATTN: LIBRARY DONATION 

4229 N. HONORE CHICAGO IL 60613 

QUESTIONS? E-MAIL LIBRARY@PUNKPLANET.COM 

AND INCLUDE "LIBRARY DONATION” IN YOUR SUBJECT LINE. 



Our book reviews are edited by: Joel Schalit 

War Plan Iraq: Ten Reasons Against 

War on Iraq 

By Milan Rai 

Verso 

This timely and substantial British book 

was published on September II, 2002, just in 

the nick of time to pull readers into intensi¬ 

fied opposition to the war. I believe that most 

people in the United States and Britain have 

a general aversion to making war on Iraq, but 

that few of them have access to the kind of 

detailed information presented here about 

why their impulse is correct. 

I am in awe of the trove of facts the 

author had at the ready to make possible such 

a clear and thorough position document on a 

very short timeline. An outgrowth of the work 

of British activist group ARROW (Active 

Resistance to the Roots of War), this book 

includes primary text by Rai, supplemental 

text by Noam Chomsky, photographs of 

everyday life in Iraq by Kim Weston-Arnold, 

and anti-war woodcuts by Emily Johns. The 

central text by Rai is book-ended and inter¬ 

spersed by these and other complementary 

contributions. 

Rai’s first focus is to describe how the 

British and American governments have very 

carefully laid the groundwork for a new war 

against Iraq ever since the Gulf War of 1990. 

His second focus is to refute the current (as of 

August) official justifications for this new 

war. The strength of both sections lie in their 

dense factual richness and their success at 

making the senselessness of this war very plain 

and simple. 

Toward this first aim, Rai details the US 

books 
and Britain’s private war on UNSCOM, the 

Iraq-specific UN weapons inspection pro¬ 

gram, and UNMOVIC, the UN’s monitor¬ 

ing, verification, and inspection committee. 

He explains how Iraq’s supposed refusals and 

uncooperativeness regarding weapons inspec¬ 

tions over the years have been substantially 

manufactured by British and US intelligence 

forces. He then points out how the US piggy¬ 

backed its spying activity in Iraq onto the 

UNMOVIC operation, and then destroyed it 

through diplomatic means when it became 

clear that further weapons inspections might 

delegitimize Iraq as a future target of war. 

The core of the book is Rai’s top IO rea¬ 

sons to oppose the war. Although I balked at 

his weaving in the banality of "top IO” lists, 

the IO short chapters that form the persuasive 

center to the book are good reading. His IO 

theses range from the often stated (there is no 

evidence Iraq has these weapons) to the less 

heard: war could trigger a humanitarian dis¬ 

aster; there is no link between Iraq and 

September II; and US and British generals 

oppose the war. 

Rai’s fact-packed prose is educative and 

persuasive. Yet an even greater strength of 

this book is that it also includes an array of 

appeals against the war. In addition to the 

visual anti-war statements made by the fea¬ 

tured artist and photographer, the book also 

includes a chapter comprised entirely of anti¬ 

war statements made by families of victims of 

the World Trade Center attacks. A brief 

opening section is made up of anti-war state¬ 

ments from prominent US and British pub¬ 

lic figures, including .unlikely statements 

from old hawks such as Brent Scowcroft, 

Lawrence Eagleburger, and James Baker to 

predictable peaceniks like higher-ups in the 

Church of England and Nobel Peace Prize 

winners Nelson Mandela and Jimmy Carter. 

Also important is an essay contributed by 

Noam Chomsky detailing how US/Israel-to- 

Arab foreign policies, particularly since 

1980, largely conform to a dictionary defini¬ 

tion of terrorism and how therefore the 

September II attacks should therefore have 

been no surprise. 

Of necessity, this book is already 

becoming outdated one month after publica¬ 

tion. It takes aim at a moving target and does 

a great job of outlining the foreign policy 

reasons most critical to Britons to oppose the 

war as of September 2002. Since then of 

course, the US Congress has gone ahead and 

given Bush the authority to make war without 

UN approval, and the schism within America 

over the war has continued its upward divide 

to the point where now even the CIA has reg¬ 

istered its opposition to Bush’s war. 

This book will feel incomplete to 

American readers because it doesn’t include 

much discussion of our domestic problems; 

problems that define our context for experi¬ 

encing this war and fuel a huge part of our 

outrage about it. Similarly, American audi¬ 

ences will be left hanging by the very brief 

chapter on the role of oil in this war. Rai 

entirely omits mention of the complex and 

repulsive network of relationships between 

the Bush family’s oil connections, the 

uniquely American thirst for vast amounts of 

oil, and GW Bush’s neurotic compulsion to 

finish off and upstage his father’s war. 

But for any reader who is compelled to 
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develop their understanding of the historical 

trajectory of the current situation with Iraq, 

this book is highly recommended. —Megan Shaw 

September 11, 2001: American 
Writers Respond 
Edited by Wiliiam Heyen 

Etruscan Press 

The first anniversary of September II, 

2001 witnessed a deluge of spiel-on-automat- 

ic, with worse to undoubtedly come in 2003. It 

requires a definite cultural talent for babble as 

a rhetorical art form to package the pain and 

loss of that horrific day for political consump¬ 

tion, for washing out suffering while simulta¬ 

neously invoking it as a phenomenon delimit¬ 

ed by citizenship. For that globalization of 

American pain has claimed many more lives, 

with more likely to come. 

On a recent evening, television news in 

my town broke away from its usual breathless 

reports on crime and sports to provide a fea¬ 

ture story on a local artist. She refers to her¬ 

self as a photographer, a claim apparently 

based on the possession of a 35mm camera 

rather than any larger sense of the word. 

Since September II, 2001, this woman has 

specialized in photographing any and all dis¬ 

plays of the American flag. She rushes up to a 

laundromat with an American flag painted on 

the front window, leans out of her SUV to 

snap another photo, and then gushes to the 

television camera about how the thousands of 

such flag display photos she has taken teach us 

how the nation has joined as one. The Fox 

channel anchor nods sagely and offers the 

report a supportive compliment. Next stop, 

an NEH local arts grant. 

For this reason, it is useful to steer clear 

of the declamatory pile-ups surrounding 

September Il’s first anniversary. The 

American Writers Respond anthology gathers 

initial reactions to that day’s events and speaks 

with a more convincing voice than do most of 

the small library of anniversary publications 

now on the market. The book packs about 

420 pages of reflective poetry and prose, 

enough to provide a resonance of some man¬ 

ner or another for readers who want more 

than USA Today-style expressive ineptitude. 

As Bruce Bond writes in an essay includ¬ 

ed in this volume, "The challenge of all polit¬ 

ically charged art is for the authority of the 

work to reside not merely in the situation, 

charged as it is by ready-made pathos, but in 

the quality of spontaneous imaginative par¬ 

ticipation in that situation.” That sense of 

connectedness constitutes a high and difficult 

standard, one that simple repetition of the 

tragic and gruesome facts does not meet. 

Some of the materials do well in achiev¬ 

ing that imaginative participation, and in 

fashioning reaction into reflective thoughts. 

One of the best is Ishmael Reed’s rant, 

"America United,” which he likely began 

chanting in anger to himself on the day of the 

catastrophe. The poem spills out over pages 

and its voice is hugely powerful, compelling, 

and by turns ironic and scornful. Similarly, 

Tess Gallagher reaches into her deeply 

expressive persona to bring out a poem like 

the anti-militaristic "I Never Wanted to 

March,” a counter-anthem to the militarism 

that seized the United States in the months 

following September II. The moments of 

these poems, of entering into their voices, are 

worth the price of the book. 

A mixture of prose and poetry populates 

American Writers Respond. In nuanced 

prose, Ray Gonzalez writes of teaching 

Thoreau to students absorbed by the unfold¬ 

ing events in New York, capturing moments 

where Gonzalez seems as much an observer of 

himself as of his students. Naomi Shihab Nye 

writes a gentle letter "To Any Would-be 

Terrorists” that attempts to suggest the possi¬ 

bilities of decency within any human, even in 

so unlikely a figure as a terrorist bent on 

quasi-apocalyptic violence. Such ameliorative 

imagination, with its exercise of willful 

naivete, seems oddly reassuring for its con¬ 

trarian hopefulness. 

Among the less insightful contributions 

is Richard Wilbur’s two-sentence letter of 

reply to the anthologist, written two months 

after the event: "The only thing I can say right 

now is this. There is no excuse for the inhu¬ 

manity of II September, and there is no 

excuse for those Americans, whether of the 

left or of the religious right, who say that we 

had it coming to us.” For such brief exercises 

in uninspired truisms, Wilbur did not win his 

About our reviews: All books reviewed in Punk Planet are independently published by small or academic presses. Due to space contracts and length requirements, not all 

books we recieve will be reviewed, as it takes quite a bit more time to read & review .a book (and write the corresponding review) than it does to stick a CD in the player 

and write a snappy capsule. Please send all books to the reviews address listed in the front of the magazine. 
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Pulitzer prizes: one wonders why these sen¬ 

tences were included, other than for the rec¬ 

ognizable name behind them. Fortunately 

there are only a limited number of boors who 

indulge in overheated political rhetoric 

(David Watson being one of these few), but 

there will inevitably be the sorts who mistake 

public somberness as an occasion for a lecture 

they believe oh-so-needed. Interestingly, it is 

New Yorkers like Laura Hinton and Erica 

Jong who contribute good observational 

essays that engage with that city’s mood and, 

in so doing, avoid such critical self-elevation 

from a distance. 

The difficulty of writing about 

September II will continue to be how we can 

avoid the simplicities, agitprop, and ultra- 

patriotic banalities of official culture that 

demean its centrality in the politics of these 

days. Anthologies like this one are a start 

towards reclaiming the meanings of the event, 

towards shaping a truly critical post- 

September II history. —Joe Lockard 

Surrealist Subversions: Rants, Writings 
& Images by the Surrealist Movement 
in the United States 
Edited and Introduced by Ron Sakolsky, 

Foreword by Franklin Rosemont 

Autonomedia 

"Surrealism? In Chicago?” Nelson 

Algren reportedly said incredulously to surre¬ 

alist Franklin Rosemont in 1975- 'You’re 

going to need a lot of luck. ” In his essay in the 

massive 742-page tome Surrealist Subversions, 

Ron Sakolsky says that despite Algren’s skepti¬ 

cism, a healthy surrealist movement had been 

blooming in the Midwestern city since the 

mid-60s. "The Chicago Surrealist Group had 

been a defiant presence in the Windy City for 

nine years,” writes Sakolsky. "And it has sus¬ 

tained that persona ever since, blowing in and 

out of the unfolding cityscape of collective 

imagination, speaking bluntly in the language 

of desire, and unabashedly urging the realiza¬ 

tion of our dreams.” 

Surrealist Subversions, recently pub¬ 

lished by Autonomedia, covers just about 

everything under the sun in relation to surre¬ 

alism in the US. There are sections on the 

terror and boredom of work; patriarchy and 

sexual oppression; "exposing false poets and 

the miserabilist media”; "the lie of white¬ 

ness”; the environment; surrealist women; 

Black music and art; pop culture; criticisms 

of the Left; and much more. 

But if one underlying theme had to be 

identified, it could be Sakolsky’s mention of 

"the language of desire” and the "realization 

of dreams.” Any art student who ever saw sur¬ 

realism as a primarily artistic or intellectual 

movement rather than a political one should 

have no such conceptions after reading this 

book—almost every essay underscores the 

intrinsically revolutionary and political 

nature of surrealism. While many traditional 

and contemporary leftist groups see social 

change as about anything but desire and the 

realization of personal fantasies, surrealism 

interprets revolution and the shameless and 

wild expression of desire as one and the same, 

on both individual and societal levels. 

This point is well made in the lengthy sec¬ 

tions on Black music and art as surrealism. "In 

Africa, the living experience of surreality has 

since prehistoric times enjoyed supremacy over 

its theoretical justification,” writes Cheikh 

Tidane Sylla. "In the Western world, surreal¬ 

ism is the result of a long philosophical, polit¬ 

ical, scientific and poetic struggle to recover 

what the traditional African has never lost.” 

The book’s publication was spearheaded 

by Chicagoans Franklin and Penelope 

Rosemont and includes many Chicago con¬ 

tributors as well as a lengthy section on surre¬ 

alism in Chicago. While the Windy City may 

be a footnote in most international and aca¬ 

demic studies of surrealism, the book shows 

that the city has in fact been a vibrant and 

freewheeling bastion of political surrealist 

dissent from at least the 1930s on. Chicago 

was the cradle of the,, jazz and blues move¬ 

ments that epitomized surrealism. 

Unbeknownst to many jazz and blues fans, 

some big names in Black music were willing 

participants in the surrealist movement. 

Howlin’ Wolf s band, Honeyboy Edwards and 

Eddie Shaw, among others, played in a World 

Surrealist Exhibition Blues Show in the 1970s 

organized by Chicago surrealist and blues 

historian Paul Garon. 

"While too many books on blues are 

affected with descriptive sociology or naive 

sentimentality, Garon’s emphasis, in keeping 

with his surrealist priorities, is always on 

blues as poetry, magic, humor, eroticism, 

revolt and the quest for freedom and the 

Marvelous,” writes Sakolsky. Among the many 

other Chicago surrealist celebrities chroni¬ 

cled here is Slim Brundage, king of the soap¬ 

box at Bug House Square, IWW (Wobbly) 

labor organizer and janitor of the dadaesque 

College of Complexes.The book points out 

the primacy of the Wobblies and famous labor 

organizers like Joe Hill in the surrealist 

movement, as well as the deep involvement of 

surrealists in opposing the Vietnam War, 

around the world and specifically in Chicago. 

During the infamous 1968 Democratic 

Convention in Chicago, surrealists launched 

the Gallery Bugs Bunny, marked only by a 

large painting of a carrot-chomping rabbit, 

that was "not just an art gallery but a meeting 

place for local radicals: surrealists, Black 

Panthers, Wobblies, Diggers, anarchists, 

SDSers, you-name-it.” 

While the areas that were the Gallery 

Bugs Bunny and Bughouse Square are now 

full of yuppies, manicured grass and decora¬ 

tive wrought-iron fences, the book maintains 

that the spirit of Slim Brundage and the rest 

lives on in Chicago. The College of 

Complexes does still exist, as does the journal 

Race Traitor and other surrealist and revolu¬ 

tionary anarcho-institutions. Central among 

these are the Charles H. Kerr press and the 

Black Swan surrealism imprint, small but 

prolific independent outfits run by the 

Rosemonts which publish various works of 

labor history, surrealism and other forms of 

resistance. In his introduction, Rosemont 

lets fly with a laundry list proving that surre¬ 

alism is still alive in Chicago and beyond: 

"To the fellow anarchists and like- 

minded revolutionary dreamers, and most 

especially to the gender-bending 'zine- 

wielding animal-rights Earth First! monkey- 

wrenching billboard-revising Zapatista punk 

hip-hop Critical Mass prison abolitionist 

copwatch computer-hacking race-traitor 

Crimethinkers micro-radio underground- 

in other words, to the young rebels of all 

ages who . . . have been creating vital out¬ 

posts of resistance, revolt and revolution 

around the world.”—Kari Lydersen ® 
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FOR A COMPLETE LIST OF BACK ISSUES, GO TO WWW.PUNKPLANET.COM 

PP44 THE WEAKERTHANS, one of 

the finest punk outfits to come along 

in the last few years grace the cover 

of PP44. This interview, performed by 

longtime Punk Planet contributor 

Larry Livermore, probes the mind of 

Weakerthans frontman JOHN SAM¬ 

SON. In their conversation, Livermore 

and Samson go from poetry to revolu¬ 

tion and back again. Truly an engag¬ 

ing and inspiring talk with one of 

punk’s newest heroes. Also inter¬ 

viewed in this issue: MR LADY 

RECORDS is profiled through talks 

with the label owners and the artists 

they release; futuristic hip-hop duo 

OELTRON 3030; Pacific Northwest 

metal punk LORDS OF LIGHTSPEED; 

electronic music pioneer THOMAS 

DIMUZIO; HALF JAPANESE’S leg¬ 

endary JAO FAIR; Pacific Northwest 

politi-rockers THE INTIMA; and $5 

CD label PLAN-IT-X RECORDS. 

Articles this issue include: UNIVER¬ 

SAL RECORD’S ACQUISITION OF E- 

MUSIC-it may not sound all that 

exciting, but this business-section 

errata finds many independent labels 

not so independent anymore; 

reporter Heather Haddon looks at the 

ABUSE OF FEMALE PRISONERS IN 

AMERICA; new associate editor Chris 

Ziegler gives a hilarious behind-the- 

scenes look at SOUTH BY SOUTH¬ 

WEST; PP investigates SLAUGHTER 

OF WILD BUFFALO IN MONTANA; and 

PUNKS REMEMBER JOEY RAMONE 

in a moving tribute. All this, plus all 

the DIY, columns, reviews, and much 

much much more! 144 pgs. 

PP45 DOUBLE FEATURE cover 

story! This issue not only shines the 

spotlight on consumer-rights 

activist, 2000 presidential candi¬ 

date, and all-around hellraiser 

RALPH NADER, but it also features 

an in-depth interview with uncom¬ 

promising independents SHELLAC. 

Just for you, PP45 serves up a little 

double trouble-two cover stories 

for the price of one! Also interviewed 

in this issue: Latino punk entertain¬ 

er EL VEZ; author PLESANT 

GEHMAN; analog electronic rockers 

MOUSE ON MARS; the new band to 

emerge from the ashes of Smart 

Went Crazy, THE BEAUTY PILL; 

queer zinemaker RUDY SCUTTER; 

filmmaker STEPHANIE BLACK; and 

independent country-rocker and 

death-penalty activist STEVE EARL. 

Articles in this issue include a hair- 

raising look at THE YAZOO BACKWA¬ 

TER PUMP PROJECT IN THE MIS¬ 

SISSIPPI DELTA-these pumps, if 

built, could bring environmental dev¬ 

astation to this fragile region; BACK 

TO SHATILLA follows author Ali 

Abunimah has he visits a Palestinian 

refugee camp; and HONDURAS: THE 

OTHER COLUMBIA looks at the US’s 

secret involvement in the Honduran 

government’s war against its own 

people. Plus columns, reviews, DIY 

and much, much more! 144 pgs 

PP46 ART & DESIGN 21PP46 fea¬ 

tures FOUR LIMITED EDITION COVERS 

this time by artists JAIME HERNANDEZ 

(LOVE & ROCKETS COMICS), SHEP¬ 

PARD FAIRY (OBEY GIANT POSTERS), 

NIKKI MCCLURE (Olympia, WA paper- 

cut artist) and JAY RYAN (Chicago, IL 

poster artist). Interviews in Art & 

Design 2 include Hernandez, Fairy, 

McClure, and Ryan along with filmmak¬ 

er SADIE SHAW, designer ELLIOT EAR¬ 

LES, graffiti artists JOCYUN SUPER- 

STAR and LITTLE MISS ATTITUDE, San 

Francisco’s not-for-profit POND 

GALLERY, and CRASS collageist GEE 

VAUCHER. Articles in A&D2 include a 

profile of CHICAGO’S RADICAL STREET 

ARTISTS THE DEPARTMENT OF 

SPACE AND LAND RECLAMATION, an 

overview of DIY COMICS, a story about 

the MURALS OF CHICAGO'S PILSEN 

NEIGHBORHOOD, and a look at the 

PROJET MOBILIVRE/BOOKMOBILE 

PROJECT that is bringing zines and 

artist books into underserved neigh¬ 

borhoods. Plus reviews, columns, DIY 

and more. 168 pgs. 

PP47 WAR SONGS. Punk Planet 

#47 takes stock of the Bush adminis¬ 

tration's WAR AGAINST TERRORISM. 

Is it effective? Is it moral? Is it legal? 

We pose the questions that the main¬ 

stream media isn't asking to 

experts—the answers are eye-open¬ 

ing to say the least. PP47 dedicates 

an entire section to looking at the war 

from many different angles in inter¬ 

views, essays, and articles. Sure to 

be controversial, PP47 pulls no 

punches in its analysis of the war. But 

it’s not just bombs and tanks in this 

issue of Punk Planet-after taking an 

issue off to write about art & design, 

PP47 returns with tons of great music 

interviews. Interviewed in this issue 

are: classic queer punk TOM ROBIN¬ 

SON reminisces on the spirit of 77; 

Pacific Northwest stalwarts 

UNWOUND; the Indigo Girls' AMY 

RAY talks about her independent solo 

project; dyke punks THE HAGGARD 

take their bikes out for a spin; buzz 

band THURSDAY drops some knowl¬ 

edge; XBXRX gives their last inter¬ 

view; and Punk Planet helps MINT 

RECORDS celebrate their 10 year 

anniversary. Also interviewed just in 

time for the Olympics: the BURN THE 

OLYMPICS collective—a secretive 

group of activists devoted to direct 

action against the 2002 Olympic 

Games. In addition to the war cover¬ 

age, and tons of interviews, PP47 fea¬ 

tures reviews, columns, fiction, DIY 

and more. 

PP48 TO HELL AND BACK. 

Operating under the name George 

Eric Hawthorne, George Burdi was 

the flagbearer and general of the mid- 

'90s neo-nazi youth movement. But a 

1995 jail term found Burdi question¬ 

ing his own beliefs, and when he was 

free, he left the neo-nazi movement. 

In To Hell and Back', Punk Planet 48 

catches up with Burdi to talk about 

his past, his transformation, and his 

future. Controversial and disturbing, 

yet ultimately moving, this feature- 

length interview is not to be missed! 

Also interviewed in this issue: the 

unstoppable women-led band ERASE 

ERRATA; garage rock genre jumpers 

THE DIRTBOMBS; electronic sound 

artist OVAL; Afro-beat radicals 

ANTIBALAS; street punk superstars 

THE SWINGING UTTERS; and radical 

educator and poet DEMETRAI MAR¬ 

TINEZ. Any articles in PP48? You 

betcha. Punk Planet looks at the 

DEATH OF DISTRIBUTION GIANT 

VALLEY and what the loss of a giant 

one-stop means for independents. PP 

travels to look at the FAILED DOLLAR¬ 

IZATION OF ECUADOR; and Andrew 

Dickson talks about TOURING WITH 

A DIY FILM. Need more? How about a 

DIY ON TRAVELLING AND WORKING 

ABROAD, plus columns, reviews, and 

much, much more. 

PP49 BUSINESS AS USUAL? THE 

ROCKY RISE OF VAGRANT RECORDS 

Very few labels in the underground 

have had the meteoric success of 

California’s Vagrant Records-nor 

the controversy that has come with it. 

In issue #49, Punk Planet turns its 

award-winning reporting to investi¬ 

gating Vagrant’s business practices. 

Is the label’s reputation for predatory 

band signings and larger-than-life 

marketing just sour grapes from com¬ 

petitors (as the label claims) or the 

emergence of a dangerous wolf in 

sheep’s clothing (as its harshest crit¬ 

ics contend)? Reporters Trevor 

Kelley and Kyle Ryan go beyond the 

rumors and delve into the fascinating 

story of the controversial punk label. 

ALSO IN PP49: Interviews with punk 

pioneers MIKE WATT and RICHARD 

HELL, rock’n’rollers FEDERATION X, 

neo-wavers THE RAPTURE, nobel 

laureate (no kidding!) ADOLFO 

PEREZ, electronic underground mag 

XLR8R, buzz band NEW END ORIGI¬ 

NAL, Brits ELECTRELANE, and the 

always entertaining HOT WATER 

MUSIC. Articles (besides the cover 

story) include the story of Alex 

Sanchez, a LOS ANGELES GANG- 

PEACE ORGANIZER FACING DEPOR¬ 

TATION; the story of THE CIVIL SUIT 

AGAINST TWO SALVADORIAN GEN¬ 

ERALS WHO NOW LIVE IN FLORIDA; 

and A FIRST PERSON ACCOUNT OF 

BEING'BANNED'FROM THE UNITED 

STATES POST-SEPTEMBER II. All this 

plus columns, DIY, reviews, and 

much, much more. 

PP50: OUR KIND OF TOWN. Punk 

Planet marks its 50th issue with an 

issue that celebrates the magazine’s 

home: Chicago. Featuring a diverse 

group of interviews and articles, PP5D 

showcases the many people, places, 

and things that make this city unique. 

To kick things off is the beautiful JON 

LANGFORD PAINTING of Chicago’s 

Mayor Daley on the magazine’s cover. 

Inside, Langford and bandmate Sally 

Timms wax philosophical about 25 

YEARS OF THE MEKONS and what 

moving to Chicago has meant for the 

band. Also interviewed in this issue: 

post-rock poster darlings TORTOISE 

talk about why the critics got it all 

wrong; BLOODSHOT RECORDS explain 

the link between country and punk; the 

woman behind VENUS ZINE talks 

about creating her amazing publica¬ 

tion; LOS CRUDOS’ MARTIN SOR- 

RONDEGUY talks about why he’s left 

Chicago; HOUSING ORGANIZER 

JAMES MUMM talks about fighting 

gentrification; GREEN PARTY CANDI¬ 

DATE (AND PUNK) JASON FARBMAN 

talks about taking on Chicago machine 

politics; the two wonderful people 

behind HOMOCORE CHICAGO talk 

about the good old days; the braintrust 

behind the 'dance show for kids of all 

ages’ CHIC-A-GO-GO talk about mak¬ 

ing one of the best shows on cable 

access; death row inmate AARON PAT¬ 

TERSON talks about the brutal Chicago 

cop that beat him into confessing to a 

murder he didn’t commit; indie hip- 

hoppers THE MOLEMEN drop some 

knowledge; and garage rockers THE 

DISHES make some noise. PLUS MANY 

MORE INTERVIEWS WITH FOLKS 

FROM CHICAGO. In addition, there’s all 

the columns, reviews, DIYs, letters and 

everything else you’ve come to expect 

for 50 issues. 

Punk Planet #51 steers the car head- 

on into oncoming controversy with 

the emotional cover story, WAVE A 

WHITE FLAG: DODGING BULLETS IN 

THE OCCUPIED WEST BANK. In this 

moving first-hand account, author 

and frequent PP contributor Jeff 

Guntzel travels to the West Bank. 

Dodging bullets and checkpoints Jeff 

and a small team of dogged activists 

end up being the first Americans into 

the Jenin refugee camp after the 

Israeli Defense Forces leveled it. A 

truly heartbreaking story told with 

great empathy for both sides, Jeff’s 

account is not to be missed. There’s a 

ton more don’t-miss material in this 

issue of Punk Planet including Mark 

Andersen’s (co-author of the DC 

punk history book Dance of Days) 

unique interview with BRATMOBILE’S 

ALLISON WOLFE and BLUEGRASS 

LEGEND HAZEL DICKENS-these 

two women from different back¬ 

grounds and different eras discover 

just how much they have in common. 

Also interviewed in PP5I: AARON 

COMETBUS’s amazing zine turns 20; 

EPITAPH RECORDS’ CHIEF BRETT 

GUREWITZ talks about his drug addi¬ 

tion, re-joining Bad Religion and 

learning to love life again; rocker and 

all-around amazing woman SARAH 

DOUGHER; Billy Joe Armstrong’s 

ADELINE RECORDS; truly insane 

rockers GUYANA PUNCH LINE bring 

the noise; queer punk ANDREW MAR¬ 

TINI (LIMPWRIST, KILL THE MAN 

WHO QUESTIONS); and much more. 

Articles in PP5I (in addition to Jeff’s 

amazing account) include a profile of 

TRANSGENDERED ACTIVIST AND 

ARTIST ED VARGA; THE PRIVATIZA¬ 

TION OF THE PHILADELPHIA 

SCHOOL SYSTEM; and an account of 

the STRUGGLES OF DAY LABORERS 

IN CHICAGO. And more! 

Punk Planet #52 warms up the cold 

winter months with PAY TO CUM, an 

in-depth look at the growing trend of 

punk rock internet porn. Punk 

the world of DIY porn to figure out if 

it’s really offering something differ¬ 

ent—or is it just the same sleaze 

operating on a smaller scale? 

Ziegler’s story offers a fascinating 

look into this world. Also in PP52: 

Interviews with THE KILLS, Allison 

from the much-loved Discount’s new 

band; Sex Pistols photographer DEN¬ 

NIS MDRRIS; instrumentalists 

DENALI; author ZOE TROPE; rockers 

THE HISSYFITS; the always entertain¬ 

ing punks THE FLESHIES (featuring a 

portrait drawn by cartoonist Janelle!); 

Oaklandish art collective NONCHA¬ 

LANCE; turntablist CHRISTIAN MAR- 

CLAY; political hardcore band BLOW- 

BACK; and political thinker MICHAEL 

PARENTI talks about the “terrorism 

trap.’ Other articles in PP52 include a 

look at RADICAL LIBRARIANS; the 

FIGHT AGAINST WHITE-POWER 

MUSIC; and a look at how THE GAY 

PRIDE MOVEMENT HAS SOLD OUT. 

Also making its first appearance in 

Punk Planet #52 is the magazines 

ALL NEW FRONT SECTION, STATIC. 

While PP5I saw a reduction in the 

number of columnists writing for PP, 

PP52 sees the columns move to the 

back of the magazine and replaced by 

Static-almost a 'zine within a zine’ 

filled with shorter pieces about bands, 

people, artists, and more. It’s totally 

new and very exciting. But even with 

the changes, everything you still have 

come to count on is here: reviews, 

columns, DIYs, and more... only better! 

And it's the longest issue of Punk 

Punk Planet T-shirts! Now 

on sweatshop-free light blue shirts 

with dark blue ink. Classic PP design— 

as seen on TV! $12 ppd 

Single issues cost $6.00 each (postage included). 

Buy two or more and get 'em for only $4.00 each! 

Punk Planet 4229 N. 

Honore Chicago IL 60613 

ercnandis 
credit card ordering (and more exact rates) available online at www.punkplanet.com 

also check online for the most current list of back issues available 

When ordering from outside the US or Canada, 

please add $3 to each issue ordered. 



see 
also 
Where to find more information 
about this issue’s features. 

interviewed this issue: 

Jawbreaker 

While the band may no longer be around, 

thankfully their entire catalog is in print. 

Etc., Live 4/30/96, and the re-release of Dear 

You are available from: 

Blackball Records 

www.blackballrecords.com 

24 Revenge Therapy and Biovac are avail¬ 

able from: 

The Communion Label 

www.midheaven.com/communion 

Unfun is available from: 

Shredder Records 

www.shreddingradio.com/sh.html 

Currently, Blake is in Jets to Brazil. Their three 

records are on: 

Jade Tree records 

www.jadetree.com 

Adam's record store, Lost Weekend is located at: 

1034 Valencia St 

San Francisco, CA 94110 

Scott Ritter 

For more information about the situation in 

Iraq, see the listing for “Iraq Journal.” 

Starshaped Press 

To learn more about Jen’s amazing letterpress 

work (and to send a job her way), visit: 

www. sta rsha ped. com 

!!! 

!!!’s first self-titled album and a split remix 

album with Outhud are available on: 

Gold Standard Laboratories 

Post Office Box 178262 

San Diego, CA 92177 

www.goldstandardlabs.com 

Their second album will be on: 

Touch & Go Records 

PO Box 25520 

Chicago, II. 60625 

Mr. Lit 

Mr. Lif is online at: 

www.mrlif.com 

His album, / Phantom is available from: 

Def Jux 

www.definitivejux.net 

John Doe 

John Doe is online at: 

www.thejohndoe.com 

He can be written at: 

the John Doe corporation 

PO Box 1732 

Frazier Park, CA 93225 

The Pattern 

The Pattern's two records, Real Feelness and 

the EP Immediately are available from: 

Lookout Records 

PO. Box 11374 

Berkeley, CA 94712 

www.lookoutrecords.com 

articles in this issue: 

Iraq Journal & Halloween in Iraq 

Nathan Mauger went to Iraq as part of the 

Iraq Peace Team, a project of Voices in the 

Wilderness. The IPT hopes to maintain a con¬ 

stant presence in Iraq up to and through a 

war. They are looking for support, donations, 

and volunteers. Find them online at: 

www. i raq peaceteam.org 

Voices in the Wilderness is online at: 

www.vitw.org 

For more information about the situation in 

Iraq, visit 

The Education for Peace in Iraq Center 

www.epic-usa.org 

www.war-on-iraq.com 

Some books with good background on the 

war, sanctions, and US Iraq policy include: 

Out of the Ashes by Patrick and Patrick Cockbum 

Sanctioning Saddam by Sarah Graham-Brown 

War on Iraq by William Pitt with Scott Ritter 

War Plan Iraq by Milan Rai (Verso) 

Web Radio Bites Back 

A clearninghouse for information about the 

threat to Internet radio is online at: 

www.saveinternetradio.org 

Not Just Boys’ Fun 

Visit www.girlsrockcamp.org for more information 

on the Portland camp and how to get involved. 

Registration for the 2003 session begins in 

February. The Rock 'n' Roll Camp for Girls is 

continuing and is always looking for women to 

volunteer and organizations to provide dona¬ 

tions, both monetary and in-kind. 

For more information on the southern camp, 

e-mail Kelley Anderson at kba2c@mtsu.edu. 

Out in the Cold 

Organizations mentioned in this article include: 

The Western Prison Project is online at: 

www.westernprisonproject.org 

Los Hermanos Youth Crime Prevention Program 

Oregon State Penitentiary 

2605 State Street 

Salem, OR 97301 

Central Area Motivation Program 

www. c i tyof seattl e. n et/ca m p 
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